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Phase-Change Heat Transfer in
Microsystems
Recent work on miscroscale phase-change heat transfer, including flow boiling and flow
condensation in microchannnels (with applications to microchannel heat sinks and mi-
croheat exchangers) as well as bubble growth and collapse on microheaters under pulse
heating (with applications to micropumps and thermal inkjet printerheads), is reviewed.
It has been found that isolated bubbles, confined elongated bubbles, annular flow, and
mist flow can exist in microchannels during flow boiling. Stable and unstable flow boiling
modes may occur in microchannels, depending on the heat to mass flux ratio and inlet
subcooling of the liquid. Heat transfer and pressure drop data in flow boiling in micro-
channels are shown to deviate greatly from correlations for flow boiling in macrochan-
nels. For flow condensation in microchannels, mist flow, annular flow, injection flow,
plug-slug flow, and bubbly flows can exist in the microchannels, depending on mass flux
and quality. Effects of the dimensionless condensation heat flux and the Reynolds number
of saturated steam on transition from annular two-phase flow to slug/plug flow during
condensation in microchannels are discussed. Heat transfer and pressured drop data in
condensation flow in microchannels, at low mass flux are shown to be higher and lower
than those predicted by correlations for condensation flow in macrochannels, respec-
tively. Effects of pulse heating width and heater size on microbubble growth and collapse
and its nucleation temperature on a microheater under pulse heating are
summarized. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2410008�

Keywords: boiling, condensation, phase change, bubble, nucleation
ntroduction

Advances in microelectronic fabrication technology have led to
he miniaturization of silicon components. This coupled with the
mproved processing speed in clock frequencies from MHz to
Hz has generated increasingly larger amount of heat in micro-
rocessors. The large amount of heat, if not properly dissipated,
ill cause overheating of a chip, leading to its degrading perfor-
ance and eventual damage. To cope with the demand for more

fficient cooling technology for the next generation of high power
lectronics devices, various kinds of microheat exchangers and
wo-phase microchannel heat sinks �1,2� have been developed in
ecent years. For this reason, a great deal of recent work has been
evoted to the study of boiling and condensation in microchannels
3–23�.

Meanwhile, advances in microfabrication also led to many
EMS products such as thermal inkjet printheads �24� and mi-

rothermal bubble pumps �25�. For thermal inkjet application, mi-
roheaters under electrical pulse of several microseconds ��s� are
sed to generate a microbubble periodically. The microbubble will
xpel a small drop of ink through a nozzle at a high frequency to
specified position on a paper to compose the text and graphics.
he quality of the print depends on the size of the drops and drop
elocity, which are closely related to bubble nucleation. Recently,
eng et al. �26� found that if the pulse width applied to a micro-
eater is increased from the microseconds to milliseconds level,
he periods of bubble expansion and collapse are asymmetric. This
haracteristics can be used to design a thermal actuator or pertur-
ator �26,27� and for DNA hybridization enhancement �28,29�.
In this paper, we will review the most recent literature on boil-

ng �4–18� and condensation �19–23� in microchannels with ap-
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he International Heat Transfer Conference 2006. Max Jakob Award Lecture.
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plications to microheat exchangers and microheat sinks, as well as
bubble nucleation under pulse heating �25–31� with applications
to microthermo-bubble actuators.

Classification of Microchannels
It is well known that the Bond number is an important param-

eter in phase change heat transfer �2,3�. The Bond number is
defined as

Bod = �Dh/�c�2 = g��� − �v�Dh
2/� �1�

where �c= �� / ���−�v�g�1/2 is the capillary length; Dh is the hy-
draulic diameter of the channel; g is the gravitational acceleration;
� is the surface tension; and �� and �v are density of the liquid
and the vapor, respectively. Equation �1� shows that the Bond
number is a ratio of the hydraulic diameter to the capillary length,
which is also a measure of the relative importance of the buoy-
ancy force to surface tension force. The classification of micro-
channels, minichannels, or macrochannel can be based on the
Bond number as follows �2�:

1. Microchannel: if Bod�0.05 where gravity effect can be
neglected;

2. Minichannel: if 0.05�Bod�3.0 where surface tension ef-
fect becomes dominant and gravitational effect is small; and

3. Macrochannel: if Bod�3.0 where surface tension is small in
comparison with gravitational force.

It is relevant to point out that the Bond number, defined by Eq.
�1�, has taken into consideration the effects of temperature, pres-
sure, and physical properties of the fluid. According to the above
classification, a channel with its hydraulic diameter less than
490 �m �at 450 K� or 600 �m �at 300 K�, respectively, is consid-
ered to be a microchannel for phase change heat transfer if water

is used as the working medium.
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low Boiling in Microchannel

UFlow Patterns. Hetsroni et al. �4� investigated flow boiling of
ater in silicon microchannels having hydraulic diameters of
03 �m and 129 �m, respectively, and observed periodic annular
ow and periodic dry steam flow in the microchannels. In another
aper, Hetsroni et al. �5� performed a flow boiling experiment on
ertrel XF fluid in silicon microchannels of triangular cross sec-

ion, having a hydraulic diameter of 130.14 �m. They measured
ow-amplitude/short-period fluctuations in the pressure drop and
utlet fluid temperature, which were attributed to the growth and
ollapse of vapor bubbles in the two-phase flow. Qu and Mudawar
6� performed a flow boiling experiment of water in a two-phase
icrochannel heat sink, and identified two types of instability in
icrochannels: severe pressure drop oscillation and mild parallel

hannel instability. They discussed the possibility of reverse vapor
ow. Lee et al. �7� and Li et al. �8� found that reverse vapor flow
xists in both single and multiple microchannels. Most recently,
etsroni et al. �9� performed an experiment on flow boiling of
ater in a microchannel with a hydraulic diameter
f 250 �m for mass flux in the range of 95–340 kg/mP2P s and
eat flux in the range of 80–330 kW/mP2P. They observed explo-
ive boiling with periodic wetting and dryout in the
icrochannels.
Wu et al. �10–12� carried out a series of experiments on the

imultaneous visualization and measurements on flow boiling in
arallel silicon microchannels having a hydraulic diameter rang-
ng from 49.9 �m to 186 �m. It was found that large temperature
nd pressure fluctuations with long oscillation periods occurred
nder certain heat and mass flux conditions. Most recently, a more
ystematical investigation on flow boiling patterns has been car-
ied out by Wang et al. �13�, who show that stable and unstable
ow patterns occur in microchannels, depending on the values of
eat to mass flux ratio q /G and inlet subcooling. Note that the
oiling number Boi is related to q /G by

Boi =
q

Ghfg
�2�

igure 1 shows that the following three flow boiling modes exist
n microchannels having a hydraulic diameter of 186 �m at an
nlet subcooling of 35°C:

1. Stable flow boiling mode I for q /G�0.96 J /g: This is a
table flow boiling regime with no temporal temperature and pres-
ure variations. Isolated bubbles are generated near the inlet and
re carried away downstream by the bulk flow.

Unstable flow boiling mode II for 0.96 J /g�q /G�2.14 J /g:

Fig. 1 Flow boiling regimes in microchanels †14‡
longated bubbles expand upstream because of the limited trans-

02 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
verse space in the microchannels. The elongated bubble may ex-
pand to near the inlet of the microchannels, which becomes an
annular/mist flow. The incoming cooled liquid pushes the elon-
gated bubbles back to downstream, and isolated bubbles being
generated upstream are carried away to downstream by the cooler
incoming liquid. Thus, isolated bubbles flow and annular/mist
flow appear alternatively with time in the microchannels. This
leads to cyclic variations of wall temperatures and inlet pressure.
As a result, the inlet wall temperature is gradually increased until
it reaches an equilibrium state, and no temporal temperature varia-
tion after a sufficiently long time. This is an unstable flow boiling
mode.

3. Stable flow boiling mode III for q /G�2.14 J /g: This is a
stable flow boiling regime with the inlet wall temperature near
saturated condition, and no temporal temperature variation is ob-
served. Annular flow and mist flow may appear alternatively with
time in the microchannels. Small cyclic variations of inlet pres-
sure with short periods occur in the microchannels.

UHeat Transfer CharacteristicsU. Qu and Mudawar �6� per-
formed an experiment on flow boiling of water in microchannels
with a hydraulic diameter of 0.349 mm. Figure 2 shows that the
measured local heat transfer coefficient decreased with the vapor
quality, and it was pointed out that this behavior was contradictory
to existing correlations for macrochannels. Yen et al. �14� obtained
the local heat transfer coefficient for flow boiling of water at a
flow rate G of 295 kg/mP2P s and a heat flux q in the range of
1–13 kW/mP2P s in microchannels having a hydraulic diameter
of 0.51 mm. They found that the local heat transfer coefficient is
independent of mass flux, but is a strong function of heat flux.
They also found that the local heat transfer coefficient decreases
with vapor quality. The local boiling heat transfer coefficient de-
creasing with vapor quality was also confirmed by Hetsroni et al.
�9�, who performed an experiment on flow boiling of water in
microchannels with triangular cross sections having a hydraulic
diameter of 144 �m at G=95–340 kg/mP2P s and q
=80–330 kw/mP2P. Sumith et al. �15� obtained heat transfer co-
efficient for flow boiling of water in minichannels with a hydrau-
lic diameter of 1.45 mm at G=23.4–152.7 kg/mP2P s, and q
=10–715 kW/mP2P. As shown in Fig. 3, their measured heat
transfer coefficients for q�200 kW/mP2P were in agreement with
correlation equations for macrochannels. However, their measure-
ments for q�200 kW/mP2P were higher than those predicted by
correlation equations for macrochannels.

Most recently, Lee and Mudawar �16� carried out an experi-

Fig. 2 Comparison of measurements of local heat transfer co-
efficient in flow boiling of water in microchannel with correla-
tion equations for macrochannels †7‡
mental investigation for flow boiling of R-134a in microchannels

Transactions of the ASME
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aving a hydraulic diameter of 0.349 mm. They found that boiling
eat transfer coefficient of R-134a in microchannels cannot be
redicted by existing correlation equations for flow boiling in
acrochannels. Since boiling heat transfer mechanisms are differ-

nt for low, medium, and high vapor qualities, they proposed dif-
erent correlations for these three quality regimes. As in correla-
ions for flow boiling in macrochannels, the Martinelli number is
n important parameter in these three quality regimes in micro-
hannels. However, whereas the Martinelli parameter is raised to a
ositive exponent in microchannel correlations, it was raised to a
egative exponent in macrochannel correlation equations. In ad-
ition to the Martinelli parameter, they showed that the boiling
umber and the Weber number are also important parameters in
he correlation of flow boiling heat transfer in the medium vapor
ualities regime. It was found that their proposed correlations are
n good agreement with their flow boiling heat transfer coefficient
ata in microchannels.

UPressure Drop Characteristics. In another paper, Lee and
udawar �17� carried out an experiment for pressure drop in flow

oiling of R-134a in a microchannel with a hydraulic diameter of
.349 mm at G=127–654 kg/mP2P s an q=31.6–93.8

/cm P2P. A comparison of their experimental data with existing
orrelation equations for pressure drop in macrochannels is pre-
ented in Fig. 4. It is shown that the pressure drop data in micro-
hannels deviated greatly from those predicted by macrochannel
orrelations. Taking the surface tension effect into consideration,
hey proposed a modified Lockhart–Martinelli correlation with the
dditional parameters of Weber number and Reynolds number,
hich can predict their pressure drop data well.
Tran et al. �18� obtained pressure drop data in flow boiling of

hree refrigerants �R-134a, R-12, and R-113� in minichannels with
ydraulic diameters of 2.46 and 2.92 mm, respectively. They com-

Fig. 3 Comparison of boiling heat tran
ing correlations for macrochannels †16‡

Fig. 4 Comparison of pressure drop data fo

existing correlations for flow boiling in macrocha

ournal of Heat Transfer
pared their experimental data for minichannels with several exist-
ing correlations for macrochannels, and found that most of these
existing correlations underpredicted the pressure drop in min-
ichannels as shown in Fig. 5. They speculated that greater pres-
sure drop in a microchannel may be due to additional friction
relating to the movement of elongated bubbles. They proposed a
modified B coefficient correlation taking into consideration the
confinement of bubbles in microchannels. Their modified correla-
tion for pressure drop in flow boiling of the three refrigerants
agrees within ±20% of their measurements.

Condensation in Microchannels

UFlow Patterns. Chen and Cheng �19� performed the first flow
visualization study on condensation of saturated steam in a silicon
micorchannel with a hydraulic diameter of 75 �m. They found
that mist flow with microwater droplets existed near the inlet of
the microchannels and intermittent flow near the outlet. Subse-
quently, Wu and Cheng �20� carried out simultaneous visualiza-
tion and measurement experiments on saturated steam condensing
in parallel silicon microchannels with a length of 30 mm, having a
trapezoidal cross section with a hydraulic diameter of 82.6 �m.
They observed that mist flow, annular flow, slug/bubbly flow, and
bubbly flow existed from upstream to downstream in the micro-
channels, as shown in Fig. 6. The transition from annular to slug/
bubbly flow, which was clearly shown for the first time, is called
the injection flow.

Most recently, Quan et al. �21� carried out a visualization study
to investigate the effects of dimensionless condensation heat flux
and Reynolds number of the saturated steam on the transition
from annular flow to slug/bubbly flow in condensation in micro-
channels. The results are presented in Fig. 7 where Z /L is the

r coefficient in minichannels with exist-

ow boiling of R134a in microchannels with
sfe
r fl

nnels †18‡
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imensionless location of the transition �with L denoting the
ength of the microchannels�; Re is the Reynolds number of the
team; and q̃=qc /Ghfg is the dimensionless condensation heat flux
ith qc denoting the condensation heat flux. It is shown that the
alue of Z /L decreases �implying that injection flow occurs fur-
her upstream� with increasing q̃ or decreasing Re.

UHeat Transfer Characteristics. Shin and Kim �22� carried
ut an experiment on condensation of R134a in a microchanel
ith a hydraulic diameter of 0.493 mm. Figure 8 shows that their
easured Nusselt numbers in the microchannels were higher than

hose predicted by the existing correlations for macrochannels at
ow mass fluxes �G�200 kg/mP2P s�. On the other hand, their

ig. 5 Correlation of pressure drop of refrigerants in flow boil-
ng in minichannels †19‡

ig. 6 Photos of condensation flow in microchannels with
BhB=82.6 �m at m=30.4 g/cm2 s †20‡

ig. 7 Transition from annular to slug/bubbly flow in conden-

ation of steam in microchannels †21‡

04 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
measured Nusselt numbers at high mass flux �G
�200 kg/mP2P s� can be reasonably well predicted by existing
correlations for macrochannels.

Pressure Drop Characteristics. Kim et al. �23� obtained pres-
sure drop measurements for condensation flow of R134a in a mi-
crochannel having a hydraulic diameter of 0.691 mm. Figure 9
shows a comparison of their measurements with existing correla-
tion equations for macrochannels. It is shown that at low mass
flux �G�200 kg/mP2P s�, the pressure drop in condensation flow
in a microchannel is lower than that predicted by Friedel’s corre-
lation for macrotubes. At higher mass fluxes �G
�200 kg/mP2P s�, however, pressure drop in condensation flow
in a microchannel can be predicted well by Friedel’s correlation
for macrotubes.

Bubble Nucleation Under Pulse Heating
As mentioned in the Introduction s, microbubble nucleation un-

der pulse heating has important applications to thermal inkjet
printheads, vapor bubble pumps, and vapor bubble perturbators.
Single bubbles can be generated periodically in these devices on a
microheater under pulse heating with different pulse widths. For
thermal inkjet printheads, bubbles are generated in the microsec-
ond ��s� range. On the other hand, bubbles are generated in the
millisecond �ms� range in vapor-bubble pumps and in vapor-
bubble perturbators. Under rapid pulse heating, power densities
equivalent to several megawatts per square meter can be gener-
ated. Bubble nucleation under an extremely high heat flux pulse
differs from the usual nucleate boiling in many aspects. First,
bubble nucleation is initiated at a higher temperature close to the
theoretical superheat limit. Second, the boiling process is more
explosive because the initial bubble pressure is very high. Third,
the boiling process is more reproducible because its mechanism is
governed by the property of the liquid �i.e., homogeneous nucle-
ation� rather than by the surface characteristics �i.e., heteroge-
neous nucleation�.

Effects of Pulse Width on Bubble Growth and Collapse.
Deng et al. �26� performed an experiment to investigate the
bubble growth and collapse on a nonuniform width microheater
under pulse heating width in the millisecond range for the purpose
of enhancing DNA hybridization �28–30�. Figure 10 shows the
effect of pulse width � on bubble growth and collapse on a non-
uniform microheater with the slim part having a size of 10
�3 �m P2P. It is shown that there is a rapid bubble expansion
period followed by a slow bubble collapse period. The asymmet-
ric bubble expansion and collapse periods lead to perturbation of
the fluid. Moreover, a longer pulse width leads to a longer lifetime
of a bubble. The case of �=1.66 ms was chosen for further study
because this pulse width can lead to reasonable perturbation of
fluid without introducing a large amount of heat.

Effects of Heater Size on Nucleation and Bubble Shape. Re-
cently, Deng et al. �31� have performed an experiment to study
effects of the heater size on bubble shape and onset of nucleation
under a 1.66 ms pulse heating. Table 1 listed the dimensions of
the submicron and micron heaters used in their experiments. Fig-
ure 11 shows the effect of heater size on nucleation temperature
and nucleation time at a pulse width of 1.66 ms. It is shown that
the nucleation temperature decreases while the nucleation time
increases as the heater size is increased. This is because the tem-
perature rise rate of the heater decreases with the heater size. It
was also found that there existed a critical feature size of the
heater, 10 �m, for this pulse width. The bubble shape for heaters
with feature size below or above this critical value was quite
different. Thus, the bubble generated by heaters can be classified
into two groups as shown in Fig. 12. Single spherical bubble was
generated periodically with Group I heaters �a�–�f� with the width

of the slim part of the heater less than or equal to 10 �m, and an

Transactions of the ASME
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blate vapor blanket was generated periodically with Group II
eaters �g�–�k�. The fact that the shape of the bubble and boiling
attern depends on the slim part of the heater can be explained as
ollows: after the occurrence of incipience of boiling, the water–
apor interface will try to form a spherical shape within the thin
uperheated liquid due to the surface tension effect, which is the
ominant force at the microscale level. The spherical bubble be-
ins to shrink when it grows near the outer edge of the thin su-
erheated region because of the condensation effect. When the
eater has exceeded a certain critical length, the spherical bubble

Fig. 8 Comparison of measured Nusselt number for condens
equation †23‡
annot fit in the thin superheated region, and it grows to fit the

ournal of Heat Transfer
thin superheated region as an elongated bubble on the heater. Be-
cause of the larger exposed area of the elongated bubble to outer
cooled fluid, the condensation effect is much stronger than the
spherical bubble. It then collapses immediately thereafter.

Concluding Remarks
Recent work on phase-change heat transfer processes in micro-

systems has been reviewed in this paper. The following conclu-

on of R134a in microchannels with macrochannel correlation
ati
sions can be drawn:

FEBRUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 105
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For Flow Boiling in Microchannels

1. Bubbly flow �isolated bubble�, plug/slug flow �confined
bubble�, annular flow, and mist flow may exist in flow boil-
ing in microchannels.

2. In the stable flow boiling mode I �see Fig. 1�, vapor bubbles
grow on the heated wall, elongated, and are carried away by

Fig. 9 Comparison of measured pressure drop versus quali
=0.691 mm with Friedel’s correlation equation for macrochan

ig. 10 Effects of pulse width on bubble growth and collapse
2
n a 3Ã10 �m microheater submerged in DI water †27‡

06 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
the liquid to downstream. No temporal pressure and tem-
perature variations have been observed in the microchannels
under these conditions.

3. In the unstable flow boiling mode II �Fig. 1�, cyclic varia-
tions of temperature and pressure have been observed. Dur-
ing one cycle, bubbly flow changes to annular/mist flow and
then changes to bubbly flow again. The annular flow is
formed when confined vapor bubbles expand in both up-

or condensation flow of R-134a in a microchannel having D
s †24‡

Table 1 Dimensions of various submicron and micron heaters
used in Deng et al.’s experiments †39‡. The length and width are
those of the slim part of the heater.

Heater
ID

Length
±2%
��m�

Width
±3%
��m�

�a� 0.5 0.5
�b� 1 0.5
�c� 2 1
�d� 10 3
�e� 10 5
�f� 20 10
�g� 30 10
�h� 30 15
�i� 90 30
�j� 150 50
�k� 200 70
ty f
Transactions of the ASME
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stream and downstream directions, resulting in the increase
of wall temperature and inlet water temperature. As a result,
both wall temperature and inlet water temperature increase
gradually with time, and amplitudes of oscillation decrease
with time while the oscillation period increases with time.
The oscillation flow becomes stable after an equilibrium
condition is reached.

4. In the stable flow boiling mode III �Fig. 1�, annular flow and
mist flow appear, alternating in time in the microchannels.
Periodic dryout and rewetting have been observed under
these conditions. This is a stable flow boiling mode where
no temperature oscillation has been observed although inlet
pressure has small amplitude/short-period oscillations.

5. Both boiling heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop data
in microchannels cannot be predicted by existing correla-
tions obtained for macrochannels.

For Condensation Flow in Microchannels

1. There are four flow patterns in flow condensation in micro-
channels: mist flow, annular flow, slug/plug flow �confined
bubble�, and bubbly flow �isolated bubble�.

2. The transition from annular flow to slug/plug flow during
flow condensation takes place further downstream in the mi-
crochannels as the dimensionless heat transfer rate is in-
creased, or as the Reynolds number is decreased.

3. At low mass fluxes �G�200 kg/mP2P s�, measured Nusselt
numbers for condensation in microchannels are higher than

ig. 11 Effects of heater size on nucleation temperature and
ucleation time at pulse width of 1.66 ms †32‡

ig. 12 Effect of heater size on bubble shapes at pulse width

f 1.66 ms †32‡

ournal of Heat Transfer
predicted from correlations for macrochannels. At high mass
fluxes �G�200 kg/mP2P s�, the measured Nusselt numbers
in microchannels can be predicted well with existing corre-
lations for macrochannels.

4. At low mass fluxes �G�200 kg/mP2P s�, measured pressure
drop data for condensation flow in microchannels is lower
those predicted by Friedel’s correlation for macrotubes. At
high mass fluxes �G�200 kg/mP2P s�, the measured pres-
sure drop data can be predicted well with existing correla-
tions for macrochannels.

For Microbubble Generation Under Pulse Heating

1. A single microbubble can be generated periodically by a
nonuniform width microheater under pulse heating.

2. When the pulse width of a microheater is in the microsecond
range, the growth and collapse period of a microbubble is
symmetric.

3. When the pulse width of a microheater is in the millisecond
range, a rapid expansion period and a slow collapse period
are observed. The rapid expansion period is pressure control
while the slow collapse period is thermal control. The
asymmetric expansion and collapse periods lead to flow
perturbations.

4. Whether it is a spherical vapor bubble or oblate vapor blan-
ket on the heater depends on the pulse width and heater size.
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Nomenclature
Bod � Bond number
Boi � boiling number

DBhB � hydraulic diameter �m�
g � gravity �m/sP2P�
G � mass flux �kg/mP2P s�
h � enthalpy �J/kg�

hBfgB � latent of heat of evaporation �J/kg�
L � length of the microchannel �m�

�BcB � capillary length �m�
q � heat flux �kW/mP2P�
x � vapor quality
Z � distance from the inlet �m�

Greek Symbols
� � dynamic viscosity �N s/mP2P�
� � density �kg/mP3P�
� � surface tension �N/m�
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Multiquadric Collocation Method
for Time-Dependent Heat
Conduction Problems With
Temperature-Dependent Thermal
Properties
The multiquadric collocation method is a meshless method that uses multiquadrics as its
basis function. Problems of nonlinear time-dependent heat conduction in materials hav-
ing temperature-dependent thermal properties are solved by using this method and the
Kirchhoff transformation. Variable transformation is simplified by assuming that thermal
properties are piecewise linear functions of temperature. The resulting nonlinear equa-
tion is solved by an iterative scheme. The multiquadric collocation method is tested by a
heat conduction problem for which the exact solution is known. Results indicate satisfac-
tory performance of the method. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2401617�

Keywords: Kirchhoff transformation, meshless, radial basis function
ntroduction
Multiquadrics is a radial basis function discovered by Hardy

1�. The multiquadric collocation method, also known as Kansa’s
ethod �2�, has been used to solve various steady-state problems

3–6� and time-dependent problems �7–9� in mechanics. It has
een shown that this method can yield satisfactory solutions to
inear problems. Being a meshless method, this method has ad-
antages over conventional numerical methods such as the finite
lement method and the finite difference method. However, before
onsidering the multiquadric collocation method as a serious al-
ernative to the finite element method and the finite difference

ethod, this method must be tested with nonlinear time-
ependent problems. There have been relatively few such prob-
ems solved by the multiquadric collocation method �10,11�.

A well-known nonlinear time-dependent problem is the time-
ependent heat conduction problem with temperature-dependent
hermal properties. Several algorithms have been proposed to find
ts solution. Previous algorithms, however, depend on mesh-
ependent methods such as the finite element method and the
nite difference method. In this paper, an algorithm making use of

he multiquadric collocation method is proposed. First, the prob-
em is simplified by the Kirchhoff transformation. Then the mul-
iquadric collocation method is formulated to deal with the prob-
em in an iterative manner. The proposed algorithm is used to
olve heat conduction problems in a fictitious material. Results
how that solutions for problems in which heat capacities and
hermal conductivities are piecewise linear functions of tempera-
ure are satisfactorily accurate.

eat Conduction Problem
Heat conduction phenomena in which heat capacities and ther-
al conductivities depend on temperature are described by the

ollowing partial differential equation

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR-

AL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received June 13, 2005; final manuscript received

pril 30, 2006. Review conducted by A. Haji-Sheikh.

ournal of Heat Transfer Copyright © 20
�cp�T�
�T

�t
= �„k�T��T… + s�r,t� for r in � �1�

Without the loss of generality, density is assumed to be constant.
In addition, initial and boundary conditions are given by

T�r,0� = T0�r� for r in � �2�

T�r,t� = Tb�r,t� for r on �1 �3�

k�T�
�T

�n
= qb�r,t� for r on �2 �4�

Define u by using the Kirchhoff transformation

u�r,t� =�
Tr

T

k�T� dT �5�

Transform the dependent variable in Eqs. �1�–�4� from T to u

��u�
�u

�t
= �2u + s�r,t� for r in � �6�

u�r,0� = u0�r� for r in � �7�

u�r,t� = ub�r,t� for r on �1 �8�

�u

�n
= qb�r,t� for r on �2 �9�

where �=�cp /k is the reciprocal of thermal diffusivity �.

Discretization Scheme
Consider thermal properties of three materials shown in Tables

1–3. Thermal conductivities and heat capacities of materials A, B,
and C are the same as those of zirconium, tungsten, and tantalum,
respectively, which are obtained from Ref. �12�. However, the
densities of materials A, B, and C are constant instead of tempera-
ture dependent as the actual densities of zirconium, tungsten, and
tantalum are. It can be seen that thermal conductivities of these
materials are not linear functions of T. Equation �5� indicates that

u�T� is a monotonically increasing function because k�T� is al-
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ays positive, and an explicit function u�T� can be found quite
asily no matter how complicated k�T� is. On the contrary, an
xplicit function of T�u� is difficult to determine unless k�T� is a
inear function. Therefore, although it is possible to approximate
�T� as a sixth-order polynomial function of T using data from
even temperatures, it is more efficient for computational purpose
o approximate k�T� as a piecewise linear function:

k�T� = ki−1 + � ki − ki−1

Ti − Ti−1
��T − Ti−1� �Ti−1 � T � Ti� �10�

here T1 ,T2 , . . . ,T7 are seven temperatures in Tables 1–3 in as-
ending order, and k1 ,k2 , . . . ,k7 are the corresponding thermal
onductivities. Let Tr=100 K. Substituting k�T� from Eq. �10�
nto Eq. �5� yields

u�T� = ui−1 + ki−1�T − Ti−1� +
1

2
� ki − ki−1

Ti − Ti−1
��T − Ti−1�2

�Ti−1 � T � Ti� �11�

rom which the inversion formula for T�u� can be obtained as
ollows

T�u� = Ti−1

+ �Ti − Ti−1

ki − ki−1
��− ki−1 +	ki−1

2 + 2� ki − ki−1

Ti − Ti−1
��u − ui−1�2


�ui−1 � u � ui� �12�

After values of u corresponding to seven temperatures in Tables
–3 for each material are calculated, � can be plotted as functions
f u. Figure 1 shows that, for each material, � does not vary
apidly with u, and can be approximated as a piecewise linear
unction. It is interesting to note that variations of � with u for the
hree materials are quite different.

Table 1 Thermal properties of material A

�K� � �kg m−3� k �W m−1 K−1� cp �J kg−1 K−1�

00 6570 33.2 205
00 6570 25.2 264
00 6570 21.6 300
00 6570 20.7 322
00 6570 21.6 342
000 6570 23.7 362
200 6570 26.0 344

Table 2 Thermal properties of material B

�K� � �kg m−3� k �W m−1 K−1� cp �J kg−1 K−1�

00 19300 208 87
00 19300 186 122
00 19300 159 137
00 19300 137 142
00 19300 125 145
000 19300 118 148
200 19300 113 152

Table 3 Thermal properties of material C

�K� � �kg m−3� k �W m−1 K−1� cp �J kg−1 K−1�

00 16600 59.2 110
00 16600 57.5 133
00 16600 57.8 144
00 16600 58.6 146
00 16600 59.4 149
000 16600 60.2 152
200 16600 61.0 155
10 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
Discretization of Eqs. �6�–�9� yields

�*�ui
�n� − ui

�n−1�

�t
� = 	�2ui

�n� + �1 − 	��2ui
�n−1� + s„ri,�n − 1 + 	��t…

�13�

ui
�0� = u0�ri� �14�

ui
�n� = ub�ri,n�t� �15�

�ui
�n�

�n
= qb�ri,n�t� �16�

where

�* = �„	ui
�n� + �1 − 	�ui

�n−1�
… �17�

Relaxation parameter 	 must be greater than 0. In this study, 	
=0.5.

Multiquadric Collocation Method
Let ri �i=1,2 , . . . ,Nb� denote positions of boundary nodes and

ri �i=Nb+1, Nb+2, . . . ,Nb+Ni� denote positions of interior nodes.
The multiquadric collocation method approximates u as a linear
combination of radial basis functions 


u�r,n�t� = �
j=1

Nb+Ni

aj
�n�
��r − r j�� �18�

where


�r� = 	r2 + c2 �19�
is known as multiquadrics. This function contains the shape pa-
rameter c. A suitable value of c is to be found by numerical ex-
periments in this paper. Coefficients aj

�0� are determined directly
from collocation using Eq. �14�

�
j=1

Nb+Ni

aj
�0�
��ri − r j�� = u0�ri� �i = 1,2, . . . ,Nb + Ni� �20�

Coefficients aj
�n� �n�1� must be determined iteratively. First, Eq.

�13� is rearranged

	�2ui
�n� − ��*

�t
�ui

�n� = − �1 − 	��2ui
�n−1� − ��*

�t
�ui

�n−1�

− s„ri,�n − 1 + 	��t… �21�

Next substitute ui
�n� and ui

�n−1� from Eq. �18� into Eqs. �21�, �15�,

Fig. 1 Variations of the reciprocal of thermal diffusivities of
materials A, B, and C with Kirchhoff transformation variable
and �16�
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j=1

Nb+Ni

aj
�n��i

2
��ri − r j�� − ��*

�t
� �

j=1

Nb+Ni

aj
�n�
��ri − r j��

= − �1 − 	� �
j=1

Nb+Ni

aj
�n−1��i

2
��ri − r j��

− ��*

�t
� �

j=1

Nb+Ni

aj
�n−1�
��ri − r j�� − s„ri,�n − 1 + 	��t…

�i = Nb + 1,Nb + 2, . . . ,Nb + Ni� �22�

�
j=1

Nb+Ni

aj
�n�
��ri − r j�� = ub�ri,n�t� �i = 1,2, . . . ,Nb1� �23�

�
j=1

Nb+Ni

aj
�n��


�n
= qb�ri,n�t� �i = Nb1 + 1,Nb1 + 2, . . . ,Nb1 + Nb2�

�24�

nitially, it must be assumed that aj
�n�=aj

�n−1� so that �* can be
etermined, and Eqs. �22�–�24� can be solved for aj

�n�. After the
etermination of aj

�n�, Eqs. �22�–�24� are solved for new values of

j
�n�. The iteration process continues until the average difference
etween new and old values of ui

�n� is less than a tolerance number

� 1

Ni
�

i=Nb+1

Nb+Ni �1 −
�ui

�n��new

�ui
�n��old

�2
1/2

� � �25�

rovided that no value of ui
�n� is zero. Otherwise, a new measure

f the difference between new and old values of ui
�n� must be used.

n this study, �=1.010−5.
After converged values of ui

�n� have been found, Ti
�n� can be

etermined from Eq. �12�. If exact temperatures are known, aver-
ge error in computed temperatures ��� can be found from the
verage difference between computed temperatures and exact
emperatures at Nt test nodes, of which locations are denoted by �i
i=1,2 , . . . ,Nt�.

� = � 1

Nt
�
i=1

Nt �1 −
Ti

�n�

�Ti
�n�� exact

�2
1/2

�26�

here Ti
�n� is determined from

ui
�n� = �

j=1

Nb+Ni

aj
�n�
���i − r j�� �27�

sing Eq. �12�, and �Ti
�n��exact is the exact solution at location �i

nd time n�t.

esults and Discussion
Consider a 0.12 m0.12 m square domain having the thermal

roperties of material A. Let N nodes be uniformly distributed in
he domain so that there are �	N−2�2 interior nodes and �4	N
4� boundary nodes. The spacing between two adjacent nodes is,

herefore, 0.12/ �	N−1� m, which is denoted by �. Coordinates of
nodes are (�i−1��, �j−1��), where i and j run from 1 to 	N. As

hown in Fig. 2, the bottom, right, and top sides of the domain are
ubjected to the Dirichlet boundary condition, whereas the left
ide of the domain is subjected to the Neumann boundary condi-

ion. The exact solution is

ournal of Heat Transfer
Texact�x,y,t� = �104.43 + 4.43 cos �0.01t�� exp �10�x + y��
�28�

so that the minimum and maximum values are approximately
100 K and 1200 K, respectively, which are the lower and upper
limits of the temperature range in Tables 1–3. This function is
used to generate the initial value function T0�x ,y�, the Dirichlet
boundary value function Tb�x ,y , t�, the Neumann boundary value
function qb�x ,y , t� function, and the source function s�x ,y , t� ac-
cording to

s�x,y,t� = �c�T�
�T

�t
− k�T�� �2T

�x2 +
�2T

�y2� −
dk

dT
�� �T

�x
�2

+ � �T

�y
�2

�29�

The multiquadric collocation method is then used to obtain an
approximate solution, which can be compared with the exact so-
lution to evaluate the performance of the method.

Effects of Shape Parameter. It is well known that the accu-
racy of the multiquadric collocation method is sensitive to the
shape parameter, which may be chosen to optimize the perfor-
mance of multiquadrics as an interpolating function. Although a
variable shape parameter has been suggested �13,14�, there is evi-
dence that using a variable shape parameter does not always lead
to a more accurate solution than using a constant shape parameter
�7�. In order to investigate effects of the shape parameter on the
solution by the proposed method, variations with time of average
error are calculated for five values of the shape parameter �0.1,
0.11, 0.12, 0.13, and 0.14�. Coordinates of 36 interior test nodes
are �0.02i−0.01,0.02j−0.01�, where i and j run from 1 to 6, N
=49, and �t=0.5 s. Figure 3 shows that average error depends on
the shape parameter. It is obvious that there exists an optimum
value of shape parameter as far as accuracy is concerned. For
material A, the optimum value is around 0.11. It is also found that
the optimum values for material B and C are 0.11 and 0.14, re-
spectively. Instead of proposing an algorithm for finding the opti-
mum value, it is proposed that the value of 0.12 is an appropriate
value since this value gives a solution that is not much less accu-
rate than the solution at the optimum value of shape parameter.

Convergence Test. Behaviors of solutions by the multiquadric
collocation method as � and �t decrease are investigated by using
three values of N. With �t /�2 kept constant at 1250 s /m2, values

Fig. 2 Domain of test problem is a 0.12 mÃ0.12 m square. The
left side is the Neumann boundary and the other three sides are
the Dirichlet boundary. Black circles indicate locations of 24
boundary test nodes.
of �� ,�t� corresponding to N=25, 49, and 169 are
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0.03 m,1.125 s�, �0.02 m,0.5 s�, and �0.01 m,0.125 s�, respec-
ively. The shape parameter is varied according to c /�=6. Wong
t al. �8� and Fasshauer �15� also suggested that c should be pro-
ortional to �. Results in Fig. 4 indicate that reducing � and �t in
he multiquadric collocation method results in a more accurate
olution.

Effects of Random Node Arrangement. The multiquadric col-
ocation method does not require a uniform arrangement of nodes
ike the finite difference method. In fact, a random arrangement

ay be preferable if it makes the process of node placement
asier. A random node arrangement results from distributing each
nterior node i randomly according to �xi ,yi�= �x̄i+d1� , ȳi+d2��,
here �x̄i , ȳi� is the position of node i in the uniform arrangement,

nd d1 and d2 are random numbers between −0.5 and 0.5. The
esult for the uniform arrangement is compared with results for
ve random arrangements with N=49, �t=0.5 s, and c=0.12.
igure 5 shows that a random node arrangement does not signifi-
antly affect the accuracy of the solution.

Boundary solution. The boundary solution by a collocation
ethod may be less accurate than interior solution. Figure 6 com-

ares average error for the 36 interior test nodes used to obtain
igs. 3–5 with average error for six boundary test nodes on �2 as
hown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the boundary solution is
lightly less accurate than the interior solution. In addition, Fig. 6
hows variation of average error in the heat flux ��q� for 18 test
odes on �1 as shown in Fig. 2

ig. 3 Variations with time of average error for 36 interior test
odes corresponding to different shape parameters of
ultiquadrics

ig. 4 Variations with time of average error for 36 interior test

odes corresponding to different grid spacings and time steps
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�q = � 1

Nt
�
i=1

Nt �1 −
qi

�n�

�qi
�n��exact

�2
1/2

�30�

where

qi
�n� = �

j=1

Nb+Ni

aj
�n��


�n
���i − r j�� �31�

and �qi
�n��exact is the exact heat flux at boundary location �i and

time n�t. Average error in computed heat flux is about one order
of magnitude larger than average error in computed temperatures.

Comparison With the Finite Difference Method. The finite
difference method can be considered as a benchmark with which
meshless methods such as the multiquadric collocation method
should be compared. Although meshless methods have an advan-
tage over the finite difference method in that an arbitrary problem
geometry can be easily dealt with, this advantage should not mean
solution accuracy has to be compromised. Figure 7 compares the
solution to the test problem by the finite difference method having
N=169 and �t=0.125 s with the solution by the multiquadric col-
location method having N=169, �t=0.125 s, and c=0.06. Coor-
dinates of the 121 test nodes used for computing both solutions
are �0.01i ,0.01j�, where i and j run from 1 to 11. It is evident that
both methods yield solutions of comparable accuracy. It is inter-
esting to note, however, that comparison performed using a

Fig. 5 Variations with time of average error for 36 interior test
nodes corresponding to different node arrangements. The
solid line represents the uniform arrangement, whereas five
other lines represent five random arrangements.

Fig. 6 Comparison of average error in computed temperatures
for 36 interior test nodes, average error in computed tempera-
tures for 6 boundary test nodes, and average error in computed

heat flux for 18 boundary test nodes
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.0 GHz Pentium 4 CPU indicated that the finite difference
ethod was a little faster because it used less CPU time

116.95 s� than the multiquadric collocation method �134.55 s�.

onclusions
Heat conduction problems in materials of which thermal prop-

rties are temperature dependent can be solved by the multiquad-
ic collocation method. Results show that the shape parameter of
ultiquadrics affects the accuracy of the solution. A value of the

hape parameter that yields solutions of satisfactory accuracy is
uggested. In addition, it is shown that the multiquadric colloca-
ion method is more accurate as grid spacing and time step de-
rease, a random arrangement of nodes does not affect the accu-
acy of the method significantly, average error in computed heat
ux is about an order of magnitude larger than average error in
omputed temperatures, and solutions by the multiquadric collo-
ation method and the finite difference method have comparable
ccuracy.

It has been accepted that meshless methods have advantages
ver the finite difference method and the finite element method in
heir ability to deal with domains of complex geometry without
equiring mesh generation. Acceptance of these methods depends
n more testing of these methods using nonlinear time-dependent
roblems. This paper has shown that the multiquadric collocation
ethod has the potential to be an acceptable alternative numerical
ethod for solving general partial differential equations.
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omenclature
a � coefficient
c � shape parameter

cp � heat capacity, J/�kg.K�
d1, d2 � random numbers

k � thermal conductivity, W/�m.K�
N � number of nodes
n � normal coordinate or time level
q � heat flux, W/m2

r � distance between two nodes, m
r � position vector of a boundary or an interior

node
s � source function

ig. 7 Comparison of average errors for 121 interior test
odes by the multiquadric collocation method „MCM… and the
nite difference method „FDM…
ournal of Heat Transfer
T � temperature, K
t � time, s
u � Kirchhoff transformation variable, W/m
x � horizontal coordinate, m
y � vertical coordinate, m

Greek Symbols
� � grid spacing, m

�t � time step, s
� � tolerance number
� � average error in computed temperature

�q � average error in computed heat flux

 � multiquadrics

�1 � Dirichlet boundary
�2 � Neumann boundary
� � reciprocal of thermal diffusivity, s /m2

	 � relaxation parameter
� � density, kg/m3

� � domain
� � position vector of a test node

Subscripts
0 � initial value
b � boundary
i � position index or interior
j � position index
r � reference
t � test

Superscript
n � time index
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Effects of Gap Geometry and
Gravity on Boiling Around a
Constrained Bubble in
2-Propanol/Water Mixtures
In this study, boiling experiments were conducted with 2-propanol/water mixtures in
confined gap geometry under various levels of gravity. The temperature field created
within the parallel plate gap resulted in evaporation over the portion of the vapor-liquid
interface of the bubble near the heated surface, and condensation near the cold surface.
Full boiling curves were obtained and two boiling regimes—nucleate boiling and pseudo-
film boiling—and the transition condition, the critical heat flux (CHF), were identified.
The observations indicated that the presence of the gap geometry pushed the nucleate
boiling regime to a lower superheated temperature range, resulting in correspondingly
lower heat flux. With further increases of wall superheat, the vapor generated by the
boiling process was trapped in the gap to blanket the heated surface. This caused pre-
mature occurrence of CHF conditions and deterioration of heat transfer in the pseudo-
film boiling regime. The influence of the confined space was particularly significant when
greater Marangoni forces were present under reduced gravity conditions. The CHF value
of x (molar fraction)�0.025, which corresponded to weaker Marangoni forces, was
found to be greater than that of x=0.015 with a 6.4 mm gap. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2402178�

Keywords: confined gap, boiling, reduced gravity, binary mixtures
ntroduction
Boiling under reduced gravity has significant applications in
any aerospace engineering fields, including spacecraft thermal

ontrol designs that incorporate heat exchangers, heat pipes, mi-
rochannels, and cryogenic storage and transport systems. Many
nvestigators have conducted intensive experimental research on
ool boiling under various gravity levels, but none known to us
as studied gravity effects on boiling in a confined space, which is
requently encountered in a wide variety of heat transfer applica-
ions, such as heat exchangers, pressurized water reactors, and
lectronic component cooling.

For pool boiling in the nucleate boiling regime, Straub �1�
ointed out that the Rohsenow equation, which predicted that the
eat flux at a specified superheat level diminished under reduced
ravity, failed to predict the heat transfer for binary mixtures and
ure organic fluids. On the contrary, a 20% enhancement of heat
ransfer was achieved even at low heat flux for some mixtures.
his augmentation was also observed by Abe et al. �2�, Oka et al.

3�, and Lin et al. �4�.
For critical heat flux �CHF�, Shatto and Peterson �5� reported

hat the CHF for distilled water decreased with decreasing gravity,
nd even fell below the g1/8 trend predicted by Lienhard and Dhir
6�. Nevertheless, Ahmed and Carey �7� found that by adding a
roper amount of 2-propanol into water, the resulting Marangoni
ffect was able to sustain the boiling mechanism under reduced
ravity. They observed that the CHF under reduced gravity was
ble to achieve the same order of magnitude as under the terres-
rial condition with the aid of Marangoni forces.

Straub �8� compared several experimental results for cryogenic

1Corresponding author.
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR-

AL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received October 10, 2005; final manuscript re-
eived May 15, 2006. Review conducted by Ramendra P. Roy. Paper presented at the
SME Summer Heat Transfer Conference �HT2003�, July 21–23, 2003, Las Vegas,

evada.

14 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007 Copyright ©
fluids in film boiling and found that the film boiling could be
maintained by surface tension forces in microgravity. The heat
transfer coefficient was gradually decreased with decreasing grav-
ity, but remained constant for a /g�0.01. Alternatively, Liu et al.
�9� proposed an analytical correlation for the film boiling of bi-
nary mixtures on a horizontal cylindrical heater. By taking the
mass diffusion factor into account, their model suggested that the
heat transfer coefficients were proportional to g1/4.

There have been several studies focused on the influence of
constrained space on boiling. The pioneering work by Ishibashi
and Nishikawa �10� systematically examined the heat transfer of
various saturated liquids while boiling in vertical annuli with the
internal cylinder heated. Two different boiling characteristics were
observed and thereafter referred to as the coalesced bubble regime
and the isolated bubble regime. In the isolated bubble regime,
many spherical bubbles were initiated from the heated surface,
which then departed and rose upward. While in the coalesced
bubble regime, large coalesced bubbles were fully grown in the
confined space, which then departed and rose regularly at a low
frequency. The coalesced bubble regime often occurred when the
system pressure was low or a narrow gap was present. Similar
boiling characteristics were observed by Akoi et al. �11� and Laser
et al. �12� for vertical narrow annuli, and Bonjour and Lallemand
�13� for narrow spaces between two vertical surfaces. Neverthe-
less, boiling phenomena in the horizontal confined geometry were
expected to be distinct from the phenomena in the vertical con-
fined geometry, especially under the Earth’s gravity. Katto et al.
�14� conducted boiling experiments of saturated water in a space
bounded by two horizontal coaxial disks with a heated surface that
faced upward. They found that decreasing the gap size augmented
the heat transfer coefficient in the nucleate boiling regime but
diminished the CHF. Furthermore, Katto and Kosho �15� extended
the work to the boiling of R-113, ethyl alcohol, and benzene in
horizontal confined geometries and proposed a correlation for
CHF within ±15% agreement with the experimental data.
Despite the aforementioned investigations, no previous litera-
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ure was found that documented studies of the boiling of binary
ixtures in a horizontal confined geometry under various gravity

evels. This study focused on the effects of an opposing subcooled
all and gravity levels on the boiling of a binary mixture on a

mall region of an otherwise adiabatic wall. Experiments were
onducted with 2-propanol/water mixtures under various gravity
evels and gap sizes. The heated region was 12.7 mm in diameter,
nd the two different sizes of the confined gap were 6.4 mm and
2.7 mm. During the experiments, the bulk liquid temperature
aried from slightly subcooled to near saturation, and the cold
late temperature varied from 2 to 32 K subcooled in order to
ustain the temperature gradient across the gap. Because the avail-
ble electrical power onboard during the parabola flights was lim-
ted, the system pressure in the test section was kept in the subat-

ospheric range �3.7 kPa to 9.4 kPa� throughout the experiments.
he mole fractions of 2-propanol in water for the experiments

Fig. 1 „a… Surface tension versus m
Marangoni parameter †16‡ versus m
tures at bubble point temperature, P
ere 0 �distilled water�, 0.015, and 0.025. The surface tension

ournal of Heat Transfer
versus molar fraction is shown in Fig. 1�a� for 2-propanol/water
mixtures at corresponding bubble point temperatures for P
=5 kPa and 10 kPa. The differences of surface tensions at P
=5 kPa and 10 kPa were less than 3% and could be assumed
independent of pressure for the tested pressure range. According
to Fig. 1�a�, the surface tension decreased monotonically with the
increasing addition of 2-propanol in water. To evaluate the
strength of the Marangoni forces, the absolute value of the Ma-
rangoni parameter defined by McGillis and Carey �16� was used.

Ma =
1

�

��

�x
�y − x� �1�

where � was the surface tension of the binary mixture, and y and
x were the vapor and liquid molar fraction of the more volatile
component �2-propanol�, respectively. Figure 1�b� demonstrates

r fraction, „b… absolute value of the
r fraction for 2-propanol/water mix-
kPa
ola
ola
=5
how the Marangoni parameter was influenced by the addition of
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-propanol in water for x�0.03. Despite the fact that Ma reached
ts maximum near x=0.002, larger molar fractions �x=0.015 and
.025� were used in the experiments due to the restriction of
lending. Therefore, x=0.015 corresponded to the maximal Ma-
angoni effects among the tested molar fractions.

The current investigation aimed to clarify the interaction of the
ap geometry with other mechanisms involved, which was largely
nexplored. Although the reported experiments were limited to a
ew variations of gravity, gap geometry, and concentration, this
nvestigation provided a valuable initial insight into the impacts of
hese parameters on the boiling process.

xperimental Setup
Figure 2 shows the test section with the heated surface piece

combination of �i� and �v�� and condenser �ii� installed. The
eated surface piece consisted of a stainless steel holding flange
v� and a copper heater element �i� to accommodate the two elec-

Fig. 2 Test section „a…
ric cartridge heaters �vii�, as shown in Fig. 2. The dimensions of

16 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
the heater element �i� and holding flange �v� are shown in Figs.
3�a� and 3�b�, respectively. The cartridge heaters were connected
to a variable voltage controller to adjust the power input during
the boiling experiments. To minimize heat loss, the top end of the
heater element �i� was silver soldered to the holding flange �v�
with minimum joint area, and the sidewall of the copper heater
element �i� was insulated by a sheet of fiberglass. Only the top
circular portion �12.7 mm in diameter� of the copper heater ele-
ment was directly heated to localize the boiling process in the test
section. The unheated portion of the surface extended laterally so
that the effects of the aspect ratio of the space between the heated
surface and the cold plate should be negligible. Five T-type ther-
mocouples with a 6.4 mm pitch �vi� were embedded in the copper
element �i� in order to estimate the heated surface temperature and
the input heat flux by least-squares regression. The temperature
profiles from thermocouples were checked to estimate the thermal
time constant. Under terrestrial condition, the thermal time con-

e view, „b… 3D drawing
sid
stant of the copper element �i� was approximately 0.5 s. Since the

Transactions of the ASME
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xperimental results showed sudden alternations of the boiling
egime when gravitational level was under transition, the same
eat flux was maintained for two consecutive parabola maneuvers
or bubble restabilization. Experimental data were taken during
he second parabola maneuver when stable condition was
etained.

The confined gap was formed by the space between the heated
urface element ��i� and �v�� and the condenser �ii�, as depicted in
ig. 2. The dimension of the condenser �ii� is shown in Fig. 3�c�.
he size of the gap geometry was adjustable by attaching the

eplaceable plate �iii� of varying thickness to the bottom of the
opper condenser �ii�. The condenser �ii� was placed close to the
eft end of the test section so that the length of the coolant circuit
nside the test section was minimized. Cold water was circulated
o impinge onto the center of the condenser bottom. The flow rate
f the coolant was adjusted by a variable-speed centrifugal pump
hat connected to a Variac in addition to a bypass loop installed in
he cooling circuit. The cold plate temperature was evaluated as
he average of the inlet �ix� and outlet �x� temperatures of the

Fig. 3 Dimension of „a… holding flange „
ondenser. During the experiments, the temperature difference of

ournal of Heat Transfer
the coolant between inlet and outlet varied from 1 K to 11 K. The
bulk liquid temperature inside the test section was measured by a
T-type thermocouple probe.

Dissolved gas was reduced by preboiling at low pressure prior
to the experiments. The reduced and high gravity experiments
were carried out aboard a KC-135A aircraft at the NASA Glenn
Research Center. The values of the physical properties of
2-propanol/water mixtures were evaluated based on the methods
and information provided by Poling et al. �17�, McGillis �18�, and
Daubert and Danner �19�. Ranges of system pressure, bulk liquid
temperature, and subcooled temperature were summarized in
Table 1 for each test condition �fixed molar fraction, gap size, and
gravity level�. The limited variations of gravity, concentration, and
gap geometry were chosen as an initial exploration of the interac-
tion of these mechanisms in the boiling process. It was noted that
the superheated temperature increased drastically after the CHF
condition was reached. Beyond CHF, the input heat flux was ad-
justed to prevent burnout and the flow rate of the coolant was
modified accordingly in attempt to maintain stable superheated

„b… heater element „i…, „c… condenser „ii…
v…,
and subcooled temperatures.
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Table 2 lists the overall uncertainties of the measurements and
alculated quantities in this study. The overall uncertainty of sub-
ooled temperature was relatively high because the uncertainties
f pressure �8.4%� and molar fraction �6.7%� were propagated
hrough the calculations of bubble point temperature. The overall
ncertainty of superheated temperature was similarly affected but
he value was slightly higher than that of subcooled temperature.
ince the heated surface temperature was determined by extrapo-

ating the least-squares regression of temperature readings to the
ocation of the heated surface, uncertainties of the thermocouple
ocations, i.e., the precision of machining, were also taken into
ccount in the overall uncertainty of superheated temperature. The
ressure transducer �Validyne DP-15 with a sensing diaphragm
-42� was capable of measuring the differential pressure up to
40 kPa. The accuracy of DP-15 was ±0.2 kPa, and the random
ncertainty was 0.06 kPa. Because system pressure was kept at
ubatmospheric range �5.5 kPa to 9.4 kPa�, large fractional uncer-
ainty of the pressure measurement �8.4%� was yielded.

esults
From the experiments, full boiling curves were obtained and

wo boiling regimes—nucleate boiling and pseudofilm boiling—
nd the transition condition, the critical heat flux, were identified.
n the nucleate boiling regime, small bubbles were generated,
hich then condensed quickly in the bulk liquid. As the superheat

evel increased, bubbles coalesced to a large vapor slug that was
onstrained by the gap geometry. The maximum heat flux �i.e., the
ritical heat flux, CHF� was reached when the vapor bubble blan-
eted the heated surface. Further increasing the superheat level
esulted in a slowly fluctuating bubble, where boiling only oc-
urred at its base perimeter. The heated surface was completely
ried out and this was called the pseudofilm boiling regime. The
wo boiling regimes and the CHF for 2-propanol/water mixtures
ith the gap constraint are depicted schematically in Fig. 4. Be-

ause the temperature gradient across the gap was influenced by
he level of the subcooled temperature, thermocapillary force was
valuated to discuss the role of subcooling on the boiling of
-propanol/water mixtures. Since the derivative of surface tension

able 1 Ranges of pressure, bulk temperature, and subcool-
ng for each test condition

Gap size �mm� a /g P �kPa� Tbulk �K� �Tc �K�

6.4 −0.10 to 0.16 5.3 to 6.7 26 to 36 10 to 25
6.4 1 4.3 to 4.7 22 to 24 18 to 24
6.4 1.5 to 1.92 5.8 to 6.7 22 to 37 12 to 26

.015 6.4 −0.06 to 0.07 5.6 to 7.9 33 to 42 4 to 9

.015 6.4 1 3.7 to 4.4 24 to 26 2 to 15

.015 6.4 1.62 to 1.89 5.9 to 8.1 33 to 41 5 to 9

.015 12.7 −0.06 to 0.04 5.5 to 7.1 26 to 43 15 to 31

.015 12.7 1.56 to 1.85 6.0 to 8.6 24 to 40 16 to 32

.025 6.4 −0.06 to 0.05 7.3 to 9.3 32 to 46 8 to 25

.025 6.4 1.47 to 1.84 7.8 to 9.4 33 to 46 10 to 25

able 2 Overall uncertainties of measurements and calculated
uantities

uantity Overall uncertainty

uperheated temperature, �Th 3.3 K
ubcooled temperature, �Tc 2.9 K
ulk temperature, Tbulk 1 K
eat flux, q� 7.2%
ystem pressure, P 8.4%
cceleration, a 0.007 g
ap distance, L 0.5 mm
olar fraction, x 6.7%
eat transfer coefficient, � 12.3%
18 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
with respect to molar fraction was very large for x�0.01, the ratio
of surface tension differences caused by temperature gradient and
concentration deviance was found to be in the order of 10−4 under
our test conditions. This implied that the influences of subcooled
temperature were relatively small comparing to the Marangoni
effects.

The boiling curve for distilled water �x=0� inside the gap is
shown in Fig. 5. For �Th�20 K under low gravity, nucleation
was rarely observed. As the superheat levels increased, a large
fluctuating bubble was sustained in the gap geometry and the boil-
ing mode was directly transitioned into the pseudofilm boiling
regime. The same phenomenon was also observed under terrestrial
gravity. At a /g=1, a stable bubble was formed in the gap. The
heated surface was mostly dried out when evaporation only oc-
curred at the perimeter of the bubble base, with the top portion of
the bubble attached to the cold plate. Because buoyancy tended to
bring more vapor to the top wall, the contact area of the bubble
with the cold plate was increased. Hence, the condensation effect
was enhanced and a tiny liquid droplet was occasionally observed
to hang from the center of the cold plate. Without the presence of
buoyancy �a /g=−0.10 to 0.16�, vapor-liquid interface became
wavy and less stable. The nature of this instability created some
mixing effects and resulted in better heat transfer under reduced
gravity. Under high gravity �a /g=1.50 to 1.92�, the nucleate boil-
ing mode was the only one observed for distilled water. The
bubbles fluctuated, merged, and released in a very rapid fashion at
this gravity level. Embryos formed and coalesced but collapsed
before growing to larger sizes. The chaotic nature of this process
produced a strong mixing effect that made high heat transfer rates
with low superheat levels possible.

For 2-propanol/water mixtures during the boiling process, dif-
ferent surface tensions along the bubble interface were produced,
a phenomenon referred to as the concentration-induced Ma-
rangoni effect. For positive mixtures like 2-propanol/water mix-
tures, where the more volatile liquid has the lower surface tension,
the difference of surface tension tended to draw liquids toward the
heated surface, pushing bubbles away from each other. Hence,
larger bubbles were harder to form and the boiling characteristics
were different from those of distilled water.

The boiling curves for x=0.015 with a 6.4 mm gap under vari-
ous gravity levels are shown in Fig. 6. The same level of heat flux
was reached at a lower superheated temperature ��Th� in the
nucleate boiling regime under reduced gravity �a /g=−0.06 to
0.07� compared to under terrestrial and high gravity. Similar phe-

Fig. 4 Boiling regimes for 2-propanol/water mixtures with the
gap constraint
nomena were also observed for the same concentration �x �

Transactions of the ASME
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.015� with a 12.7 mm gap, as represented in Fig. 7. Nevertheless,
he CHF under reduced gravity was greatly diminished to less
han 50% of that under terrestrial gravity, and was also reached at

superheated temperature 10 K lower than that under terrestrial
ravity for x=0.015 with a 6.4 mm gap. Due to the space con-
traint, a large vapor bubble blanketed the heated surface under
educed gravity and caused the CHF to decrease accordingly. As
he gap size increased, the bubble had more space to grow and

oved around. The CHF under low gravity for x=0.015 with a
2.7 mm gap was improved by more than 40% of that for the
ame concentration with a 6.4 mm gap. In the pseudofilm boiling
egime, vapor bubble was squashed toward the cold plate under
errestrial gravity for x=0.015 with a 6.4 mm gap. The Marangoni
orces induced a liquid flow against the direction of buoyancy, and
apor-liquid interface was highly fluctuated. Under reduced grav-

Fig. 5 Boiling curve of distilled wa
gap=6.4 mm „solid symbols repres
open symbols represent the pseudo

Fig. 6 Boiling curve of 2-propanol
levels, x=0.015, gap=6.4 mm „solid

regime, while open symbols represent t

ournal of Heat Transfer
ity, the bubble grew to a flat barrel shape and was more stable
without the influence of buoyancy. This was contrary to the results
for distilled water �x=0�, for which the bubble was more stable
with the presence of gravity.

For the same concentration �x=0.015� with a 12.7 mm gap, the
vapor bubble became more unstable and rounder in the pseudo-
film boiling regime, as shown in Fig. 7. Two trends of the boiling
curve were observed beyond the CHF point for this particular
condition. At the same superheat level, two different correspond-
ing heat fluxes were found. In the lower heat flux region, a round
bubble was observed with dry patches on the heated surface. In
the high heat flux region, tiny embryos were observed that were
more similar to the nucleate boiling mode. Nevertheless, pseudo-
film boiling was difficult to maintain in both high and low heat

under various gravity levels, x=0,
the nucleate boiling regime, while
boiling regime…

ter mixtures under various gravity
bols represent the nucleate boiling
ter
ent
/wa
sym
he pseudo-film boiling regime…
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ux regions. With a 12.7 mm gap, the liquid occasionally flushed
he bubbles away from the heated surface and the boiling mode
umped back to nucleate boiling.

For x=0.025, which corresponded to a weaker Marangoni in-
uence, the boiling curves taken under reduced �a /g=−0.06 to
.05� and high gravity �a /g=1.47 to 1.84� were nearly identical in
he nucleate boiling regime, as indicated in Fig. 8. Among our test
onditions, the only CHF found under high gravity was for x
0.025 with a 6.4 mm gap. Its CHF value was comparable to that
nder reduced gravity and the corresponding superheat discrep-
ncy was less than 5 K. Pseudofilm boiling was reached under
oth reduced and high gravity for x=0.025 with a 6.4 mm gap.
hile bubbles became more stable near and beyond CHF ��Th

30 K� under low gravity, it was not until �Th�50 K that they

Fig. 7 Boiling curve of 2-propanol
levels, x=0.015, gap=12.7 mm „solid
regime, while open symbols represe

Fig. 8 Boiling curve of 2-propanol
levels, x=0.025, gap=6.4 mm „solid

regime, while open symbols represent t

20 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
stabilized at high gravity levels. Furthermore, the heat transfer
under high gravity in this regime was 40% greater than that under
reduced gravity.

Some interesting heat transfer characteristics were also ob-
served in the transition period between low and high gravity dur-
ing the KC-135A experiments. The transition between gravity lev-
els occasionally caused switching from one regime to the other in
a very short period of time. A rapid jump from pseudofilm boiling
back to nucleate boiling changed the corresponding superheat by
more than 10 K for a 6.4 mm gap �x=0, 0.015, 0.025�, and 20 K
for a 12.7 mm gap �x=0.015� during gravity transition. Since the
input heat flux was fixed, the rapid temperature drop was prima-
rily caused by the disappearance of the vapor blanket at high
gravity levels. Reversely, rapid changing from nucleate boiling to

ter mixtures under various gravity
bols represent the nucleate boiling

he pseudo film boiling regime…

ter mixtures under various gravity
bols represent the nucleate boiling
/wa
sym
/wa
sym
he pseudo-film boiling regime…
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seudofilm boiling was also observed during gravity transition. If
he initial superheated temperature was high enough at the begin-
ing of the gravity transition, the vapor blanket tended to stay on
he heated surface, causing a switch to pseudofilm boiling under
educed gravity. The data points in pseudofilm boiling were care-
ully taken near the end of the reduced gravity period to ensure
teady state was reached.

iscussions
Since there was no correlation available for the boiling of bi-

ary mixtures in a confined gap, conventional correlations for
ool boiling were used to compare with our experimental results.
n nucleate boiling, the dependency of heat transfer on gravity has
een represented in the form of the power law by Straub �20�

�

�1g
= �a

g
�n

�2�

here �=q� / �Th−Tbp�. In the Rohsenow �21� correlation, the ex-
onent was equal to 0.5 in Eq. �2�. This implied that the heat
ransfer coefficient was strongly reduced with decreasing gravity.
n contrast, Ahmed �22� found that the heat transfer coefficients
ere nearly independent of gravity regardless of the concentration
f the 2-propanol/water mixtures. Straub �1� also concluded that
ravity and natural convection did not play a dominant role in
ool boiling heat transfer. Nevertheless, Fig. 9 shows that gravity
layed an important role for x=0.015 with a gap constraint. With
he gap geometry, the heat transfer coefficient under reduced grav-
ty was enhanced by more than 20% compared to that under the
arth’s gravity. This suggested that the gap geometry may alter

he nature of the gravity dependency.
Regarding CHF, the Zuber correlation, derived from the hydro-

ynamic theory of film instability, indicated a g1/4 dependency

qCHF,Zuber� = 0.131�vhlv����l − �v�g
�v

2 �−1/4

�3�

However, this relationship was found to underestimate most of
he experimental data under microgravity. For binary mixtures,
hmed and Carey �7� reported that the CHF was nearly indepen-
ent of gravity. Since the concentration-induced Marangoni effect
as equally important to buoyancy, boiling was successfully sus-

Fig. 9 Comparison of gravity depen
nucleate boiling to the Rohsenow c
Heat transfer coefficients were c
=6.4 mm, and q�=250 W/cm2 for poo
ained under reduced gravity. This was, however, found to contra-

ournal of Heat Transfer
dict the results obtained with the gap geometry configuration. By
extracting the CHF values from Fig. 6, Fig. 10 indicates that the
CHF under low gravity was diminished to 40% of that under the
Earth’s gravity for x=0.015 with a 6.4 mm gap.

According to the above comparisons, the gap geometry was
found to alter the characteristics of the heat transfer for
2-propanol/water mixtures. Under the Earth’s gravity, the vapor
bubble was restricted by the confining gap, and maintained a
mushroom shape due to the influence of buoyancy. Under reduced
gravity, the vapor grew isotropically in lateral directions. Com-
bined with the compressive influence of the gap geometry, liquid
film under the vapor was thinner, resulting in an increase of heat
transfer. Under high gravity, the gap effect was less important
because the departing diameter of bubbles was much smaller than
the gap size due to the strong buoyancy. Conclusively, the con-
fined geometry did not interfere with the evaporation process un-
der high gravity, yielding a lower heat transfer rate in the nucleate
boiling regime.

For laminar film boiling on a horizontal flat plate, the Berenson
�23� correlation suggested that the heat transfer coefficient � was
proportional to g3/8

� = 0.425	� kv
3g�v��l − �v�hlv

�v�Th
��g��l − �v�

�
�1/2
1/4

�4�

where �=q� / �Th−Tbp�. The experimental results of film boiling
under reduced gravity were summarized by Straub �8�. He found
that the gravity dependency of the heat transfer coefficients fell
within g0.16 to g0.33 for a /g�0.01. However, our results from the
pseudofilm boiling regime did not follow these trends. As shown
in Fig 11, the heat transfer coefficient under reduced gravity was
diminished to less than 30% of that under terrestrial conditions for
x=0.015 with a 6.4 mm gap �� /�1g�0.25�, whereas it was al-
most doubled for x=0 with the same gap size �� /�1g�2�.

The presence of the gap altered the dependencies of gravity and
concentration on boiling. In the nucleate boiling regime, the effect
of the gap geometry was limited. The heat transfer coefficients
under reduced gravity were almost identical for x=0.015 and
0.025, similar to the observations from the DC-9 experiments re-
ported by Ahmed �22� for pool boiling. It was not until the CHF
condition was reached that the geometry constraint started to

ncy on heat transfer coefficients in
elation „n=0.5 in Eq. „2……, x=0.015.
ulated at q�=40 W/cm2 for gap
oiling „no gap… from †22‡
de
orr
alc
show a great influence on heat transfer. According to Ahmed �22�,
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he CHF that corresponded with the strongest Marangoni effect
x=0.015� was always the greatest among the tested concentra-
ions for pool boiling, regardless of the gravity levels. However,
he maximum CHF came to associate with a weaker Marangoni
ffect �x=0.025� when a gap geometry was installed into the ap-
aratus. For positive mixtures such as 2-propanol/water, Ma-
angoni forces tended to bring the liquid toward the heated surface
n the wedge region. As a result, more liquid was brought to the
eated surface for stronger Marangoni effects �x=0.015�, and
ore vapor evaporated. Therefore, the CHF associated with stron-

er Marangoni effects was reached at a lower superheat level with
he gap geometry. This deterioration in CHF did not occur in pool
oiling because the vapor bubbles could freely depart from the
eated surface and continue the nucleation process at higher su-
erheat levels.

Fig. 10 Comparison of gravi

Fig. 11 Comparison of gravity depe

pseudofilm boiling, gap=6.4 mm

22 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
Concluding Remarks

In the presence of the gap geometry, the gravity dependency of
heat transfer in the nucleate boiling regime was contrary to that
predicted by the Rohsenow �21� correlation. For x=0.015 with a
6.4 mm gap, values of � /�1g were 1.242 at low gravity and 0.946
at high gravity. The experimental results showed that heat transfer
was diminished with the increase of gravity level, suggesting the
gap geometry altered the nature of the gravity dependency.

Gravity was found to have a significant impact on the CHF
condition when the gap geometry was in place. The maximum
value of CHF was found for x=0.025 with a 6.4 mm gap within
our test matrices under reduced gravity. The gravity dependency
of the CHF for x=0.015 with a 6.4 mm gap was best approxi-

ependency on CHF, x=0.015

ncy on heat transfer coefficients in
ty d
nde
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ated by g0.17, which fell between the g1/4 and g1/8 regression
ines suggested by Shatto and Peterson �5� for pool boiling.

For film boiling, the Berenson �23� correlation predicted
/�1g=0.23 for a /g=0.02, which matched the pseudofilm boiling

esults to within 12% for x=0.015 with a 6.4 mm gap. However, it
ailed to indicate the heat transfer enhancement �� /�1g=2.07� for
=0.
The gravity remained a minor factor in the heat transfer mecha-

ism within the nucleate and pseudo-film boiling regimes in this
tudy. With the aid of concentration-induced Marangoni effects,
oiling was not only maintained but also enhanced with the ab-
ence of gravity. However, a tradeoff occurred against a poorer
eat transfer under microgravity during pseudofilm boiling
egimes.

According to the observations of this study, the influence of the
ap geometry became more significant in conjunction with the
ollowing conditions:

1. The reduction of the gap size
2. The decrease of the gravity level
3. Stronger Marangoni effects

Since the derivative of surface tension with respect to molar
raction was very large in the range of our tested conditions, ther-
ocapillary forces induced by the thermal gradient across the gap
ere relatively small compared to the Marangoni effects. Hence,

ubcooling had a minor effect on the boiling process in this study.
onclusively, the influences of the gap sizes, gravity levels, and
arangoni effects on boiling heat transfer were not independent,

ut mutually interacted with one another. Although limited in
cope, this study provided an initial exploration to illuminate the
nteraction of the gap geometry with gravity changes and Ma-
angoni effects during a localized boiling process with an adjacent
ubcooled wall. The results suggested that the gap size can be
ptimized for a specific condition �boiling regime, concentration,
ravity, pressure, and so forth� in order to reach the best heat
ransfer performance in the system.
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omenclature
a � system acceleration in vertical direction

Bo � Bond number, �gL2��l−�v� /�
g � Earth gravitational acceleration, 9.8 m/s2

hlv � latent heat of vaporization
k � thermal conductivity
L � width of the gap �distance between heated sur-

face and cold surface�
Ma � Marangoni parameter defined by �16�, Ma

=1/��� /�x�y−x�
P � pressure

q� � heat flux
�Tc � subcooled temperature, Tbp−Tc
�Th � superheated temperature, Th−Tbp

Tc � cold plate surface temperature
Th � heated plate surface temperature
x � liquid molar fraction of 2-propanol in water
y � vapor molar fraction of 2-propanol in water

reek Symbols
� � heat transfer coefficient
ournal of Heat Transfer
� � dynamic viscosity
� � density
� � surface tension

Subscripts
bp � bubble point

bulk � bulk liquid in the test section
CHF � critical heat flux

l � liquid
v � vapor

1g � Earth’s gravity
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An Efficient Localized Radial
Basis Function Meshless Method
for Fluid Flow and Conjugate
Heat Transfer
A localized radial basis function (RBF) meshless method is developed for coupled viscous
fluid flow and convective heat transfer problems. The method is based on new localized
radial-basis function (RBF) expansions using Hardy Multiquadrics for the sought-after
unknowns. An efficient set of formulae are derived to compute the RBF interpolation in
terms of vector products thus providing a substantial computational savings over tradi-
tional meshless methods. Moreover, the approach developed in this paper is applicable to
explicit or implicit time marching schemes as well as steady-state iterative methods. We
apply the method to viscous fluid flow and conjugate heat transfer (CHT) modeling. The
incompressible Navier–Stokes are time marched using a Helmholtz potential decomposi-
tion for the velocity field. When CHT is considered, the same RBF expansion is used to
solve the heat conduction problem in the solid regions enforcing temperature and heat
flux continuity of the solid/fluid interfaces. The computation is accelerated by distributing
the load over several processors via a domain decomposition along with an interface
interpolation tailored to pass information through each of the domain interfaces to ensure
conservation of field variables and derivatives. Numerical results are presented for sev-
eral cases including channel flow, flow in a channel with a square step obstruction, and
a jet flow into a square cavity. Results are compared with commercial computational fluid
dynamics code predictions. The proposed localized meshless method approach is shown
to produce accurate results while requiring a much-reduced effort in problem preparation
in comparison to other traditional numerical methods. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2402181�
ntroduction
Established numerical methods such as finite element methods

FEM� and finite volume methods �FVM� that are routinely used
o resolve complex multiphysics interactions require significant
ffort in mesh generation. In fact, for most models of geometri-
ally intricate components commonly encountered in engineering
nalysis, mesh generation is very time consuming, far from auto-
ated, and most often the most taxing part of the modeling pro-

ess. The term meshless methods refers to a class of numerical
echniques that rely on global interpolation on nonordered spatial
oint distributions that, as such, offer the hope of reducing the
ffort devoted to model preparation. These techniques have been
nder much development over the past few years �1–8�. The ap-
roach finds its origin in classical spectral or pseudo-spectral
ethods �9–17� that are based on global orthogonal functions

uch as Legendre or Chebyshev polynomials requiring a regular
odal point distribution. In contrast, meshless methods use a nodal
r point distribution that is not required to be uniform or regular in
heir spatial distribution due to the fact that most rely on global
adial-basis functions �RBF� �18–20�. These interpolating func-
ions have proved quite successful in their application to an earlier

esh reduction method, namely the dual reciprocity boundary el-
ment method �DRBEM� �21–23�. However, global RBF based
eshless methods have some drawbacks including poor condi-

ioning of the ensuing algebraic set of equations which can be
ddressed to some extent by domain decomposition and appropri-
te pre-conditioning. Moreover, care must be taken in the evalu-
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er 5–11, 2005, Orlando, FL.
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ation of derivatives in global RBF meshless methods. Although,
very promising, these techniques can also be computationally in-
tensive. Recently, local collocation meshless method �24,25� have
been proposed to address many of the issues posed by global RBF
meshless methods.

In this paper, we develop a localized meshless collocation
method using the Hardy Multiquadrics RBF �26� and derive new
and efficient set of formulae to compute the RBF interpolation for
the variable and various derivatives in terms of vector products.
We show that these interpolating can be precomputed at the prob-
lem preparation stage. The formulation thus provides a substantial
computational savings over traditional meshless methods, includ-
ing the newer localized meshless methods. Moreover, the ap-
proach developed in this paper is flexible in that it is applicable to
explicit or implicit time marching schemes as well as steady-state
iterative methods.

We apply the localized meshless RBF �LMRBF� technique to
the solution of the conjugate heat transfer problem �CHT�. The
term conjugate heat transfer refers to the coupled interaction of
convective heat transfer within a fluid with conduction in the solid
in which it is in contact �see Fig. 1�. A variety of schemes have
been proposed to numerically resolve CHT, including coupled fi-
nite volume/boundary element algorithms �27–31�. To accelerate
the solution of such problems, we also adopt a parallel iterative
domain decomposition as developed in the context of pure heat
transfer application for the boundary element method �32� and for
meshless methods in heat conduction �33–36�. Unlike global RBF
meshless methods where domain decomposition is necessary to
reduce the conditioning number of the resulting algebraic set, do-
main decomposition is used here for LMRBF only as a means of
accelerating the time to solution by effectively distributing the
computational burden to multiple processors. Numerical examples

are presented to validate the approach by comparing the meshless

2007 by ASME Transactions of the ASME
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olution to FVM solutions generated by a commercial computa-
ional fluid dynamics �CFD� solver �Fluent�. We first review the
olution algorithm for the Navier–Stokes equations, we then pro-
eed to the localized RBF meshless collocation discretization, and
e present numerical validation examples comparing predictions

rom our approach to those obtained by a commercial finite vol-
me methods code.

low Solution by a Velocity Correction
Transient incompressible fluid flow is governed by the Navier–

tokes equations expressing the conservation of mass, linear mo-
entum, and energy for a Newtonian fluid. In non-conservative

orm, these equations are

� · V = 0 �1a�

�
�V

�t
+ ��V · ��V = − �p + ��2V + �f �1b�

�c
�T

�t
+ �c�V · ��T = k�2T + � �1c�

ere, V is the flow velocity vector; � is the bulk density of the
ow; p is the field pressure; � is the absolute fluid viscosity; f is
specific body force; c is the fluid specific heat; T is the field

emperature; k is the fluid thermal conductivity; and � is a non-
inear viscous dissipation term. All field variables are functions of
pace �x� and time �t�, in a fixed domain � surrounded by a
losed boundary �. The explicit space–time dependency of each
ependent variable has been omitted for simplicity of notation.

To arrive at an iterative solution algorithm for the fluid flow set
f Eq. �1�, a formulation must ensure coupled satisfaction of all
he equations at convergence. Pressure correction or velocity cor-
ection schemes may be used to achieve this purpose in a time
ccurate manner or in a time-marching scheme to steady state
here time stepping is then viewed and utilized as a relaxation
rocedure. We follow a velocity correction approach that was
riginally proposed by Harlow and Welch �37� in their MAC al-
orithm. The technique is closely related to alternative pressure-
orrection schemes �38�. We review the algorithm here for com-
leteness.

The process starts from an initial velocity condition V�0� that
atisfies the continuity equation within the entire problem domain
, that is

� · V�0� = 0 �2�

new velocity field V��� may be estimated from the Navier–
tokes equations by positioning the space operators at the current

ime step as

�
�V�*�

�t
= ��2V�k� − �p�k� − ��V�k� · ��V�k� �3�

otice that the body force term �f has been drop for simplicity.
quation �3� can also be recast in an implicit form by positioning

ig. 1 CHT problem: external convective heat transfer
oupled to heat conduction within the solid
he spatial operators at the new step �*� as

ournal of Heat Transfer
��2V�*� − �
�V�*�

�t
− ��V�k� · ��V�*� = �p�k� �4�

Equations �3� or �4� can be advanced in time using a backward-
difference approximation of the time derivative in a single step
�first order� or multistep �second or higher order� scheme. The
new velocity field V��� can then be determined by imposing a
proper and complete set of boundary conditions generalized as

�
�V�*�

�t
+ �

�V�*�

�n
+ �V�*� = 	 �5�

As the solution of Eqs. �3� or �4� with the boundary conditions in
Eq. �5� provides a velocity field that does not satisfy the continuity
equation, that is

� · V�*� � 0 �6�

Satisfaction of the continuity equation, may be accomplished by
updating the velocity field V��� with a velocity variation field

V�k+1� as

V�k+1� = V�*� + 
V�k+1� �7�

Furthermore, if the velocity variation field is required to be irro-
tational, that is

� � 
V�k+1� = 0 �8�

A Helmholtz potential �or velocity correction potential� ��k+1� can
be defined as

���k+1� � − 
V�k+1� �9�

Now, if the new velocity field is required to satisfy continuity, that
is

� · V�k+1� = 0 �10�

A relationship for the Helmholtz potential ��k+1� can be expressed
in the form of a Poisson equation as

�2��k+1� = �� · V�*�� �11�

This Poisson equation for the Helmholtz potential can be solved
by imposing a proper and complete set of homogeneous boundary
conditions generalized as

�
���k+1�

�n
+ ���k+1� = 0 �12�

Once the Helmholtz Poisson problem is solved, the velocity field
is updated and forced to satisfy continuity. An equation to update
the pressure field can be easily obtained by taking the divergence
of the momentum equation and applying the continuity equation
where necessary to arrive at

�2p�k+1� = − � � · ��V�k+1� · ��V�k+1�� �13�

This Poisson equation for the pressure field can be solved by
imposing a proper and complete set of boundary conditions some
of which can be derived directly from the Navier–Stokes equation
and generalized as

�
�p�k+1�

�n
+ �p�k+1� = 	 �14�

With the updated velocity field, the temperature field can be
solved from Eq. �1c� using an explicit scheme such as

�c
�T�k+1�

�t
= k�2T�k� − �c�V�k+1� · ��T�k� �15�

or an implicit scheme as

k�2T�k+1� − �c
�T�k+1�

�t
− �c�V�k+1� · ��T�k+1� = 0 �16�

Notice that in both cases the viscous dissipation term � has been

dropped for simplicity. Equation �16� above is a linear differential
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quation that can be time-march using a first- or higher-order
cheme starting from an initial temperature field T�0� by imposing
proper and complete set of boundary conditions generalized as

�
�T�k+1�

�t
+ �

�T�k+1�

�n
+ �T�k+1� = 	 �17�

ypical boundary conditions imposed to solve these equations are
rovided in the following list:

A. Boundary conditions for V:

1. Wall �Dirichlet�

V = 0

2. Inlet �Dirichlet�

V = V̂

3. Outlet �nonreflective advective conditions� �39�

�V

�t
+ Vn

�V

�n
= 0

B. Boundary conditions for p:

1. Wall �Neumann from N-S equation�

�p

�n
= ����2V� − �

�V

�t
� · n̂

2. Inlet �Dirichlet�

p = p̂

3. Outlet �Neumann from N-S equation�

�p

�n
= ����2V� − �

�V

�t
− ��V · ��V� · n̂

C. Boundary conditions for �:

1. Wall �Neumann�

��

�n
= 0

2. Inlet �Neumann�

��

�n
= 0

3. Outlet �Dirichlet�

� = 0

D. Boundary conditions for T:

1. Forced

T = T̂

2. Natural

k
�T

�n
= − q̂

3. Convective

k
�T

�n
= − ĥ�T − Tref�

here the notation V̂, p̂, T̂, q̂, and ĥ signifies prescribed values; Vn
s the normal velocity; and � /�n denotes derivative with respect to
he outward-drawn normal to a boundary, n̂. We use the following

ractional step method to time march to steady state
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f�t +
t

3
	 = f�t� +

t

3

 �f

�t



t

f�t +
t

2
	 = f�t� +

t

2

 �f

�t



t+�t/3�

f�t + t� = f�t� + t
 �f

�t



t+�t/2�
�18�

This method can be shown to be third-order accurate and when
applied to the momentum equations leads to

V�k+1/3� = V�k� +
t

3
��

�
�2V − �V · ��V��k�

−
t

3�
�p�k�

V�k+1/2� = V�k� +
t

2
��

�
�2V − �V · ��V��k+1/3�

−
t

2�
�p�k�

V�k+1� = V�k� + t��

�
�2V − �V · ��V��k+1/2�

−
t

�
�p�k� �19�

It is noted that the last update at �k+1� is performed sequentially,
with V�*� computed first without the pressure gradient, and then
V�k+1� is updated with the velocity correction. These equations are
iterated at each sublevel for time-accurate solutions or stepped
once through if steady state is of interest. The pressure equation is
subsequently updated by solving the Poisson equation and the
energy equation is time-marched as well.

The use of the Helmholtz decomposition approach over the
standard pressure-correction scheme �38� offers stability to the
method by directly solving for the pressure field at every iteration
step rather than correcting it. On the other hand, the computational
efficiency of this approach is affected by the fact that two, instead
of one, Poisson equations are solved at every step. This completes
the review of the fluid flow solving algorithm, we now develop
the localized RBF meshless collocation method.

Discretization in Space Using a Localized RBF Colloca-
tion

The meshless formulation begins by defining a set of data cen-
ters, NC, comprised of points on the boundary, NB, and points on
the interior, NI. These data centers will serve as collocation points
for the localized expansion of the different field variables in the
domain � and on the boundary � �see Fig. 2�.

A global interpolation for the field variables, ��x� for instance,
can be formulated by requiring

��x� = �
j=1

NB+NI

� j� j�x� �20�

The expansion functions may be written in terms of radial-basis
interpolation functions �RBF�, in particular from the family of the
so-called Hardy Multiquadrics �26� as

� j�x� = �rj
2�x� + c2�n−�3/2� �21�

where n is a positive exponent parameter; c is a shape parameter;
and rj�x� is the Euclidean distance from �x� to �x j�. Several au-
thors have shown �11,33–36� that a global interpolation of this

Fig. 2 Typical point collocation of data centers
type leads to large, fully populated, ill-conditioned coefficient ma-
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rices for the unknown expansion coefficients. This behavior is
xhibited even for small scale problems with a uniform distribu-
ion of data centers, and it affects the accuracy of the interpolation
f the field variable, the accuracy of the approximation of the
erivatives, and hence, the stability of the solution method. Sev-
ral attempts have been made to mitigate this problem including
reconditioning, domain decomposition �8�, finite difference ap-
roximation of derivatives �36�, and moving least-squares, among
thers.

A promising approach was recently proposed by Sarler et al.
24� and Sarler and Vertnik �25� to reduce the burden of the global
nterpolation by expanding the field variable locally around each
ata point to obtain its derivatives in an explicit time-marching
cheme for the field variables. This approach yields the generation
f a different but small interpolation matrix for each data point
ather than the large and fully populated global interpolation ma-
rix of the standard global RBF. This notion gives more leverage
n the selection and distribution of points as well as in the choice
f the free parameters for the RBF expansion functions. More-
ver, since the approach consists of expanding known values of
he field variables, it is applicable as long as an explicit time-

arching scheme is formulated and inapplicable directly to steady
roblems.

A modification to the local formulation is now presented for its
mplementation to a general class of problems including the
teady, Poisson-like problem encountered in the iterative solution
f the Navier–Stokes equations of the previous sections, as well as
xplicit and implicit time marching schemes. For the development
f the notions underlying the method, let us consider first the
oisson equation, Eq. �13�, for the pressure update. This equation

s recast in the following form

�2p�x� = f�x� �22�

nd imposed with general boundary conditions given by

��x�
�p�x�

�n
+ ��x�p�x� = 	�x� �23�

localized expansion based on the RBF multiquadric interpola-
ion functions may be written as

p�x� � �
j=1

NF

� j� j�x� �24�

here NF is the number of points of influence around and includ-
ng the data center xi. Figure 3 shows typical collocation topolo-
ies for internal, boundary, and corner data centers. In this case,
ll of the topologies employ five points including the data center.
owever, this format can be modified to include, for example, the
iagonal points. In addition, in order to form the connectivity of
hese topologies throughout the entire domain, a smart search al-
orithm must be formulated to account for irregularities in the
eometry and/or point distribution.

The solution of the field variable p is initialized throughout the
ntire domain either with the initial condition, an initial guess, or,
n this case, with the pressure field from the previous time step.
he pressure at the data center of the collocation topology is con-
trained with the governing equation as

�2p�xi� = �
j=1

NF

� j�
2� j�xi� = f�xi� �25�

n the case where xi is an internal data center, while

�
j=1

NF

� j���xi�
l� j

�n
�xi� + ��xi�� j�xi�� = 	�xi� �26�

n the case where xi is a boundary data center. The initial or
urrent pressure field is imposed on the remaining points of the

opology as

ournal of Heat Transfer
�
j=1

NF

� j� j�xl� = p̂�xl� �27�

where l=2. . .NF. Equations �25� and �27� form a complete set of
equations for the coefficients � at internal data centers while Eqs.
�26� and �27� form a complete set of equations for the coefficients
� at boundary data centers. This system of equations have the
following form for the case of internal data centers


�2�1�x1� . . . �2�NF�x1�

�1�x2� . . . �NF�x2�
] ] ]

�1�xNF� . . . �NF�xNF�
��

�1

�2

]

�NF

� =�
f�x1�
p̂�x2�
]

p̂�xNF�
�

or in matrix-vector form

�C���� = �b� or ��� = �C�−1�b� �28�

A similar form can be obtained for boundary data centers. Com-
bining the above with the localized expansion of the pressure p at
the data center xi yields

pi = ��i�T��� = ��i�T�C�−1�b� = �g�T�b� �29�

Therefore, evaluation of the pressure at the data center xi is pro-
vided by a simple inner product of two vectors:�g� which can be
prebuilt and stored for every data center from the collocation ma-
trix �C� and the expansion functions � j�xi� and �b� which changes
as the pressure field and/or right-hand side of the governing equa-
tion changes. Furthermore, the new pressure field may be under-
relaxed with a parameter � as

p�u+1� = �p��� + �1 − ��p�u� �30�

where �u� is the update step of the solution and � �� stands for the
estimated field from the localized meshless expansion. Once the
pressure has been updated throughout the field, a direct interpola-
tion with the same topology may be performed from the expres-
sion in Eq. �24� as

�p� = ������ ⇒ ��� = ���−1�p� �31�

Then, to estimate the field variable derivatives at the data center,
any linear differential operator L can be applied over the localized

Fig. 3 Collocation topology for internal, boundary, and corner
data centers
expansion equation �24� as
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Lp�xi� � �
j=1

NF

� jL� j�xi� �32�

hus, in matrix-vector form

Lpi = �L�i�T��� = �L�i�T���−1�p� = �L�T�p� �33�

herefore, evaluation of the field variable derivatives at everyone
f the data centers xi is again provided by a simple inner product
f two vectors: �L� which can be prebuilt and stored and �p�
hich is the updated pressure field within the topology of the data

enter xi. Notice that for the topologies considered herein, the
ength of the vectors �g� and �L� is 5�1.

The particular feature of the localized collocation method that
llows us to estimate the field variables and their derivatives by
imple inner products of vectors that can be prebuilt and stored is
recisely what makes this approach attractive. Notice that the
ultiquadrics functions need only be evaluated at a setup stage
hen these vectors are being built reducing the CPU burden of
aving to evaluate fractional powers and complicated functions at
very step of an iteration or time-marching scheme. In addition,
he memory demands of this approach are minimal, as no global
ollocation matrix must be allocated �33�, and, only very small
ectors must be stored for every one of the data centers. This
ffers tremendous advantages in terms of data preparation over
lobal RBF meshless methods. For example, to set up a 20,000
ata point localized meshless methods problem, including estab-
ishing the topology and prebuilding all collocation vectors such
s �g� and �L�, and storage of these onto disk takes less than 3 s
n a 2.8 GHz P4 desktop computer with 1 GB of RAM. Thus, in
ddition to improved control and stability, the efficiency of the
ocalized RBF method described in this paper is far superior to the
lobal meshless methods reported in the literature. In the case of
ransient problems with moving boundaries this advantage is more
ronounced in the sense that only affected topologies close to the
oundary need to be recomputed as opposed to global meshless
ethods where the entire collocation matrix must be recomputed

nd stored.

arallel Domain Decomposition Implementation
In order to further accelerate the solution process, a paralleliza-

ion of the time-marching numerical algorithm is formulated and
eadily implemented in a parallel cluster environment. It is noted
hat unlike the necessity to adopt domain decomposition to reduce
he conditioning number in global RBF approaches, parallel do-

ain decomposition serves here only to reduce computing time by
istributing computation to multiple processors.

The problem domain � is decomposed into multiple subdo-
ains �m separated by artificially created interfaces �I �see

33–35� and Fig. 4�. Each subdomain problem is rendered as a

Fig. 4 Problem domain and typical decomposition
ell-posed boundary value problem by imposing boundary con-
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ditions �starting from the initial conditions� at the artificially cre-
ated interfaces. A simple iteration implementation can follow to
force continuity conditions of the field variables and their deriva-
tives at the interfaces. The boundary value problem will then be
independently solved over each subdomain.

Once each boundary value problem is independently solved on
each subdomain, an iteration scheme must follow to continuously
ensure continuity of the field variables and their derivatives across
the interfaces. This is accomplished by setting up a process in
which each interface is treated differently on both sides: on one
side the first kind of boundary condition is applied, while on the
other side the second kind of boundary condition is applied. The
resulting boundary values are then averaged with their corre-
sponding values across the interfaces. This process is illustrated in
Fig. 5 for a single point on the interface between subdomain �1
and �2 for the x component of the velocity field, u. In this case,
the combination of boundary conditions at artificially created in-
terfaces must be such that it ensures that each subdomain has at
least one inlet �first kind� and one outlet �second kind� to satisfy
physical requirements.

In Fig. 5 the imposed boundary conditions are �û�k� /�n on the
left-hand side of the interface and û�k� on the right-hand side. After
the solution of the boundary value problem on each subdomain,
the resulting �provisional� values are u�k+1� on the left-hand side of
the interface and �u�k+1� /�n on the right-hand side. These resulting
values are averaged to generate the boundary conditions for the
next time step as

�û�k+1�

�n
=

�û�k�

�n
−

1

2
� �û�k�

�n
+

�u�k+1�

�n
	

û�k+1� =
û�k� + u�k+1�

2
�34�

ensuring continuity of the field variable and its normal derivative.
Notice that in order to achieve truly time-accurate analysis, sub-
level iterations must be performed at each time step. The iteration
process may be stopped once steady state is achieved or at any
time level. Steady state may be verified by defining a least-squares
residual of the deviation from the satisfaction of the field equa-
tions and comparing it to that of the previous time step �k�. Once
the residual difference reaches a preset convergence criterion the
iteration process may be stopped.

The domain decomposition formulation is implemented in a
parallel computing environment: the algorithm has been coded
and implemented in a 36-node 72 CPU 3.06–3.2 GHz Xeon Dell
PowerEdge Cluster running Red Hat Linux 9.0 and the MPICH
implementation of the MPI standards, and compiled using GNU
FORTRAN 77. The parallel code collapses to serial computation
if a single processor is assigned to the execution.

Upon launching the code under MPI, the processors are identi-
fied and given a rank. A small sample problem is solved on all
processors to identify their relative performance. A load balancing
routine is then performed to optimally assign domains to each
processor by minimizing an objective function that contains infor-
mation with regard to subdomain sizes and relative computational
capability. This optimization is performed using a discrete genetic
algorithm �32�. This completes the development of our numerical
algorithm. We now proceed to present results from several nu-

Fig. 5 Iteration process averaging across an interface
merical verification examples.
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umerical Verification
In all cases, we compare results predicted by our localized
eshless RBF methods with those obtained by the commercial
VM computational fluid dynamics package Fluent 6.1. All cases
onsidered here are laminar, and all FVM solutions are grid con-
erged and carried out using the second-order upwinding scheme,
nless otherwise stated. The efficiency of the localized meshless
ethod is validated with these examples as the measured compu-

ational time per iteration is proportional to the ratio of data cen-
ers to FVM grid points for every case. Thus, with a much coarser

eshless point distribution with respect to FVM grids, a signifi-
ant improvement in computational time is obtained.

The first numerical test of the localized meshless method con-
ists of a 1�1 m square cavity with a 20 cm air inlet at 0.01 m/s
entered on the left-hand wall and a 20 cm outlet centered on the

Fig. 6 FVM mesh and point collocation of cavity

Fig. 8 FVM and meshless x veloci

1.0 m

ournal of Heat Transfer
right-hand wall. The Prandtl number is taken as Pr=0.7 and the
Reynolds number based on the cavity side length is ReL=675.
Here, the method will be tested for robustness by sequentially
domain decomposing into one, two, and four regions. The mesh-
less solution is provided by collocating 1681 �41�41� equally
spaced data centers, while the FVM mesh contains 13,685 nodes
as seen in Fig. 6. The velocity contours for the FVM solution as
well as for the single and multiregion meshless solution is shown
in Fig. 7 revealing accurate results.

The velocity profiles at x=0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 m are
shown in Fig. 8 again revealing the accuracy of the localized
meshless approach.

Next, the lid-driven square cavity problem is used as a bench-
mark to validate both the accuracy and efficiency of the localized
meshless approach when compared to FVM solutions and results
reported by Ghia et al. �40�. A square closed cavity is considered
with the top wall moving at a constant speed. In addition, the
bottom wall is kept at 323 K while the top wall is kept at 288 K.

Fig. 7 FVM and meshless velocity contours

rofiles at x=0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and
ty p
FEBRUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 129
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nitially, FVM and meshless solutions are generated using three
niform point distributions �26�26,51�51,101�101� with a
eynolds number of 68 based on the side of the cavity and the
randtl number is Pr=0.7. Qualitative comparison of the results

able 1 Computation times for FVM and localized meshless
olutions for different grid resolutions.

FVM Localized meshless

rid/Point
istribution

Fluent 6.1
�1000 t� Topology

RBF
collocation

Solution
�1000 t�

6�26 264 s �1 s �1 s 5.19 s
1�51 326 s �2 s �1 s 27.86 s
01�101 970 s �8 s �3 s 164.14 s

ig. 9 FVM and meshless velocity vectors and magnitude con-
ours for the lid-driven cavity

ig. 10 FVM and meshless temperature contours for the lid-
riven cavity

Fig. 13 Geometry and p
Fig. 14 FVM and meshless velocity contours

30 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 where FVM and meshless velocity
vectors and magnitude contours, as well as temperature contours
are displayed for the 51�51 grid and point distribution case. A
measure of the efficiency of the localized meshless method com-

Fig. 11 FVM and meshless x velocity component at vertical
center line

Fig. 12 FVM and meshless y velocity component at horizontal
center line

erties for parallel plates
rop
Fig. 15 FVM and meshless temperature contours
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ig. 16 FVM and meshless temperature profiles at 1/4, 1/2,

/4, and 1/1 channel length

Fig. 18 Geometry and proper

Fig. 19 Velocity contours: „a

Fig. 20 FVM and meshless x velocity

ournal of Heat Transfer
Fig. 17 FVM and meshless heat flux along interface
ties for square obstruction
… FVM, and „b… meshless
profiles at x=7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 cm
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Fig. 22 FVM and meshless temperature contours

1

Fig. 21 FVM and meshless �u /�y after the obstruction

cooling hole width and „b… finite volume mesh

32 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
Fig. 23 Zoomed in FVM and meshless obstruction tempera-
ture contours in the square obstruction
Fig. 24 Data center distribution and FVM mesh for cooling plenum, cooling hole „2 cm
width…, and main cooling channel:„a… meshless collocation „13,345 data centers… 2 cm
„14,859 finite volumes…
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ared to FVM solutions processed in Fluent 6.1 are presented in
able 1. Here both FVM and meshless codes were implemented in

he same platform �Single Xeon 64-bit, 3.2 GHz, 6 GB RAM�
sing the same grid and point distribution, respectively. Also, the
ettings of the FVM solution scheme were set to match those of
he meshless solution scheme, i.e., explicit, coupled, unsteady
ith 1 sublevel iteration, t=0.0001 s. The values in Table 1

eveal that the localized meshless solution process is found to be
ore efficient than the FVM solution process implemented in Flu-

nt 6.1 under the same conditions and scheme. The difference in
erformance is more noticable with the coarsest grid and point
istribution which can be attributed to the amount of overhead
nvolved in FVM computations. In addition to the average com-
utation times over 1000 time steps, Table 1 also shows the local-
zed meshless preprocessing time for generating the topologies
nd performing the RBF collocation and algebra, again revealing
ery little overhead at the startup of the process. It is worth men-
ioning that for this case the localized meshless topologies were
onfigured to include up to 13 points each and despite this fact,
his method was found to perform several times faster than Fluent
.1 under the same conditions and platform.

In addition to the qualitative comparisons, the localized mesh-
ess results were compared along the geometrical center lines with
hose reported by Ghia et al. �40�. For this purpose, the Reynolds
umber was increased to 100 and 400 and the meshless resolution
as increased to include 129�129 uniformly distributed points in
rder to match the resolution reported in Ref. �40�. Figures 11 and
2 display the x and y velocity components along the vertical and
orizontal geometrical center lines respectively, revealing very
lose agreement between the meshless and reported benchmark
VM results.

Fig. 25 Comparison of temperature distributions predicted b
on top region at x=0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4 m and „d… he
cooling hole
Next, a conjugate solution is evaluated for developing air flow

ournal of Heat Transfer
entering at 0°C and 0.167 m/s between parallel steel plates. The
plates are 10 cm long and 1 cm apart. The plates have a finite
thickness of 4 mm and the top and bottom are maintained at
100°C to test the effects of conjugate heat transfer. The geometry
and thermophysical properties �in SI units� for the problem are
shown in Fig. 13. The Prandtl number is taken as Pr=0.7, and the
Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter is Re=225.
The meshless solution was obtained by collocating 1919 �101
�19� data centers while the FVM mesh contains 4091 nodes. The
FVM and meshless velocity magnitude contours are shown in Fig.
14 while the temperature contours are shown in Fig. 15. A plot of
the temperature profiles across the plates at 1 /4, 1 /2, 3 /4, and 1
length of the plates is shown in Fig. 16 revealing high accuracy
when compared to the FVM results. The heat flux along the inter-
face wall between the air flow and the steel plates is shown in Fig.
17 again with very good agreement between the FVM and mesh-
less solution. A heat balance analysis was carried out to show that
the integrated heat rate into the fluid domain by conduction
through the plates was qinterface=−112.304 W perfectly symmetric
through top and bottom, while the heat rate removed by convec-
tion through the inlet and outlet based on the mass-flow-weighted
average temperatures was qconvection=111.797 W, in addition to
the axial conduction heat rate through inlet and outlet of qaxial
=1.425 W, leading to a total heat rate imbalance of qimbalance
=0.918 W, or 0.82% of the total heat removed by convection,
indicating remarkable precision in the analysis considering the
coarseness of the point distribution.

The next numerical example examines air flowing through a
channel with a titanium rectangular obstruction, all parameters are
provided in the figure using SI units. The Prandtl number is taken

„a… meshless and „b… FVM as well as „c… temperature profiles
flux along top wall of stainless-steel block „y=0.15 m… after
y:
at
as Pr=0.7, and the Reynolds number based on the hydraulic di-
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meter is Re=338. Again the effects of conjugate heat transfer
ill be tested as the bottom of the obstruction is kept at 100°C
hile the flow enters at 0°C with a velocity of 0.25 m/s. The

hannel is 10 cm long by 1 cm tall while the obstruction is 10
5 mm and is places 5 cm after the inlet as shown in Fig. 18. The
eshless solution was obtained by collocation 4221 equally

paced data centers while the FVM mesh contains 9473 nodes.
he FVM and meshless velocity contours are shown in Fig. 19. A
lot of the velocity profiles after the obstruction at x=7, 8, 9, 10,
nd 11 cm is shown in Fig. 20 revealing very good agreement
etween the FVM and meshless solutions. A plot of the y deriva-
ive of the x velocity ��u /�y� on the bottom wall after the obstruc-
ion is presented in Fig. 21 showing FVM results generated using
ifferent upwinding schemes as well as meshless results provided
y four different resolutions of data centers �5�5, 10�10, 20
20, and 40�40 points per region�. Results reveal that the mesh-

ess method solution tends to converge with increased density of
ata centers and agrees closely with the second order and QUICK
VM upwinding schemes in trend, in magnitude, and in predic-

ion of the reattachment point location. Finally, the FVM and
eshless temperature contour plots are shown in Fig. 22 as well

s a zoom of the plot on the titanium obstruction in Fig. 23 clearly
howing the multidimensional temperature gradients across the
olid.

The next example consists of a flow of colder air from a plenum
hrough a stainless steel plate into a hotter incoming flow. The
roblem is conjugate and the boundary conditions are shown in
ig. 24 along with the meshless method and finite volume dis-

Fig. 26 Contours of velocity magnitude and velocity profiles
velocity profiles across the channel region at discrete locatio
retizations consisting of 13,345 data points and 14,859 FVM

34 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
nodes, while temperature solutions are compared in Fig. 25. The
flow solutions and flow profiles predicted by LMRBF and FVM
are compared in Fig. 26.

The last numerical example presents results for a nonuniform
data center distribution for meshless methods predictions of flow
over a cylinder centered in rectangular channel. The cylinder of
diameter d is enclosed between two parallel plates 3 ·d apart by
10·d long. The center of the cylinder is located at 1 /3 of the
length of the channel. A uniform flow field with an entrance Rey-
nolds number of 10 based on the cylinder diameter enters the
channel from the left boundary. This example serves the purpose
of demonstrating the robustness of the localized meshless ap-
proach by applying it to a nonrectangular geometry using a non-
uniform point distribution using methods for automated data cen-
ter distribution described in Ref. �41�. The meshless results are
compared to grid-converged FVM results provided by Fluent 6.1.
The meshless results are obtained using a nonuniform distribution
of 8989 points while the FVM results are obtained using a clus-
tered mesh with 7872 quadrilateral cells adapted to 31,488 quad-
rilateral cells to verify grid convergence. Figure 27 displays a
close up of the FVM grid and meshless point distribution around
the cylinder clearly showing the clustering of the grid and the
nonuniformity of the point distribution. Figure 28 shows the FVM
and localized meshless contours of the velocity magnitude reveal-
ing close qualitative agreement. A quantitative comparison is pre-
sented in Figs. 29 and 30 where the FVM, adapted FVM, and
localized meshless pressure coefficients and viscous stress coeffi-

… LMRBF velocity contors; „b… FVM velocity contours; and „c…
x=0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, and 0.4 m
: „a
ns
cients �normalized magnitude of the traction vector� are displayed
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round the top of the cylinder from leading edge to trailing edge,
gain revealing excellent agreement between grid-converged
VM results and localized meshless results.

onclusions
In this paper we present a localized meshless method for the

olution of coupled viscous fluid flow and convective heat transfer
roblems and implement it in parallel using domain decomposi-
ion. The method is based on localized RBF expansion using
ardy Multiquadrics for the sought-after unknowns. An efficient

et of formulae are derived to compute the RBF interpolation in
erms of vector products thus providing a substantial computa-
ional savings over traditional meshless methods. Moreover, the

ig. 27 FVM grid and meshless point distribution around the
ylinder

ig. 28 FVM and meshless velocity magnitude contours
round the cylinder

Fig. 29 Pressure coefficient around the cylinder
Fig. 30 Viscous stress coefficient around the cylinder
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approach developed in this paper is applicable to explicit or im-
plicit time-marching schemes as well as steady-state iterative
methods. The incompressible Navier–Stokes set of equations for
fluid flow and heat transfer in the fluid regions are solved using a
standard time-marching scheme based on a Helmholtz potential
decomposition. When conjugate heat transfer is considered, the
simplified energy equation is solved in the solid regions using also
a time-marching scheme.

Numerical results are presented and compared to results pre-
dicted by a commercial CFD code �Fluent� for several cases in-
cluding a jet flow into a square cavity, conjugate analysis of a
thick-walled channel flow, conjugate analysis of flow in a channel
with a square step obstruction, and conjugate analysis of a
plenum-cooled plate in contact with a hot freestream. Results con-
sistently show the localized meshless method approach produces
accurate results even when using a much coarser number of data
centers versus FVM nodes. The approach is accurate and efficient
while requiring a much-reduced effort in problem preparation as
compared to FVM. The authors are investigating several extension
of the method, including alterntive solutions schemes that lend
themselves to parallel computation without resort to domain de-
composition, application to natural convection and species trans-
port, and extensions to three-dimensional and incorporation of
turbulence models. These forthcoming results will be reported
elsewhere in the literature.

Nomenclature
V�x� � velocity field
p�x� � pressure field
T�x� � temperature field
��x� � Helmholtz potential
� /�n � outward normal derivative

f � specific body force
� � density
� � dynamic viscosity
k � thermal conductivity
c � specific heat

� � viscous dissipation
NC � number of data centers
NB � number of boundary collocation points
NI � number of internal collocation points
� j � expansion coefficients

� j�x� � expansion functions
rj�x� � Euclidean distance to point j
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Instability of Heat Pipe
Performance at Large Axial
Accelerations
To investigate the feasibility of using heat pipes in airborne systems, heat pipe perfor-
mance at large axial accelerations in the range of 3–12 g was studied experimentally.
The heat input chosen corresponded to the optimal heat pipe performance without accel-
eration. When applied against the direction of the liquid flow (unfavorable orientation)
the accelerations were large enough to exceed the capillary limit, as was seen from the
strong increase in the evaporator temperature. The influence of accelerations in the
direction of the liquid flow (favorable orientation) was found to be more complicated.
While at the acceleration of 3 g the heat pipe performance improved, at higher accel-
erations instability developed with resulting large-amplitude oscillations of the evapora-
tor temperature. The instability found in these experiments is thought to be related to the
geyser effect observed in thermosyphons. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2402177�

Keywords: heat pipe, axial acceleration, instability, geyser effect, thermosyphon
Introduction
Thermal management of electronic components of airborne sys-

ems has become an important design issue as increased power
utput and miniaturization of the devices cause large heat dissi-
ation and high local heat fluxes. Unless properly cooled, the
quipment will be operating at high temperatures that could result
n shorter life span or its failure. Hence, there is a growing interest
n developing efficient cooling techniques to maintain the elec-
ronic components within their temperature limits.

Heat pipes have been proposed to be used for cooling in air-
orne systems. Due to its low weight, small dimensions, and very
igh thermal conductance, a heat pipe is especially suited to air-
orne requirements. However, traditionally heat pipes have been
sed in the environments free from large body forces such as
nertia forces caused by large accelerations.

During combat, transient acceleration field of up to 9–10 g
ould be present on the aircraft �1,2�. Therefore, the knowledge of
eat pipe performance under elevated acceleration field is impor-
ant for proper design of electronic components in need of
ooling.

Previous studies of heat pipe performance at large acceleration
orces include Thomas and Yerkes �3� who studied the perfor-
ance of a heat pipe subjected to transient accelerations, Thomas

t al. �1� who investigated the influence of transverse accelerations
nd Zaghdoudi and Sarno �2� who considered the effects of body
orce environment �gravitation, vibration, acceleration� on flat
eat pipes. Ochterbeck et al. �4� developed a model of the deprime
nd rewetting process in an arterial heat pipe undergoing exter-
ally induced accelerations and verified it using the experimental
esults obtained from acceleration tests conducted aboard the
pace Shuttle. The review of earlier investigations can be found
lsewhere �2�.

It should be noted that when considering large acceleration

1Corresponding author.
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR-

AL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received October 9, 2005; final manuscript re-

eived April 9, 2006. Review conducted by Anthony M. Jacobi.

ournal of Heat Transfer Copyright © 20
forces the previous studies usually concentrated on the effects of
unfavorable accelerations �opposite to the direction of the liquid
flow� or vibrations and mostly ignored the influence of favorable
accelerations �in the direction of the liquid flow�. For example,
while Zaghdoudi and Sarno �2� considered all heat pipe orienta-
tions �horizontal, unfavorable vertical, favorable vertical� when
investigating the effects of gravitation, heat-pipe mounting was
always unfavorable in their acceleration experiments.

The preference given by the investigators to the unfavorable
accelerations follows from the fact that they are more dangerous.
At sufficiently large unfavorable accelerations, the capillary limit
�5,6� is reached and the heat pipe stops operating normally. On the
other hand, favorable accelerations usually somewhat improve
the heat pipe performance and therefore considered of lesser
importance.

In the present work, we study experimentally the performance
of a heat pipe at large axial accelerations with the emphasis on the
favorable accelerations. We demonstrate that while small and
moderate favorable accelerations indeed improve the heat pipe
performance, large axial accelerations can cause instability with
resulting strong oscillations in the heat pipe performance.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section we
briefly review the physical background and analyze possible be-
havior of a heat pipe subjected to axial accelerations. Experimen-
tal setup is described in Sec. 3 and the results are presented in Sec.
4.

2 Physical Background
The behavior of heat pipes subjected to axial accelerations

against the direction of the liquid flow is very well understood
�5,6�. In a heat pipe operating steadily the pressure at the vapor
side of the liquid-vapor interface is always higher than at the
liquid side, except at the point in the condenser �sometimes called
the “wet point” �7�� where both pressures are equal. This pressure
difference is balanced by the capillary pressure established by
menisci that form at the interface. The smallest possible curvature
radius of the meniscus �the effective capillary radius� determines

the maximum capillary pressure that can be achieved in a given

FEBRUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 13707 by ASME
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eat pipe. At a sufficiently high heat transfer rate the capillary
ressure can no longer support the liquid flow. This failure causes
he drying of the evaporator and ultimately causes the heat pipe to
top operating normally. This limit on the heat transfer rate is
alled the capillary limit.

Any body force acting against the direction of the liquid flow
ncluding the inertia force due to unfavourable axial acceleration
ncreases the liquid pressure gradient and decreases the capillary
imit. For a given heat transfer rate, at sufficiently large unfavour-
ble acceleration, the capillary limit will be reached. The capillary
imit will show itself as a sharp increase in the evaporator
emperature.

Favorable axial accelerations that support the liquid flow in the
ick decrease the liquid pressure gradient. Small favorable accel-

rations improve the heat pipe performance by decreasing the
vaporator temperature for a given heat transfer rate. This effect is
sually explained by the cooling of the evaporator by the addi-
ional flow of cold liquid from the condenser �see, e.g., �3��.

The effect of large favorable accelerations is more complicated.
detailed analysis of the influence of favorable body forces was

one by Busse and Kemme �7� for gravity assisted heat pipes.
hey demonstrated that a sufficiently large body force completely
hanges the pressure distribution along the heat pipe. As the body
orce increases, the pressure drop in the liquid between the con-
enser and the evaporator decreases. As a result, the liquid-vapor
ressure difference in the evaporator also decreases and will van-
sh if the body force is sufficiently high. Since the capillary pres-
ure in the heat pipe cannot be negative �this would correspond to
he liquid protruding from the wick into the vapor�, any further
ncrease in the body force will make the steady operation of the
eat pipe with the wet point in the condenser impossible. The wet
oint will shift from the condenser to the evaporator where the
iquid and vapor pressures will remain equal. It is emphasized by
usse and Kemme �7� that surplus liquid can form a pool at the

ower end of the evaporator, as is often the case in gravity assisted
eat pipes.

One can therefore conclude that at large favorable axial accel-
rations the heat pipe will operate with the wet point in the evapo-
ator where the liquid can form a pool. Since the return of the
ondensate to the evaporator will be provided by the inertia force,
he capillary force role being secondary, the heat pipe will essen-
ially operate as a closed two-phase thermosyphon �6�. These de-
ices often operate in the pool boiling regime �8�, when the ther-
osyphon evaporator is flooded and boiling is sustained in it. We

an therefore expect boiling in the evaporator when a heat pipe is
ubjected to large favorable accelerations. The boiling may in fact
mprove the heat pipe performance due to a larger value of the
eat transfer coefficient in the evaporator.

There is instability of boiling in closed two-phase thermosy-
hons that is called the geyser effect �9,10�. When this instability
ccurs, instead of steady boiling, a large amount of the working
uid is periodically propelled from the evaporator to the con-
enser resulting in an oscillating heat transfer rate and large-
mplitude oscillations of many characteristic variables, such as

Table 1 Heat p

Maximal
heat fluxa Lengthb Diameterb Weig
8 W 215 mm 3 mm 7.07

Evaporator
lengtha

Condenser
lengtha

Vapor ch
diame

25 mm 30 mm 1.6 m

aProvided by the manufacturer.
bMeasured.
he evaporator wall temperature. Since this is a detrimental phe-

38 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
nomenon, one would certainly want to know if this instability is
possible in heat pipes at large favorable accelerations when their
behavior is similar to that of thermosyphons. One of the goals of
the present work was to verify this experimentally.

3 Experimental Setup
The heat pipe used in the experiments was manufactured by

Thermacore, Inc. �Lancaster, PA�. The heat pipe characteristics are
given in Table 1. To obtain the information about the inner struc-
ture of the heat pipe, after the end of the experiments it was cut
and the cross section studied under a microscope.

Power was supplied to the heat pipe by a heat source that con-
sisted of two thermofoil heaters �HK538R15.7L12B, Minco Prod-
ucts, Inc., Minneapolis, MN� placed on two aluminum plates. The
heat pipe evaporator was situated in a round groove that was
drilled in the plates. The power was measured using the current
and voltage readings. The current was calculated by measuring the
voltage on a precision resistance of 1.1±1% �.

To cool the heat pipe, the condenser was placed inside an alu-
minum heat sink of large thermal mass that was kept at a constant
temperature. Thermal grease was applied to the contact areas to
decrease the contact resistance between the heat pipe and the heat
source and the heat sink. Since due to rotation the heat pipe was
subjected to high air velocities, to reduce the convective heat
losses from the exterior of the heat pipe, its exposed part was
insulated with ceramic wool. Eight thermocouples �TTK-36,
Ohmega Technologies, Inc., Culver City, CA� were used to
monitor the heat source, heat sink, evaporator, and condenser
temperatures.

The setup was mounted on a centrifuge table that had a radius
of 3 m and was capable of producing accelerations in the range of
0–70 g. Two slip rings were used to transfer the measurement
signals and the power to and from the centrifuge table. To control
the acceleration, two piezoelectric acceleration gauges were added
to the setup. The accelerometers were placed at the opposite ends
of diameter in the middle cross section of the pipe. The accelera-
tion profile was taken as the average of their readings.

Thermal resistance of the heat pipe Rt was defined as the ratio
of the temperature drop between the evaporator and the condenser
Tevap−Tcond to the input heat power Q

Rt =
Tevap − Tcond

Q
�1�

Using the standard uncertainty analysis �11� the maximum root-
sum-square uncertainties for all of the measured and calculated
values presented in this paper are given in Table 2.

A more detailed description of the experimental setup can be
found elsewhere �12�.

4 Results
To find the heat input corresponding to the optimal heat pipe

performance, a series of steady-state experiments, with no accel-
eration applied, was carried out at the outset. The thermal resis-

specifications

Wall
materialb

Working
fluidb

Working fluid
weightb

Copper Water 0.31 g

el Wickb Particle
diameterb

Porosityb

Sintered
copper

50–200 �m 0.8
ipe

htb

g

ann
terb

m

tance of the heat pipe was measured while varying the heat input
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n the range of 0.5–10 W. To ensure steady-state conditions, after
ach change in the heat input the thermal resistance was calcu-
ated when the rate of temperature change in all the thermocouples
ropped below 0.1°C/min. The experiment was repeated for four
mbient temperatures between 25°C and 85°C. The results are
hown in Fig. 1.

One sees from Fig. 1 that the heat pipe performance improves
ith increasing temperature and that for all the ambient tempera-

ures the minimal thermal resistance of the heat pipe was reached
or the heat input approximately in the range of 5–7 W. The ac-
eleration experiments were therefore carried out when the heat
nput was kept constant and equal to 6 W.

In the acceleration experiments, the heat pipe was mounted on
he centrifuge in both favorable �the acceleration in the direction
f the fluid flow� and unfavorable �the acceleration against the
irection of the fluid flow� orientations. In each run, the rotation
peed of the centrifuge table increased for one minute, was kept
onstant for five minutes and decreased back to zero during the
ast minute of the run. Similar intervals of constant acceleration
ere used by Thomas et al. �1� in their stepwise acceleration
rofiles.

The evolution of the heater, evaporator, and condenser tempera-
ures for unfavorable acceleration of 3 g is shown in Fig. 2. One
ees from the increase in the heater and evaporator temperatures
hat such acceleration is sufficiently large to exceed the capillary
imit and cause the evaporator dry out. However, after the accel-
ration is ceased to be applied the heat pipe successfully reprimed
nd resumed its normal operation. The maximum thermal resis-
ance of the heat pipe in this experiment was 3.7 K/W which is
bout two times larger than during its normal operation �see Fig.
�.

able 2 Maximum uncertainties of measured and calculated
alues

arameters Values

Measured values
emperature ±0.5°C
eater voltage ±1% of reading
eater current ±2% of reading
cceleration ±0.1 g

Calculated values
eat input ±3%
hermal resistance ±15%
ig. 1 Thermal resistance versus heat input. No acceleration.

ournal of Heat Transfer
Since we were interested in large accelerations, all the experi-
ments with the favorable orientation were conducted at accelera-
tions of 3 g and higher.

Figure 3 shows the results for favorable acceleration of 3 g. As
expected, favorable acceleration improved the heat pipe perfor-
mance and the heater and evaporator temperatures were lower
while the acceleration was applied.

An entirely different situation was observed when the favorable
acceleration was increased to 6 g, as seen from Fig. 4. Instead of
further improvement in the heat pipe performance, instability de-
veloped which caused large-amplitude oscillations �up to 25%� of
the evaporator and heater temperatures and smaller perturbations
of the condenser temperature. When the acceleration ended, the
instability was suppressed and the heat pipe resumed its normal
operation in about 1 min.

Fig. 2 Heater, evaporator, and condenser temperatures for un-
favorable acceleration of 3 g

Fig. 3 Heater, evaporator, and condenser temperatures for fa-
vorable acceleration of 3 g

Fig. 4 Heater, evaporator, and condenser temperatures for fa-

vorable acceleration of 6 g

FEBRUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 139
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No instability was observed during the “transient” part of the
cceleration profile �increasing acceleration�. Both heater and
vaporator temperatures decreased during the first minute and be-
an increasing only after the acceleration reached its maximum
alue.

The results for higher favorable accelerations of 9 g and 12 g
re shown in Figs. 5 and 6. One sees from these figures that the
nstability persists at higher accelerations. The oscillations of the
vaporator temperature have now even larger amplitude and
igher frequency. On the other hand, the heater temperature oscil-
ates with smaller amplitude and increases while the acceleration
s applied. At the acceleration of 12 g the time dependence of the
eater temperature looks like that for the dried out evaporator
compare Fig. 6 with Fig. 2�. We can conclude that probably the
eat pipe cannot operate at this acceleration.

Since the acceleration is higher in this experiment, the instabil-
ty starts developing earlier in the acceleration profile. One sees
rom Fig. 6 that the increase in the heater and evaporator tempera-
ures began before the acceleration reached its maximum value.

Conclusions
We studied the performance of a heat pipe at large axial accel-

rations of 3–12 g. The accelerations were large enough to exceed
he capillary limit and cause the evaporator dry out when applied
gainst the direction of the liquid flow. The influence of accelera-
ions in the direction of the liquid flow �favorable orientation� was
ound to be more complicated. At the acceleration of 3 g both
vaporator and heater temperatures decreased showing that the
eat pipe performance improved. On the other hand, at 6 g insta-
ility developed with resulting large-amplitude oscillations of the
vaporator and heater temperatures. The instability persisted at
igher accelerations though the heater temperature behavior
hanged from strong oscillations with an approximately constant
verage value to gradual increase with some oscillations imposed
n it. At the acceleration of 12 g the time dependence of the
eater temperature looked like that for the dried out evaporator
uggesting that the heat transfer from the heat source to the heat
ink at this acceleration is mainly by conduction through the heat
ipe wall. In all the cases, when the acceleration ended, the insta-
ility was suppressed and the heat pipe resumed its normal
peration.

ig. 5 Heater, evaporator, and condenser temperatures for fa-
orable acceleration of 9 g
40 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
Though only steady-state accelerations were considered in this
paper it is plausible that this instability can also occur when the
heat pipe is subjected to transient accelerations. Indeed, at the
acceleration of 12 g the increase in the heater and evaporator tem-
peratures began during the “transient” part of the acceleration pro-
file before the acceleration reached its maximum value.

Since at large favorable axial accelerations the return of the
condensate to the evaporator is provided by the inertia force, the
capillary force role being secondary, the heat pipe essentially op-
erates as a closed two-phase thermosyphon. It is therefore possible
to suggest that the instability observed experimentally in this work
is related to the instability of boiling in closed two-phase thermo-
syphons that is called the geyser effect. Both instabilities are char-
acterized by oscillating heat transfer rate and large-amplitude os-
cillations of many characteristic variables. It is this instability that
can cause large favorable acceleration to be as detrimental to heat
pipe performance as large unfavorable acceleration.
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Nusselt Number and Friction
Factor of Staggered Arrays of Low
Aspect Ratio Micropin-Fins Under
Cross Flow for Water as Fluid
Experimental results of the thermal and hydraulic performances of silicon-based, low
aspect ratio micropin-fin cold plates under cross flow conditions are reported. The pins
were both circular and square in shape with dimensions (diameter for circular and sides
for square) ranging from 50 �m to 150 �m. The test chip contained 20 integral 75
�75 �m temperature sensors which were used to determine the thermal resistance
�K W−1� of the cold plates. The experiments were conducted using water, over a Reynolds
number (Re) ranging from 40 to 1000. The data show that the average Nusselt number
(Nu) based on the fin diameter varies as Re0.84 for Re�100 and as Re0.73 for Re
�100, where Re is the Reynolds number based on maximum velocity and the fin diameter.
Analysis of the Fanning friction factor �f� data shows that f varies as Re−1.35 for Re
�100 and as Re−0.1 for Re�100. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2402179�

Keywords: micropin fin, microscale heat exchanger, micropost, microchannel
Introduction
Since Tuckerman and Pease �1–3� introduced the concept of
icrochannels, there have been numerous experimental and theo-

etical studies of microchannels for heat transfer applications. Re-
ently the semiconductor industry has started to seriously consider
icrochannel cooling with liquid coolant �4,5� because advanced
icroprocessors generate increasing heat fluxes and multiple

otspots �6�. Many review papers have been written on micro-
hannels �7–9�. These review papers indicate that investigation of
in fins in the microscale regime is primarily absent from litera-
ure. Peles et al. �10�, in a very recent paper, performed a system-
tic analytical study of micropin fins assuming a conventional
ong tube correlation for Nusselt number �Nu�. Their study indi-
ated that micropin fins can outperform microchannels in certain
egimes. However, it is not established whether conventional cor-
elations developed for macropin fins can be applied for micropin
ns. The existing review papers on microcold plates �7–9� indi-
ate a lack of attention to micropin-fin-based cold plates. There-
ore, it is important to understand both the hydraulic and thermal
erformance of micropin fins for proper design and also for com-
arison with microchannels.

This paper reports the results of a systematic, experimental
tudy of pressure drop and thermal resistance �K W−1� for cold
lates fabricated with a staggered array of circular and square
icropin fins. The pin fin diameter �side length for the square�

aried from 55 �m to 153 �m. The experiments were conducted
sing water at different flow rates. The experimental temperature
easurement method is novel because 20 integral temperature

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR-

AL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received August 30, 2005; final manuscript re-

eived April 13, 2006. Review conducted by Bengt Sunden.

ournal of Heat Transfer Copyright © 20
sensors were fabricated on the heat generating die to adequately
capture the thermal resistance of the micropin fin cold plate.

The paper is divided into six parts starting with the introduc-
tion. Section 2 is devoted to the literature review of previous work
performed on micropin-fin cold plates. Sample fabrication is dis-
cussed in Sec. 3. Experimental setup is described in Sec. 4. Analy-
sis of the data is covered in Sec. 5. Results and discussions are
presented in Sec. 6.

2 Literature Review of Micropin-Fin Cold Plates Un-
der Cross Flow

The available literature is very limited for investigations of
micropin-fin cold plates under cross flow. Tuckerman and Pease
�2� were first to evaluate the performance of silicon based mi-
cropin fins with water under cross flow conditions. In their study
the fins were arranged in an in-line pattern. Details of the fabri-
cation and pin dimensions are given in the thesis by Tuckerman
�3�. Tuckerman and Pease �2� used mechanical sawing to fabricate
the cold plate, and therefore could only fabricate square pin fins.
The side of the square pin fins in this study ranged from 54 �m to
64 �m. The pressure drop was measured for three different de-
signs of square pin fins, but the thermal resistance was measured
only at one location on a single cold plate design at a single flow
rate. For pin fins the thermal resistance varies with Reynolds num-
ber �Re�. Therefore the study by Tuckerman and Pease does not
provide a relationship between thermal resistance and Re. The
pressure drop was modeled using a plate fin heat sink correlation,
but the thermal resistance was not modeled.

Recently Peles et al. �10� and Kosar et al. �11� performed an
experimental and analytical study of micropin fins. Peles et al.
�10� performed an analytical study of the thermal performance of

micropin-fin cold plates assuming the conventional long tube cor-

FEBRUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 14107 by ASME
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elation for Nusselt number �Nu�. They also performed experi-
ental study with water as coolant on one design of silicon-based
icropin fins where the diameter of the pin fin was 100 �m and

he height of the pin fin was 243 �m. As in the work by Tucker-
an �3� they only measured the thermal resistance for a single
ow rate. Because of the low flow rate in the study �3.2 mL/min�,

he thermal resistance in their study was dominated by the flow
esistance given by 1/ ṁcp where ṁ is the mass flow rate and cp is
he specific heat of liquid. They could not separate the convection
esistance from the flow resistance. The 1 cm long heater in their
tudy was also used as the temperature sensor, and in the calcula-
ion of thermal resistance from the experiments, they assumed the
eater temperature accurately indicated the average wall tempera-
ure. Therefore their experiment had low spatial resolution for
emperature measurement. The experimental study of thermal per-
ormance of micropin fin �MPF� cold plates by Peles et al. �10�
lso does not address the dependence of the convection resistance
f MPF arrays on Re.

Koşar et al. �11� performed an extensive study of the hydraulic
erformance of various low aspect ratio MPF arrays with water as
oolant. They considered four different designs of MPF arrays,
hree of which used circular fins and one with diamond shaped
ns. Of the three circular fin designs, two were arranged in a
taggered pattern and one was arranged in an in-line pattern. The
e based on the diameter of the fins and the maximum fluid ve-

ocity �vmax� varied from 6 to 128. They compared the experimen-
al value of the friction factor �f� with various correlations in the
iterature valid for long and short fins, however none of the cor-
elations closely predicted f . Thus they developed their own cor-
elation based on experimental data. For the staggered array they
sed only two designs to develop the correlation, and for the
n-line and diamond-shaped fins only one design was used to de-
elop each correlation. Therefore it is not clear if their correlation
s valid for different designs of MPF arrays and for larger values
f Re.

Stephens et al. �12� performed MPF experiments using air as
he fluid for thrust bearing applications under cross flow condi-
ions. The pin fins were arranged in an in-line pattern, and fabri-
ated using electrodeposition of nickel. Their experimental appa-
atus was very complicated compared to traditional cold plate
pplications because the geometry of the experimental structure
imicked a thrust bearing, and only thermal data were reported.
tephens et al. �12� also compared the conventional macropin-fin
orrelations with experimental data and found that for high poros-
ty �97%� the correlation predictions were approximately 30%
ower than the experimental results and for low porosity design
66%� the correlation predictions were approximately 500%
igher than the experimental results.
Fig. 2 Top view of mic

42 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
Recently Marques and Kelly �13� performed experiments on
pin fins of 500 �m in diameter in the staggered arrangement. The
pin separation in their design was 1250 �m, making it question-
able whether this was a true micropin-fin design. They performed
the experiments with air in the high Reynolds number regime.

Overall, the review indicates that the available literature lacks a
systematic study of both hydraulic and thermal performance of
micropin-fin cold plates. A systematic study of both pressure drop
and thermal resistance of MPF arrays is needed to address the
following:

�1� The variation of Nu with Re for liquid as coolant.
�2� Friction factor for liquid as coolant for a large number of

micropin-fin designs.
�3� The available literature �11� only investigates the hydraulic

performance for Re up to 128, yet Re is expected to range
between 10 and 1000 in micropin-fin applications �11�. It is
important to know the performance of the MPF arrays at
larger values of Re.

�4� Validation/development of correlations for both Nu and f as
a function of geometry, shape and Re.

In response to the available literature, a systematic study of
pressure drop and thermal resistance of square and round stag-
gered micropin-fin cold plates was performed in this study. Tests
were conducted at different flow rates using water as the cooling
fluid. Thermal resistance of the pin-fin cold plate was determined
using 20 integral temperature sensors on the silicon die.

3 Sample Fabrication
Figures 1 and 2 show the schematic of the test chip and nomen-

clature for different dimensions. The C4 bumps are solder bumps

Fig. 1 Front view of micro-pin fin cold plate
ropin fin cold plate

Transactions of the ASME
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or connecting the heater and temperature sensors to the substrate
14�. Underfill is a polymer that fills the space between the bumps
or structural rigidity. PGA socket is a pin grid array socket. For
etails on the various components of the test setup as shown in
ig. 1 readers are advised to refer to Tummala �14�. The dimen-
ions of the micropin-fin cold plates are given in Tables 1 and 2.

The first step in sample fabrication was fabrication of the heater
nd temperature sensors. Figure 1�a� shows the cross section of
he test die. It has three built-up copper interconnect layers on the
urface of bulk silicon substrate, each of which is fabricated using
typical copper damascene process �15�.
Starting with the bulk silicon substrate, the first inter layer di-

lectric �ILD� was deposited, followed by the metal 1 trench etch,
lank barrier layer, and copper seed layer sputtering. Copper was
hen electroplated and chemical mechanical polished �CMP� until
arrier and seed layers were removed on top of the ILD surface.
ith almost the same procedure, via 1 and metal 2 was deposited

nd patterned. The difference between metal 2 / via 1 process and
etal 1 process was that via 1 and metal 2 patterns were etched

nside ILD by two patterning and etch steps, and then the barrier
ayer and copper were deposited and plated in one step to define
oth via and metal lines. This is referred to a dual-damascene
rocess, whereas the metal 1 process is referred to as a single
amascene process �15�. Via 2 and metal 3 were deposited using
he same dual-damascene process as via 1 and metal 2. Finally, a
assivation layer was deposited and patterned, followed by a flip
hip bumping process including solder plating and reflow to fab-
icate solder balls �16�.

Table 1 Dimension of the micropin-fin cold plate „see Fig. 2…

W W� R L L� g

imension
mm�

10 11 4 13 25 3.5

ote: W��width of the micropin-fin cold plate, W�flow width of the micropin-fin
old plate, R�length of the plenum area, L��length of the micropin-fin cold plate
ncluding the plenum area and the bounding walls, L�length of the finned area,
�diameter of the inlet and outlet holes.

Table 2 Details of various micro

Part number Measured dimensions ��

SP3 H=310 d=125

square ST=SL=303
Nx=43 Ny =33

B=365
RP3 H=310 d=125

round ST=SL=303
Nx=43 Ny =33

B=365
RP1 H=155d=55

round ST=SL=200
Nx=66 Ny =50

B=320
RP4 H=200 d=153
round SL=612 ST=306

Nx=22 Ny =33
B=200

SP4 H=200 d=153
square SL=612 ST=306

Nx=22 Ny=33
B=200

Note: H�pin height, d�pin diameter �side length for square p

of pins in x direction, Ny�number of pins in y direction, B�base

ournal of Heat Transfer
The main heater is uniformly distributed across the die in
10 mm�13 mm area on metal 2 with linewidth and pitch on the
order of a few microns. The main heater is divided into 16 legs
which can be powered at the same time or separately. Detailed
drawing of the heater is shown in a previous paper �17�. Twenty
resistance temperature devices �RTD� are fabricated on the metal
1 layer with locations illustrated in Fig. 3. Heater and sensors

-fin designs „see Figs. 1 and 2…

Comments

Both thermal resistance and pressure
drop

H /d=2.48
ST /d=SL /d=2.4

Both thermal resistance and pressure
drop

H /d=2.48
ST /d=SL /d=2.4

Both thermal resistance and pressure
drop

H /d=2.8
ST /d=SL /d=3.6

Only pressure drop
H /d=1.3
Sn /d=2
SP /d=4

Only pressure drop
H /d=1.3
ST /d=2
SP /d=4

Sp�pitch in x direction, Sn�pitch in y direction, Nx�number

Fig. 3 Locations of heaters and thermal sensors
pin

m�

ins�,

thickness of the cold plate.
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ere fabricated only on SP3, RP3, and RP1 designs. Heater and
ensors were not fabricated on RP4 and SP4 designs. Therefore
hermal measurements were done only for SP3, RP3, and RP1
esigns.

The pin fins shown in Fig. 2 were fabricated using the follow-
ng procedure. First, a lithography process defined the pattern of
he pin grids, inlet/outlet reservoirs, and device walls. The device
ide �heater and sensor side� of the wafer was protected by spin-
ing a 13 �m thick coating of photoresist over the solder bumps
nd using the photoresist to act as a glue to bond the carrier
ilicon wafer to the device wafer. The bonded wafers were then
aked in an oven for 30 min at 110°C in order to remove solvents
rom the resist and complete the bonding process. The “back-side”
pin-fin side� of the wafer was spin-coated with 7 �m of positive
hotoresist and baked in an oven at 90°C for 30 min. The wafer
as then exposed to the pin-fin pattern through a chrome mask
laced in hard contact with the photoresist.

A plasma deep reactive ion etch �DRIE� process was then used
o etch the silicon to define the inlet/outlet reservoir, side walls,
nd the pin fins. The top of the pin fin cold plates were sealed by
nodically bonding a 500 �m thick 7040 Pyrex glass to the top of
he silicon wafer. The 3.5 mm diameter inlet and outlet holes were
rilled in the Pyrex plate using an air impact drilling process, and
ere located above the reservoirs.
After the fabrication of the pin fin cold plate with integral heat-

rs and temperature sensors, dimensional measurements of all the
amples were performed using SEM �scanning electron micros-
opy�. Figure 4 shows the SEM picture of the sample RP4. Di-

ig. 4 SEM picture of RP4 micropin-fin cold plate. „a… Oblique
iew „b… side view.
ensions given in Table 2 are based on SEM measurements.

44 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
4 Description of the Experimental Setup
The experimental setup for the micropin-fin cold plate was con-

structed to measure flow rate, pressure drop, and temperature.
Figure 5 shows the schematic of the experimental setup. The cool-
ing fluid �deionized water� was driven by a Micropump model
GATT23 positive-displacement pump, and the flow rate through
the micropin-fin cold plate was controlled using two manual
needle valves. Fluid temperature upstream of the micropin-fin
cold plate was controlled with a liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger
plumbed in series with the micropin-fin unit. The heat exchanger
transferred heat between the micropin-fin loop and an external
liquid loop, the temperature of which was controlled by a Neslab
RTE7 circulating chiller/heater. The flow meter, valve, and a
10 �m filter were also plumbed in series with the micropin-fin
cold plate. Both branches in the loop, the bypass branch and the
main branch, drained to a reservoir open to atmosphere, from
which the pump drew water.

Flow rate was measured using a Flow Technology turbine flow
meter. Pressure drop across the micropin-fin cold plate was mea-
sured with a Setra differential pressure transducer of range
0–172 kPa �0–25 psi�. The pressure transducer ports were con-
nected to the micropin-fin fluid inlet and outlet as shown in Fig. 5.
The micropin-fin cold plate inlet and outlet were connected to the
external tubing using copper adapters flush mounted to the cover
plate with epoxy. Alignment pins were used to match the openings
of the Cu blocks and the micropin-fin cover plate ports during the
epoxy process. No leakage was observed during the testing. A
Setra gauge pressure transducer with a pressure range 0–172 kPa
�0–25 psi� was also connected to the micropin-fin fluid inlet. The
voltage outputs of all three devices, flow meter, differential pres-
sure transducer, and gauge pressure transducer, were recorded by
a data logger.

Thermal resistance of the micropin-fin cold plate was calculated
from the silicon die to the cooling fluid based on die temperature,
fluid temperature, and die heater power. Die temperatures were
measured using resistance temperature detectors �RTDs� fabri-
cated directly on the die as mentioned earlier, and the fluid tem-
perature was measured with fine-wire, K-type, thermocouples in-
stalled in the cold plate inlet and outlet reservoirs. The RTD and
thermocouple measurements were taken with an Agilent data ac-
quisition system. RTDs were calibrated in an isothermal liquid
bath against a reference platinum resistance thermometer. The ac-
curacy of RTD was ±0.1°C. This includes the standard deviation
of the entire bath calibration process. The die RTD calibration did
not change with time since all die RTDs were operated within the
temperature limits of the bath calibration process. The system per-
formed four-wire resistance measurements across each RTD and

Fig. 5 Schematic of the experimental test setup
temperature measurements for each thermocouple. The four-wire

Transactions of the ASME
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esistance measurements were converted to temperatures by the
ata acquisition system based on a calibration performed at the
tart of each test.

Experimental Results and Data Reduction
In the first set of experiments, pressure drop was measured at

arying flow rate without powering the heaters. The minimum
ow rate in the experiment was 15 ml min−1 and the maximum
ow rate was 200 ml min−1. This range of flow rate was chosen in
ccordance with the capability of the flow meter. The fluid tem-
erature was set at 50°C using the liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger
s shown in Fig. 5. Since the pressure transducers were connected
o the inlet and outlet manifold, the measured pressure drop also
ncludes the pressure drop associated with entrance and exit
osses. The entrance and exit pressure drop losses were calculated
sing the correlations used by Qu and Mudawar �18�, however
hey were found to be negligible compared to the measured pres-
ure drop �less than one percent�. Therefore measured pressure
rop is same as the pressure drop thorough the pin fins.

Figure 6 shows the pressure drop of the MPF arrays as a func-
ion of flow rate. Figure 6 shows that RP1 has the highest pressure
rop and RP4 and SP4 have the lowest pressure drop. This result
s easily explained by the geometry of the cold plates, described in
able 2. RP1 has 66 pins, creating a greater flow restriction than
P4 and SP4, each of which have only 22 pins. Figure 6 also

hows that pressure drop of square pins is somewhat higher than
hat of round pins at a given flow rate.

Two types of Reynolds number, friction factor, and Nusselt
umber are defined in this paper: �1� based on the pin diameter �2�
ased on channel/duct hydraulic diameter �Dh�. Most of the data
n the literature on pin fins have been analyzed based on the pin-
n diameter as the relevant length scale �19–34�, however re-
earchers have also analyzed the data by treating flow as flow
hrough a duct �13,35�. For the present case H is the height, W is
he width, and L is the length the duct.

Table 3 shows the porosity of the duct ���, which is given by
=1−�NxNyd

2 / �4WL� for the circular pins and �=1
NxNyd

2 / �WL� for the square pins, where d is the diameter for
ound pins and side length for the square pins and Nx and Ny are
he number of pins in the x and y directions, respectively. Table 3
hows that porosity of all the designs is very high. Therefore it
ight be possible that the presence of the pins has little effect on

he pressure drop. The Fanning friction factor for a duct �fc� is

ig. 6 Measured pressure drop versus flow rate for all
icropin-fin arrays
iven by �19,21�

ournal of Heat Transfer
fc =
��p/L�Dh

2	vm
2 �1�

where L is the length of the duct �length of the finned area� as
shown in Fig. 2, �p the pressure drop, 	 the density of the fluid,
and vm is the mean velocity of the fluid. vm is given by vm
= ṁ / �	HW�. Realizing that Dh=2HW / �H+W�, the Reynolds
number �Rec� based on the channel hydraulic diameter is given by

Rec =
vmDh	

�
=

2ṁ

��W + H�
�2�

where � is the viscosity of the fluid. Looking at Tables 1 and 2, it
can be seen that H�W. Therefore the problem can be treated as
flow through parallel plate. Therefore Dh�2H and

Rec �
2ṁ

�W
�3�

Equation �3� shows that, by treating the system as parallel plates,
Rec is same for all the different designs for same flow rate, be-
cause W is same for all the designs.

Figure 7 shows the variation of fc with Rec. Although Rec is
same for all the designs for same ṁ, Fig. 7 shows that different
designs have different fc depending on the pin geometry and con-
figuration. Another important point to notice is that although RP1
has the higher porosity than RP4 and SP4, the friction factor for
RP1 is higher than both RP4 and SP4. Figure 7 also shows that

Table 3 Details of the dimensions based on channel/duct
approach

Part number Porosity ���

Enhanced area
due for heat

transfer due to
presence of

pins

Channel
Hydraulic

diameter �Dh�
��m� 2H /d

RP1 0.94 1.68 305 5.6
RP3 0.87 2.33 601 4.96
SP3 0.83 2.7 601 4.96
RP4 0.90 NA 392 2.6
SP4 0.87 NA 392 2.6

Fig. 7 Friction factor based on channel approach versus Rey-

nolds number based on hydraulic diameter of the channel
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quare pins lead to slightly higher fc than circular pins. Figure 7
learly shows that pins definitely affect the hydraulic performance
f the micropin-fin array. The highest Rec achieved in this study is
pproximately 1250, which means that from the parallel-plate
oint of view the flow is laminar �19,21�. The friction factor �f0�
or fully developed laminar flow through parallel plates is given
y �19,36,37�

f0 =
24

Rec
�4�

igure 7 shows that f0 given by Eq. �4� is much smaller than the
xperimental data. Another question that should be asked is
hether the flow is fully developed because length of the channel

s only 13 mm. For the present case, the f0 for developing flow
hrough parallel plates is given by �37�

f0 =
1

Rec
� �24 +

0.674 RecDh

4L
� �5�

igure 7 also shows f0 calculated by using Eq. �5� and using the
argest Dh from all designs �Table 3�. Figure 7 shows that f0 given
y the fully developed case and developing case is almost identi-
al. Therefore developing flow is also not the reason for discrep-
ncy between the data and the theory of flow through parallel
lates. Therefore it can be concluded that micropins are playing a
ery important and dominant role in deciding the friction factor
ecause the friction factor from the experiments are one order of
agnitude higher than can be expected from laminar flow in chan-

els. Figure 7 also shows that the laminar flow theory of parallel
lates does not predict the correct trend after some critical Rec.
For the definition based on the pin diameter and pitch, the Fan-

ing friction factor f is given by �19�

f =
�p

2Nx	vmax
2 �6�

here vmax is the maximum velocity of the fluid between the pins.
igure 8 shows the variation of f with the Reynolds number �Re�
ased on the pin diameter �d�. Re is given by

Re =
vmaxd



�7�

here 
 is the kinemetic viscosity of water. Since Re depends on
he pin diameter, it is different for different designs even for same
˙ .

Figure 8 shows there is a change in the relationship of f to Re
round Re=100. f is very sensitive to Re for Re�100 and is less

ig. 8 Friction factor based on pin fin approach versus Rey-
olds number based on pin diameter
ensitive to Re for Re�100. The data for a staggered array of
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circular pin fins from Koşar et al. �11� is also shown in Fig. 8, and
it shows a similar trend. Koşar et al. �11� plotted their data on a
linear scale. On the linear scale the change in the behavior of f
with Re is not visible whereas on the log-log scale as shown in
Fig. 8 the change in the behavior of f around Re=100 is clearly
visible.

For the thermal resistance experiments a current was applied to
the metallic heater on the test chip to provide a constant power
dissipation. The heat loss through the motherboard side was esti-
mated by applying the energy conservation. The heat flow through
the micropin-fin cold plate was calculated using Q�= ṁcp�Tout
−Tin� where Q� is the heat transfer through the micropin-fin side,
Tout is the outlet temperature of the water, and Tin is the inlet
temperature of the water. The heat loss through the motherboard
side was found to be less than 1%. This was expected considering
the low thermal conductivity of the components on the mother-
board side, most of which are made of polymer, and the lack of a
cooling solution on the motherboard side. Total thermal resistance
�RT� between the heating surface and the fluid was calculated as

RT =
THavg − Tfavg

Q
�8�

where THavg is the average temperature of the heating surface,
Tfavg= �Tin+Tout� /2 is the average temperature of the fluid, and Q
is the power through the heater. THavg is the average of tempera-
ture readings of the 20 temperature sensors. Figure 9 shows the
variation of RT with flow rate for different samples. Figure 9
shows that RT decreases with increasing flow rate. Figure 9 also
shows the slightly lower RT of the square pins compared to that of
the circular pins, most likely caused by the larger area of the
square pins. Area of the square pins=4/� times the area of the
circular pins for the same nominal dimensions. RT can be written
as

RT = Rc + Rconv �9�

where Rc is the conduction resistance through the silicon and Rconv
is the effective convection resistance. In the thermal experiments
the power was varied for different flow rates in order to keep the
temperature rise of the water to about 5°C.

The heat transfer from the heater to the fluid is assumed to be
one-dimensional considering the geometry of the die and cold
plate assembly. The base thickness is very small �320–365 �m�
and the fins are located directly on top of the heater surface,
creating primarily one-dimensional heat transfer. To validate this
assumption a numerical simulation using ANSYS™ was conducted in

Fig. 9 Measured thermal resistance versus flow rate for differ-
ent micropin-fin arrays
which the reservoir was assigned a heat transfer coefficient of
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000 W m−2 K−1. This is very high considering the low water
elocity in the reservoir. A heat transfer coefficient of
5000 W m−2 K−1 was assigned above the heater surface area,
ssuming the worst case thermal resistance of 0.31 K W−1 �the
rst data point in Fig. 9�. Recall that 0.31 K W−1 also includes the
onduction resistance, however this model assumed it was solely
ue to convection. The physical model is shown in Fig. 10. The
ase thickness of RP3 was used for the simulation because it is
hicker than other designs considered in the thermal experiments
see Table 2�. The thicker base gives more opportunity for heat
preading, therefore the simulation considered the worst-case sce-
ario in evaluating the assumption of one-dimensional heat trans-
er. This worst case model showed that 98% of heat was trans-
erred to the finned area, thereby validating the assumption of
ne-dimensional heat transfer.

The thermal data is also treated based on parallel-plate dimen-
ions and pin-fin diameter. Rconv is calculated from the experimen-
al data using Eq. �9�. For the parallel-plate approach, the average

eat transfer coefficient �h̄c� is given by Rconv=1/ �h̄cLW�. The
usselt number �Nuc� based on the hydraulic diameter of the par-

llel plate is given by Nuc= h̄cDh /kl, where kl is the thermal con-
uctivity of the liquid. Figure 11 shows the variation of Nuc with
ec. The Nusselt number �Nu0� for fully developed flow in a
arallel plate for one sided heating is �19,36,37� 5.385. If the flow
s considered to be in a developing region, then Nu0 is almost the
ame �37� as that for a developed flow if �L /Dh� / �Rec Pr�

0.005. Considering the best case situation for developing flow
largest Dh from all designs and largest Rec of 1250�
L /Dh� / �RecPr�=0.005. For all other cases �L /Dh� / �RecPr�

0.005. Therefore Nu0 is assumed 5.385 for all the cases consid-
red here. Figure 11 shows that Nuc is much larger than Nu0.

ig. 10 Schematic of three-dimensional conduction model to
stimate error in assuming one-dimensional heat transfer from
he source to the cold plate „assuming h0=2.5Ã104 W/m2K and
1=1Ã103 W/m2K…

ig. 11 Nusselt number based on channel approach versus

eynolds number based on hydraulic diameter of the channel

ournal of Heat Transfer
Figure 11 shows that depending on Rec, the ratio, Nuc /Nu0 ranges
from 5 to 25 for RP3 and RP4 and from 2.5 to 20 for RP1. Table
3 shows the enhancement in the heat transfer area due to the
presence of the pins. The enhancement in the area is given by the
expression ��dHNxNy +WL� / �WL� for the circular pins and by
�4dHNxNy +WL� / �WL�. The enhancement in the heat transfer area
for the micropin-fin cold plate as compared to a parallel plate cold
plate is 1.68, 2.33, and 2.7 for RP1, RP3, and SP3, respectively.
Therefore major cause of enhancement in the heat transfer is not
due to the increase in the area. Therefore it can be safely con-
cluded that micropins are doing more than just increasing the area.

Since both the friction factor and Nusselt number for the
micropin-fin cold plates are much higher than the friction factor
and Nusselt number for a parallel plate cold plate, it is not clear if
the addition of micropin-fin are really beneficial. To understand
the impact of micropins, an overall thermal performance param-
eter TP is defined as �13,35�

TP =
�Nuc/Nu0�
�fc/f0�1/3 �10�

This ratio compares the heat transfer per unit pumping power for
the test duct, with blockages �35�, with that of a smooth channel
with the same hydraulic diameter as the test channel. Figure 12
shows that TP is greater than 1 and increases with increasing Rec.
Therefore addition of micropin arrays to the parallel plate duct
leads to a better cold plate.

For the analysis of the data based on pin diameter, the effect of
the end wall is very important in short pin-fin cold plates as high-
lighted by several researchers �22,26,27�. Therefore for the calcu-
lation of the Nusselt number an average heat transfer coefficient

�h̄� is calculated using the experimental data and following the
procedure for short pins in the literature �22,26�. The average heat

transfer coefficient h̄ is assumed to be the same for the finless area
and the finned surface �26�. Therefore Rconv is given by

1/Rconv = h̄��L � W − Nx � Ny � �/4 � d2� + �P � H � � f��
�11�

where L is the length of the finned area, W the width of the finned
area, P the perimeter of the pins, and � f is the fin efficiency. � f is
given by �19�

� f =
tanh�mH�

mH
�12�

Fig. 12 Thermal performance parameter „Eq. „10…… versus Rey-
nolds number based on hydraulic diameter of the channel
where m is given by �19�
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m =� h̄P

kSiA
�13�

here kSi is the thermal conductivity of Si and A is the cross-
ectional area of the fins. Equation �11� is a transcendental equa-

ion. It is solved iteratively to obtain the value of h̄.

The Nusselt number based on the diameter of the pins and h̄ is
iven by

Nu =
h̄d

kl
�14�

For the thermal experiments all the properties of water were
btained at the average temperature of the water. Figure 13, a plot
f Nu for different MPF arrays, shows the Nu for square and
ircular MPF arrays are identical. This result was also reported in
he experimental study conducted by Chyu and Natarajan �28� for
ir in the macrogeometry. Nu does not show a strong transition
ith respect to Re as compared to f . This could be because Nu is

efined based on h̄. h̄ is the average heat transfer coefficient that
ccounts for heat transfer from the end wall and the fins.

The uncertainties of measured values are given in Table 4. The
ncertainties of the derived parameters RT and f are obtained us-
ng the method developed by Kline and McClintock �38�. The
rror in RT listed in Table 4 is the maximum value obtained from
ll the data collected. Similarly the error in f listed in Table 4 is
he maximum value obtained from all the data collected.

Correlating the Data
The discussions in the previous section showed that the addi-

ion of the micropin fins have a dramatic effects on both the hy-
rodynamic and thermal behavior of the cold plate. Therefore the

ig. 13 Nusselt number based on pin fin approach versus
eynolds number based on pin diameter

Table 4 Uncertainty in different variables

ariable Error

low rate ±0.5%
ressure drop ±430 Pa
riction factor �calculated� ±5%
lectrical power in the heater ±0.1 W
emperature sensor ±0.1°C
luid temperature �thermocouple� ±0.25°C

T ±6% �maximum�
48 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
data has been correlated based on the pin-fin approach. Therefore
the diameter of the pins is assumed to be the most important
characteristic dimension.

This section compares the experimental data obtained for f and
thermal resistance with correlations based on those reported in the
literature. The aspect ratio �H /d� of the fins evaluated in this study
ranges between 1.3 and 2.8. Similarly, the aspect ratio of the fins
in the staggered MPF array evaluated by Koşar et al. �11� was 1
and 2. Therefore correlations based on long tube �19,20� data are
probably not valid for MPF cold plates. Short fins have been
investigated very thoroughly in gas turbine cooling applications
�22�. Armstrong and Whinstanley �22� compared various correla-
tions with data on low aspect ratio pins for both Nu and f . For f
they found that most of the data lay between the correlation de-
veloped by Holman �19� and correlation developed by Damerow
et al. �23�. Note that both correlation by Jacob and Damerow et al.
were developed for turbulent flow, however they have been used
even in the laminar region with good success �20,22�. Both these
correlations have been applied for 2ST /d4.0 for short pin-fin
arrays. As seen from Table 2, ST /d falls in this range for all the
pin-fin designs considered in this study. Correlation by Holman is
valid for long tubes whereas correlation by Damerow et al. �23� is
valid for 2H /d4. H /d falls in this range for all the designs
except for SP4 and RP4.

Correlation for f by Jacob for staggered round pin fin arrange-
ment is given by �19�

f = 	0.25 +
0.118

��ST − d�/d�1.08
Re−0.16 �15�

Note that Kim et al. �20� found that above correlations agree
within 8.8% of the more complex tube bank correlations of
Zukaukas �24�. Figure 14 shows the ratio of experimental data and
the correlation by Jacob. Figure 14 shows that this ratio is very
different than one, which shows that correlation by Jacob does not
predict the data well.

The friction factor by Armstrong and Winstanley �22� and
Damerow et al. �23� is given by

f = �2.06�ST/d�−1.1�Re−0.16 �16�
Figure 15 shows the ratio of experimental data and the correlation
by Damerow et al. Figure 15 shows that this ratio is very different
than one, which shows that correlation by Damerow et al. does
not predict the data well. Both the correlations by Holman and
Damerow et al. do not depend on the aspect ratio of the pins,
which may contribute to the failure of these correlations in pre-

Fig. 14 Ratio of friction factor obtained from experiments and
the correlation by Jacob †19‡ „Eq. „15……
dicting the data.
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Short et al. �25� performed a comprehensive study of friction
actor of pin fin designs with air where they varied H /d, ST /d, and
L /d. They saw a transition in the behavior of f around Re
1000. Their data showed that f varied as Re−0.65 for Re�1000
nd as Re−0.08 for Re�1000. Their correlation for Re�1000 is
iven by

f = 35.1 � �SL/d�−1.3�ST/d�−0.78�H/d�−0.55 Re−0.65 �17�
quation �17� shows that it includes all the pertinent length scales.
igure 16 shows the ratio of experimental data and Eq. �17�, the
orrelation by Short et al. �25�. Figure 16 shows that this ratio is
ifferent than one for most data showing that Eq. �17� does not
redict the data, however it shows a trend. Figure 16 shows that
round Re=100 some type of transition is happening and the
urves are symmetrical. This type of trend was missing from the
orrelations by Holman �19� and Damerow et al. �23� because

ig. 15 Ratio of friction factor obtained from experiments and
he correlations by Armstrong and Winstanley †22‡ and
amerow et al. †23‡ „Eq. „16……

ig. 16 Ratio of friction factor obtained from experiments and

he correlation by Short et al. †25‡ „Eq. „17……

ournal of Heat Transfer
both these correlations do not include all the relevant length
scales.

Koşar et al. �11� compared their data with nine correlations
from previous literature and they did not find a satisfactory match
with any one. Readers are referred to the paper by Koşar et al.
�11� for the details of the nine correlations used by them from the
literature. Based on their own data Koşar et al. �11� proposed a
correlation of the form

f =
�1�geometry�

Re1.7 +
�2�geometry�

Re�
�18�

where �1 and �2 are functions of H /d, SL /d, and ST /d and Re� is
defined based on the compact heat exchanger approach �11�.
Equation �18� shows that f is a strong function of Re, and refer-
ring to Fig. 8 it is clearly seen that f is a strong function of Re for
Re approximately below 100. However, above Re=100, f is not
very sensitive to Re. This is also the trend for the data from Koşar
et al. �11� when plotted on a log-log scale as shown in Fig. 8,
although the change in the behavior of f on their data takes place
around Re=60. Since Koşar et al. �11� plotted their data on a
linear scale, this trend was not observed, and their correlation
under predicted f by a large margin for Re�100.

Considering the failure of the correlations from the previous
literature, a correlation including all the relevant length scales was
attempted. Friction factor data were first correlated assuming a
single curve over the full range of Re. Taking the cue from the
correlation by Holman �19� and correlation by Short et al. �25� the
data were correlated assuming the following form:

f = c�H

d
��1�SL − d

d
��2�ST − d

d
��3

Re−m �19�

Values of c, �1, �2, �3, and m obtained by a regression fit of Eq.
�19� with data are given in Table 5. Figure 17 shows the compari-
son of Eq. �19� with experimental data. The trend in Fig. 17 is

Table 5 Value of different factors in the correlations devel-
oped in this paper for low aspect ratio, staggered, micropin-fin
array

Correlation c �1 �2 �3 m

All data 3.5 0.724 −0.442 −0.245 0.58
Re�100 169.82 −0.640 −0.258 0.283 1.35
Re�100 0.295 1.249 −0.7 −0.36 0.1

Fig. 17 Ratio of friction factor obtained from experiments and

the correlation „Eq. „19…… developed by fitting all data
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ery similar to that in Fig. 16. This is expected because Eq. �19� is
ery similar in form to Eq. �17� by Short et al. �25�. Figure 17 also
hows that there is some type of transition happening around Re
100.
Considering the discussions in the previous paragraphs and the

ata from Fig. 17, it seems that a different correlation is needed
or Re�100 and for Re�100. This idea was applied by Short et
l. �25�, in which a different correlation is developed for air for
e�1000 and for Re�1000. This two-part correlation based on
e resulted in a much better prediction of the friction factor. For

he current study a similar approach is taken by applying separate
egression fit for Re�100 and Re�100. Values of c, �1, �2, �3,
nd m obtained by separate regression fit of Eq. �19� with data for
e�100 and Re�100 are given in Table 5. Regression fit of Eqs.

20� shows that m=1.35 for Re�100 and m=0.1 for Re�100.
he huge discrepancy in the value of m between the two regimes
as surprising at first, however a similar discrepancy was found
y Short et al. �25� for air. Short et al. �25� found m=0.65 for
e�1000 and m=0.08 for Re�1000. The reason for this transi-

ion is not clear at this time, however m=0.1 for Re�100 sug-
ests turbulent flow behavior. Equation �19� is compared with the
ata by reducing the experimental data in the following form:

fG =
fexperiment

�H

d
��1�SL − d

d
��2�ST − d

d
��3

�20�

here fG is the geometry independent friction. Figure 18 shows
he comparison between Eq. �19� and the experimental data. Fig-
re 18 shows that by breaking the correlation into two parts for
e�100 and Re�100, the match with the data is very good. The
ata deviates slightly from the correlation in the range 60�Re
100. Looking at Fig. 8, it seems that transition is taking place

or Re between 60 and 100.
The correlations developed in this study are based on the data

rom circular MPF arrays. Figure 19 shows the comparison be-
ween the data on square MPF arrays and Eq. �20�. Figure 19
hows that friction factor f of square arrays is higher than that
iven by correlation developed for circular pins although the side
f the square is the same as the diameter of the cylinder. This is
xpected for two reasons. First, for the same nominal dimension,
quare pins have a greater cross-sectional area leading to a higher
olume fraction than circular pins �by a factor of 4 /��. Therefore
here is less free space available in the square pin array compared
o the circular pin array. Second, the square pin geometry alters
he flow characteristics within the array compared to the circular

ig. 18 Comparison between the friction factor obtained from
xperiments and the correlation „Eq. „19…… developed by fitting
he data for Re<100 and Re>100 separately
rray. To account for the difference in the volume fraction �vol-

50 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
ume fraction=1−porosity� between the circular and square
pins arrays we found that fsquare=4/�fcircular for Re�100 and
fsquare=�4/�fcircular for Re�100 matched the data very well for
the square pins.

Figure 19 shows that alteration of fsquare as given above
matches well with the data. Although this transformation of fsquare
matches well with the data, it needs to be verified with other
square pin fin designs to see if it is universal.

The conventional correlation for Nu for a tube bank is typically
of the form �19,29�

Nu = C1 Ren Pr1/3 �21�
Recently Khan et al. �30� and Khan �31� proposed the following
correlation for long pins:

Nufin =
hfind

kl
= C1 Remax

1/2 Pr1/3 �22�

where hfin is the heat transfer coefficient due to the fins and

C1 =
0.61ST

0.591SL
0.053

�ST − 1�0.5�1 − 2 exp�− 1.09ST��
�23�

Khan �31� showed Eq. �21� matched very well the data available
for long tubes in the literature �32,33�. Figure 20 shows the ratio
of the predictions of Eq. �21� and experimental data. Figure 20
shows that experimental Nu is substantially smaller than that pre-
dicted by long tube correlation. This is totally consistent with the
conclusion drawn from previous studies on short pin fins in gas
turbine cooling �22�.

Armstrong and Winstanley �22� have compiled various correla-
tions for Nu of short pin-fin arrays. Two of the of most widely
used correlations for short pin-fin array are considered in this
paper. First, VanFossen �26� conducted a comprehensive study on
heat transfer in short pin fin array. The VanFossen �VF� correla-
tion is given by �26�

NuVF = 0.153 ReVF
0.685 �24�

where NuVF is the VanFossen Nu and ReVF is the VanFossen Re.
The relation between Nu and Re as defined in this paper and NuVF
and ReVF is given by �22�

Re = ReVF
2�SL − d�/d � �ST/d� + ��H/d − 1/2�

�H/d��4�SL − d�/d � �ST/d� − ��

�
�ST/d� − �/4 � d/�ST − d�

�25�

Fig. 19 Comparison between the proposed correlation „see
text… and data from square pin fin array for friction factor
�ST/d − 1�

Transactions of the ASME
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Nu = NuVF
2�SL − d�/d � �ST/d� + ��H/d − 1/2�

�H/d��4�SL − d�/d � �ST/d� − ��
�26�

Similarly Metzger et al. �34�, based on a comprehensive experi-
ental investigation, proposed a correlation of the form

Nu = 0.135�SL − d

d
�−0.34

Re0.69 �27�

oth VanFossen and Metzger conducted their study using air as
he cooling fluid, making their correlations valid only for air. For
he current study using water, both the VF and Metzger correla-
ions were modified to include the effect of Prandtl number by the
ollowing transformation �27�:

Nuwater

Nuair
= �Prwater

Prair
�0.36

�28�

igure 20 shows the ratio of the predictions from VF and Metzger
orrelations and the data. Figure 20 shows that both correlations
redict smaller values of Nu than the experimental data for most
f the Re range. For Re�1000, Short et al. �39� proposed a cor-
elation of the form

Nu = 0.76�SL

d
�0.16�ST

d
�0.2�L

d
�−0.11

Re0.33 �29�

igure 21 shows that ratio of Nu obtained from experiment and
hat obtained from Eq. �33�. Figure 21 shows that Nu given by Eq.
30� does not predict the data both in magnitude and trend.

Considering the failure of the previous correlations, a new cor-
elation was developed using the Metzger correlation as a base.
he resulting correlation after regression fit leads to

Nu = 0.132�SL − d

d
�−0.256

Re0.84 for Re � 100 �30�

Nu = 0.281�SL − d

d
�−0.63

Re0.73 for Re � 100 �31�

he effect of H /d is not included in Eqs. �30� and �31� because
hermal data were only collected for RP1, RP3, and SP3. Since
P3 and SP3 have the same H /d, there is not enough data to

ig. 20 Ratio of the Nusselt number obtained from experi-
ents and that predicted from long and short fin correlation

rom the previous literature
nclude all the length scales. However, Table 2 shows that H /d is

ournal of Heat Transfer
similar for RP1, RP3, and SP3. The most notable difference be-
tween RP1 and RP3 is the fin pitch SL /d. More comprehensive
experiments with variations in all the length scales is needed to
capture all the length dependencies. Figure 22 shows the compari-
son between the proposed correlation and the data. The experi-
mental data is converted into geometry independent Nu �NuG� by

NuG =
Nuexperiment

�SL − d

d
�−0.256 for Re � 100 �32�

NuG =
Nuexperiment

�SL − d

d
�−0.63 for Re � 100 �33�

Figure 22 shows that the proposed correlation matches very well
with the data. The transition in Nu with respect to Re is not very
strong as compared to the transition in f . This was also observed
by Short et al. �25,39�. This could be because Nu is defined based

on h̄. h̄ is the average heat transfer coefficient that accounts for
heat transfer from the end wall and the fins.

Fig. 21 Ratio of the Nusselt number obtained from experi-
ments and that predicted from the correlation by Short et al.
†39‡ „Eq. „3029……

Fig. 22 Comparison between the Nusselt number obtained
from experiments and the correlation developed by fitting the

data for Re<100 and Re>100 separately
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Conclusions
An experimental parametric study of both hydraulic and ther-
al performances of various micropin-fin arrays was performed.
he main conclusions are as follows:

�1� The friction factor varies as Re−1.35 for Re�100 and as
Re−0.1 for Re�100.

�2� The Nusselt number varies as Re0.84 for Re�100 and as
Re0.73 for Re�100.

�3� Correlations available in the literature are unable to predict
both f and Nu for the micropin-fin array.

�4� More studies are needed with variations in all the relevant
length scales to understand the thermal and hydraulic per-
formance of micropin-fin arrays.

�5� Flow visualization studies might be needed to understand
the transition in the behavior of f around Re=100 for water.

omenclature
c � empirical constant in various newly developed

correlations for the friction factor
cp � specific heat at constant pressure �J kg−1�
C1 � geometrical constant in long-tube Nu

correlation
d � diameter of the fins �also the length of the side

for square fins� �m�
f � fanning friction factor based on pin fin

approach
fc � fanning friction factor based on channel/duct

approach
f0 � friction factor for laminar flow through parallel

plates
fexperiment � friction factor obtained from experiments
fDamerow � friction factor obtained from Damerow �23�

correlations
fJacob � friction factor obtained from Jacob correlation

�19�
fShort etal. � friction factor obtained from correlation by

Short et al. �25�
fG � geometry independent friction factor

h̄ � average heat transfer coefficient based on pin
fin approach �W m−2 K−1�

h̄c � average heat transfer coefficient based on
channel approach �W m−2 K−1�

H � height of the fins or channel �m�
kl � thermal conductivity of liquid �W m−1 K−1�
L � length of the finned area �m�
m � empirical constants in various newly developed

correlations for the friction
ṁ � mass flow rate of water �kg s−1�

MPF � micropin-fin
Nu � average Nusselt number based on diameter of

the fins
Nuc � average Nusselt number based on hydraulic

diameter of the channel
NuG � geometry independent average Nusselt number

NuVF � VanFossen Nusselt number
Nx � number of fins in the x direction �stream wise

direction�
Ny � number of fins in the y direction �transverse

direction�
P � perimeter of the fins �m�

Pr � Prandtl number
Q � total heat input �W�
Rc � conduction resistance of the silicon �K W−1�

Rconv � convection resistance �K W−1�
Re � Reynolds number based on vmax and diameter
of the fins
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Rec � Reynolds number based on vm and hydraulic
diameter of the channel

Remax � maximum Reynolds number
ReVF � VanFossen Reynolds number

RT � total thermal resistance �K W−1�
SEM � scanning electron microscopy

SL � longitudinal �stream wise� pitch of the fins
�center-to-center�

ST � transverse pitch of the fins �center-to-center�
Tfavg � average temperature of the fluid �K�

THavg � average temperature of the heating surface �K�
Tin � inlet temperature of water �K�

Tout � outlet temperature of water �K�
vmax � maximum velocity of the fluid �m s−1�

vm � mean velocity of the fluid based on channel
dimensions �m s−1�

W � width of the finned area or the channel �m�
�p � pressure drop �Pa�

Greek Symbols
�1, �2, �3 � empirical constants in various newly developed

correlations for the friction factor
� � porosity of the pin fin channel

� f � efficiency of the fins �defined in Eq. �12��
� � viscosity �N s m−2�

 � kinematic viscosity �m2 s−1�
	 � density �kg m−3�
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Experimental Verification of a
New Heat and Mass Transfer
Enhancement Concept in a
Microchannel Falling
Film Absorber
This paper presents an experimental study of a new concept of using a screen mesh to
enhance heat and mass transfer in a microchannel falling film absorber. Results of the
experiments on the conventional and mesh-enhanced microchannel absorber designs are
then reported. The experimental study shows that the absorber heat load for the mesh-
enhanced design is about 17% ±3.4% –26% ±3.8% higher than a conventional micro-
channel design. The paper also presents a comparison of the experimental results with a
numerical model. A finite difference scheme is used to model the heat and mass transfer
processes in a falling film absorber. The numerical model agrees well with experimental
results with some deviation at low temperature of coolant and high flow rate of weak
solution. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2402182�

Keywords: absorber, condenser, absorption, falling film
ntroduction
Heat-driven absorption cycles provide refrigeration/air condi-

ioning with environment friendly refrigerants, such as ammonia.
he absorber is one of the critical components of such systems in

erms of size, efficiency, and cost �1�. The key features of an
fficient absorber design are high heat and mass transfer coeffi-
ients, and a large heat transfer surface area. Low-pressure drops
or the liquid, vapor, and coolant flows are also desirable. Based
n the vapor–liquid contacting arrangement, absorber design are
ivided into two broad categories, namely, those operating in fall-
ng film absorption mode and those in bubble absorption mode.
esigns incorporating falling films mode over horizontal coolant

ubes have been widely utilized in commercial absorption sys-
ems. This design has a low-pressure drop on the vapor-side, but
lso has a low heat transfer area and an unstable liquid distribu-
ion. Numerous heat and mass transfer enhancement techniques
uch as surface profiling/modification, miniaturization, extended
ns, and use of surfactants have been extensively analyzed and
tudied by researchers.

Techniques such as sand blasting, surface patterning, scratch-
ng, and surface oxidation have been used to improve the wetting
haracteristics of liquid films. The effect of a porous surface on
he enhancement of surface wettability was studied by Yang and
ou �2�. Benzeguir et al. �3� profiled the solution-side heat transfer
urface by employing grooved and wire wound tubes to generate
arge mixing waves. Miller and Perez-Blanco �4� studied the effect
f solution-side tubular surface with pin fins, grooves and twisted
ns on the enhancement of mixing and uniformity of the falling
lm. Similar to the above concept of profiling the solution-side
urface, Schwarzer et al. �5� used spiral steps on the inner periph-
ry of the tubes. In addition, increasing fluid mixing, fins also act
s obstructions in the vapor path that consequently induce turbu-
ence in the flow. Constant curvature surfaces �CCS� were studied
y Isshiki et al. �6� for the purpose of forming a uniformly thick

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR-

AL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received September 16, 2005; final manuscript

eceived May 26, 2006. Review conducted by Ramendra P. Roy.
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falling film. Surfactants are also utilized to enhance mass transfer
coefficient and wetting characteristics. The presence of surfactants
causes local variation in the surface tension, which in turn induces
turbulence at the liquid–vapor interface. Much research has been
devoted to quantify and understand the effect of the surfactants
�7–10�.

Recently, Islam et al. �11� proposed a unique concept of peri-
odically inverting the falling film while the liquid solution flows
over the cooling surface. The liquid surface which was previously
in contact with the cooled surface is directly exposed to the vapor
by inverting the film. This design not only increases the mass flux
but also induces mixing due to shear forces. However, the effec-
tive liquid–coolant surface area was reduced.

Another enhancement technique is the miniaturization of cool-
ant sections. Very high heat transfer coefficients can be achieved
for microchannels even in the laminar flow regime. It has shown
promising improvements in application to heat transfer technol-
ogy. In addition, the surface-to-volume ratio increases with the
miniaturization of coolant sections, which provides larger falling
film area. Garimella �12� proposed the application of small diam-
eter coolant tubes in the falling film absorber. His group reported
a high absorption heat duty �16 kW� in a compact microchannel
absorber of size 0.178�0.178�0.508 m3 �13�.

Goel and Goswami �14� proposed using a screen mesh/fabric
stretched in between the small diameter horizontal tubes over
which a liquid film can be easily formed. The schematics of the
conventional horizontal tube type absorber and the addition of
screen mesh over the design are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The
screen mesh will establish a double sided falling film rather then
having liquid droplets in between the horizontal tubes. As the
surface area of the droplets is much smaller than that of the falling
film, the availability of a larger liquid–vapor contact area will lead
to additional vapor absorption between the tubes. In addition to an
increase in surface area, the mesh also enhances wetting condi-
tions by preventing the coalescence of droplets on horizontal
tubes. Fabrics have a natural tendency to soak liquid by capillary
action, and this mechanism also helps in redistributing the liquid

solution on the coolant tubes. The combined effect of increased

2007 by ASME Transactions of the ASME
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ass transfer area, and film stability will improve the absorption
ux. Other phenomena associated with the new concept are the

ncrease in liquid holdup and fineffect of the metallic mesh. These
ffects may also enhance the performance of a falling film ab-
orber.

In this work, the effect of an aluminum screen mesh stretched
etween coolant tubes of a microchannel falling film absorber was
xperimentally investigated. As horizontal tube type absorbers
ith small diameter coolant tubes are very compact, this analysis
ill help in comparing the new concept with the current state-of-

he-art absorber design.

bsorber Configuration
The coolant tubes used in this experimental study are stainless-

teel tubing of 3.175 mm outer diameter and 0.4 mm wall thick-
ess. The length of each horizontal tube is about 9.8 cm. The
ntire tube assembly consists of four columns each having 60
orizontal tubes with their ends brazed to stainless-steel headers
f 12.7 mm outer diameter and 3 mm wall thickness. In a column,
he tubes are connected in a parallel-series arrangement with 15
ows of tubes in parallel. The geometric dimensions of the coolant
ube assembly are listed in Table 1. The entire tube assembly was
abricated in the laboratory by oxy-acetylene based nickel braz-
ng. The top and bottom ends of all the four columns of tubular
ssembly are connected with manifolds to allow equal distribution
f coolant between them. The coolant flows in cross-counter di-
ection to the solution entering at the bottom and leaving at the top
f the absorber. The instrumentation of coolant tube assembly to
easure coolant temperature on a pass-by-pass basis was also

onsidered. However, associated error in temperature measure-
ents for pass-by-pass basis fails to provide any conclusive re-

ults. Thus, it was decided to measure the overall coolant tempera-
ure across the inlet and outlet coolant ports of the absorber. A
hermopile assembly with an accuracy of ±0.085°C was also in-
talled between the inlet and outlet ports of coolant to accurately

ig. 1 Conventional horizontal tube type falling film absorber
easure the temperature rise across the coolant loop.

ournal of Heat Transfer
The weak solution is distributed over the horizontal tubes by
means of a drip tray arrangement. The drip tray has several per-
forations which are equidistant and located above the center axis
of each column of horizontal tubes. It was made by punching a
stainless-steel sheet, and the indentations/downward edges on the
perforation caused by punching were not completely removed.
However, the shape of the indentation was made uniform to pre-
vent the coalescence of droplets from dripping through the tray.
The drip tray and coolant tube assembly were screwed together to
prevent any misalignment. In order to flow the entire amount of
vapor over the horizontal tubes, the tubular assembly was en-
closed in an aluminum case. The photographs of coolant assembly
are shown in Fig. 3. The assembly was then housed in a pressure
vessel of 15.24 cm inner diameter. A level gauge was also in-
stalled in the vessel to check the strong solution level in the ab-
sorber vessel. The level of strong solution was kept high enough
to prevent the vapor from leaking through the bottom opening of
the aluminum enclosure, whereas the top opening of the enclosure
was open to the absorber vessel. The overall dimensions of the
coolant assembly are approximately 6.35 cm�12 cm�63.5 cm,
and the total surface area of the horizontal tubes is about 0.24 m2.

Experiments were first conducted on the conventional micro-
channel absorber design, and then the same tubular assembly was
modified by adding an aluminum woven wire mesh as described
before, for the enhanced falling film experiments. The mesh had a

Table 1 Geometric dimensions of the coolant tube assembly

Tube outer diameter �mm� 3.175
Tube wall thickness �mm� 0.4
Tube material 316 stainless steel
Tube length �cm� 9.8
Number of tubes per row 4
Number of tube rows per pass 15
Tube vertical pitch �mm� 8
Tube traverse pitch �mm� 16

Fig. 2 Mesh-enhanced horizontal tube type falling film
absorber
FEBRUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 155
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ire diameter of 0.2 mm with 16�16 meshes/ in.2. A close view
f the screen mesh stretched in between the horizontal tubes is
hown in Fig. 3. The wetting characteristics of the coolant tubes
lso play a major role in the formation of the falling film. The
uter surface of the tubes was sand blasted to increase the rough-
ess, and thereby wettability. The wetting characteristics of the
luminum mesh used in this study were enhanced by placing in
ot water at about 80°C for a period of 30 min as recommended
y Min and Webb �15�.

athematical Model
A numerical model is developed to compare the performance of

he mesh-enhanced microchannel absorber with the conventional
icrochannel absorber design. A detailed description of the math-

matical model can be found in our previous paper �14�. The
odel is based on the application of continuity and energy bal-

nce at each differential segment of the absorber. It takes into
ccount the mass transfer resistances in both the liquid and vapor
hases, and uses empirical correlations to predict the heat and
ass transfer coefficients. The model also considers the coupled

ature of heat and mass transfer processes accompanying the
alling-film absorption.

Goel and Goswami �14� considered the coolant-side heat trans-
er coefficient for a fully developed regime. However, it was
ound that developing laminar flow regime is present in current
perating conditions. So, a modification was made to the empiri-
al correlation of the coolant-side heat transfer coefficient. The
orrelation is based on the developing laminar flow conditions in
he coolant tube, and the local Nusselt number for the uniform
urface heat flux is of the form �16�

NuD + 1

5.364�1 + �Gz/55�10/9�3/10

= �1 + � Gz/28.8

�1 + �Pr/0.0207�2/3�1/2�1 + �Gz/55�10/9�3/5�5/3�3/10

�1�
he mean value of Nusselt number for the coolant tube will be an

Fig. 3 Photographs of the coolant as
array housed in an aluminum casing
array; „C… internal view of the microc
closer view of the screen mesh stretc
verage of local Nusselt number over the entire length of the tube.

56 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
Experimental Setup
A simplified schematic of the prototype of absorption cycle

used in the experimental analysis is shown in Fig. 4 along with a
representation of the various quantities that are measured. The

bly: „A… external view of the tubular
… internal view of the microchannel
nel array with screen mesh; and „D…

in between the tubes
sem
; „B
han
hed
Fig. 4 Schematic of the experimental setup
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trong solution is heated using hot water in a plate-type heat ex-
hanger to produce the liquid–vapor mixture. The high pressure
iquid–vapor mixture is subsequently brought into the separator.
he low concentration ammonia solution is separated from the
igh concentration ammonia vapor by gravity, and settles at the
ottom of the separator, while the vapor stream exits the separator
nd is adiabatically throttled by using a needle valve. The low-
ressure vapor then flows into the absorber where it gets absorbed
y the weak solution. The weak solution from the separator passes
hrough the solution heat exchanger and then is throttled back to
he absorber, where it is uniformly distributed on the outer surface
f the horizontal coolant tubes. The vapor entering the absorber
ows upward though the tubular assembly. The vapor and weak
olution flow countercurrently leading to the absorption of vapor
n the weak solution, thus forming the strong solution. The cool-
ng water flows counter- and cross-currently to the falling film
hrough small-diameter tubes. The absorption heat thus produced
s rejected to the coolant to continue the absorption process. The
ycle is completed by pumping back the strong solution through a
otary vane pump to the high-pressure side. Before entering the
oiler, the strong solution recovers heat from the weak solution in
counter-current plate-type solution heat exchanger.
Water is circulated in a closed loop through the absorber cool-

nt tubes to remove the heat of absorption. The temperature of the
ater entering the absorber in this loop is regulated using an ex-

ernal 50/50 mixture of ethylene glycol/water supply and a shell-
nd-tube heat exchanger installed in the cooling water loop. The
ooling water flow is controlled by a centrifugal pump and a ball
alve, whereas its temperature is controlled by varying the flow
ate of a 50/50 mixture of ethylene glycol/water circulating across
he chiller. The heat source for the test facility is a 5 kW electric
ater heater whose capacity is augmented by using phase change

hermal energy storage. The thermal storage tank was pressurized
o about 80 psig with city water, which allows the temperature of
ot water to exceed 100°C. A centrifugal pump was used to cir-
ulate a controlled amount of hot water between thermal storage
nd plate type heat exchanger of the test facility. A ball valve was
lso installed between suction and discharge ports of the pump to
ontrol the amount of liquid flowing back into the pump, and
hereby regulating the flow of hot water into the test facility.

xperimental Procedure and Analysis
The experimental analysis is primarily based on the conditions

ncountered in a single stage ammonia–water absorption system
17�. The experiments were first conducted on the conventional
icrochannel falling film absorber design. The experiments on the
esh-enhanced microchannel absorber were then conducted by

tretching an aluminum screen mesh in the tubular array used in
he conventional microchannel absorber. The temperature, vapor
ow rate and pressure measurements were recorded through a
C-based data acquisition system. The initial warmup of the test
acility and steady state operation required about 2 h. The occur-
ence of steady state was determined based on variation of mea-
ured values displayed from the data acquisition system, flow
eters, and the level of strong solution in the absorber with time.
chievement of negligible change in the readings with respect to

ime was considered as the steady state condition. Measurements
or each experiment were averaged values of the data recorded at

rate of 100 Hz for a period of 5 min. The experiments were
epeated by re-establishing the operating conditions after a period
f at least 6 h.

The analysis of both designs is based on the baseline conditions
isted in Table 2. The weak solution flow rate and inlet coolant
emperature were also individually varied to study their influence
n the performance of both designs. The weak solution flow rate
as varied from 11.1 g/s±0.424 g/s to 17.8 g/s±0.424 g/s,
hereas the inlet temperature of the coolant was in the range of
0°C±0.5°C to 30°C±0.5°C. Limitations of the test facility ne-

essitated a lower concentration �	96% � of the vapor entering

ournal of Heat Transfer
the absorber in comparison to a commercial absorption system
where vapor enters the absorber at �99.5%. The computational
models developed by Goel and Goswami �18�, Kim �19�, and
Perez-Blanco �20� predicted that the liquid-phase transfer resis-
tance controls the overall mass transfer process. Thus, a slightly
lower concentration of vapor phase will have a negligible effect in
representing the performance of commercial absorption systems.

The parameters selected to assess the performance of both de-
signs are absorber heat duty, and product of the overall heat trans-
fer coefficient and wetted-tube surface area. The absorber heat
duty is the amount of heat rejected to the coolant in order to
continue the vapor absorption into the weak solution at a steady
state. Its value can be determined by conducting an energy bal-
ance across either the solution side or the coolant side of the
absorber. At steady state the loss of energy by the solution side is
equal to the gain in energy by the coolant side. The mass flow rate
and enthalpy of each fluid stream exiting/entering the absorber are
thus required to conduct an energy balance over the absorber.

The volumetric flow rates of the weak solution and vapor were
measured by a rotameter and a turbine flow meter, respectively.
The weak solution concentration was measured using a gas chro-
matograph, whereas the vapor concentration was determined by
the application of vapor–liquid equilibrium correlations on the
measured temperature and pressure of vapor stream. The liquid
solution is extracted from the test facility through septum ports
using a syringe. The syringe is cooled prior to the sampling to
ensure liquid sample temperature remains below its bubble point.
It should also be pumped a few times before drawing a liquid
solution from the septum port to prevent any dead volume with
the desired sample. The liquid sample is then transported to the
gas chromatograph in a locked syringe. The syringe is finally
cleaned with de-ionized water for the next sample. The measure-
ments for the vapor stream were taken at the vapor exit of the
separator section, which ensures that the vapor is at saturated
equilibrium conditions. Thermodynamic property correlations
were finally used to compute the density of liquid and vapor
phases at the given temperature, pressure, and concentration. The
enthalpies of the liquid and vapor streams were then estimated by
thermodynamic property correlations. The heat duty of the ab-
sorber was calculated for both coolant and solution loops to con-
firm an energy balance between them.

The overall heat transfer coefficient U can be estimated from
the given absorber heat duty, coolant tube wetted-surface area, and
log mean temperature difference �LMTD� between the coolant
and solution sides. The LMTD is based on the assumption of
constant specific heat of both heat transfer fluids. However, in the
case of absorbers, the specific heat of solution changes as it ab-
sorbs the vapor phase. The approach of estimating the overall heat
transfer coefficient on the basis of LMTD is thus an approxima-
tion to a complex analysis. However, this approach has been
widely used to present the performance of an absorber �21–23�.
The wetted surface area of the coolant tube is unknown, and
thereby the value of U cannot be reasonably estimated. Therefore,

Table 2 Baseline experimental conditions of the conventional
and mesh-enhanced microchannel absorber designs

Absorber pressure �bar� 2.81±0.02
Coolant medium Water

Absorber inlet conditions
Coolant mass flow rate �g/s� 88.7±1.7
Inlet coolant bulk temperature �K� 27.0±1.0
Weak solution mass flow rate �g/s� 14.46±0.424
Weak solution bulk temperature �°C� 43.0±1.0
Weak solution concentration �kg/kg� 0.30±0.015
Vapor bulk temperature �°C� 58.0±1.0
Vapor concentration �kg/kg� 0.956±0.004
it was decided to estimate the value of UA, which represents the
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ffective thermal performance of a falling film. The uncertainties
n indirect measurements were also estimated to determine the
onfidence in the experimental results. It was estimated by ascer-
aining the sensitivity of various directly measured parameters
hrough the perturbation method.

xperimental Results and Discussion
A comparison of both designs for a representative experiment

onducted at the baseline operating conditions is presented in
able 3. The heat duties of both coolant and solution sides are
ithin the estimated limits of error, which validates energy bal-

nce over both absorbers. The coolant side heat load for the mesh-
nhanced microchannel absorber is 4.085 kW±0.084 kW,
hereas the conventional microchannel absorber has a heat load
f 3.378 kW±0.072 kW. The difference between the two designs
s due to the inclusion of an aluminum mesh in the new micro-
hannel absorber design. The experiments on both absorber de-
igns were conducted on same coolant assembly with the same
oolant flow rates, and thus all coolant side conditions for the two
esigns are the same. The presence of screen mesh increases the
eat duty of the absorber by about 20.5% ±3.6% for the represen-
ative experiment considered. The higher heat load for the pro-
osed design is primarily due to an increase in the mass transfer,
rea, and an enhancement in the turbulence, and wettability of the
alling film. However, increase in the residence time of the liqui–
apor contact and heat conduction through the metallic screen
esh are some of the other reasons that cannot be neglected. The

igher heat load of the proposed design can also be confirmed by
he requirement of higher vapor flow rate. The mass flow rate and
oncentration measurements of the strong solution were also
igher for the proposed design than the conventional microchan-
el absorber design. The value of UA is found to increase by more
han 45% ±16.8% with the proposed design. It is not possible to
onclude as to the exact reason for the observed results without
ore detailed experimental data as well as flow visualization.
owever, increased mixing and tube wetting due to the introduc-

ion of wire roughness over the coolant tubes are the possible
easons for this increase. Repetition of experiments at the same
aseline operating conditions also provided similar results.

The influence of the weak solution flow rate and the coolant
nlet temperature on both designs was also studied experimentally.
hese two parameters were alternatively varied for the baseline
perating conditions listed in Table 2. The volumetric flow
ate of weak solution was varied in the range of
.2 gpm±0.00076 gpm to 0.32 gpm±0.00076 gpm with incre-
ental steps of 0.02 g/min, which correspond to the variation in

Table 3 Experimental comparison of the con
sorber designs for the representative test at b

Absorber heat duty �coolant side� �kW�
Absorber heat duty �solution side� �kW�
Overall heat transfer coefficient�wetted-tube
surface area UA �W/K�
Absorber pressure �bar�
Weak solution mass flow rate �g/s�
Weak solution bulk temperature �°C�
Weak solution concentration �kg/kg�
Strong solution mass flow rate �g/s�
Strong solution bulk temperature �°C�
Strong solution concentration �kg/kg�
Vapor mass flow rate �g/s�
Vapor bulk temperature �°C�
Vapor concentration �kg/kg�
ass flow rate in between 11.1 g/s±0.424 g/s and 17.8 g/s±

58 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
0.424 g/s. The mass flow rate of weak solution is calculated after
the application of density correlations to compute the density of
liquid and vapor phases at the given temperature, pressure, and
concentration.

Figure 5 illustrates the variation in absorber heat duty with
weak solution flow rate. For the given operating conditions, the
absorber heat duty of both designs increases as the weak solution
flow rate is increased. It translates into higher vapor absorption
rates with increasing weak solution flow rate. The enhancement in
turbulence, mass transfer coefficients, and wetting characteristics
with increasing flow rate causes higher vapor absorption rates
�24�. The coolant side conditions were kept constant in these ex-
periments, and it suggests that the absorption process in falling
film absorber is controlled by the liquid mass transfer process. The
computational models developed by Goel and Goswami �18�, Kim
�19�, and Perez-Blanco �20� also predicted that the liquid-phase
transfer resistance controls the overall mass transfer process.
There is a consistent enhancement in absorber heat duty with the
mesh-enhanced microchannel absorber. The heat load of the
mesh-enhanced microchannel absorber is found to be about
17% ±3.4% –26% ±3.8% higher than the conventional micro-
channel absorber.

The effect of weak solution flow rate on UA �product of the
overall heat transfer coefficient and wetted-tube surface area� is
illustrated in Fig. 6. The value of UA is relatively constant over

tional and mesh-enhanced microchannel ab-
eline operating conditions

Mesh-enhanced
microchannel

absorber

Conventional
microchannel

absorber

4.085±0.084 3.378±0.072
3.878±0.127 3.218±0.127

483±42 334±26

2.797±0.02 2.795±0.02
14.461±0.424 14.450±0.424

43.3±0.5 43.7±0.5
0.298±0.015 0.302±0.015
16.513±0.535 15.995±0.535

39.6±0.5 40.0±0.5
0.381±0.015 0.370±0.015
2.061±0.023 1.774±0.021

59.4±0.5 57.1±0.5
0.956±0.0018 0.959±0.0015

Fig. 5 Absorber heat duty with the variation in weak solution
ven
as
flow rate
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he operating range of weak solution flow rate. Its average values
re 0.34 kW/K and 0.5 kW/K, respectively, for the microchannel
nd proposed absorber designs. In the case of proposed design,
ome experiments at low weak solution flow rates
11.1 g/s±0.424g/s–12.25 g/s±0.424 g/s� show a relatively
igh value of UA 0.62 kW/K±0.048 kW/K, while other experi-
ents at the same flow rates show lower value of UA

.48 kW/K±0.048 kW/K. We do not have an explanation for
hese differences. However, our speculation is that the instability
n wetting conditions at the low flow rates might have resulted in
he large variation in values of UA for these experiments. The
verage increase in the UA value for the proposed design is about
9% ±17% in comparison to the microchannel design for all the
xperiments conducted at various weak solution flow rates.

Figure 7 shows the effect of the inlet coolant temperature on the
bsorption capacity of both designs. The temperature range was
elected as 20°C±0.5°C–30°C±0.5°C �68°F–86°F�, which
overs typical thermal conditions for the cooling towers. As ex-
ected, a decrease in the inlet coolant temperature results in an
ncrease in the absorber heat duty for both designs. The effect is
ery prominent and can be utilized in places where the option of
ower inlet coolant temperature is viable. The absorber heat duty
f the proposed design is consistently higher
17% ±3.4% –25% ±3.7% � than the microchannel absorber de-
ign. The variation of UA with the coolant inlet temperature is

Fig. 6 Variation of UA with the weak solution flow rate

ig. 7 Absorber heat duty with the variation in inlet coolant

emperature

ournal of Heat Transfer
shown in Fig. 8. The value of UA is essentially not affected by the
coolant temperature. Its average values are 0.32 kW/K and
0.5 kW/K, respectively, for the microchannel and proposed ab-
sorber designs. A consistent enhancement in UA was noticed with
the introduction of the metallic screen mesh. The average increase
in the UA value for the proposed design is found to be about
55% ±18% higher in comparison to the microchannel design.

Comparison of Numerical and Experimental Analysis
As described earlier, the experimental analysis was performed

on the conventional and mesh-enhanced microchannel absorber
designs. The coolant assembly consists of a fixed number of 240
horizontal small-diameter tubes, which was created by stacking
four columns of 60 tubes each. The experiments were conducted
at various inlet coolant temperatures, and weak solution flow
rates. For each experiment, the vapor flow rate was varied until a
pressure of about 2.81 bar was achieved in the absorber vessel.
The given absorber size was thus sufficient to accomplish com-
plete vapor absorption at the corresponding experimental condi-
tions.

A finite difference numerical model was developed to predict
the minimum absorber size needed to accomplish complete ab-
sorption in both designs. A comparison between numerical and
experimental results was then performed to determine the validity
of the numerical model. Numerical simulations were run for each
experiment to find the theoretical minimum number of rows of
tubes needed to accomplish complete absorption. The input pa-
rameters of the numerical simulation were obtained from the cor-
responding experiment which includes temperature, pressure, con-
centration, and flow rates of the weak solution, vapor, and coolant.
The predicted number of rows was then compared with the actual
number of rows used in the experimental analysis.

An assessment of the uncertainty associated with the numerical
analysis is also required when a comparison between experimental
and numerical results is done. The major reasons for deviation
include the errors in the theoretical representation of a physical
phenomenon, the errors in their numerical implementation, and
the uncertainty of the input parameters of the numerical analysis.
The errors in numerical implementation are primarily due to the
mathematical approximation of a three-dimensional system with a
one-dimensional analysis at a set of discrete locations in space,
and the roundoff error from the computer. An uncertainty analysis
was performed on the numerical model to account the effect of the
uncertainty of the input parameters. The measured experimental
values of temperature, pressure, concentration, and flow rates of
weak solution, vapor, and coolant are input into the numerical

Fig. 8 Variation of UA with the inlet coolant temperature
model. Thus, uncertainties in these measurement results in uncer-
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ainty in the numerical results. The dimensional parameters are
lso the input in the numerical model. However, the uncertainties
n dimensional parameters are quite small, and their effect on the
verall uncertainty in predicting the absorber size is negligible.
erturbation method was used to estimate the sensitivity of pre-
icted number of rows to uncertainties in various input param-
ters. The uncertainty in the prediction of absorber size for a rep-
esentative test at the baseline conditions was estimated to be
12.3 rows of tubes for both designs.
Figures 9 and 10 show the deviation of the size predicted by the

umerical model from the actual absorber size in the experimental
nvestigation. The numerical and experimental results compare
ell with some deviation at low temperature of coolant and high
ow rate of weak solution. If an uncertainty of ±12.3 rows of

ubes is assumed to hold for all the experiments conducted for
arious weak solution flow rates and coolant inlet temperatures,
8% and 79% of the total experiments on conventional and mesh-
nhanced microchannel absorber designs, respectively, show a
ood agreement with the experimental results. The standard de-
iation of numerical predictions from experimental absorber size
s about eight and seven tube rows for conventional and mesh-
nhanced microchannel absorber designs, respectively at various
eak solution flow rates. In the case of varying coolant inlet tem-
erature, its value is about four and seven tube rows for conven-
ional and mesh-enhanced microchannel absorber designs, respec-
ively.

As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the numerical model mostly over-
redicts the size for both designs. This trend is more pronounced
n the case of the conventional microchannel absorber than the

esh-enhanced microchannel absorber. This trend is expected as
he current numerical analysis completely neglects the adiabatic
bsorption of vapor that takes place between the horizontal tubes
f the microchannel absorber. The transfer of weak solution be-
ween the horizontal tubes of the conventional microchannel ab-
orber occurs in the form of droplets, and the surfaces of these
ewly formed droplets provide extra areas for vapor absorption.

The over prediction of absorber size in the case of mesh-
nhanced microchannel absorber design may be largely due to the
on consideration of heat conduction from the coolant tubes to the
etallic mesh in the numerical model. The screen mesh used in

his experimental investigation is made of aluminum, which is a
ighly thermally conductive material with conductivity of about
00 W/m K. As the screen mesh is mechanically stretched around
he horizontal tubes, the thermal resistance between the coolant
ubes and screen mesh was assumed to be very large, and thus
eat conduction was neglected in the numerical analysis. How-
ver, the metallic screen mesh can dissipate heat through conduc-

ig. 9 Comparison of numerical and experimental results for
he variation in weak solution flow rate
ion by acting as a fin.

60 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
There is also a visible trend in the deviation between the pre-
dicted and the actual sizes with the variation of the weak solution
flow rate. As the flow rate of weak solution is increased, the de-
viation of the numerical model increases in the positive direction
for both designs. The correlation used to estimate the heat transfer
coefficient of a falling film, and the assumption of complete wet-
ting conditions can lead us to the possible explanation behind this
trend. The correlation used for estimating the falling heat transfer
coefficient �25� is based on simple convective heating of a laminar
falling film over the vertical flat plates. The unavailability of the
correlation for the falling film over horizontal tubes led to the use
of the heat transfer correlation for wetted wall columns. The cor-
relation predicts a decrease in the falling film heat transfer coef-
ficient with the increase in the flow rate of the falling film. The
assumption of complete wetting of the coolant tubes will therefore
cause a decrease in the UA product with an increase in the flow
rate of the falling film. However, the experimental results for UA
show that its value is unaffected by the weak solution flow rate.
This discrepancy is due to the estimation of falling film heat trans-
fer coefficient and assumption of complete wetting conditions of
the falling film, which can lead to an over-prediction of the ab-
sorber size with the increase in the weak solution flow rate.

As evident from Fig. 10, a similar increase in the extent of over
prediction of the absorber size is observed with a decrease in the
inlet temperature of the coolant stream. A reason behind this de-
viation is unknown. The coolant tubes are brazed to stainless steel
headers of 12.7 mm outer diameter and 3 mm wall thickness. The
headers in the current experimental study were not insulated. The
heat transfer due to forced convection between the metallic header
and vapor was neglected in the numerical model, which could be
a possible reason behind the increase in over prediction of ab-
sorber size with the decrease in inlet coolant temperature.

Conclusion
The experimental verification of a new concept of forming a

falling film in between the horizontal coolant tubes by a flow
guidance medium like a screen mesh/fabric is presented. The de-
sign utilizes the unused vertical spacing between the coolant tubes
to form a double sided falling film which consequently leads to an
increase in the mass transfer area. The experiments conducted on
the conventional and mesh-enhanced microchannel absorbers
shows that the absorber heat load of the mesh-enhanced micro-
channel absorber design is about 17% ±3.4% –26% ±3.8%
higher than the conventional microchannel design. The UA value
is found to increase by about 50% ±17% with the introduction of
the screen mesh. This is attributable to the fact that the screen

Fig. 10 Comparison of numerical and experimental results for
the variation in inlet coolant temperature
mesh enhances both mass transfer area and wetting conditions of
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he liquid film. Some other phenomena associated with the mesh-
nhanced microchannel absorber design are the increase in liquid
oldup, improvement of wetting characteristics, prevention of sat-
llite droplets, and fineffect of the metallic mesh. These effects
ay also contribute in enhancing the performance of the new

bsorber design. Comparison between the experimental and the
umerical results shows a good agreement. The results further
hows the effect of satellite droplets is insignificant in comparison
o the effect of forming double sided falling film in between the
ubes. However, a detailed experimental is required to study the
mportance of satellite droplets.

omenclature
b+ � dimensionless position for developing flow,

b / �DI ReDI
Pr�

b � axial coordinate, m
CP � specific heat, kJ/kg K
D � diameter of the coolant tube, m

Gz � Graetz number, � / �4b+�
h � heat transfer coefficient, kW/m2 K
k � thermal conductivity, W/m K

NuD � Nusselt number, hDI /k
Pr � Prandtl number, �Cp /k

ReDI � Reynolds number for flow in the coolant tube,
�uDI /�

U � Overall heat transfer coefficient in the path of
heat flow between the weak solution and cool-
ant, kW/m2 K

UA � product of the overall heat transfer coefficient
and wetted-tube surface area, kW/K

u � Velocity, m/s

reek Symbols
� � dynamic viscosity, kg/m s
� � density, kg/m3

ubscripts
C � coolant
I � inside
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Mixed Convection in a Vertical
Parallel Plate Microchannel
In this study, fully developed mixed convective heat transfer of a Newtonian fluid in an
open-ended vertical parallel plate microchannel is analytically investigated by taking the
velocity slip and the temperature jump at the wall into account. The effects of the mixed
convection parameter, Gr/Re, the Knudsen number, Kn, and the ratio of wall temperature
difference, rT, on the microchannel hydrodynamic and thermal behaviors are determined.
Finally, a Nu= f�Gr/Re,Kn,rT� expression is developed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2422741�

Keywords: microfluidics, vertical microchannel, mixed convection, temperature jump,
velocity slip
Introduction
The microfluidics have attracted an important research interest

n recent years due to the rapid growth of novel techniques ap-
lied in microelectromechanical systems �MEMS� and biomedical
pplications such as drug delivery, DNA sequencing, and bio-
EMS. Readers are referred to see recent excellent reviews re-

ated to transport phenomena in microchannels by Ho and Tai �1�,
alm �2�, Sobhan and Garimella �3�, Obot �4�, Rostami et al.
5,6�, Gad-el-Hak �7�, Guo and Li �8,9�, and Morini �10�.

Aydin and Avci �11–14� theoretically studied forced convective
eat transfer in two different microgeometries, mainly microtube
nd microduct between two parallel plates, both for the fully de-
eloped and for the developing cases.

Although there are many studies on forced convection in mi-
rochannels, there are only a few studies regarding natural or
ixed convection. In a recent study, Chen and Weng �15� analyti-

ally studied the fully developed natural convection in an open-
nded vertical parallel plate microchannel with asymmetric wall
emperature distributions. The effects of rarefaction and fluid–wall
nteraction were shown to increase the volume flow and to de-
rease the heat transfer rate. Khadrawi et al. �16� analytically in-
estigated the transient hydrodynamics and thermal behaviors of
uid flow in an open-ended vertical parallel-plate microchannel
nder the effect of the hyperbolic heat conduction model. Haddad
t al. �17� numerically investigated the developing hydrodynami-
al behaviors of free convection gas flow in a vertical open-ended
arallel-plate microchannel filled with porous media.

The purpose of the present study is to analytically investigate
ixed convection of rarefied gas in a vertical asymmetrically

eated microchannel between two parallel plates. To the authors’
est knowledge, this is the first study on mixed convection in
icrochannels. The effects of the mixed convection parameter,
r/Re, the Knudsen number, Kn, and the ratio of wall temperature
ifference, rT, on the temperature profile and subsequently on the
usselt number are determined.

Analysis
Consider internal mixed convection in a microchannel between

wo parallel plates held at different uniform temperatures as
hown in Fig. 1. The flow is assumed to be fully developed both
ydrodynamically and thermally. Steady, laminar flow having
onstant properties is considered. The axial heat conduction in the
uid and in the wall is assumed to be negligible. It is shown that
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AL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received February 16, 2006; final manuscript

eceived April 19, 2006. Review conducted by Gautam Biswas.
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fluid flow and heat transfer at microscale differ greatly from those
at macroscale. At macroscale, classical conservation equations are
successfully coupled with the corresponding wall boundary con-
ditions, usual no slip for the hydrodynamic boundary condition,
and no-temperature jump for the thermal boundary condition.
These two boundary conditions are valid only if the fluid flow
adjacent to the surface is in thermal equilibrium. However, they
are not valid for gas flow at microscale. For this case, the gas no
longer reaches the velocity or the temperature of the surface and
therefore a slip condition for the velocity and a jump condition for
the temperature should be adopted. In this study, the usual con-
tinuum approach is coupled with the two main characteristics of
the microscale phenomena, the velocity slip and the temperature
jump. Velocity slip is defined as �18�

us = −
2 − F

F
�� �u

�y
�

y=W

�1�

where us is the slip velocity; � is the molecular mean free path;
and F is the tangential momentum accommodation coefficient,
and the temperature jump is defined as �18�

Ts − Tw = −
2 − Ft

Ft

2�

� + 1

�

Pr
� �T

�y
�

y=W

�2�

where Ts is the temperature of the gas at the wall; Tw is the wall
temperature; and Ft is the thermal accommodation coefficient. For
the rest of the analysis, F and Ft will be shown by F and assumed
to be 1.

In a sufficient long channel, the velocity and the temperature
profiles will cease to change with distance along the channel, i.e.,
a fully developed flow will exist �19�. Assuming hydrodynami-
cally fully developed flow, the transverse velocity v becomes
equal to zero. Then, the continuity equation drops to �u /�x=0.
Using the Boussinesq approximation, ignoring viscous dissipation
�assuming a low speed flow of a low Pr fluid �15��, and substitut-
ing the above condition into the governing equations of the heat
and fluid flow, we obtain

0 = −
dp

dx
+ �

�2u

�y2 ± �g��T − T0� �3�

u
�T

�x
= � k

�cp
� �2T

�y2 �4�

The pressure, p, is thus measured relative to that which would
exist at the same elevation in the stagnant fluid if it were at a
uniform temperature of T0. The positive sign in front of the buoy-
ancy term applies to the buoyancy-assisted flow and the negative
one applying to the buoyancy-opposed flow �20�.
The boundary conditions for these equations are
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u = us1 at y = 0

u = us2 at y = W

T = Ts1 at y = 0

T = Ts2 at y = W �5�

y introducing the following nondimensional quantities

Y =
y

W
, � =

T − T0

T2 − T0
, U =

u

u0
, Kn =

�

W
,

�v =
2 − F

F
, �t =

2 − Ft

Ft

2�

� + 1

1

Pr

X =
x

Re W
, P =

p

�u0
2 , Gr =

�g�T2 − T0�W3

�2 , Re =
u0W

�

�6�

qs. �3� and �4� can be written as

0 = −
dP

dX
+

d2U

dY2 +
Gr

Re
� �7�

0 =
d2�

dY2 �8�

ote that the term on the left-hand side of Eq. �4� is dropped since
he fully developed temperature profile is characterized by
� /�X=0 �15,19�.

In terms of the dimensionless variables introduced in Eq. �6�,
he boundary conditions given in Eq. �5� can be shown as

U = �v Kn
dU

dY
at Y = 0

U = − �v Kn
dU

dY
at Y = 1

� =
Ts1 − T0

T2 − T0
= rT + �T Kn

d�

dY
at Y = 0

� =
Ts2 − T0

T2 − T0
= 1 − �T Kn

d�

dY
at Y = 1 �9�

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the flow domain
here

ournal of Heat Transfer
rT =
T1 − T0

T2 − T0
�10�

Equation �8� indicates that the dimensionless temperature varies
linearly across the duct. Integrating Eq. �8� and applying the
boundary conditions gives

� = A0 + A1Y �11�

where A0 and A1 are

A0 = rT +
�1 − rT��T Kn

�1 + 2�T Kn�
, A1 =

1 − rT

1 + 2�T Kn
�12�

Substituting Eq. �11� into the momentum equation, Eq. �7� gives

U = −
Gr

Re
�A0

Y2

2
+ A1

Y3

6
� +

dP

dX

Y2

2
+ A2Y + A3 �13�

where A2 and A3 are

A2 =

−
Gr

Re

A1

4
��v Kn +

1

6
� + 3�1 + 2�v Kn�

1

2
+ 4�v Kn + 6�v

2 Kn2

,

A3 =

−
Gr

Re

A1

4
��v Kn +

1

6
� + 3�1 + 2�v Kn�

4 +
1

2�v Kn
+ 6�v Kn

�14�

At any cross section in the channel, the dimensionless mean ve-
locity, Um, can be written as

Um =�
0

1

U dY = 1 �15�

Substituting Eq. �13� into this equation then gives

dP

dX
=

Gr

Re
�A0 +

A1

4
� − 3A2 − 6A3 + 6 �16�

Substituting Eq. �16� back into Eq. �13� gives

U = −
Gr A1

Re
�Y3

6
−

Y2

8
� − A2�3Y2

2
− Y� − A3�3Y2 − 1� + 3Y2

�17�

The dimensionless mean/bulk temperature is defined as

�m =

�
0

1

U� dY

�
0

1

U dY

�18�

Substituting Eqs. �11� and �17� into the above equation, Eq. �18�
gives

�m =
Tm − T0

T2 − T0
= A0 + A1�−

Gr

Re

A1

480
−

A2

24
−

A3

4
+

3

4
� �19�

The convective heat transfer coefficient is given as follows

h =

− k� �T

�y
�

y=W

T2 − Tm
=

−
k

W
� ��

�Y
�

Y=1

1 − �m
�20�

which is obtained from the following Nusselt number

Nu = −
A1

1 − 	A0 + A1�−
Gr A1 −

A2 −
A3 +

3�
 �21�
Re 480 24 4 4
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Results and Discussion
In this study, we investigate the interactive effects of the mixed

onvection number, Gr/Re, the Knudsen number, Kn, and the ratio
f wall temperature difference, rT, on heat and fluid flow in a
icrochannel between two parallel plates with asymmetrical heat-

ng for both hydrodynamically and thermally fully developed
ases. The Knudsen number, Kn, is the ratio of the gas mean free
ath, �, to the characteristic dimension in the flow field, W, and, it
etermines the degree of rarefaction and the degree of the validity
f the continuum approach. As Kn increases, rarefaction become
ore important, and eventually the continuum approach breaks-

own. In this study, we examined Knudsen number values in the
ange of 0�Kn�0.1. In the range of 0.001�Kn�0.1, the slip-
ow regime �slightly rarefied� is disclosed to exist �11�. We cov-
red the following values of the mixed convection parameter:
r/Re=0, 100, 250, and 500.
As it is mentioned earlier, the Boussinesq approximation has

een used in this study. It should be noted here that there are two
eparate groups in the existing literature on the consideration of
ensity gradient in the flow field �21�. For example, in the rarefied
as, Chen and Weng �15� assumed the Boussinesq approximation
s valid while Tzeng and Liu �22� reported that it is not.

At first, we validated our analysis by comparing two limiting
esults with those available in the existing literature. For Kn=0,
he velocity and temperature distributions given in Eqs. �17� and
11� are exactly identical to those given by Aung and Worku �19�.
or the microscale case, Eq. �13� represents the free convection
ow when dP /dX is zero. The velocity distribution obtained for

his free convection case is exactly the same as that given by Chen
nd Weng �15�.

At Kn=0, representing the macroscale or the continuum case,
ig. 2 shows the streamwise velocity profile for different values of
r/Re. Increasing Gr/Re results in the increasingly skewed veloc-

ty profiles as observed by Aung and Worku �19�. At Gr/Re=0,
here is only forced convection flow with axisymmetrical velocity
rofile. The buoyancy establishes an upward free convection flow
ear the hot wall and a downward one near the cold wall. In the
ixed convection case, the natural convection currents superim-

ose on the forced convection flow. Therefore, in the right half of
he microchannel, the hot side, the buoyancy has an aiding effect
n the forced flow, while having an opposing effect in the left half
f the microchannel, the cold side. With an increase at Gr/Re, both
he velocities and the velocity gradient near the hot wall increase.

ig. 2 Velocity distribution as a function Gr/Re for Kn=0 and
T=0
owever, near the cold wall, increasing Gr/Re leads to decreased

64 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
velocities. For larger values of Gr/Re, there exists a reversed flow
region with negative velocity values. Further increase at Gr/Re
broadens this reversed flow region. The limiting value of Gr/Re
leading to the flow reversal can be found by setting

�dU

dY
�

Y=0
	 0 �22�

Applying this condition to Eq. �17�, we obtain

Gr

Re
=

72

1 − rT
�1 + 2�T Kn� �23�

For Kn=0 and rT=0, the point beyond which the flow reversal is
obtained can be determined as Gr/Re=72, which is clear from
Fig. 2.

For a constant value of the mixed convection parameter,
Gr/Re=100, the effect of the ratio of the wall temperature differ-
ence, rT, on the velocity profile, is shown in Fig. 3. Increasing rT
decreases both the velocities and the velocity gradient near the hot
wall, but increases velocities near the cold wall. From Eq. �23�,

Fig. 4 Velocity distribution as a function Kn for rT=0.5 and

Fig. 3 Velocity distribution as a function rT for Kn=0 and
Gr/Re=100
Gr/Re=100
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ne can observe that with increase at rT the limiting point moves
r/Re to higher values. This is why we do not see any flow re-
ersal for rT=0.,3, 0.5, and 0.8 at Gr/Re=100 in Fig. 3.

For constant values of Gr/Re and rT, the influence of the Knud-
en number, Kn, on the velocity profile is illustrated in Fig. 4. It
an be seen that increasing Kn increases velocity slips at the
alls. With an increase at Kn, the maximum velocity decreases

nd its position shifts toward the right hot wall. Similarly, the
nfluence of Kn on the temperature profile can be seen from Fig.
.

Finally, we can plot the variation of Nu with Kn using Eq. �21�
see Fig. 6�. As seen, increasing Kn decreases Nu. From this fig-
re, it is also clear that increasing Gr/Re increases Nu while an
ncrease at rT decreases Nu.

Conclusions
Analytical solutions have been obtained for the fully developed
ixed convective heat transfer of a Newtonian fluid in an open-

nded vertical parallel plate microchannel. Both the velocity slip
nd the temperature jump conditions have been included in the
ormulations. The mixed convection parameter, Gr/Re, the Knud-
en number, Kn, and the ratio of wall temperature difference, rT,

Fig. 5 Temperature distribution as a function Kn and rT
ave been the main parameters studied and their effects on the

ournal of Heat Transfer
heat and fluid flow phenomena have been determined. The Nusselt
number is found to decrease as Kn or rT increased, whereas it
increased as Gr/Re increased.
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Nomenclature
cp 
 specific heat at constant pressure
g 
 gravitational acceleration

Gr 
 Grashof number =g��T2−T1�W3 /�2

F 
 tangential momentum accommodation
coefficient

Ft 
 thermal accommodation coefficient
h 
 convective heat transfer coefficient
k 
 thermal conductivity

Kn 
 Knudsen number=� /W

Fig. 6 The variation of the Nu with Kn at different values of
Gr/Re „a… and rT „b…
Nu 
 Nusselt number
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G

S

R

1

p 
 pressure difference= p�− p�
p� 
 static pressure
p� 
 hydrostatic pressure
Pr 
 Prandtl number
Re 
 Reynolds number=umW /�
rT 
 ratio of wall temperature differences, Eq. �10�
T 
 temperature
u 
 axial velocity
U 
 dimensionless axial velocity
W 
 channel width

x ,y 
 axial and transverse coordinate
X ,Y 
 dimensionless axial and transverse coordinate

reek Symbols
� 
 thermal diffusivity
� 
 thermal expansion coefficient

�v ,�t 
 dimensionless variables, Eq. �6�
� 
 specific heat ratio
� 
 molecular mean free path
� 
 dynamic viscosity
� 
 density
� 
 kinematic viscosity
� 
 dimensionless temperature, Eq. �8�

ubscripts
0 
 inlet properties of the fluid �i.e., at x=0�
1 
 value on the cool wall �i.e., at y=0�
2 
 value on the hot wall �i.e., at y=W�
m 
 mean value
s 
 fluid properties on the walls

s1 
 fluid properties on the cool wall
s2 
 fluid properties on the hot wall
w 
 wall
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Localized Heat Transfer
in Buoyancy Driven Convection
in Open Cavities
Background. An experimental study of buoyancy driven convection heat transfer in an
open cavity was conducted. Method of Approach. Test cavities were constructed with
calorimeter plates bonded to Styrofoam insulation. The inside of the cavities was heated
and then exposed to ambient air for approximately thirty minutes. Different size cavities
were examined at inclination angles of 0, 45, and 90 deg. The heat transfer coefficient
was determined from an energy balance on each calorimeter plate. The cavity’s plate
temperatures varied spatially due to the transient nature of the tests. A parameter de-
scribing the nonisothermal cavity wall temperature variation was defined in order to
compare with isothermal cavity heat transfer results. Results. Results showed that the
cavity Nusselt number, based on a cavity averaged temperature, was insensitive to the
transient development of nonisothermal conditions within the cavity. Comparison of
cavity-average Nusselt number for the current study, where the Rayleigh number ranged
from 5�106 to 2�108, to data from the literature showed good agreement. Cavity-
average Nusselt number relations for inclination angles of 0, 45, and 90 deg in the form
of NuH,cav=CRa1/3 resulted in coefficients of 0.091, 0.105, 0.093, respectively. The 45 deg
inclination angle orientation yielded the largest Nusselt numbers, which was similar to
previous literature results. Trends in the local plate Nusselt numbers were examined and
found similar to data from the literature. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2401615�

Keywords: open cavities, experimental, natural convection, buoyancy-driven flows
ntroduction
Refrigerator manufacturers have made substantial gains in en-

rgy efficiency over the last two decades. The gains have been
ased on several small, but cumulative effects including improved
ompressors, controls, heat exchangers, and cabinets. Continued
mprovement of refrigerators is dependent on tracking down all

anners in which energy is transferred into a cabinet. Boughton et
l. �1� investigation concluded that the basic conduction of heat
hrough a cabinet’s walls and door was the primary contributor to
he cabinet load. For closed-door conditions, Williams et al. �2�
tudied natural convection inside the refrigerator while Stein et al.
3� investigated moisture transport into the refrigerator cabinet.

The present study is an investigation of buoyancy driven con-
ection related to refrigerator cabinet loads when the refrigerator
oor is opened. Alissi et al. �4� found that refrigerator door open-
ngs increased energy usage by as much as 32% above closed-
oor conditions. When a refrigerator door is opened, the refrigera-
or can be represented as a cavity with one side opened to the
mbient. The purpose of this work is the development of heat
ransfer prediction relations for estimating refrigerator cabinet
oor opening loads and to provide more general information re-
ated to buoyancy driven cavity heat transfer.

Investigations of cavity heat transfer have focused on variety of
onfigurations of heated walls, inclination angles ��� and aspect
atios �H /L� �see Fig. 1�.

Chan and Tien �5� studied numerically square cavities with the
ack wall heated, while the other walls were considered adiabatic.
ngirasi et al. �6� conducted a 2D numerical study of transient

nd steady state laminar flows in open cavities with the backwall
eated. The Prandtl number was varied and the Rayleigh number

1Corresponding author.
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR-

AL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received January 27, 2005; final manuscript re-

eived August 16, 2006. Review conducted by Jay M. Khodadadi.

ournal of Heat Transfer Copyright © 20
varied from 1.75�101 to 1�108. Angirasi concluded that the
outside cavity boundary condition as well as at the cavity opening
did not have heavy influence on the flow inside the cavity. Elsayed
et al. �7� conducted a 2D numerical analysis of natural convection
in fully open tilted square cavities with the backwall heated. The
inclination angle ranged from 90 to −60 deg and Grashof num-
bers varied from 102 to 105. From the model results, Elsayed
developed a correlation to determine the Nusselt number based on
the Grashof number and cavity inclination angle.

LeQuere et al. �8� developed a 2D numerical model for an open
cavity with the top, bottom, and back walls held at a uniform
temperature. In the study, the Grashof number and the inclination
angle were varied. Cha and Choi �9� conducted an experimental
study on open cavities with the top, back, and bottom plates held
at a constant temperature. Unlike other studies on open cavities,
two intermediate temperature strips were placed next to the top
and bottom plates to provide a gradual temperature change from
the inner cavity to the adjacent adiabatic walls. A double expo-
sure, holographic technique was used to view the temperature
profile inside the cavity to determine the Nusselt number. Skok et
al. �10� experimentally and numerically studied natural convection
on open cavities with an aspect ratio of 1.5. Water-glycerol mix-
tures of different compositions were used as the working fluid
immersed inside the cavity to vary the Rayleigh number from
3.5�106 to 1.2�109. From the experimental and numerical data,
a correlation was developed for the cavity-average Nusselt num-
ber. Showole et al. �11� conducted both experimental and numeri-
cal analysis of upward-facing inclined open cavities with bottom,
back, and top walls heated. The aspect ratio varied from 0.25, 0.5,
and 1.0 while the tilt angle varied from 30, 45, 60, and 90 deg.
Correlations for the experimental cavity-average Nusselt number
were determined, with a standard deviation ranging from 9% to
13%. The numerical correlation for an inclination angle of 90 deg

was determined with a standard deviation of ±7%.
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Most numerical studies of natural convection on open cavities
ave focused on modeling 2D flow, neglecting the effects of the
idewalls. Sezai and Mohamad �12� conducted 3D simulation of
atural convection in an open cavity with the backwall heated.
he results of the 3D and 2D model was compared for various

ateral aspect ratios �H /W� to examine the effects of the sidewalls
or Rayleigh numbers of 103–106. The study found for H /W
reater than unity and Rayleigh numbers less than 105, differences
n the 2D and 3D model results were not significant.

The present study examines localized heat transfer characteris-
ics on five heated walls in an open cavity during transient cooling
f a cavity. Clausing et al. �13�, Laleman et al. �14�, and Knack-
tedt et al. �15� utilized a similar transient technique using the
nterior of a refrigerator cabinet. This study extends the results of
hese authors and provides more detailed information related to
he transient development of nonisothermal walls during the cav-
ty heat transfer process. Local plate Nusselt numbers determined
rom this study provides useful information for numerical model-
rs interested in 3D buoyancy driven simulations.

Fig. 1 Open cavity geometry and orientation

ig. 2 Photos of various test cavities „from left to right…: one-
late per wall, four-plate per wall, and nine-plate per wall
Fig. 3 Nomenclature of wall descriptions at variou
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Experimental Apparatus

Test Section and Apparatus. Test cavities were constructed
with polished 0.3175 cm �1/8 in.� thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates
acting as cavity walls and calorimeters. The square plates were
15.24 cm �6 in.� in length. Two holes were drilled close to the
center of each plate at a 45 deg angle. Thermocouple wire �25
gauge copper-constantan� was inserted in each hole for two tem-
perature readings. Thermal epoxy was placed over each wire to
hold the thermocouple bead in place and ensure good thermal
contact. During the tests, differences between a single plate’s two
thermocouple temperatures were generally within 0.5°C, due in
part to the epoxy and positioning of the thermocouples. Three-
square cavities were designed of different sizes �see Fig. 2�. The
calorimeter plates were bonded to 2 in. thick Styrofoam insulation
with a thin layer of silicone gel. Plates were placed 0.635 cm
�1/4 in.� apart to ensure no physical contact with each other. Gaps
between adjacent plates were sealed and leveled with silicone gel.

A cover was placed over the cavity at the start of each test.
Incandescent lights and fans were positioned on the inside cover
to provide uniform heating of the aluminum plates. The cover was
removed when the cavity reached the desired temperature and the
cavity was then exposed to the ambient air. The cavity was located
away from the room door and minimum air movement was main-
tained in the room to ensure no significant air currents near the
cavity. The room was large enough that the ambient room tem-
perature was unaffected by the warm cavity plates. Four thermo-
couples were used to determine the ambient temperature. These
thermocouples were placed far from the cavity to ensure no influ-
ence from the cavity. The average room ambient temperature was
constant during a test, typically deviating less than 0.5°C.

Tests ended when the time elapsed reached the thermal time
constant ��t� for each plate. The thermal time constant was ex-
pressed as the time when Eq. �1� was satisfied

Tplate − Tamb

Tplate,i − Tamb
= e−1 = 0.368 �1�

Typical thermal time constants for tests ranged from
25 to 30 min. The cavity’s angle of inclination was varied �see
orientations in Fig. 3� to compare results with other studies.

Data Reduction

Estimation of Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient. Each
aluminum plate on the test cavity walls was used as a calorimeter.
The general energy balance assumed for each plate is given in Eq.
�2�

mplatecp,AL
dTplate

dt
= qconv + qrad + qcond �2�

The convective heat transfer was determined using Eq. �3�
s inclination angles „a… 0, „b… 45, and „c… 90 deg
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qconv = hAplate�Tamb − Tplate� �3�
The ambient surrounding was treated as a blackbody surface

hile the aluminum plates were assumed to be diffuse, gray sur-
aces. The net radiation transfer rate for each plate was determined
rom Eq. �4�

qrad = �
j=1

N
Ji − Jj

�AiFij�−1 �4�

The radiosity �Ji� was determined from Eq. �5� by solving the
imultaneous set of equations for the surfaces

Ebi − Ji

�1 − �i�/�iAi
= �

j=1

N
Ji − Jj

�AiFij�−1 �5�

he view factors were determined with expressions from Ehlert et
l. �16�. A transient explicit 1D finite difference method similar to
aleman et al. �14� was developed to estimate the insulation’s
nergy storage effects. A schematic of the conduction network can
e seen in Fig. 4.

Thermophysical properties of the aluminum plate and insula-
ion are given in Table 1. The conductive heat transfer from alu-

inum to the insulation was determined with Eq. �6�.

qcond =
Aplate

��xw/2

kw
� �TN − Tplate� �6�

The aluminum plate temperatures and outside insulation tem-
erature were used as boundary conditions for the simulation.
ince the plate temperatures were measured at 30-s intervals, �xW
as chosen to ensure numerical stability and accuracy. Five nodes

cross the insulation were found to be adequate. Numerical simu-
ations included the time when the plates were heated to the de-
ired initial temperature, and the 25–30 minutes when the cavity
as exposed to the ambient.

Significant Parameters. The Nusselt number is a dimension-
ess ratio comparing the convective heat transfer to that of a con-
ucting fluid layer with a defined thickness. The Nusselt number
as determined from Eq. �7�.

NuLc
=

hLc

k
�7�

Using Eqs. �2�–�8�, the local plate convective heat transfer co-
fficient �h� was determined from the plate temperature data,
hich was collected every thirty seconds. The transient change of

ig. 4 Schematic of network representation used to examine
hermal effects of the insulation

Table 1 Physical properties of materials used in test cavities

roperty Aluminum Styrofoam insulation

pecific heat, cp 0.876 kJ kg−1 K−1 1.5 kJ kg−1 K−1

ensity, 
 2707 kg m−3 24 kg m−3

hermal conductivity, k 157.5 W m−1 K−1 0.027 W m−1 K−1
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plate temperatures �dTplate /dt� at each interval was computed by
taking the slope of a least-square curve fit of the temperature
measurements. The Rayleigh number was determined from Eq.
�8�.

RaLc
=

g��Tplate − Tamb�Lc
3

��
�8�

Lc is the characteristic length, and was chosen as the cavity height,
H. The Nusselt and Rayleigh number was determined every 30 s
throughout the test.

Uncertainty Analysis. An uncertainty analysis was conducted
in accordance with ASHRAE Standard 2-1986 �17�

wr =�� �R

�v1
w1�2

+ � �R

�v2
w2�2

+ … . + � �R

�vn
wn�2

�9�

A computer code utilizing Engineering Equation Solver �Klein
and Alvarado �18�� was used to determine the relative uncertainty
of experimental measurements and property parameters �see Table
2�. A summary of the uncertainty results can be seen in Table 3.
The relative uncertainty of the convective heat transfer coefficient
and the Nusselt number was examined at the beginning and end of
tests. Generally, tests operated at higher cavity temperatures had a
lower relative uncertainty due to higher temperature differences
between the cavity and surrounding ambient.

Results and Discussion

Nonuniformity of Plate Temperatures During Testing. Cav-
ity walls were nearly isothermal at the beginning of a test. As the
cavity was exposed to the ambient air, the variation of the internal
wall heat transfer resulted in nonisothermal walls. The sensitivity
of the Nusselt number to this variation in cavity plate temperature
was examined. To quantify the spatial temperature deviation of a
cavity at any given time during an experiment, the spatial devia-
tion parameter, 	T, was defined with Eq. �10�

	T =
Tplate,max − Tplate,min

Tcav − Tamb
�10�

	T is the ratio of the difference between maximum and minimum

Table 2 Uncertainty of various measurements and parameters
from current experimental tests

Variable Uncertainty

Dimensions �length, width, height� ±2 mm
Temperature Greater of 0.5°C or 0.75%
Time �clock reading� 0.01% of elapsed time
Plate emissivity 10%

Table 3 Results from uncertainty analysis of current experi-
mental tests

Relative uncertainty
at beginning of test �%�

Relative uncertainty
at end of test �%�

h 3.3–7.8 7.5–24.0
NuH

2.7–6.9 7.2–24.0
RaH

3.2–4.8 3.8–9.0
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late temperature relative to the difference between the cavity
emperature �Tcav� and the ambient temperature �Tamb�. The cavity
emperature was averaged from all the plate temperatures. The
late Nusselt number was insensitive to the initial cavity average
emperature over the range of measured Rayleigh numbers, as
een in Figs. 5�a�–5�e� for a 1-plate per wall cavity. Variations
etween the Nusselt number of the cavity with an initial tempera-
ure of 80°C when it reached a Rayleigh number of tests with an
nitial temperature of 70 and 60°C ranged from 0.41% to 7.42%.
he spatial temperature deviation parameter at those Rayleigh

Fig. 5 Plate Nusselt numbers: one-plate
temperatures „Tcav,i… at 0 deg inclination a
„c… plate-3 „left wall…, „d… plate-4 „right w
temperature deviation of a cavity, �T
umbers varied significantly as shown in Fig. 5�f�. The trends seen

70 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
in Fig. 5 are consistent with the other cavities tested. Therefore,
for buoyancy driven convection in cavities tested for these experi-
mental conditions, the average cavity wall temperature may be
used to determine the cavity heat transfer with an isothermal cav-
ity heat transfer relation.

Cavity-Average Nusselt Numbers. The current results and re-
sults from other investigations in which cavity wall temperatures
were constant have been compared. Good agreement can be seen
between current study and studies for similar Rayleigh numbers

r wall cavity with different initial cavity
le: „a… plate-1 „ceiling…, „b… plate-2 „floor…,
l…, „e… plate-5 „backwall…, and „f… spatial
pe
ng
al
for 0 deg cavity inclination angle �see Fig. 6�. Cavity-average
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usselt numbers from the current study and results from other
nvestigators for 45 and 90 deg inclination angles can be seen in
ig. 7. Although the Rayleigh number in the present study differs
y one to three orders of magnitude compared to other studies, the
omparison indicates reasonable trends in the current data.

A least square fit to the experimental data of the cavity-average
usselt number for various inclination angles was determined in

he form of Eq. �11�

NuH,cav = CRaH
1/3 �11�

he 1/3 power from Eq. �11� was based on Skok et al. �10�. The
east squares fit, standard deviation, and average deviation for the
urrent data can be seen in Table 4. The 45 deg inclination angle
roduced slightly higher Nusselt numbers than at 0 and 90 deg,
nd this trend was also seen in Elsayed et al. �7� and Showole et
l. �11�.

Local Wall Nusselt Numbers. The wall Nusselt number of
ach calorimeter plate was determined and allowed for the local
ariation of heat transfer throughout a cavity to be examined. A
elation for the hydraulic boundary layer to the thermal boundary
ayer is given by Eq. �12� and is assumed if turbulent mixing of
ow is not prevalent �19�

�

�t
	 Prn �12�

Since the working fluid for the current study was air �Pr
0.7�, the hydraulic boundary layer can be approximated with the

hermal boundary layer. The trends seen in the local plate Nusselt
umbers for the current data help relate the air flow in the cavity.
or parallel laminar flow over a heated flat plate, the highest local
usselt number occurs at the wall’s leading edge, where the am-

ig. 6 Cavity-average Nusselt numbers 0 deg inclination
ngle: „a… current study compared to investigators with studies
f open cavities with backwall heated and „b… current study
ompared to investigators with studies of open cavities with
ottom, back, and top walls heated
ient air is first exposed to the plate. As the thermal and hydraulic
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boundary layer grows along the wall, the temperature gradient at
the wall decreases, resulting in a decrease in the local heat transfer
coefficient, and thus a decrease in the local Nusselt number.

For the small cavity with one calorimeter plate per wall at
0 deg inclination angle, the floor and ceiling surfaces have the
highest and lowest Nusselt numbers, respectively �see Fig. 8�.
Flow enters the bottom of the cavity, travels around the cavity
walls, and then exits from the ceiling. The left wall had a slightly
higher Nusselt number than the right wall which was unexpected
due to symmetry of the walls. Both sidewalls have slightly higher
Nusselt number than the backwall, most likely due to the sidewall
proximity to the cavity opening. The relatively low Nusselt num-
ber for the ceiling was most likely due to air that was warmed by
the surrounding bottom and sidewalls. This effect has been seen in
other studies in which the bottom, back and top walls were heated
�8,10,20�. Cha and Choi �9� had slightly different results due in
part to pre-heating the air entering the cavity, which caused their
bottom plate to exhibit lower Nusselt numbers relative to the other
heated plates in the cavity. When the four-plate and nine-plate per
wall cavities were examined �see Figs. 9 and 10�, the trends in
wall averaged Nusselt numbers were similar to that of the one-
plate per wall cavity. More detail in local Nusselt numbers was
observed with these larger cavities because of the multiple plate
calorimeters on each wall. For the nine-plate per wall cavity, simi-

Fig. 7 Cavity-average Nusselt numbers for inclination angles
„a… 45 deg and „b… 90 deg

Table 4 Least squares fit to cavity average Nusselt numbers
from current study

Inclination
angle
�deg� Curve fit of data

Standard deviation
of data to curve fit

Average deviation
of data to curve fit

�%�

0 NuH=0.091RH
1/3 ±1.72 4.67

45 NuH=0.105RH
1/3 ±1.22 2.86

90 NuH=0.093RaH
1/3 ±1.25 2.22
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ar Nusselt numbers were observed in the plates along the lateral
irection for the bottom, back, and top walls, which showed that
he effect of the heated sidewalls on the other walls was not sig-
ificant. The sidewall plate Nusselt number decreased as air trav-
led up the wall due most likely to the growing boundary layer.
he plate in the upper front corner of the sidewalls exhibited a
igher Nusselt number than the other plates along the row since
here was a larger temperature difference from the outside air.

For the 45 deg cavity inclination angle �see Figs. 11–13� the
ase and upward-facing walls have similar Nusselt numbers, with
he upward-facing wall being slightly higher. The downward-
acing wall has lower Nusselt number than all other walls in the
avity. Trends in the current study were similar to Showole et al.’s
esults �11�. Showole contributed the low heat transfer for the
ownward-facing wall to inhibiting the flow rising due to buoy-
ncy forces. The sidewalls’ Nusselt numbers were similar, show-
ng more symmetry than the sidewalls at 0 deg inclination angle.
he sidewalls’ Nusselt number at 45 deg inclination angle was
lightly lower than the sidewalls at 0 deg due to possibly to the
mbient air entering the cavity to the upward-facing and base
alls first, then traveling from those walls up over the sidewalls.
he four-plate per wall and nine-plate per wall cavity local Nus-

Fig. 8 Plate Nusselt numbers: one-plate per wa
Fig. 9 Plate Nusselt numbers: four-plate per wall c
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selt numbers help show the trend in more detail. The Nusselt
number in the lower corner of the sidewalls has the highest Nus-
selt number, then the Nusselt numbers decrease along the walls.
For the nine-plate per cavity walls, the base, upward-facing wall,
and downward facing walls varied along the lateral position,
which suggest a greater effect due to the sidewalls.

For 90 deg inclination angle �see Figs. 14–16� the sidewalls
exhibited similar Nusselt numbers, due to symmetry, while the
base had slightly higher Nusselt number. These results were simi-
lar to the Cha and Choi �9� study results. Showole et al. �11�
results showed the base having significantly lower Nusselt number
than the sidewalls. Showole’s numerical simulation showed air
entering the cavity past the sidewalls, turning toward the base, and
then exiting the cavity. When Nusselt numbers in the nine-plate
per wall cavity were examined for the same inclination angle,
similar trends were observed as the one-plate per wall and four-
plate per wall cavity. The middle of the base has the largest Nus-
selt number in the cavity, due the ambient air entrance flow to the
cavity. The Nusselt number decreased significantly away from the
center as the boundary layer grows. The symmetry seen in Figs.
16�a�–16�e� suggested a large effect of the sidewalls and 3D na-
ture of the flow patterns in the base. The corners exhibit the lowest

avity at 0 deg inclination angle „RaHÈ1.18Ã107
…

7
avity at 0 deg inclination angle „RaHÈ9.45Ã10 …
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Fig. 10 Plate Nusselt numbers: nine-plate per wall cavity at 0 deg inclination angle „RaHÈ2.46Ã108
…: „a… ceiling, „b… floor,

„c… left wall, „d… backwall, and „e… right wall
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usselt numbers of the base due in part to the sidewalls. On the
ower plates of the sidewalls, the Nusselt number grew due in part
o either reformation of the boundary layer from air flowed over
rom the base. Future flow visualization could help determine if
he multiple cell flows exist, and even if recirculation occurred
etween those cells. The Nusselt number decreased significantly
s the air traveled up the sidewalls as the boundary layer grows.
he effects of the adjacent sidewalls can be seen by the variation

n Nusselt number along the row of plates on the walls.
The general flow patterns in a cavity at the various inclination

ngles are shown in Fig. 17. These patterns were based on the
rends seen in the local plate Nusselt numbers for the cavities at
arious angles, and applying relationships between the local Nus-
elt number and boundary layer for parallel flow over a flat plate.
he patterns show good agreement with streamlines from various
tudies in the literature.

onclusions
Buoyancy driven heat transfer from open cavities has been in-

estigated for a variety of cavity sizes, initial inner wall tempera-

Fig. 11 Plate Nusselt numbers: one-plate per wa
Fig. 12 Plate Nusselt numbers: four-plate per wall
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tures, and inclination angles. The transient heat transfer process
caused spatial temperature variations among the cavity walls that
were quantified with a nondimensional parameter 	T. Results
showed that the nonisothermal cavity heat transfer was similar to
that of an isothermal cavity with the same average Rayleigh num-
ber. Comparison of cavity-average Nusselt number for current
study to data from the literature, in which the cavity wall tempera-
ture was held constant, showed good agreement. The cavity-
average Nusselt number results were correlated using a relation in
the form of NuH,cav=CRa1/3 for Rayleigh numbers ranging from
5�106 to 2�108 for inclination angles of 0, 45, and 90 deg. The
cavities inclined at an angle of 45 deg yielded larger cavity aver-
age Nusselt numbers than cavities inclined 0 or 90 deg. The local
wall Nusselt number was examined at various inclination angles.
Highest local Nusselt numbers were seen at the entrance of the
floor when the cavity was inclined at 0 deg, the corners of the
upward facing and base walls when the cavity was inclined at
45 deg, and the middle of the base when the cavity was inclined at
90 deg. As the cavity was inclined, the influence of the sidewalls
on the other cavity walls increased and suggest greater influence

vity at 45 deg inclination angle „RaHÈ9.41Ã106
…

7

ll ca
cavity 45 deg inclination angle „RaHÈ7.61Ã10 …
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Fig. 13 Plate Nusselt numbers: nine-plate per wall cavity at 45 deg inclination angle „RaHÈ2.53Ã108
…: „a… downward-

facing wall, „b… upward-facing wall, „c… left wall, „d… base, and „e… right wall
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y the boundary layer. The trends in local Nusselt numbers as well
s postulated flow patterns, based on the parallel flow over a
eated flat plate, were in good agreement with the literature.
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omenclature
A � area, m2

AR � aspect ratio
cp � specific heat, kJ kg−1 K−1

Ebi � total emissive power of a blackbody, W m−2

Fij � view factor between surfaces i and j
g � acceleration of gravity �9.81�, m s−2

Gr � Grashof number, g��Tplate−Tamb�Lc
3 /�2

h � heat transfer coefficient, W m−2 K−1

H � height of cavity, m

Fig. 14 Plate Nusselt numbers: one-plate per wa
Fig. 15 Plate Nusselt numbers: four-plate per wall c

76 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
k � thermal conductivity, W m−1 K−1

Ji ,Jj � radiosity, W m−2

L � length of cavity, m
Lc � characteristic length, m
m � mass, kg

Nu � Nusselt number, Eq. �7�
Pr � Prandtl number, � /�
q � heat transfer rate, W
R � dependant variable

Ra � Rayleigh number, Eq. �8�
t � time, s

T � temperature, °C
vi � independent variable
w � uncertainty, Eq. �9�
W � width of cavity, m
x � x-component coordinate
y � y-component coordinate

Greek Symbols
� � thermal diffusivity, m2 s−1

avity at 90 deg inclination angle „RaHÈ1.13Ã107
…

7

ll c
avity at 90 deg inclination angle „RaHÈ7.27Ã10 …
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Fig. 16 Plate Nusselt numbers: nine-plate per wall cavity at 90 deg inclination angle „RaHÈ2.57Ã108
…: „a…
sidewall 1, „b… sidewall 2, „c… sidewall 3, „d… sidewall 4, and „e… base
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� � thermal expansion coefficient, K−1

	T � spatial temperature deviation parameter, Eq.
�10�

� � hydraulic boundary layer, m
�t � thermal boundary layer, m
� � difference
� � emissivity
� � inclination angle, deg
� � kinematic viscosity, m2 s−1

ubscripts
AL � aluminum

amb � ambient
cav � cavity

cond � conduction
conv � convection

i � initial
max � maximum
min � minimum

plate � aluminum plate
rad � radiation

w � foam wall �or thickness� through which heat is
being conducted
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On the Role of Coriolis Force in a
Two-Dimensional Thermally
Driven Flow in a Rotating
Enclosure
In this work the role of Coriolis forces in the evolution of a two-dimensional thermally
driven flow in a rotating enclosure of arbitrary geometry is discussed. Contrary to the
claims made in some of the studies involving such class of flows that there is an active
involvement of the these forces in the dynamics of the flow, it is shown that the Coriolis
force does not play any role in the evolution of the velocity and temperature fields. This
is theoretically demonstrated by recognizing the irrotational character of the Coriolis
force in such class of flows. It is further shown that the presence of the irrotational
Coriolis force affects only the pressure distribution in the rotating enclosure. The theo-
retical deductions apply quite generally to any geometry and thermal boundary condi-
tions associated with the enclosure. The numerical results for the problem of two-
dimensional thermally driven flow of air �Pr=0.71� in a circular rotating enclosure
provide direct evidence of the theoretical deductions. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2402176�

Keywords: Boussinesq, Coriolis, enclosure, irrotational, rotating
Introduction
The problem of thermally driven flow in a steadily rotating

nclosure is important from both fundamental as well as the ap-
lication point of view. Thermal energy storage in rotating sys-
ems, cooling systems for rotating machinery, and space applica-
ions are some of the areas of relevance of such a class of flows.
rom the fundamental point of view such flows are important as

hey represent flow systems driven by multiple body forces. A rich
ynamical behavior is expected as the relative magnitudes of
hese forces is varied.

The fluid in a steadily rotating enclosure is in a state of solid-
ody rotation. If a temperature variation is imposed on the walls
f the enclosure, fluid motion relative to the solid-body rotation
ill be induced under the action of thermally introduced density
radients on the fields of gravity and/or centrifugal accelerations.
he fluid motion relative to the solid-body rotation is conve-
iently studied using a frame attached to the rotating enclosure.
he usage of a noninertial frame introduces the centrifugal buoy-
ncy and the Coriolis body forces in addition to the gravitational
uoyancy force. The non-dimensional parameters that are often
mployed to characterize such class of flows are �1� gravitational
ayleigh number �Rag�, �2� rotational Rayleigh number �Ra��, �3�
aylor number �Ta�, and �4� Prandtl number �Pr�. These numbers
re defined as

Rag =
g��TS1

3

��
, Ra� =

�2��TS1
4

��
, Ta =

�2S1
4

�2 , Pr =
�

�

In the above definitions, S1 is the length scale of the problem,
nd � and � are the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity of
he fluid, respectively. The acceleration due to gravity is denoted
s g, while � is the coefficient of volume expansion of the fluid.
he scale of the imposed temperature variation is denoted as �T
nd � is the steady rotation rate of the enclosure. Literature sur-
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vey on the subject reveals that efforts aimed at investigating the
thermally driven flows in rotating enclosures can be broadly split
into two categories on the basis of geometrical configuration. The
two categories are �1� rotating cylinders with differential heating
at its ends, and �2� rotating rectangular boxes with differential
heating across a pair of opposite faces. Most of the studies on a
circular cylinder involve rotation of the cylinder along its longi-
tudinal axis aligned parallel to the gravity vector �1–7�. Similarly,
a significant amount of research has been done on rotating rect-
angular containers with rotation axis aligned parallel to the gravity
vector �8,9�. The configurations having either the gravity or its
component perpendicular to the axis of rotation have been far less
explored. The thermally driven flow in such configurations is
driven by an unsteady gravitational buoyancy force as a result of
changing orientation of the gravity vector with respect to the
frame attached with the rotating enclosure. Studies by Ker and Lin
�10�, Hamady et al. �11�, Baig and Masood �12�, and Hasan and
Sanghi �13� are the few isolated works on configurations involv-
ing a time-periodic gravitational buoyancy force. The study in
�10� involves a numerical and experimental investigation of three-
dimensional flow in a tilted air filled differentially heated cubic
cavity.

The study in �11� deals with an experimental and numerical
investigation of two-dimensional thermally driven flow of air in a
rotating square enclosure. The investigation was carried out at low
enough rotation rates so that the centrifugal buoyancy effects
could be safely ignored. Therefore, it was argued that the dynam-
ics of the flow were controlled by the gravitational buoyancy force
and the Coriolis force. It was conjectured that the Coriolis force
aids in setting up a clockwise circulation relative to a counter-
clockwise rotating enclosure.

The study in �12� involves a numerical investigation of the
two-dimensional convection of air in a rotating square enclosure.
Some of the features of the flow observed in the numerical experi-
ments were attributed to the Coriolis force. In particular it was
concluded that the effect of the Coriolis force is to create convec-

tive motion in the core of the cavity. It was also reasoned that the
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tratification in the core became unstable and a reversal of the
ow in the core was observed whenever coriolis forces dominated

he flow.
In a recent study conducted by the authors �13�, a two-

imensional thermally driven flow of air in a steadily rotating
orizontal cylinder was investigated. In this numerical investiga-
ion, a spatially periodic temperature variation was imposed on the
ircular wall of the cylinder. The investigation was carried out in
Cartesian rotating frame of reference. The changes in the spatial

nd temporal structure of the unsteady flow, at a fixed Rag=105

nd Pr=0.71, as Ra� was varied from 102 to 107 were studied. In
rder to obtain physically realizable solutions, the Taylor number
Ta� was varied simultaneously along with the variation in Ra�. It
as pointed out in �10� that �Ta� and Ra� cannot be assigned

rbitrary values. Rather they must be made to conform to the fact
hat the ratio Ta/Ra�=1/ ���T Pr�. It was argued in �13� that for
ommonly occurring fluids like air and water, the ratio is O�102�.
hus a fixed ratio of 100 was utilized in the study. It was recog-
ized in this study that the Coriolis force has an irrotational char-
cter in such a class of two-dimensional flows. The earlier studies
ad failed to recognize this important fact �11,12�. However, even
hough the irrotational character of the Coriolis force was recog-
ized in �13�, the role of the Coriolis force was incorrectly inter-
reted. Similar, to the conjecture made in �11�, it was argued that
or Ta�Rag, the Coriolis forces assisted gravity in maintaining a
lockwise circulation in the enclosure and preventing flow rever-
al during certain phase of the rotating gravity vector. This was
elieved to be the reason of enhancement of heat transfer at low
otation rates.

The present work attempts to examine the role of Coriolis
orces in two-dimensional thermally driven flows in rotating en-
losures of an arbitrary cross section. The effort is motivated by
he fact that some of the earlier studies dealing with such a class
f flows have apparently not recognized the irrotational character
f the coriolis force. This has led to the misinterpretation of the
ole of the Coriolis force in such a class of flows.

The paper is organized in five sections. The governing equa-
ions for the problem of thermal convection in a steadily rotating
rbitrary shaped enclosure are presented in Sec. 2. Section 3
riefly describes the numerical scheme employed. Since the nu-
erical scheme is the same as the one employed in �13�, the

etails of the scheme are omitted. The role of the Coriolis force is
xamined theoretically in Sec. 4. This section also presents some
umerical results for the problem considered in �13�, with and
ithout the Coriolis force, clearly indicating the role of the Cori-
lis force in such a class of flows. Finally, the results are summa-

ig. 1 Generic configuration of two-dimensional thermally
riven flow in an arbitrary cross-sectional rotating enclosure
ized and conclusions are drawn in Sec. 5.

80 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
2 Governing Equations
Figure 1 shows the generic geometry of a rotating enclosure of

an arbitrary cross section. It is assumed that the enclosure has
been rotating steadily for a long time so that the fluid inside is in
a state of solid-body rotation. If a temperature variation is im-
posed on the boundary � of the enclosure, the fluid motion rela-
tive to the rotating enclosure would be generated under the com-
bined influence of gravitational and centrifugal buoyancy force.
Such a motion is most conveniently studied using a frame of
reference rotating with the enclosure. For the sake of simplicity let
us consider a Cartesian rotating frame of reference. The equations
governing the fluid motion are the mass, momentum, and energy
equations subject to Boussinesq approximation �13�. The dimen-
sionless forms of the equations are

Mass: � . V� = 0 �1�

Momentum:
DV�

D�
= − �pm − Ra� Pr �n̂g − Ra� Pr �r�

− 2 Ta1/2 Pr�k̂ 	 V� � + Pr �2V� . �2�

Energy equation:
D�

D�
= �2� �3�

The vector n̂g in Eq. �2� is the unit vector indicating the instanta-
neous direction of the rotating gravity vector and is defined as

n̂g = − î sin�Ta1/2 Pr �� − ĵ cos�Ta1/2 Pr �� .

The length, time, and velocity scales employed to transform the
equations to their dimensionless forms are R, R2 /�, and � /R,
respectively. The scales utilize the cylinder radius R and the ther-
mal diffusivity of the fluid �. The term pm in Eq. �2� is the dimen-
sionless change in pressure over the pressure in the solid-body
rotation state under isothermal conditions. This is the rotational
analogue of piezometric pressure. The temperature in the govern-
ing equations appears in the form of a dimensionless change over
the isothermal conditions that prevail prior to the application of
temperature perturbation at the wall. The formal definitions of pm
and � are

pm =
�P − Po�R2


o�2 , � =
�T − To�

�T
�4�

In the solid-body rotation state, the fluid is taken to be at a uni-
form temperature To and density 
o. The amplitude of the periodic
temperature perturbation is represented as �T. The dimensional
pressure Po in a state of rest with respect to the rotating frame
under isothermal conditions is given by the momentum equation

Fig. 2 Geometry and thermal boundary conditions of the prob-
lem in Ref. †18‡
as
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�Po = 
o�g� − �� 	 �� 	 r�� �5�

n Eq. �5�, �� =�k̂ is the steady rotation rate of the frame attached
o the rotating cylinder. Equations �1�–�3� together with the no-
lip boundary conditions for the velocity and the specified tem-
erature perturbation on � �Fig. 1�, govern the motion of the fluid
elative to the rotating frame.

Numerical Scheme
A two-step predictor-corrector semiexplicit scheme is the same

s employed in �13�. For the sake of completeness, a brief descrip-

Fig. 3 Geometry of the problem of two-dimens
cylinder

Fig. 4 Profiles of u velocity along the vertica

=3� /2, „b… �g=�, „c… �g=� /2, and „d… �g=0

ournal of Heat Transfer
tion of the scheme is given here. A two-step predictor-corrector,
semiexplicit scheme is employed to numerically integrate Eqs.
�1�–�3� on a Cartesian structured colocated mesh. In the predictor
step, Eqs. �2� and �3� are integrated explicitly using first-order
Euler integration. A first-order accurate temperature field is ob-
tained in this step. The velocity field obtained in this step does not
satisfy continuity. In order to correct this provisional velocity
field, a semiexplicit corrector step is introduced. In this corrector
step, the provisional velocity field is corrected through irrotational
velocity corrections obtained through a pressure correction field.
The pressure correction field is obtained by solving the pressure

al thermally driven flow in a rotating horizontal

iameter „x=0… for „Ra�=103,Ta=105
… at „a… �g
ion
l d
FEBRUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 181
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orrection Poisson’s equation �PCPE� which implicitly enforces
ontinuity. The scheme closely resembles the �SMAC� scheme
riginally proposed by Amsden and Harlow �14�.

A finite difference type of discretization has been employed. A
ourth-order central differencing in the interior and a second-order
entral differencing for the nodes adjacent to the boundary has
een employed for the diffusion terms. For the interior nodes, a
hird order upwinding or a fourth-order central differencing has
een employed for the convective terms. The choice between up-
inding and central differencing is based on the local cell Peclet
umber �Pe�. The central differencing is employed if −2�Pe�2,
therwise upwinding is utilized. For grid points adjacent to the
oundary, a second-order central differencing is employed for the
onvective terms. The pressure gradients are discretized using a
econd-order central scheme.

The discretization of PCPE on a colocated grid requires care as

Fig. 5 Profiles of v velocity along the horizontal diameter
=� /2, and „d… �g=0
mproper discretization can lead to spurious pressure oscillations

82 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
�15,16�. A compact discretization together with momentum inter-
polation procedure helps to achieve a discretization that maintains
the pressure-velocity coupling at a grid point on a colocated struc-
tured mesh �15,17�. The details of the discretization of the PCPE
can be seen in �13�. The discretized PCPE has a five-point mol-
ecule and is solved using a �SIP� procedure �16�. The PCPE is
solved subject to zero normal gradient of the pressure correction
field at the solid wall �13,15�. Once the velocity and pressure
fields have been corrected in the interior, the wall pressure is
obtained by applying the normal momentum equation.

For the purpose of validation of the scheme, the problem of
two-dimensional thermally driven flow of air �Pr=0.71� in a fixed
circular enclosure, subject to a spatially periodic temperature
variation around the periphery �Fig. 2�, was considered in �13�.
Xin et al. �18� carried out a detailed numerical investigation of

0… for „Ra�=103,Ta=105
… at „a… �g=3� /2, „b… �g=�, „c… �g
„y=
this flow. The distribution of wall normal heat flux over the wall
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nd the heat transfer over the heated portion of the circular enclo-
ure were compared with the numerical data in �18�. Comparisons
ere made at Rag=1	104, 5	104, 1	105, and 5	105. As

hown in �18� these Rag correspond to the steady regime. Excel-
ent agreement with the numerical data in �18� was demonstrated
n �13�. The details of the validation can be seen in �13�.

Role of the Coriolis Force
In this section the role of the Coriolis force in two-dimensional

hermally driven flow in a rotating enclosure of arbitrary geometry
s examined. The irrotational character of the Coriolis force in this
lass of flows is demonstrated. Theoretical arguments on the basis
f irrotational character are presented. The inference drawn from
he theoretical considerations is supported through numerical ex-
eriments on thermally driven two-dimensional flow in a rotating
ircular enclosure. This problem has already been investigated by

5

Fig. 6 Profiles of � along the horizontal diameter „y=0… for „R
�g=0
he present authors in �13� for a fixed Pr=0.71 and Rag=10 .

ournal of Heat Transfer
4.1 Theoretical Analysis. The equations governing the two-
dimensional thermally driven flow in a rotating enclosure of arbi-
trary cross section in primitive variables were presented in Sec. 2.
In order to demonstrate the irrotational nature of the Coriolis
force, the curl of the term respresenting the Coriolis force in Eq.
�2� is expressed as

�2 Ta1/2 Pr��� 	 k̂ 	 V� � = �2 Ta1/2 Pr���� . V� �k̂ −
�V�

�z
� �6�

The right-hand side of Eq. �6� is identically zero for the type of
flow under consideration. Thus the Coriolis force is irrotational in
character. The irrotational nature of Coriolis force stems from two
basic assumptions �1� Boussinesq approximation leading to the
solenoidal velocity field and �2� the two-dimensional approxima-
tion of the flow.

The irrotational nature of the Coriolis force has an important

=103,Ta=105
… at „a… �g=3� /2, „b… �g=�, „c… �g=� /2, and „d…
a�
implication which is illuminated by the following considerations.

FEBRUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 183
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ny irrotational force field can be mathematically represented as a
radient of a scalar field. Such a scalar field �c is related to the
elocity field as

k̂ 	 V� = ��c �7a�

or u =
��c

�y
, v = −

��c

�x
�7b�

hus, the Coriolis force in Eq. �2� with the aid of Eq. �7a�, can be
ombined with the pressure force to form an effective pressure in
he flow field. In fact all the irrotational forces can be combined in
similar manner to form a single force field whose presence in the

NS� equations is expressed as a gradient of a scalar field. Math-
matically, the effective pressure can be expressed as

Peff = pm + 2 Ta1/2 Pr �c �8�
hus, Eqs. �1�–�3� do not actually sense the pressure and the Co-

iolis force separately but in the form of the gradient of the effec-
ive pressure. Initially, pm=0 everywhere in the flow domain and
he gradients of �c are also absent. This implies that no gradients
f effective pressure are imposed on the flow. The fluid motion,
elative to the rotating observer, develops under the action of
ravitational and centrifugal buoyancy forces. As the flow
volves, the gradients of effective pressure develop. Thus,
hether the coriolis force is present or absent, the same distribu-

ion of Peff would be developed for a given set of parameters �Rag,
a�, Ta, and Pr�. These arguments imply that the velocity and

hermal fields evolve independently of the Coriolis force. Further,
he presence of the Coriolis force modifies the actual pressure pm.
t is worth mentioning that while Coriolis forces do not affect the
elocity and thermal fields, the parameter Ta is still important as it
ppears in Eq. �2� explicitly through the rotating unit vector n̂g. It
s clear that the above remarks apply quite generally to any geo-

etrical configuration as well as the choice of thermal boundary
onditions. However, it is to be remembered that departures from
he Boussinesq approximation and/or the two-dimensional ap-
roximation would render the conclusions regarding the role of
he Coriolis force meaningless.

The theoretical arguments presented clearly indicate that the
oriolis force does not play any role in the evolution of velocity

Fig. 7 Time histories of v velocity for „Ra�
nd temperature fields. Further it is also shown that the presence

84 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
of Coriolis force would simply affect the pressure distribution in
the rotating enclosure. Thus it is incorrect to attribute any ob-
served flow feature or characteristic related to the velocity and
thermal fields to the coriolis force.

4.2 Numerical Experiments. In order to test the conclusions
obtained via theoretical arguments in the previous section, the
problem of thermally driven flow of air in a rotating circular en-
closure is considered. This is the same problem considered earlier
in �13�. For the benefit of the readers the problem is described in
brief in this section. Figure 3 shows the geometry of the problem
together with the thermal boundary conditions employed. The
governing equations for the problem are Eqs. �1�–�3� in primitive
variables. In order to demonstrate that the conclusions regarding
Coriolis force obtained in Sec. 4.1 are valid, the simulations are
carried out by simply ignoring the coriolis force. The no-slip con-
dition for the velocity and known values of the dimensionless
temperature at the wall provide the necessary boundary
conditions.

A nonuniform 91	91 Cartesian mesh identical to the one em-
ployed in �13� has been utilized. The grid has a minimum and
maximum dimensionless spacing of 5	10−4 near the wall and
0.038 near the center in the x and y directions, respectively. It was
shown in �13� that this grid yields grid independent solutions.
Hence it has been utilized for the numerical experiments. A time
step of 0.4	10−6 is utilized for all the numerical experiments.

In order to support the theoretical deductions regarding the role
of Coriolis force, the spatial and temporal structure of the flow
obtained by neglecting the Coriolis force is compared with that of
the flow simulated with the full set of equations. The spatial struc-
ture of the velocity and temperature fields are compared at four
time instants marked by four different orientation or phase “�g” of
the rotating gravity vector. The phase angle �g is measured from
the positive direction of the x axis in the counter-clockwise direc-
tion. As in �13�, the four values of �g selected are 3 /2, ,  /2,
and 0. The time histories of v velocity at �−0.72,0� and
�+0.72,0� are also compared. In the numerical simulations, Rag

and Pr were kept fixed at 105 and 0.71, respectively. The numeri-
cal simulations are carried out at �Ra�=103 ,Ta=105�, �Ra�=1.7
	103 ,Ta=1.7	105�, and �Ra�=1.9	103 ,Ta=1.9	105�. These

03,Ta=105
… at „a… „−0.72,0… and „b… „0.72,0…
=1
values have been deliberately chosen, as for these sets of param-
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ters, the Coriolis force is comparable to the gravitational buoy-
ncy force. In the earlier studies it was argued that for Ta�Rag
he Coriolis forces assist the gravitational buoyancy in maintain-
ng a clockwise circulation in the enclosure �11,13�. In order to
est these claims, runs are taken by neglecting the Coriolis forces,
pecifically for Ta�Rag.

Figures 4�a�–4�d� compare the evolving structure of u velocity
btained with and without Coriolis forces. It is clearly seen that
he data obtained without the Coriolis forces matches exactly with
he results from the simulations using the full set of Eqs. �1�–�3�.
imilarly, Figs. 5�a�–5�d� and Figs. 6�a�–6�d� compare the struc-

ure of v velocity and temperature � at different values of �g.
igures 7�a� and 7�b� compare the time histories of v velocity
btained by neglecting the Coriolis force with those obtained from
he full set of equations at �−0.72,0� and �0.72,0�, respectively. It
s again observed that the two trajectories exactly overlap. These
gures confirm the theoretical prediction that the Coriolis force
oes not affect the evolution of the velocity and the temperature
elds.
To demonstrate the effect of Coriolis force on pressure, the

istribution of pressure with and without Coriolis force is com-
ared at different values of �g in Figs. 8�a�–8�d�. The difference
n the pressure distribution is very obvious from the contour plots.
t is now of interest to examine the distribution of effective pres-
ure �Peff� as defined in Eq. �8�. Figure 9�a� shows the effective
ressure �Peff� distributions in the enclosure obtained by taking
he Coriolis force into consideration and by simply ignoring them
n the governing equations. The figure confirms that the effective
ressure evolves as a function of the velocity and temperature
elds and is therefore unaffected by dropping the Coriolis force.
igure 9�b� compares the distribution of the magnitude of the
orce generated due to the effective pressure with and without the
oriolis force. The contours represent isovalues of magnitude of
Peff. Again, as predicted by the theoretical considerations, the
oriolis force does not affect the effective pressure force.
Similar results are found for �Ra�=1.7	103 ,Ta=1.7	105�

nd �Ra�=1.9	103 ,Ta=1.9	105�. The time histories of v ve-

Fig. 8 Pressure distributions with and without c
„b… �g=�, „c… �g=� /2, and „d… �g=0
ocity at �−0.72,0� and �0.72,0� are compared for these set of

ournal of Heat Transfer
parameters in Figs. 10 and 11. These figures also show that the
Coriolis force does not play any role in the evolution of velocity
and temperature fields.

5 Conclusions
It has been shown that in a two-dimensional thermally driven

flow in a rotating enclosure of arbitrary geometry subject to

olis force for „Ra�=103,Ta=105
… at „a… �g=3� /2,

Fig. 9 Distribution of „a… Peff and „b… magnitude of gradient of
Peff with and without coriolis force for „Ra�=103,Ta=105

… at
ori
�g=3� /2
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oussinesq approximation, the Coriolis forces are irrotational in
haracter. The irrotational Coriolis force combines with the irro-
ational force of pressure to form an effective pressure �Peff�. The
omentum equations only sense the gradients of the irrotational

ffective pressure force. Owing to the fact that no effective pres-
ure gradients are imposed on the flow, the effective pressure de-
elops as a function of the velocity and the temperature fields
hich are governed by the inertia, viscous, and the buoyancy

orces of gravity and centrifugal acceleration fields. Therefore a
hange in the magnitude of the Coriolis force would alter the
ressure pm in the enclosure leaving the effective pressure unal-
ered. The irrotational character is responsible for the insensitivity
f the velocity and temperature fields to the Coriolis force in such
lass of flows.

Fig. 10 Time histories of v velocity for „Ra�=1.7
Fig. 11 Time histories of v velocity for „Ra�=1.9Ã1

86 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
Direct numerical evidence supporting the theoretical prediction
of the role of Coriolis force, in the class of flows under consider-
ation in the present study, has been provided through numerical
simulations of two-dimensional thermally driven flow of air �Pr
=0.71� in a rotating circular enclosure. Computations carried out
by simply ignoring the Coriolis force reveal no change in the
unsteady velocity and temperature fields. However, the pressure
distribution was altered in the absence of Coriolis forces.

The earlier studies involving two-dimensional thermally driven
flows in a rotating enclosure subject to Boussinesq approximation,
with the exception of the work in �13�, have failed to recognize
the irrotational character of the coriolis force. In virtually all the
earlier studies, all the workers including the present authors, have

03,Ta=1.7Ã105
… at „a… „−0.72,0… and „b… „0.72,0…

3 5
Ã1
0 ,Ta=1.9Ã10 … at „a… „−0.72,0… and „b… „0.72,0…
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isinterpreted the role of the Coriolis force. This work highlights
he error in the earlier works. The correct role of the Coriolis
orce, in the class of flows focused upon in this work, has been
educed using theoretical reasoning. The theoretical deductions
re backed up by direct evidence in the form of computing of an
apparently Coriolis assisted flow” without any Coriolis forces.

It is worth mentioning that the arguments presented and con-
lusions reached can be extended to any flow in a rotating refer-
nce frame where the Coriolis forces are irrotational. In any such
ow situation, the Coriolis force will not play any role in the
volution of the velocity field. The role of this force would be to
edistribute the pressure.
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Heat Transfer in a Radially
Rotating Square-Sectioned Duct
With Two Opposite Walls
Roughened by 45 Deg Staggered
Ribs at High Rotation Numbers
This paper describes an experimental study of heat transfer in a radially rotating square
duct with two opposite walls roughened by 45 deg staggered ribs. Air coolant flows
radially outward in the test channel with experiments to be undertaken that match the
actual engine conditions. Laboratory-scale heat transfer measurements along centerlines
of two rib-roughened surfaces are performed with Reynolds number (Re), rotation num-
ber (Ro), and density ratio ��� /�� in the ranges of 7500–15,000, 0–1.8, and 0.076–
0.294. The experimental rig permits the heat transfer study with the rotation number
considerably higher than those studied in other researches to date. The rotational influ-
ences on cooling performance of the rib-roughened channel due to Coriolis forces and
rotating buoyancy are studied. A selection of experimental data illustrates the individual
and interactive impacts of Re, Ro, and buoyancy number on local heat transfer. A number
of experimental-based observations reveal that the Coriolis force and rotating buoyancy
interact to modify heat transfer even if the rib induced secondary flows persist in the
rotating channel. Local heat transfer ratios between rotating and static channels along
the centerlines of stable and unstable rib-roughened surfaces with Ro varying from 0.1 to
1.8 are in the ranges of 0.6–1.6 and 1–2.2, respectively. Empirical correlations for peri-
odic flow regions are developed to permit the evaluation of interactive and individual
effects of ribflows, convective inertial force, Coriolis force, and rotating buoyancy on
heat transfer. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2409988�

Keywords: high rotating number, turbine rotor blade cooling
Introduction
The advanced gas turbine engine takes the thermodynamic ad-

antage by operating the turbine entry temperatures at extremely
igh levels that are often above the melting temperatures of blade
aterials. It is essential to adopt the internal air cooling for tur-

ine rotor blades, even though the consumption of air flow is
reated as a loss of engine efficiency. In order to effectively man-
ge the air flow inside a turbine rotor blade, the coolant channels
re interconnected in the multipass manner. The air coolant can
ow in the radially outward and inward directions with the inter-
hannel bends needed. A variety of techniques for heat transfer
ugmentation is adopted for these coolant channels. The surface
evices such as ribs, fins, and pins are often used to promote the
ocal heat transfer coefficients. As a result, the cooling passages
nside the turbine rotor blade become extremely complex. When
he film and transpiration cooling methods are used, the cooling
ir is bleeding from these internal coolant channels via the tiny
oles drilled through the blade. The complicate cooling network
akes the prediction of the three-dimensional flow and heat trans-

er phenomena inside the coolant channels to be a difficult task.
ecause the coolant inside the cooling channel rotates with the

urbine rotor blade, the rotation gives rise to Coriolis and centrifu-
al forces that modify the flow fields inside the nonrotational
hannel. The Coriolis forces create secondary flows in the plane
erpendicular to the channel axis, acting as a source term to gen-
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erate the vorticity. These secondary flows driven by the Coriolis
force generate the peripheral heat transfer variation around the
rotating channel that cause heat transfer enhancement and impedi-
ment relative to the nonrotating reference over the destabilized
and stabilized surfaces, respectively. The interaction of centrifugal
force and density variation of coolant produces the buoyancy ef-
fect that affects the mainstream flow and Coriolis secondary flow.
These two physical manifestations of rotation, namely the Coriolis
and rotating-buoyancy effects, also modify the structure of turbu-
lence so that the evaluation of flow and heat transfer inside the
rotating channel becomes extremely difficult. However, the inter-
nal cooling of turbine rotor blade has been a standard design fea-
ture for over 40 years.

The heat transfer in a rotating channel with cooling application
to gas turbine rotor blade has motivated a large amount of
laboratory-scale experimental studies using simplified models of
the real blade cooling geometry �1–25�. The geometries of rotat-
ing channels relevant to the cooling network in the gas turbine
rotor blade, such as the surface ribs �6–10�, cross-sectioned shape
�11–13�, channel orientation �14–17�, wall heating condition
�18,19�, multipass channel �20–22�, and pin-fin duct �23� at vari-
ous test conditions have been examined to study their effects on
heat transfer in these rotating channels. There are intercorrelative
influences between the various test geometries, such as the cross-
sectioned shape with surface ribs �24� and the wall heating con-
ditions with channel orientation �25� that additionally modify the
rotational impacts on heat transfer. For a set of specific channel
geometries, the heat transfer coefficient in the rotating channel is

controlled by forced convection, Coriolis forces, and rotating

2007 by ASME Transactions of the ASME
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uoyancy. This technical society has agreed that the Reynolds
Re� and rotation �Ro� numbers characterize the forced convection
nd the Coriolis-force induced secondary flows in their own rights
ith the buoyancy impact to be indexed by density ratio �� /�.
he density difference, ��, is customarily referred to as the cool-
nt’s density variation from the reference density, �, at a selected
emperature datum. This density ratio is conveniently defined as
�Tw-Tb� where �, Tw, and Tb are the thermal expansion coeffi-
ient of coolant, the local wall, and flow-bulk temperatures, re-
pectively. Although the buoyancy parameter in terms of �� /�
as been widely adopted to index the buoyancy level inside a
otating channel, the centrifuge is not taken into account by this
ensity ratio ��� /��. The combination of density ratio with rela-
ive centrifuge constructs the nondimensional group of ��Tw

Tb�Ro2�R /d�. This dimensionless group �Bu� can physically re-
ect the relative strength of rotating buoyancy force. The simula-

ion of real engine condition for a rotating coolant channel in the
aboratory condition requires matching the nondimensional groups
f Re, Ro, and �� /�. It is a strategic decision to extend the ex-
erimental data to emulate more closely realistic engine condi-
ions.

The typical gas turbine engine speed is in the range of
000–20,000 rpm with maximum Re of 100,000 for coolant
hannel flow in the turbine blade �2�. To acquire the laboratory

Fig. 1 �� /� versus RoÃRe
Fig. 2 Rotating

ournal of Heat Transfer
scale simulations with Re, Ro, and �� /� simultaneously matching
the realistic engine conditions is under the constant pursuit. This is
illustrated by converting the typical range of geometric, flow, ro-
tational speed, and temperature parameters of the real engine
blade cooling channels �2� into Re, Ro, and �� /� that gives the
operational Re�Ro and �� /� envelope as shown in Fig. 1. The
previous data ranges �1–25� marked in Fig. 1 are limited in the
ranges of Re�Ro�10,000 and �� /��0.4, which cannot cover
the so-called engine worse-case scenarios �2�. The experimental
data in the range of Re�Ro�10,000 and Ro�1 has considerably
extended the past data experience that is attainable by conducting
the high pressure tests with the simulated coolant channel of large
hydraulic diameter. In Fig. 1, it is interesting to depict the regions
where the experimental data has been acquired by the present
study and by the most extensive research activities undertaken by
NASA HOST program �1,6,7�. As the radius of rotation �R� is
included in the accountancy of centrifugal accelerations, the buoy-
ancy parameter in terms of ��Tw−Tb�Ro2�R /d� needs to consider
the match of R /d ratio. The strategic aim of the present study is to
generate the heat transfer results that are closely approaching the
engine worse-case scenarios. The local heat transfer data along the
centerlines of two opposite heated walls roughened by 45 deg
staggered ribs has been generated and analyzed by the present
study. The heat transfer physics in association with the individual
and interactive effects of convective inertial force, Coriolis force
and rotating buoyancy force are illustrated during which the em-
pirical heat transfer correlation is developing. This set of empiri-
cal heat transfer correlations derived from the present experimen-
tal data, which could uncouple the individual but mutually
interactive effects of Coriolis and rotating buoyancy forces, pro-
vides the physical and numerical consistencies between the cor-
relative results and actual measurements. An engineering method-
ology in the research phase, which generates the heat transfer
correlation that is applicable to the design of coolant channel in
the gas turbine rotor blade and for validating the numerical result,
is demonstrated by present study.

2 Rotating Facility and Heat Transfer Test Module
The design philosophy of the rotating test rig involved the cre-

ation of a rotating platform on which the assorted simulated blade
cooling passages could be mounted and tested. The layout of the
rotating rig that has been designed and constructed to perform the
high pressure tests is illustrated in Fig. 2. The rotor assembly
consists of a hollow shaft: �1� connected to a rotating test platform
�2�, which is supported by two main bearings �3�. The heat trans-
test facility

FEBRUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 189
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er test module �4� is mounted on the rotating test platform �2�.
he rotating radius �R� between the center of rotation and the
idspan section of the heated test duct is 370 mm which is

quivalent to 12.33 hydraulic diameters of test duct. A pair of bent
lindholes is bored through the platform to communicate with
ach of the blind holes running through the center of the shaft.
he right-hand side of shaft as indicated in Fig. 2 has a centrally

ocated blind bore to permit pressurized air up to 10 bar entering
he shaft via an EKK high pressure rotary seal assembly �5�. For
he test section with multipass channels, the pressurized air can be
hanneled through the test section and returns to a centrally lo-
ated blind hole bored on the left-hand side of the shaft. In the
resent single-pass test channel, the test air enters the rotor and
asses through the test section that exits through a convergent
ozzle �6� installed at the exit end of test section. The adjustment
f pressure level in the test channel is achieved by replacing the
xit nozzle with different throat areas so that the tested Re and Ro
umbers can be controlled at the predefined values. The pressure
evels are controlled in the range of 2.8–3.5 bars for the present
tudy in order to cover the full test matrix.

The entire rotor system is driven by a variable-speed dc motor
ia a pulley system using three V belts �7�. The electrical power
or heating the test section is transmitted to the rotor by means of
wo sets of power slip rings �8� that are capable of conveying the
lectrical current up to 200 A from a Variac transformer to the test
ection. Electrical wiring needed to run heating power to the ro-
ating test platform is laid in a pair of diametrically opposite key-
ays milled on the outer surface of shaft. The instrumentation slip

ing unit �9� transfers the electrical signals from the thermo-
ouples attached to the heated surface of test section to the com-
uter for data storage and processing via the Fluke Net-Daq
640A data logger. This slip ring unit consists of 72 silver/silver
raphite ring and brush pairs. The thermocouple leads are sol-
ered to the terminals fitted to the slip-ring unit and the rotor-
orne wiring is secured on the outer surface of shaft. The rotor
ystem that consists of power slip rings, driven pulley, and instru-
ent slip rings is supported by two secondary bearings �10�. The

peed of rotor is measured using an optical pick-up and encoder
nit �11� attached to the shaft. The rotor assembly is dynamically
alanced by the counter weight �12� secured on the back of the
otating platform. The balance weight is adjusted via trimming
hims to provide the satisfied overall dynamic balance perfor-
ance.
Prior to entering the rotating test rig, the test coolant, air, is

ressurized by IWATA SC 175C screw-type compressor unit after
hich the flow is dehumidified and cooled to the ambient tem-
erature through a refrigerating system. The air coolant is then
hanneled into the rotor assembly through a dryer, a pressure
egulator and filter, a pressure transducer, a Tokyo Kesio mass
ow meter, and a needle valve for the control of the mass flow
ate of coolant. The nominal through flow Reynolds number is
ontrolled by adjusting the mass flow rate of coolant measured at
5 m upstream of the rotating rig. As the properties of coolant,
uch as viscosity and density, vary with the local fluid tempera-
ures, the mass flow rate of coolant is adjusted to compensate the
ariations of fluid properties. The variations of Re and Ro at the
ow entrance of test section are controlled with in ±1% of the

argeting values.
The heat transfer test module with airflow in the radially out-

ard direction is shown as �4� in Fig. 2 with more enlarged details
n Fig. 3. The test section itself is square in cross section and made
p of leading �1� and trailing �2� heated walls, together with two
ufnol side walls �3�. The material of tufnol used is polytetrafluo-
oethylene, which can sustain 250°C with the thermal conductivity
f 0.5 W m−1 K−1. The leading, trailing, and side walls are physi-
ally held together by means of a series of axial bolts to form the
quare-sectioned test channel with hydraulic diameter, d, of
0 mm. the heat transfer measurements and electrical heating are

nly provided over the rib-roughened leading �4� and trailing �5�

90 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
foils. Each of the two rib-roughened heating foils �4��5� are pro-
duced by forging a continuous 30-mm-wide, 0.1 mm-thick
stainless-steel foil. Each of these heating foils gives an active
heating length of 240 mm. The surface ribs with the attack angle
of 45 deg are arranged in the staggered manner along each side of
the two opposite heating walls. The surface areas of all the
skewed ribs are taken into account for the heating area in order to
evaluate the realistic heat flux. The high-current, low-voltage dc
electrical power is connected in series to heat two ribbing foils
�4��5� that generates the uniform heat flux heating conditions on
two opposite rib-roughened walls. The thermal boundary condi-
tion simulated by this heating method is different from those gen-
erated by using the heating foil underneath the rib-roughened
plate. For the present test-section simulation, the distributions of
heat flux are also uniform over the top and two side surfaces of
each skewed ribs. The different thermal boundary condition over
the present rib-roughened surface can result in the different de-
grees of rotating buoyancy effect on heat transfer from those re-
ported in the open literature �1,6–9,14–17,19,23–25�.

The source of electrical heating power is supplied via a Variac
transformer with the power consumption measured by a Wattme-
ter. Adjusting the heating power varies the relative strength of
buoyancy level at each tested flow condition. The rib-roughened
heating foils �4��5� are clamped between the top tufnol flange �6�
and two bottom copper plates �7� to secure their positions in the
test channel. Under the top tufnol flange �6�, a 3-mm-thick copper
plate is sandwiched between the top flange �6� and the heating
foils �4��5� to complete the electrical circuit. Along the centerline
of each rib-roughened surface, 15 K-type thermocouples �8� with
equal intervals are sparkle-welded on the back of the stainless-
steel heating foil to measure the centerline wall temperatures. The
coordinate system and the locations of these thermocouples with
respect to the rib and midrib locations are indicated in Fig. 3. The
ceramic cement is inserted at each thermocouple junction to se-
cure its position on the heating foil. The thermocouple wires are
taken out of the test section through the grooves machined on the
tufnol leading and trailing walls. These grooves are filled with
high-temperature sealant to inhibit air leakage. The thermocouple
and heater wire harness is taken from the test section and then
connected to the instrumentation and power slip rings via the
grooves machined on the keyways of rotating shaft. It is worth
noting that the peripheral heat transfer variation across the width
of each rib-roughened surface that reflects the impacts of Coriolis
secondary flows and 45 deg rib-induced vortical flows is ex-
pected. However, the present study is limited by the available
channels of instrumentation slip-ring unit so that the peripheral
heat transfer variation over each rib-roughened surface is not in-
vestigated.

The geometric features of the single-pass square sectioned test
channel are specified in Fig. 3. The rib-roughened surface is char-
acterized in terms of four dimensionless parameters as: rib angle
of attack,� , =45 deg; rib height, e�3 mm�/channel hydraulic di-
ameter, d�30 mm�=0.1; rib pitch, P�30 mm�/rib hight, e�3 mm�
=10; and rib land, l�3 mm�/rib height e�3 mm�=1,

A two-part cylindrical plenum chamber �9� consolidates with
the end flange �10�. At the entrance of the rib-roughened channel,
several layers of fine mesh �11� are installed. The complete set of
the test section is tightened between the end and top flanges
�6��10� by four draw bolts �12�. Air leakage from each jointed
surface is prevented by means of a series of internal O ring seals.

The temperature of entry air is measured by a type K thermo-
couple �13� penetrating into the entry plenum chamber. The fluid
properties required to evaluate Re and Ro are calculated based on
the measured air inlet temperature. At the exit plane of the rotating
channel, three type K thermocouples �14� penetrate into the test
channel at three different spanwise locations as indicated in Fig. 3.
The flow bulk temperature at the exit plane of the test channel is
obtained by averaging these three temperature measurements de-

tected from these thermocouples �14�. There is no thermocouple
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enetrating into the heated flow passage to measure the stream-
ise distribution of flow bulk temperature in order to avoid the
isturbance of flow field by penetrating the thermocouples into the
ow passage. The enthalpy balance method is employed to evalu-
te the flow bulk temperatures corresponding to the axial locations
here Tw are detected. The evaluated flow bulk temperature at the

xit plane is checked with the actual measurement. The agreement
etween the evaluated and measured flow bulk temperatures at the
xit plane can confirm the accuracy of instrumentation. The ex-
erimental raw data are accepted for the subsequent data process-
ng when the difference between the evaluated and measured flow
ulk temperatures at the exit plane is less ±10%. The fiber-glass
hermal insulation material is packed on the outer surface of the
est module in order to minimize the external heat loss. The extent
nd characteristics of external heat loss are acquired by means of
he series of static and rotating heat loss calibrations tests that are
ndividually performed. The builtup heat transfer test module is
ertically mounted onto the rotating platform.

Experimental Details

3.1 Strategy. The variation of any governing dimensionless
roup, such as Re, Ro, Pr or Bu for a set of predefined channel
nd heating geometries results in the different flow and tempera-
ure fields in the rotating test channel. The heat convective capa-

Fig. 3 Details of he
ility in the rotating channel is accordingly varied. Such heat

ournal of Heat Transfer
transfer variation attributed from the systematic change of each of
the governing flow parameters reflects the heat transfer impacts in
association with each varying parameter. Within the present tested
Tb range of 302.3–342.8 K, the maximum variation in Prandtl
number �Pr� of tested coolant is negligible about 1.34%. Therefore
the strategic approach of this experimental study is to disclose the
functional relationship of

Nu = ��Re,Ro,Bu,X� �1�

where the experimentally defined Nusselt number, Nu, is calcu-
lated as

Nu =
qd

k�Tw − Tb�
�2�

The convective heat flux, q, in equation �2� is obtained by sub-
tracting the external heat loss from the total heat flux supplied.

A set of precalibration heat loss test runs aimed at revealing the
functional relationships of external heat-loss flux with the wall-to-
ambient temperature difference and the rotating speed is per-
formed. When the heat loss experiment is performed, the flow is
blocked and the coolant passage is filled with wool. The supplied
heating power is balanced with the external heat loss at the steady
wall-to-ambient temperature difference. The proportionality be-
tween the heat loss flux and the wall-to-ambient temperature dif-
ference increases with the increase of rotational speed of the test

ransfer test module
at t
section. These heat loss proportionalities are correlated as the
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unction of rotational speed of the test channel, whose function is
ncorporated into the data processing program in order to evaluate
he local heat loss flux. For this class of experimentation, the

aximum heat loss is about 9.63% of the total heat flux supplied,
aking place at the highest speed and Re tested. Having defined
he local convective heat flux, q, at each axial spot where Tw is
easured, the local enthalpy balance is accounted for at each
easurement location to determine the flow bulk temperature, Tb.
ll the fluid properties used to define the dimensionless param-

ters in eq. �1� are evaluated at the local Tb value.
High rotational speeds of a gas turbine engine propose the ex-

reme difficulty to attempt a full coverage of the engine conditions
epicted in Fig. 1 for any rig simulation. The present approach for
ig simulation is to reduce the mean flow velocity, Wm, with the
oolant mass flow rate unchanged by increasing the pressure of
ow inside the rotating test channel. This approach increases Ro
nd Bu by reducing the mean through flow velocity at any speci-
ed Reynolds number. Table 1 summarizes the present range of
xperimental nondimensional parameters. The maximum Re and
o in Table 1 are not simultaneously attainable. The present Ro
nd Bu ranges are considerably extended from the past research
xperiences �1–25�.

3.2 Program. Initially the static duct flow conditions are ex-
mined to generate the database against which the rotating heat
ransfer results are compared. The static tests are followed by a
eries of rotating experiments. In the ranges of nondimensional
arameters simulated by the present test rig as shown in Table 1,
his set of rotating data is produced at fixed Re and Ro by adjust-
ng the rotational speed and the pressure level of test channel. To
nvestigate the rotating buoyancy effect, four ascending heater
owers to raise the highest Tw levels to 348, 373, 393, and 413 K
re used for each selected Re–Ro combination. The flow and
eater power are generally kept for about 30 min in order to as-
ure the flow reaches the steady state after varying the coolant-
ow-rate or the heating power. The steady-state condition is as-
umed when the temporal wall temperature variations for several
uccessive scans are less than ±0.3°C. The time interval between
uch successive scans is about 60 s. The relevant steady state
easurements are processed into the dimensionless groups de-
ned in Eq. �1�, with the fluid properties calculated from the local
ow bulk temperature.
The dimensionless data generated in the phase of rotating ex-

eriments is subsequently analyzed to determine the individual
nd interactive impacts of Re, Ro, Bu on heat transfer. The em-
irical heat transfer correlation is derived, which permits the in-
ividual and interactive effects of through-flow inertia, Coriolis
orce and rotating buoyancy on heat transfer in the repeated rib
ow region to be evaluated. The systematic variation of each one
ariable in Eq. �1� with the remaining variables unchanged reveals
he individual impact of the varying variable on heat transfer. The
ndividual impact in association with the varying variable is sepa-
ated from the remaining variables in Eq. �1�. However, the evalu-

Table 1 Range of experimen

Nondimensional parameter

Reynolds number �Re�
Rotation number �Ro�
Buoyancy number �Bu=��Tw-Tb�Ro2�r /d��
Density ratio ��� /��

Tested Reynolds numbers for each rotation number

Ro Re
1.8 7500
1.4 7500, 10,000
tion of experimental heat transfer data requires the finite wall-to-

92 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
fluid temperature difference. The heat transfer data generated in
the series of rotational tests involves certain degrees of buoyancy
impact. The separation of Re or Ro impact from Bu interaction is
performed by extrapolating the rotational heat transfer data into
the limiting condition of Bu=0. This regression measure enables
the determination of heat transfer results without buoyancy inter-
action so that the analysis of Re and Ro effects on heat transfer
can be performed.

The result of uncertainty analysis reveals that the most of the
experimental uncertainties in calculating the dimensionless pa-
rameters are attributed from the temperature measurements be-
cause the fluid properties are estimated using the equations with
Tb as the dependent variable. Also indicated by the uncertainty
analysis is the improved accuracy for the tests with the higher
heating power and Reynolds number. Based on the method of
estimating the experimental uncertainty recommended by the edi-
torial board of ASME J. Heat Transfer �26�, with the wall to
bulk-flow temperature differences varying in the range of
31.02–93.147 K, the estimated maximum uncertainties for Nu,
Re, Ro and Bu are about 10.6%, 8.2%, 4.2%, and 6.3% respec-
tively.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Static Results. With zero rotation, wall temperature mea-
surements along the centerlines of leading and trailing surfaces do
not exhibit significant differences but only reflect the differences
at the rib and midrib locations. At each heat flux tested, the axial
wall temperature distributions show patterns of streamwise zigzag
variation with the lower wall temperature develops at the rib lo-
cation relative to its adjacent downstream midrib spots. The ex-
perimental heating conditions on two rib-roughened surfaces cor-
respond closely to uniform heat flux. The flow bulk temperatures
in the channel increase linearly in the direction of flow. The axial
Nu0 variation reassembles the zigzag pattern of wall temperature

nondimensional parameters

Range

7500–15000
0–1.8

0.0986–8.789
0.073–0.296

Ro Re
1 7500, 10,000, 12,500

.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1 7500, 10,000, 12,500, 15,000

Fig. 4 Local Nusselt number distributions along leading and
tal

0

trailing edges at various Re for Ro=0
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istribution. Figure 4 shows the axial variations of Nu0 for all the
eynolds numbers tested at zero Ro. The extent of data scatters at
ach x /d location, driven by varying �� /� value in the tested
ange is small, indicating the negligible buoyancy impact on Nu0
n static channel. The general trend of streamwise Nu0 variation
or all Re tested is described as follows. An initial entry region
ith relatively high heat transfer coefficient decays into a rela-

ively regular zigzag pattern after the flow traverses about five
ibs. The tendency for the so-called zigzag repeated rib type of Nu
ariation takes place after the fifth rib. This region corresponds to
pseudo-developed flow region with relatively high heat transfer

oefficients at the rib locations. By way of normalizing Nu0 with
Dittus–Boelter Nusselt number �Nu	� �27�, the heat transfer en-
ancement in the static rib-roughened channel is unraveled as
hown in Fig. 5. Over the present Re range of 7500–15000, the
usselt number ratio, Nu0/Nu	 varies in the range of 2.2–2.9.
his Nusselt number ratio falls as Re increases. The systematic

eduction of Nu0/Nu	 with the increased Re indicates that the
orrelation of Nu0 is no longer followed by the Re0.8 relationship
ut the exponent of Re is less than 0.8 in the present rib-
oughened channel. The relative heat transfer enhancement attrib-
ted from 45 deg surface ribs is Re dependent. The dependence of
u0 on Re at each measurement spot is individually examined. As

he variation of Pr is negligible over the temperature range cov-
red by this series of experiments, the functional structure of Nu0
s expressed as:

Nu0 = A�x/d� � Ren�x/d� �3�

he coefficients A and n vary with the axial location, x /d, to
eflect the influence of boundary layer development and rib in-
uced secondary flows on heat transfer. Table 2 summarizes the

ig. 5 Axial variation of Nusselt number ratio along leading
nd trailing edges for Ro=0

Table 2 Correlative coefficients A an

Axial location x /d

Leading e

A�x /d�

Rib 1 0.5 0.02218
Rib 2 1.5 0.1211
Rib 3 2.5 0.2383
Rib 4 3.5 0.4433
Rib 5 4.5 0.5318
Rib 6 5.5 0.5302
Rib 7 6.5 0.5334

Midrib 1-2 1 0.032
Midrib 2-3 2 0.1118
Midrib 3-4 3 0.267
Midrib 4-5 4 0.2712
Midrib 5-6 5 0.563
Midrib 6-7 6 0.5538
Midrib 7-8 7 0.56
ournal of Heat Transfer
correlated coefficients A and n along the centerlines of rib-
roughened leading and trailing surfaces. As the rotating. Figure 5
shows the comparable data of Johnson et al. �7� and Fu et al. �24�
that share the similar geometries of test channel and rib-
roughened surfaces. The selection of available data �7,24� sug-
gests that the heat transfer enhancement in ducts fitted with
45 deg staggered ribs tends to fall in the range of 2–3.6 times the
Dittus–Boelter level �27� for a given Reynolds number. The
present data also fall in this cited range. The heat transfer data
acquired by the present investigation is deemed to be satisfactory.
Consequently the static heat transfer correlation based on these
results is taken as the benchmark for assessing the effect of rota-
tion on heat transfer in this particular rib-roughened channel.

4.2 Rotational results. The immediate rotational effect on the
heated channel using uniform heat flux is that the axial wall tem-
perature profiles are no longer axisymmetric. For each of the heat
flux settings at any Re–Ro combination, the leading edge con-
stantly operates at the higher temperature than the trailing edge.
This result illustrates the presence of a cross-stream secondary
flow driven by Coriolis forces that convects the relatively cool
fluid from the duct core toward the trailing edge. The leading-to-
trailing wall temperature differences cause the relatively high lo-
cal Nusselt number along the centerline of trailing wall as dem-
onstrated in Fig. 6. In this figure with Re=10,000 and Ro=1.4,
three sets of distinguishable axial Nu distributions obtained with
three buoyancy levels along the leading and trailing centerlines
demonstrate the existence of buoyancy effect. Justified by the up-
ward Nu trend driven by the ascending �� /� value as shown in
Fig. 6, the rotating buoyancy effect in isolation enhances local
heat transfer for the present test geometries. Driven by the in-
crease of density ratio ��� /��, the higher increasing rates of Nus-

for stationary Nusselt number, Nu0

x /d

Trailing edge

x /d� A�x /d� n�x /d�

9102 1 0.01673 0.9321
7184 2 0.3381 0.6094
6427 3 0.769 0.524
5787 4 0.5128 0.567
5684 5 0.5811 0.5535
5635 6 0.5411 0.5622
5608 7 0.5368 0.5603
8603 0.5 0.0098 0.9958
7179 1.5 0.01591 0.9353
6269 2.5 0.369 0.5973
6281 3.5 0.994 0.4937
5574 4.5 0.5101 0.5533
5512 5.5 0.5216 0.5518
5563 6.5 0.5198 0.5523

Fig. 6 Typical variation of local rotational Nusselt number
along trailing and leading edges with three density ratios
d n

dge

n�

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
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elt numbers �Nu� along the trailing edge of the rotating test duct
rom their leading-edge counterparts are depicted in Fig. 6, whose
esult indicates the stronger rotating buoyancy impacts on heat
ransfer along the trailing edge. The clear evidence of relatively
igh Nu along the trailing edge is detected for all the rotational
esults, as typified in Fig. 6. It is interesting to note the amplified
igzag Nu range along the trailing edge. After reviewing all the
otating test results, the amplified zigzag Nu range along the trail-
ng edge is enhanced as Ro increases. The amplified zigzag Nu
ange on the trailing wall in the entry flow region is evident but
radually decays toward the repeated-rib pattern. This amplified
igzag Nu variation on the trailing wall in the entry region of the
resent rotating channel suggests the interactive influences of Co-
iolis and rib-induced secondary flows on the heat transfer in this
ow region.
By way of comparison with Nu	, the heat transfer enhance-
ents in the rotating rib-roughened channel at rotational numbers

f 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.4, and 1.8 at the Reynolds number of
500 are compared in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� for the leading and
railing walls. The averaged density ratios along the leading and
railing centerlines are selected as 0.22 and 0.12, respectively, for
ll the results compared in Fig. 7. For each of the density ratio
ested, there is a systematic tendency for the trailing-edge heat
ransfer to increase as Ro increases. The leading-edge heat trans-
er is initially decreased from the zero-rotational reference as Ro
ncreases from 0 to 0.1 but recovers by way of increasing Ro to
.3. The further increase of Ro from 0.3 to 1.8 incurs a systematic
ncrease of local heat transfer along the leading edge. Over the
ntire heating length, the minimum heat transfer coefficients on

Fig. 7 Axial distributions of rotation
ing; and „b… trailing edges at vario
rotational tests
he leading edge are consistently developed at the rotation number
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of 0.1 for all the buoyancy levels tested. However, the rotation
numbers after which the leading-edge Nu levels turn to be higher
than the zero speed references vary with the rib and midrib loca-
tions. This will be further illustrated in the section dealing with
the parametric analysis of rotational heat transfer. The Ro impact
along leading and trailing edges demonstrated in Fig. 7 is consis-
tent with the heat transfer results in the rotating channels that
operate at high rotation numbers of Ro�0.45 �1,4–8,13�. A simi-
lar Ro impact on heat transfer along the leading and trailing edges
is detected for all the heat flux settings tested.

Chang and Morris �8� have demonstrated that the Re effect in
Eq. �1� for the rotating channel fitted with in-line transverse ribs is
similar to that of static heat transfer, which is the n�d /d� power
term. This concept for isolating Re impact from the influences of
Ro and Bu on heat transfer is testified by comparing several sets
of normalized heat transfer data in terms of Nu/Ren�x/d�. This set
of Nu/Ren�x/d� results are obtained with different Re with a fixed
Ro. Figure 8 illustrates this verification. The axial distributions of
Nu/Ren�x/d� along the centerlines of leading and trailing walls are
shown for four representative cases of Ro=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 in
Fig. 8. At each selected Ro, four sets of Nu/Ren�x/d� data obtained
at different Re of 7500, 10,000, 12,500, and 15,000 are compared
at a similar �� /� ratio. These four sets of data, generated with
four different Re at a fixed Ro, gradually collapse into a tight data
band as the flow enters the repeated-rib region. The data scatters
are detected in the developing flow region on both leading and
trailing walls which suggests that the simplifying assumption of
isolating Re impact from Eq. �1� using Nu/Ren�x/d� structure is not

usselt number ratio along: „a… lead-
Ro; and „c… illustrative data set of
al N
us
completely valid in the developing flow region. Referring to the
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mplified zigzag Nu variations in the entry region as shown in
ig. 6, the cause of entry-region data scatter in Fig. 8 is deemed to
e the interactive Ro–Re impact on heat transfer. Nevertheless,
ig. 8 does demonstrate the feasibility to isolate Re impact from

he influences of Ro and Bu on heat transfer using Nu/Ren�x/d�

tructure for the flow in the repeated-rib flow region.
The uncoupled rotational influence on heat transfer is subse-

uently examined using Nu/Ren�x/d� data in the repeated-rib flow
egion, covering the measurements downstream of the fifth midrib
ocations. Fig. 9 illustrates the Coriolis force effect at a selected

ig. 8 Axial distributions of normalized rotational Nusselt
umber at various Re for Ro= „a… 0.1; „b… 0.3; „c… 0.5; and „d… 0.7
uoyancy level on local heat transfer in the repeated-rib flow re-

ournal of Heat Transfer
gion. The satisfactory data convergence for four sets of data at
different Reynolds numbers tested is again demonstrated in Fig. 9.
Here, the trailing edge heat transfer consistently increases from
the zero-rotation reference as Ro increases. Initially the leading
edge heat transfer is reduced relative to the zero-rotation condition
but, as Ro increases from 0.3, the local heat transfer is recovered
with a region of enhanced heat transfer in the parametric range of
Ro�0.7. This Ro controlled effect is consistent with the results
reported by other workers with different surface geometries but
operate at high rotational numbers �1,4–8,13�. Also shown in Fig.
9 is the comparable data acquired by Johnson et al. �7� under the
constant wall temperature heating condition. The heat transfer
data reported by Johnson et al. �7� is re-evaluated into the present
scaled Nusselt number form. As seen in Fig. 9, the general agree-
ment between the results obtained from these two research groups
are confirmed. There is considerable extension of Ro range from
the past experience for the present data. Nevertheless, as the heat
transfer data acquired from the locations of the fifth rib and on-
ward shows the repeated-rib fashion, the heat transfer measure-
ments in this repeated-rib flow region are sorted into two groups
of repeated rib and midrib locations for subsequent data analysis.

Although the heat transfer behavior in the present rotating
channel is described in Fig. 9, the separation of Ro impact from
Bu interaction is not practical. The heat transfer data at the limit-
ing case of ��Tw−Tb�=0 but Ro�0, which simulates the rotating
channel with zero-buoyancy scenario, is generated using the re-
gression analysis. For a set of geometric configurations and axial
location, the plot of Nu/Ren�x/d� against Ro2��Tw−Tb��R /d� is a
meaningful way to unravel the rotating buoyancy effect. The
regression-type curve fitting for each series of data trend with a
finite rotation number can lead to the limiting heat transfer solu-
tion at zero ��Tw−Tb�. This is attempted in Fig. 10 to produce the
rotational zero-buoyancy heat transfer data by extrapolating a se-
ries of Nu/Ren�x/d� data collected from a fixed Ro toward the
asymptotic value corresponding to zero Bu. The linear-like in-

n�x/d�

Fig. 9 Variation of normalized rotational Nusselt number with
rotation number at repeated: „a… rib top; and „b… midrib location
crease of Nu/Re with the increase of Bu is evident for each
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o controlled data series. The rotational heat transfer at each rib
r midrib location in the repeated-rib flow region can accordingly
e correlated by the equation of

NuL,T

Ren = 
1�Ro� + 
2�Ro� � Ro2��Tw − Tb��R/d� �4�

n Eq. �4�, 
1 and 
2 are functions of Ro that vary with rib and
idrib locations in the repeated-rib flow region. Functional values

f 
1 at various rotation numbers account for the rotational zero-

ig. 10 Variation of normalized rotational Nusselt number with
uoyancy number for various Ro at repeated: „a… rib top„L…; „b…
ib top„T…; „c… midrib location„L…; and „d… midrib location „T…
uoyancy heat transfer data. The different slopes for these corre-
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lating lines shown in Fig. 10, as indexed by 
2 functions, indicate
the various degrees of buoyancy impact on heat transfer. The data
trend, which shows 
2 value decreases as Ro increases from 0.1
to 1.8, is followed by all the data series at the repeated-rib and
midrib locations. Although 
2 values always remain positive in
the range of 0.1�Ro�1.8, which suggests the rotational buoy-
ancy effect improves heat transfer, the reduction of 
2 value with
the increased Ro reflects the weakened heat transfer enhancement
due to rotating buoyancy. If such reduction trend in the 
2 value is
followed as Ro increases further, the Bu impact can yield from
enhancing to impeding heat transfer. Also shown in Fig. 10 is the
experimental data obtained by Johnson et al. �7�. In order to make
the comparison, the results cited by these workers are converted
along the lines described above with the present study. The R /d
ratios for the present study and that used by Johnson et al. �7� are
12.33 and 50.2 respectively. Also the present rib is square sec-
tioned while the rib adopted by Johnson et al. �7� is in the circular
shape. The selection of this set of available data suggests a similar
trend of buoyancy impact with an agreeable comparison. As 
2
values appear to be function of Ro, the existence of coupling
effect between Coriolis force and rotational buoyancy is con-
firmed. The data convergence seen in Figs. 8–10 reconfirms the
applicability of scaling out Re dependency on the rotational Nus-
selt number by presenting heat transfer data in terms of Nu/Ren.
However, as the higher Reynolds numbers �Re�25,000� preclude
the transitional range of 3000�Re�20,000, a further confirma-
tion to ensure the independency of Nu/Ren data with Re is nec-
essary to perform using the data generated with 0�Ro�2 and
Re�25,000 is necessary.

The variations of evaluated zero-buoyancy heat transfer data
against Ro in the repeated-rib flow region are shown in Fig. 11.
Acting by the Coriolis force alone, the heat transfer differences
between leading and trailing edges continuously increase as Ro
increases. This result is consistent with the growing strength of
Coriolis secondary flow when Ro increases. In general, the data
trends shown in Fig. 11 follow the results typified in Fig. 9. Lead-
ing edge heat transfer coefficients turn out to be higher than the
zero speed references as Ro�0.5 and Ro�0.7 at the repeated-rib
and midrib locations, respectively. As the rotating buoyancy im-
pacts improve heat transfers under the present test conditions,
increases of density ratios ��� /�� reduce the rotation numbers
required to turn the leading-edge heat transfers from impediments
to improvements from the heat transfer references at zerospeed.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 9 by the data generated with nonzero
buoyancy levels.

As shown by Fig. 11 in the range of Ro�0.1, the linear func-
tion can correlate the scaled Nusselt number data well. Evidence
of this has been typified in Fig. 11 that the lines shown are linear
regressions of the evaluated zero-buoyancy data. The variation
manner of 
2 value with Ro is shown in Fig. 12, which follows
the general trend of exponential decay. In combination with the
regression results unraveled in Figs. 11 and 12, the heat transfer
correlations at rib and midrib locations on leading and trailing
walls in the repeated-rib flow region are obtained as

NuL = Re0.5654 � ��0.2427 � Ro + 0.3971� + �0.00795 + 1.34

� Exp�− 6.76 � Ro� � ��Tw − Tb�Ro2�R/d��� �5�

at rib location on leading wall,

NuL = Re0.5731 � ��0.1958 � Ro + 0.3434� + �0.00789 + 0.278

� Exp�− 4.37 � Ro� � ��Tw − Tb�Ro2�R/d��� �6�

at midrib location on leading wall,

NuT = Re0.5654 � ��0.3274 � Ro + 0.5006� + �0.024 + 8.3

� Exp�− 10.5 � Ro� � ��Tw − Tb�Ro2�R/d��� �7�
at rib location on trailing wall,
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NuT = Re0.5731 � ��0.325 � Ro + 0.5135� + �0.0276 + 3.9

� Exp�− 10.6 � Ro� � ��Tw − Tb�Ro2�R/d��� �8�
t midrib location on trailing wall.

The set of empirical heat transfer correlations has been derived
ollowing an experimental approach to resolve the influences of
e, Ro, and Ro2��Tw−Tb��r /d� on rotational Nusselt number.
ith the new correlation generated, the heat transfer coefficient

ig. 11 Variations of evaluated zero-buoyancy heat transfer �1
ith rotation number at repeated: „a… rib top; and „b… midrib

ocation

ig. 12 Variations of �2 with rotation number for repeated rib

ow region

ournal of Heat Transfer
can be obtained with each controlling parameter such as Re, Ro,
or Bu varied individually or simultaneously. The correlation can
now be used to generate the plots of Nusselt number versus the
individual parameters of Re, Ro, and Bu. The comparison of all
the experimental measurements with the correlative predictions is
performed to review the overall success of the present experimen-
tal proposal. Over the entire range of parametric conditions exam-
ined, 92% of the present experimental data are found to agree
within +25% of the correlation proposed. The correlation is most
sensitive to the variables of Ro and Bu. Figure 13 typifies this
comparison of experimental data with the correlative results that
demonstrates the reasonably well agreements. Considering the
complexities induced by the surface ribs, Coriolis force, and ro-
tating buoyancy, this set of heat transfer correlation can offer the
more realistic reference for the design of internal cooling channels
in the gas turbine rotor blade. The relative heat transfer modifica-
tion from the zero rotational speed condition is also examined in
terms of Nu/Nu0. The review of the entire set of rotational heat
transfer data generated indicates that the local Nusselt number
ratios between the rotating and static channels �Nu/Nu0� are, re-
spectively, in the ranges of 0.6–1.6 and 1–2.2 along the center-
lines of leading and trailing edges. Nevertheless, the extrapolation
of Eqs. �5�–�8� beyond the present testing conditions can give rise
to the uncertainties as usual. But the methodology developed by
this study remains applicable to attack this type of heat transfer
problem.

5 Conclusions
A general rotating facility that is constructed to examine the

influence of rotation on heat transfer inside the cooling passages
of the gas turbine rotor blade at near engine conditions is com-
missioned using a square-sectioned duct with two opposite walls
roughened by 45 deg staggered ribs. The experiments undertaken
have generated the rotational heat transfer results with consider-
able extension of previous test conditions that are compatible with
the published data in this specialized field. The net result of the
present study has been a set of correlations embodied in Eqs.
�5�–�8�, which may be used to estimate the rotational Nusselt

Fig. 13 Comparison of experimental data with correlation re-
sults at repeated: „a… rib top; and „b… midrib location
numbers at the repeated rib and midrib locations on the leading
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nd trailing edges of a rotating rib-roughened square duct. The
eat transfer results obtained from the present study have demon-
trated that:

1. The present surface ribs have generated the overall heat
transfer augmentation in the range of 2.2–2.9 times the
Dittus–Boelter level with Re varied from 7500 to 15,000 in
the static channel. The axial distribution of Nu0 exhibits the
zigzag pattern with a region of relatively high heat transfer
at the rib location.

2 The Re impact on rotational heat transfer is similar to that of
forced convection in the static channel, which is indexed by
the n exponent in Eq. �3�. The isolation of Re impact from
the influences of Ro and Bu on heat transfer using Ren�x/d� is
satisfactory for flow in the repeated rib flow region.

3 Acting with Coriolis force effect alone, the trailing edge heat
transfer consistently increases from the zero-rotation refer-
ence as Ro increases. The leading edge heat transfer is ini-
tially reduced from the zero-rotation level but is recovered as
Ro increases from 0.3 with which the increasing trend can
lead to a region of enhanced heat transfer from the static-
channel level as Ro�0.7.

4 Within the present parametric range examined, the rotating
buoyancy effect improves local heat transfer along the lead-
ing and trailing edges. The degree of heat transfer enhance-
ment attributed from the rotating buoyancy effect decreases
rapidly as Ro increases so that the existence of coupling ef-
fect between Coriolis force and rotating buoyancy is demon-
strated.

5 A set of heat transfer correlations is developed to calculate
local Nusselt numbers at the repeated rib and midrib loca-
tions that permits the evaluations of individual and interac-
tive effects of Re, Ro and Bu on rotational Nusselt number,
Nu.
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omenclature
A, n  coefficient

Bu  buoyancy number=Ro2��Tw−Tb��R /d�
Cp  specific heat of fluid �J kg−1 K−1�

d  hydraulic diameter of test duct �m�
e  rib height �m�
k  thermal conductivity of fluid �W m−1 K−1�
l  rib land �m�

Nu  rotational Nusselt number=qd / �k�Tw−Tb��
Nu0  stationary Nusselt number
Nu	  Nusselt number value for stationary developed

turbulent duct flow
P  rib pitch �m�

Pr  Prandtl number=�Cp /k
q  convective heat flux �W m−2�

Re  Reynolds number=�Wmd /�
R  rotating radius at midspan of test duct from

rotating axis �mm�
Ro  rotating number=�d /Wm
Tb  fluid bulk temperature �K�
Tw  wall temperature of test duct �K�

Wm  mean through flow velocity �m s−1�
x  axial location �m�
X  Dimensionless axial location=x /d

reek Symbols
�  rib angle of attack �deg�
�  thermal expansion coefficient of fluid �K−1�
� −3
 fluid density �kg m �

98 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
�  fluid dynamic viscosity �kg s−1 m−1�
�  rotating speed of test duct �rad s−1�

�, 
1, 
2  unknown functions

Subscripts
L  centerline of rotating leading edge
T  centerline of rotating trailing edge
0  nonrotating situation
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Air Flow and Heat Transfer
in Louver-Fin Round-Tube
Heat Exchangers
Experimental investigations were conducted to understand the air flow and heat transfer
in louver-fin round-tube two-row two-pass cross-counterflow heat exchangers. The Col-
burn factor j and friction factor f were obtained by using the �-NTU approach. A
three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics model was developed based on a repre-
sentative unit cell with periodical and symmetric boundary conditions. Analysis of tube-
side circuiting effect has been conducted and showed improvement by applying overall
nonlinear tube-side fluid temperature boundary conditions. Comparison of heat transfer
rate of the first and second rows showed that the first row was much more effective,
achieving 68–53% of the total heat transfer rate, when air velocity changes from
1.02 m/s to 2.54 m/s. A dimensionless parameter, F, was introduced to describe the
louver interaction for different fin designs with various louver angles. Using j� / f1/3 as a
criterion to evaluate the heat transfer and pressure loss performance, an optimal F was
predicted around 0.62. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2402180�

Keywords: louver fin, round tube, low-Re airflow, louver interaction
Introduction
Louver-fin round-tube heat exchangers are widely used in resi-

ential and commercial air-conditioning systems. To improve the
verall heat exchanger performance, fin surface enhancement is
ritical because the air-side thermal resistance is about 80% of the
otal thermal resistance �1,2�. An enhanced fin surface provides
pportunity for the reduction in heat exchanger size, weight, ma-
erial cost, and increase in energy efficiency. Louver-fin heat ex-
hangers, which have been widely used in recent years, proved to
e effective in thermal enhancement. Furthermore, development
f air conditioning systems shows a tendency of lower air flow
ate operating conditions to reduce noise and energy consumption.

In the past 20 years, there were extensive studies on louver fin
nhancement both experimentally and numerically. However,
ost of the previous relevant studies were for louvered-fin flat-

ube heat exchanger applications, which featured two-dimensional
eometry and flow characteristics. Achaichia and Cowell �3� nu-
erically modeled the flow through the louver fin array. Their

tudy showed that the flow structure was a function of Re, which
as based on louver pitch and face velocity, the louver-to-fin-
itch ratio PL / PF, and the louver angle �. Webb and Trauger �1�
xperimentally investigated the influence of the louver geometri-
al configuration �including �, PF, PL� and Re on the flow struc-
ure in the louver bank in automotive applications. They intro-
uced “flow efficiency” to describe the mean flow direction
elative to the louver direction, and developed a correlation to
redict flow efficiency. Suga and Aoki �4� performed a two-
imensional numerical study on automotive louver-fin heat ex-
hangers to determine the optimum combinations of several geo-
etrical parameters. The numerical results showed the existence

f an optimal ratio of fin-to-louver-pitch for various louver angles.
t was concluded that the control of the thermal wake formed
ehind louvers was critical for optimization of louver fins. For
ouver angles in the range between 20 deg and 30 deg smaller
ouver angle showed superior performance from the viewpoint of

1Corresponding author.
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR-

AL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received September 9, 2005; final manuscript

eceived May 21, 2006. Review conducted by Satish G. Kandlikar.

00 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007 Copyright ©
both heat transfer performance and pumping power consumption.
Kim et al. �5� tested 12 serpentine flat-tube and brazed aluminum
louver-fin heat exchangers for air-conditioning applications. They
found that heat transfer was mainly affected by fin pitch rather
than louver angle, whereas pressure loss was mainly affected by
louver angle rather than fin pitch. They identified an optimal j / f1/3

value exists with � around 20 deg–25 deg. Jacobi et al. �6� sum-
marized optimal louver fin geometric parameters from two-
dimensional numerical simulation results. Using j / f as a criterion
in the design of a compact heat exchanger, they recommended two
geometries for Re�120 and Re�120, respectively, where Re was
based on louver pitch and face velocity.

Although most of the associated investigations handled simpli-
fied two-dimensional configurations, there were a few on round-
tube louver-fin heat exchangers. Wang et al. �7–9� tested several
louver-fin and plain-fin round-tube heat exchangers, varying the
tube size, fin pitch, and number of rows. They reported different
influences of fin pitch on heat transfer performances for Re
�1000 and Re�1000, where Re was based on tube diameter and
face velocity. Improved heat transfer performance and decreased
pressure drop were observed for smaller tubes, especially when
the inlet air velocity uin�1.5 m/s. The reason was the ineffective
region behind the smaller tube was smaller. Based on the experi-
mental data, correlations to calculate j and f were developed for
louver-fin and plain-fin heat exchangers.

Flow pattern in a louver bank is critical for the flow and heat
transfer performance of louver fin heat exchangers. Flow effi-
ciency was used to describe the extent of the fluid flowing along
the louver direction �1,10–12�. Low flow efficiency means domi-
nant intra-fin flow, or to say “tunnel flow,” and high efficiency
means dominant inter-fin flow guided by louvers. Some research-
ers showed the relationship between flow efficiency and heat
transfer performance �10,11�. However, further investigations are
necessary to understand the influence of the louver interaction on
the flow and heat transfer behavior.

To evaluate heat exchanger air-side performance, different cri-
teria were applied for various applications. The selection of ap-
propriate performance criteria requires tradeoff between improved
heat transfer rate and increased pressure drop. One of the most

commonly used criteria is the flow area goodness factor defined as

2007 by ASME Transactions of the ASME
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he ratio of the Colburn factor j to friction factor f , j / f �13�. Other
riteria include: �1� j / f1/3 �5�; �2� JF ratio defined as JF
j / jR / �f / fR�1/3, where subscript R refers to a reference design

14�; �3� heat transfer rate per unit fin volume at unit pumping
ower �15�; and �4� heat transfer rate based on equal pumping
ower �4�. More detailed discussions were summarized in Ref.
16�.

In the present study, a three-dimensional computational fluid
ynamics �CFD� model was developed for a two-row louver-fin
ound-tube air-conditioning condenser. The numerical method was
alidated by experimental data. Airflow and heat transfer behavior
ere analyzed to explore the effects of fin and tube geometries

nd tube-side circuiting. The influence of louver interaction was
tudied to understand the mechanism of heat transfer enhancement
nder different flow patterns. Two criteria were discussed to
valuate the heat transfer and pressure loss performance of heat
xchangers.

Experiments

2.1 Experimental Apparatus. The wind-tunnel test facility
mployed is shown in Fig. 1�a�. It was built in accordance with
NSI/ASHRAE Standard 33-2000. The range of air-side face ve-

ocity uin was 1.02–2.54 m/s. During the experiment, uin was
hanged to desired values until steady-state conditions prevailed.
pecial attention was paid to relatively low-Re flows with uin
1.02 m/s, which is typical in low-noise air conditioning appli-
ations. The temperature and pressure at the inlets and outlets of
oth water side and air side of the heat exchanger were measured.
he air volumetric flow rate was measured downstream of the
eat exchanger. The energy balances between air and water sides
ere used to ascertain the performance of the test apparatus. The

nergy balances were within 4% based on the deviation from the
ean heat transfer rate.

Fig. 1 Experimental facility: „a… sk
circuiting

Fig. 2 Fin configurations: „a… core s

view

ournal of Heat Transfer
The air-side and water-side temperatures were measured by
thermocouples having an uncertainty of ±0.1°C. The differential
pressure transducers measuring the pressure drop across the heat
exchanger had an uncertainty of ±0.2%. The air flow rate was
obtained by measuring the pressure drop across an ASME stan-
dard flow nozzle, with the pressure transducer having an uncer-
tainty of ±0.1%. A gauge repeatability and reproducibility study
was performed to provide information on wind tunnel perfor-
mance by using ratios of measurement variation and parameter
�temperature, pressure, velocity, etc.� fluctuation gathered from
multiple tests and operator measurements �17�.

The test heat exchanger was a commercially available
aluminum-louver-fin, copper-round-tube heat exchanger with two-
row two-pass cross-counterflow circuiting. Hot water in an inlet
header was evenly distributed into 30 tubes in Row 2. Each circuit
passed through the heat exchanger, which was cooled outside by
cross-flowing air, as shown in Fig. 1�b�. Then the cooled water in
all the circuits was collected by an outlet header. A sample core
section of the heat exchanger is shown in Fig. 2.

The heat exchanger air-side face area was 0.762 m in height �X
axis� and 0.864 m in width �Z axis�. The fin and tube geometric
parameters are listed in Table 1. The heat transfer area density �,
defined as heat transfer area per unit volume, is 1574.6 m2/m3

� = Ao/V �1�

where Ao is the air-side total heat transfer area; and V the volume
of the heat exchanger. A heat exchanger is considered compact
when ��700 m2/m3 �18�. In Fig. 2, the collars mating with the
tube were punched from the fin base sheets, and were used to
conveniently assemble fins along the tube. There are edge ripples
at the front and rear edge of the fin, which is typical to resist
damage.

2.2 Data Reduction. In a properly manufactured heat ex-

h 3map of the test facility; and „b…

ion; „b… isometric view; and „c… side
etc
ect
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hanger, the contact heat transfer resistance between the tube and
he collar is negligible and can be ignored. Therefore, the air-side
eat transfer coefficient h0 could be derived by

1

UAo
=

1

�ohoAo
+

1

hiAi
+

�T

�TAi
+

�F

�FA1
�2�

here U is the overall heat transfer coefficient, �o the fin surface
ffectiveness, and hi the tube-side heat transfer coefficient calcu-
ated by applying the Gnielinski correlation �19�

hi =
�i

Di
=

�f i/2��Rei − 1000�Pri

1 + 12.7�f i/2�1/2�Pri
2/3 − 1�

�3�

here f i= �1.58 ln�Rei�−3.28�−2, and the characteristic fluid tem-
erature was the average temperature of inlet and outlet.

The overall heat transfer coefficient U was obtained from the
-NTU approach �18�, following the procedure as below:
1. Obtain the heat exchanger effectiveness by

� = Q̇HX/Q̇HX,max �4�

2. Calculate the NTU by using appropriate �-NTU relationships
or two-row two-pass cross-counterflow circuiting. Typical
ouver-fin round-tube heat exchangers usually have less than six
ows, therefore the effect of row number or/and pass number
hould be considered. Kays and London �20� presented �-NTU
elationships for a multipass cross-counterflow heat exchanger
ith fluid unmixed between passes for C*=1. However, the rela-

ionships need to be developed for various C* because C* is far
ess than 1 in the present study. According to the comparison of
-NTU relationship curves and the comments in �20�, “there is no
reat difference between three sets of curves for multipass cross-
ounterflow heat exchangers with both fluids mixed between
asses, with one fluid mixed between passes and the other fluid
nmixed, and with both fluids unmixed between passes.” There-
ore, solutions in a much simpler algebraic form for multipass
ross counterflow with fluids mixed between passes could be ap-
lied for our case

� =
��1 − �pC*�/�1 − �p��N − 1

��1 − �pC*�/�1 − �p��N − C* �5�

here N is the number of the identical passes in the cross-
ounterflow arrangement; and �p the effectiveness of each pass as
n a single-row crossflow circuiting. Taken from the ESDU �21�,
he corresponding �p-NTU relationships for single-row unmixed/
nmixed crossflow are applied as

�p =
1

C* �1 − e−C*�1−e−NTU�� �6�

Substituting Eq. �6� into Eq. �5�, the obtained �-NTU relation-
ips for two-row two-pass cross counterflow with various C* are
hown in Fig. 3.

3. Then, obtain U from

U = NTU*Cmin/Ao �7�

The fin surface effectiveness �o in Eq. �2� was calculated from
he fin efficiency �

�o = 1 −
A2

Ao
�1 − �� �8�

Table 1 Geometric dimensions of the tested heat exchanger

Dc PF PT,X PT,Y PL �T �F �

0.0085 0.0013 0.0254 0.0159 0.0019 0.0003 0.00011 37
here � was calculated by using Schmidt approximation �22�

02 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
� =
tanh�mr	�

mr	
�9�

where r=0.5Dc, m=�2ho /� f
 f for thin sheet fin, 	= �R−1��1
+0.35 ln�R��, R=1.27�XM /r���XL /XM�−0.3�0.5, XL

=��Pt,X /2�2+ Pt,Y
2 /2, and XM = Pt,X /2. Because ho was needed to

determine �, iterations were conducted as follows to obtain the
converged solution of ho:

1. An initial ho
0 is obtained by Eq. �2� by assuming �=�0=1;

2. Calculate ��
1 from Eqs. �8� and �9� with ho=ho

0;
3. Calculate ho

1 by Eq. �2� with �o=�o
1; and

4. If the difference between ho
1 and ho

0 is greater than 1%, set
ho

0=ho
1, and repeat Steps 2 and 3. Otherwise, ho=ho

1.

The Colburn factor j was used to describe the heat transfer
performance

j = St · Pr2/3 �10�
where

St =
ho

�cpuc
�11�

The friction factor f was used to describe the pressure loss
characteristics �20�

f =
Ac

Ao

�̄

�in
�2�inP

Gc
2 − �1 + �2�� �in

�out
− 1�	 �12�

where �=Ac /Af.

2.3 Experimental Results. The air-side and water-side inlet
temperatures were maintained constantly at 299.8 K and 355.4 K,
respectively. The operating conditions are listed in Table 2. The
air-side Reynolds number Reo was defined as Reo=�ucDc /�,
which was used in the previous works of Wang et al. �7–9�. The
Reynolds numbers based on another definition, Reo,Dh
=�uinDh /�, are also applied for comparison. For both definitions,

the characteristic air temperature was defined as T̄o=To,in
+To,out /2. The tube-side heat transfer coefficient hi was calculated
by Eq. �3�.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the Colburn factor j and
friction factor f for all cases. The results obtained by the correla-

Fig. 3 �-NTU relationships for two-row two-pass cross coun-
terflow heat exchangers

Table 2 Operating parameters

Case
No.

uin
�m/s� Reo Reo,Dh

hi

�w/ �m2 K��

1 1.02 738 108 9086
2 1.27 928 136 9035
3 1.52 1131 165 8997
4 1.78 1320 193 8952
5 2.03 1515 222 8915
6 2.29 1713 251 8903
7 2.54 1916 280 8883
Transactions of the ASME
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ions of Wang et al. �8� are also shown for comparison. It is
bserved that j predicted by Wang et al.’s correlations is about
0% higher than the experimental data. However, if the louver
ngle is 18.4 deg, the correlation results show good agreement
ith the measurement. In Ref. �8�, the maximum louver angle was
0 deg, and considerable scattering was observed in their experi-
ental data when Reo�1000. Furthermore, Wang et al. correla-

ions indicate better heat transfer performance when � increases
rom 18.4 deg to 37.0 deg. However, our study in Sec. 5.2 shows
=18.4 deg obtains better heat ransfer performance because its

ouver alignment results in better interaction bwteewn fins and the
ulk flow.

In the present study, the percentages of both tube and collar
onductive heat transfer resistance are less than 0.2% of the over-
ll heat transfer resistance. The percentage of the air-side heat
ransfer resistance ranges from 87% to 82% when the air face
elocity increases from 1.02 m/s to 2.54 m/s.

Numerical Method and Model Validation

3.1 Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions.
igure 5 shows the computational domain, a three-dimensional
epresentative unit cell containing one fin pitch �in the Z axis
irection�. In the heat exchanger under investigation, the number
f unit cells is 40,800. Fluid–solid conjugated heat transfer was
odeled. The contact heat transfer resistance between the tube

nd the collar was ignored. The airflow inlet is located 0.2Do

Fig. 4 The Colburn factor j and friction factor f versus Reo

Fig. 5 Computational domain and
view…; and „b… fin geometry and peri

louver corners

ournal of Heat Transfer
upstream of the leading edge of the fin, and the outlet is located
2.7Do downstream of the rear edge of the fin. Uniform air velocity
and temperature profiles were applied at the airflow inlet. Zero
relative pressure was applied at the airflow outlet, which was be-
yond the possible recirculation region downstream of the tube and
louver bank.

In the spanwise direction �X axis�, symmetric boundary condi-
tion was applied. In the tube axial direction �Z axis�, periodical
boundary condition was applied at the boundary pair above and
below the fin, as indicated in Fig. 5�b�. In order to adapt to the fin
geometry, the periodical boundary was composed of three parts:
�a� a higher annular part close to the tube; �b� a lower peripheral
part containing the louver region; and �c� a frustum-side transition
connecting parts �a� and �b�. At the tube-side wall boundaries, a
convective heat transfer boundary condition was applied, with the
tube-side convective heat transfer coefficient hi specified as listed
in Table 2. For the tube-side fluid temperatures, two methods were
applied to investigate the influence of tube-side circuiting. Method
one assumed a constant water temperature profile for both rows,

with T̄i= �Ti,in+Ti,out� /2. Method two was based on an overall lin-
ear profile assumption, with water temperature in Row 1 set as

�T̄i+Ti,out� /2 and water temperature in Row 2 set as �Ti,in+ T̄i� /2.
An unstructured tetrahedral grid was applied. For regions near

the fin, the grid had a mesh interval size of about the fin thickness,
and for the regions at periodic boundaries, the average mesh in-
terval size was about 0.15 mm. The distance of the center of the
mesh element immediately adjacent to the wall surface decreased
with higher air inlet velocity. The typical meshes near louver cor-
ners are displayed in Fig. 5�c�.

3.2 Numerical Method. The numerical simulation was con-
ducted by applying the CFD software FLUENT Version 6.2 based
on a control-volume method �23�. A double precision solver was
applied to solve the continuity and Navier–Stokes equations se-
quentially. A node-based derivative evaluation was used to dis-
cretize the convection and diffusion terms of the governing equa-
tions, which has a second-order spatial accuracy. The value of the
variables at the interface of adjacent cells for the convective terms
was interpolated using a second-order upwind scheme. The diffu-
sion terms were central differenced having second-order spatial
accuracy. Pressure–velocity coupling was obtained by the SIM-
PLEC algorithm �24�. The W-cycle algebraic multigrid method
with one prerelaxation sweep was applied to improve the conver-

ds: „a… computational domain „top
cal boundary; and „c… meshes near
gri
odi
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ence. The convergence criteria required the scaled residuals R	

23� of 10−3 for the continuity and momentum equations and 10−8

or the energy equation. To ensure the balance of energy, the in-
egrated heat flux from the water side was checked to be equal to
hat from the air-side heat transfer surface, and also equal to that
ained by airflow through the heat exchanger. In all the equations
olved, the thermophysical properties of air were defined as vari-
bles dependent of air temperature.

3.3 Validation. Four sets of grid were investigated, and the
umber of mesh elements were 565,800, 820,000, 1,148,000, and
,573,400, respectively. Taking Case 1 as an example, the heat

ransfer rate of the unit cell Q̇ and air-side pressure drop P
btained from four grid sets are compared in Table 3. The results
ndicate asymptotically decrease from the sparsest Grid 1 to the
nest Grid 4, and no distinct difference between Grid 3 and Grid
. However, with larger numbers of mesh elements, the computa-
ional cost will increase because of more difficulties in the itera-
ion convergence and stability, as well as increased memory and
PU time. Therefore, Grid 3 was chosen as an appropriate grid

ize for this investigation.
To validate the fidelity of the modeling method, Table 4 lists a

omparison of computational results and experimental data in two

spects, air-side pressure drop P and heat transfer rate Q̇. For
P, the results obtained by both methods of the Ti definition show
negligible difference, and the CFD predictions deviate from the

xperimental data by −5.8–−0.5%. For Q̇, the CFD results deviate
rom the experimental data by 6.3–11.8% with Ti using Method 1,
nd by 9.7–17.3% with Ti using Method 2. Generally, the com-
arison between the CFD prediction and the measurements indi-
ates reasonable agreement.

It is observed that the overprediction of Q̇ increases with the
ncrease in air velocity. Furthermore, though Method 1 assumes a
implified uniform water temperature for both rows, it results in a

Table 3 CFD grid dependency „Case 1…

Grid
Element
number

Q̇
�W�

P
�Pa�

1 565,800 0.9200 23.84
2 820,000 0.9182 23.75
3 1,148,000 0.9159 23.60
4 1,573,400 0.9156 23.27

Table 4 Comparison of measured and calculated data

Uin
�m/s�

Exp.
data

Method 1a Method 2b

Cal.
Dev.
�%� Cal.

Dev.
�%�

˙ �W� 1.02 0.86 0.92 6.3 0.95 9.7

1.27 1.01 1.08 6.8 1.12 10.8
1.52 1.13 1.22 8.0 1.27 12.5
1.78 1.22 1.34 10.4 1.40 15.2
2.03 1.31 1.45 10.5 1.51 15.6
2.29 1.39 1.54 11.0 1.62 16.2
2.54 1.46 1.63 11.8 1.71 17.3

P �Pa� 1.02 22.67 22.01 �2.9 22.08 �2.6
1.27 30.89 29.52 �4.4 29.52 �4.4
1.52 38.36 37.82 �1.4 37.82 �1.4
1.78 47.33 47.10 �0.5 47.10 �0.5
2.03 58.79 57.11 �2.9 57.11 �2.9
2.29 70.24 68.07 �3.1 68.07 �3.1
2.54 84.94 80.05 �5.8 80.05 �5.8

Using a constant water temperature profile for both rows.

Using an overall linear profile.

04 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
better system level agreement with the experimental data. How-
ever, to evaluate the local heat transfer performance in each row,
results by using Method 2 may be more credible because it in-
cludes tube-side circuiting information. Improvement of Method 2
may be obtained by a more practical Ti profile. This will be fur-
ther analyzed in Sec. 3.4.

3.4 Influence of Tube-Side Circuit. Although Table 4 shows
reasonable agreement between numerical results and test data, the
heat capacity is generally overpredicted and the deviation from
the experimental data increases with higher air velocities. This
may be caused by the tube-side water temperature boundary con-
dition. Instead of the simplified uniform or overall-linear profile
assumptions, overall-nonlinear water temperature profiles are con-
sidered in this section.

In order to analyze the influence of tube-side circuiting, or wa-
ter temperature on the heat transfer behavior, a simplified heat
exchanger model was built to estimate the water temperature pro-
file. The model assumed that air flowed through the heat ex-
changer in the i direction �i=0,1 ,2� with a given uniform veloc-
ity, and ignored the air heat transfer in the j direction �j=1–10�
due to air temperature gradient. The diagram of circuiting and
airflow are illustrated in Fig. 6�a�, where the tube is divided into
20 segments along the two-pass flow passage. For each segment,
the energy conservation equations were applied to calculate the
water and air temperatures

cp,fṁf�Tf ,1,j+1 − Tf ,1,j� = cp,aṁa�Ta,1,j − Ta,0,j�

= Ui,jAi,j�Tf ,1,j − Ta,0,j� for Row 1

�13a�

cp,fṁf�Tf ,2,j − Tf ,2,j+1� = cp,aṁa�Ta,2,j − Ta,1,j�

= Ui,jAi,j�Tf ,2,j − Ta,1,j� for Row 2

�13b�

where Tf ,i,j is the water temperature in Segment �i , j�; Ta,i,j the air
temperature in segment �i , j� after the air–water heat exchange;
Ui,j is the overall heat transfer coefficient in segment �i , j�; and
Ai,j is the heat transfer surface area in segment �i , j�. Ui,j was
assumed as to be constant for all segments and was to be deter-
mined by iterations, until the calculated heat transfer rate matches
the experimental measurement.

The boundary conditions are

Ta,0,j = Ta,in, Tf ,2,1 = Tf ,in, Tf ,1,10 = Tf ,2,10 �14�
Taking Case 1, 4, and 7 as examples, the calculated water tem-

perature profiles along the circuit are presented in Fig. 6�b�. The
water temperature shows a linear profile in each row, but the tem-
perature gradient of Row 1 is less than that of Row 2, resulting in

Fig. 6 Water temperature profiles along the circuit: „a… circuit-
ing; and „b… water temperature profiles
an overall-nonlinear profile. The gradient difference is small at
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ow air velocity, showing approximate overall linear profile. How-
ver, the difference becomes larger at higher air velocity, showing
continuous deviation from an overall linear profile. This ex-

lains the reason for increasing deviation of heat transfer rate Q̇
ith increasing air velocity when Method 2 was used.
To consider the practical water temperature profile, Method 3

as applied to specify Ti, which used the average water tempera-
ure of each row based on the overall nonlinear profile obtained by
he simplified model above. All cases were simulated again by
sing Method 3 and the comparison of heat transfer prediction

mong the three methods is listed in Table 5. The deviation of Q̇
rom the experimental data by applying Method 3 is 7.2–12.3%.
he deviation of P is almost the same as using either Method 1
r Method 2.

The heat transfer rate of an individual row was also calculated
o compare the heat transfer contribution of the two rows. Using

ethod 2 or 3 of the Ti definition, the heat transfer contribution
ercentage of Row 1 is 68–53% of the total heat transfer rate,
hile using Method 1, it is 77–63%.
As a summary of the three methods of Ti definition, all of them

how good agreement in P with experimental data; Method 3
hows the best prediction of either system level or local level heat
ransfer; Method 2 shows consistency with Method 3 concerning
he heat transfer contribution percentage of each row, but the sys-
em level prediction becomes worse when air velocity increases;

ethod 1 shows good prediction of Q̇ in a system level, however
t overpredicts the heat transfer rate in Row 1. Therefore, the
ube-side overall nonlinear Ti profiles is helpful in considering the
nfluence of the tube-side circuiting, especially when the nonlinear
eature becomes significant. The following analyses and discus-
ions are based on the results by applying Method 3.

Flow and Heat Transfer Behavior

4.1 Stagnant Flow Behind the Tube. Figure 7 shows the top
iew of streamline pattern by tracking the fluid trajectories re-
eased from Line MN in the midplane between two fins. The on-
oming flow is reoriented by the tube, detouring and accelerating
t the convex tube wall. A stagnant flow region exists behind the
ound tube. This results in locally diminished convective heat
ransfer, which is demonstrated by the distribution of the local
eat flux �Fig. 8�a�� and the wall temperature contours at the fin
urface �Fig. 8�b��.

For the highest air velocity condition �Case 7, with Reo=1916�,
recirculation region appears downstream of the fin region, as

hown in Fig. 7�b�. This may indicate the origination of possible
ow instability caused by boundary layer vortex shedding from

he round tube and the fin surface. Tafti et al. �25� pointed out that
ow instability might be induced by perturbation of louvers on the
ulk flow in a two-dimensional multilouver fin array. Those flow
nstabilities cannot be simulated by the present steady-state model
ith symmetric boundary conditions. However, the simulation re-

ults still show good agreement with the experimental data. It
mplies that, in the present operating range, those downstream

able 5 Deviation of heat transfer rate Q̇ using three methods
f Ti definition

Case No.
uin

�m/s�
Method 1

�%�
Method 2

�%�
Method 3

�%�

1 1.02 6.3 9.7 7.2
2 1.27 6.8 10.6 7.7
3 1.52 8.0 12.5 9.1
4 1.78 10.4 15.2 11.3
5 2.03 10.5 15.6 11.3
6 2.29 11.0 16.2 11.6
7 2.54 11.8 17.3 12.3
nstabilities have little influence on the heat transfer behavior in

ournal of Heat Transfer
the upstream fin region, so the present model is appropriate and
descriptive. For higher Re flows, a transient flow model with a
larger computational domain may be necessary to consider the
effect of the flow instabilities.

4.2 Louver-Directed Flow. For all cases, the flow in the lou-
ver region presents louver-directed flow characteristics, with
strong interfin mass transport through the louver openings. Figure
9 shows typical side view streamline pattern in Row 1 and Row 2
for Case 1. Figure 9�a� shows the side view of streamline pattern
by fluid trajectories released from the line where the plane X=0
intersects the front surface �as marked by Point P in Fig. 7�.
Figure 9�b� shows the streamlines in representative parts of lou-
vers in Row 1 and Row 2. The louver segments in Row 1 are in
the plane X=−PT,X /8, where Point S is located in Fig. 7, and those
in Row 2 are in the plane X= PT,X /8. The wavy flow penetration in
the tube axial direction reaches about 3–3.4PF. Comparison of
flow in Row 1 and that in Row 2 �Fig. 9�b�� shows that the
streamlines are more uniform in Row 1. When developing down-
stream in Row 2, they gradually approach the center of the
“wavy” flow passage confined by the louver alignment. Combina-
tion of Figs. 7 and 9 provides a visual three-dimensional vision of
flow in louver-fin and round-tube heat exchangers.

4.3 Leading Edge Effect. As shown in Fig. 8, the most in-
tensive heat flux on the fin surface occurs at the frontal part of the
fin, especially near the leading edge. It is assumed that this en-
hancement is caused by the splitting and initial disturbance of the
oncoming flow, and the very thin boundary layer therein. This is
termed the “leading edge effect.” In order to examine the heat
transfer behavior along the flow direction, the computational do-
main was divided into 32 parallel narrow strips, or segments,
aligning along the streamwise direction, as illustrated in Fig. 10�a�
with segment 17 as an example. The profile of segment-area-
averaged heat flux along the flow direction is presented in Fig.
10�a�. The profile showes a maximum at the leading edge of the
fin, and rapid attenuation downstream, and then much lower val-
ues in the second row. As mentioned before, the contribution per-
centage of Row 1 is 68–53% of the total heat transfer rate, indi-
cating that heat transfer in the second row is less effective.

Figure 10�b� presents a segment-area-averaged heat transfer co-
efficient, ho,seg, which is defined by

ho,seg =
qw,seg

�T̄w,seg − T̄o,seg�
�15�

where qw,seg is the segment-area-averaged heat flux; T̄w,seg the
¯

Fig. 7 Top views of streamlines released from line MN in the
midplane between two fins „Note: higher uin produces recircu-
lation loop…: „a… case 1, uin=1.017 m/s; and „b… case 7, uin
=2.542 m/s
segment-area-averaged wall temperature; and To,seg the segment-
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Fig. 8 Contours of heat flux and wall temperature: „a… heat flux; and „b…

wall temperature
Fig. 9 Flow pattern through louver fins „Case 1…: „a… side view of streamline
pattern; and „b… streamlines in representative louver sections „two rows
shown…
Fig. 10 Profiles of: „a… segment-area-averaged heat flux qw,seg; and „b… segment-area-

averaged heat transfer coefficient ho,seg
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olume-averaged fluid temperature. Although the definition of
o,seg is different than the experimentally measured ho, it may be a
ariable useful to represent the local heat transfer characteristics.

Figure 10�b� shows a maximum ho,seg near the leading edge of
he fin. Besides, there is also minor local heat transfer enhance-

ent at the leading edge of the louvers, shown as local impulses
n Fig. 10�b�. This indicates that the louvers serve as a disturbance
f the flow, especially at the leading edge of the louvers where the
ir stream is split. The heat transfer coefficient in the second row
hows similar variation and values to that in the first row. This
mplies that it is the temperature difference between the wall and
uid, rather than the heat transfer coefficient, that dominates the
eat transfer contribution.

Discussion

5.1 Contribution of Primary and Secondary Heat Transfer
rea. The air-side heat transfer surface area consists of two parts:
1 and A2. A1 is the primary heat transfer surface area, which is

he outer cylindrical surface of the collar. A2 is secondary heat
ransfer surface area A2, which is the fin surface area exposed to
he air flow, including the top, bottom, and end-edge surfaces of
he fin and the cutting-edge surfaces of the louvers. The heat
ransfer area ratio �, defined by Eq. �16�, is about 23.3

� = A2/A1 �16�

By integrating the heat flux on A1 and A2, the ratio of the
onvective heat transfer from A2 over that from A1 could be cal-
ulated as

� =


 

A2

qw dA


 

A1

qw dA

�17�

Calculated from Eq. �17�, the value of � is 81.2, which is about
.48 times the heat transfer area ratio �, indicating that convective
eat transfer from A2 is more efficient than that from A1. Appar-
ntly, the fin surface plays a most significant role in such compact
eat exchangers.

5.2 Influence of Louver Interaction. The louver alignment
as important influence on the flow pattern and heat transfer be-
avior. Further investigations were conducted with three more fin
esigns. The geometries of those fin designs are the same as the
ne studied above, except for the louver angle �. The four fin
eometries are illustrated in Fig. 11 and described in Table 6. Fin
is a fin without louver or with �=0 deg �Fig. 11�a��; Fin B has

venly staggered louver alignment with �=18.4 deg �Fig. 11�b��;
in C has precisely in-line louver alignment with �=33.7 deg
Fig. 11�c��; and Fin D is the tested fin design with �=37.0 deg
Fig. 11�d��. Fin D is the baseline for comparison. Special atten-
ion was paid to Case 1, which is typical for low-noise air condi-

Fig. 11 The four fin designs and geometric
Fin D; and „e… geometric relationship.
ioning applications. The flow patterns were examined for the four

ournal of Heat Transfer
fin designs. Fin A shows pure tunnel flow; Fin B presents a tran-
sition case of tunnel flow to louver-directed flow; and Fin C and
Fin D shows typical louver-directed flows.

Based on the geometric configuration illustrated in Fig. 11�e�, a
dimensionless parameter, F, was introduced to describe the louver
interaction with bulk flow

F = PL tan���/PF �18�

Two aspects were considered in the definition of F. The first one is
louver interaction for tunnel flow pattern, where most fluid goes
through the flow “tunnel” between two adjacent fins. In this case,
louvers serve as disturbance on the bulk flow. The degree of such
louver disturbance can be estimated by the ratio of louver height
PL tan��� over fin pitch PF. Consequently, F presents intrafin
louver interaction. The second aspect is louver interaction for
louver-directed flow pattern, where interfin louver interaction is
important. In this flow pattern, the flow is dependent upon the
discharge of fluid from the louver openings upstream. The louver
interaction is closely associated with the frequency of louver ap-
pearance along the louver direction, which is almost the flow di-
rection for typical louver-directed flow pattern. This can be de-
scribed by �PL / cos���� / �PF / sin����, turning out to be the same
definition as F.

Though the Colburn factor j and friction factor f are commonly
used to characterize the performance of heat exchangers, it is
difficult to obtain j from the numerical simulation. To compare the
performance of the different fin designs, an equivalent Colburn
factor j� was introduced, with the same definition as Eq. �10�, but
with h0 replaced by

h0� =
Q̇

�Ti − T0� 
 

Ao

dAo

�19�

j� indicates the overall heat transfer performance including air
and water sides. However, because the tube-side fluid temperature
and heat transfer coefficient are fixed in the fin comparison study,
j� could reflect the difference of air-side heat transfer
performance.

The results of j� and f of the four fin designs are compared in

rameters: „a… Fin A; „b… Fin B; „c… Fin C; „d…

Table 6 Description of four fin designs

Fin Description
�

�deg� F

A No louvers, with a=0, b= PF
0 0.0

B Evenly staggered louver alignment
with a=b=0.5PF

18.4 0.50

C In-line louver alignment
with a= PF, b=0

33.7 1.00

D Slightly zigzagged louver alignment
with a=1.13 PF, b=−0.13 PF

37.0 1.13
pa
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able 7 and Fig. 12. A maximum j� exists when F reaches about
.65. The profile of f presents a more complex feature. It increases
hen F varies from 0 to 0.5, sustains when F increases to 1.0, and
ounts up again when F is greater than 1.0. The last period im-

lies a significant increase of pressure drop caused by fluid im-
ingement on the louvers when the louver angle increases.

An appropriate criterion is needed to evaluate the heat tranfer
nd pressure loss performance of heat exchangers. Here two cri-
eria, j� / f or j� / f1/3, were considered. The latter was derived
ased on heat transfer coefficient and friction power consumption
14�. It was recommended for low-Re flow operating conditions in
ompact heat exchangers, where the heat transfer performance is
ore critical than pressure drop. As illustrated in Table 7 and Fig.

2, Fin B has the best performance among the four fin designs
ccording to the criterion j� / f1/3. An optimal F was predicted
round 0.62, with the corresponding louver angle of 22.5 deg.
owever, according to the criterion j� / f , Fin A possesses the best
erformance. Practically this is not true. So j� / f is not appropriate
or such low-Re flow applications.

To further understand the influence of louver interaction, Fig.

able 7 Comparison of j and f of the four fin designs „base-
ine: Fin D…

Fin
type F j� f j� / f1/3 j� / f

Improvement
�%�

j� / f1/3 j� / f

A 0.0 0.0378 0.101 0.081 0.374 −9.2 21.8
B 0.50 0.0490 0.152 0.0918 0.322 2.72 4.88
C 1.00 0.0484 0.153 0.0897 0.313 0.42 2.11
D 1.13 0.0482 0.157 0.0893 0.307 0 0

Fig. 12 Performance of the four fin design
„x=1/3,1… versus F

Fig. 13 Influence of louver interaction on

B; and „b… Fin C

08 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
13 compares the contours of static pressure distribution and
streamlines through the louver region of Fin B and Fin C. The
trajectories are tracked by fluid released from the perpendicular
line located at Point S marked in Fig. 7. Fin C displays little mass
transport through the small gaps between the in-line louvers. A
barely disturbed flow passage is formed in such in-line louver
alignment. The downstream louvers are well in the flow and ther-
mal wake of the upstream louvers, which mitigates the refresh-
ment of the downstream fin surface with bulk fluid. Contrarily, Fin
B shows bulk flow periodically splitting at the staggered louver
front and merging in the louver wake, with the downstream lou-
vers located far away from the thermal wake of the upstream ones,
resulting in improved performance.. Furthermore, the pressure
distributions in Fig. 13�a� show local increase at the leading edge
of each louver. This local heat transfer enhancement is caused by
the impingement of the oncoming stream.

In previous investigations on flow and heat transfer in two-
dimensional louver-fin arrays �1,10–12�, “flow efficiency” was
used to describe the flow in a louver bank. It was defined as the
ratio of the actual transverse distance traveled by the flow through
the louver array over the ideal transverse distance defined by the
louver direction �12�, and was determined by the streamlines ob-
tained from flow visualization experiments. In the present study,
flow efficiency was obtained based on the simulated streamlines
in the louver region. The result indicates that better performance
�based on the criterion of j� / f1/3� is obtained with higher flow
efficiency.

6 Conclusions
Investigations on flow and heat transfer in louver-fin round-tube

heat exchangers were conducted by experimental study and nu-
merical simulations. The air-side heat transfer coefficients were
obtained by the �-NTU approach with appropriate relationships

„a… j� versus F; „b… f versus F; and „c… j� / fx

ssure field and streamline pattern: „a… Fin
s:
pre
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or the two-pass cross-counterflow heat exchangers. The Colburn
actor j and friction factor f were compared with Wang et al.
orrelations �8�.

In the CFD model, influence of tube-side circuiting was ana-
yzed by different tube-side fluid temperature profiles. Overall
onlinear profiles show good prediction of heat transfer perfor-
ance both in a system level and in a local level for the individual

ow, especially at high air face velocity conditions.
Stagnant flow exists behind the round tube, with diminished

ocal heat transfer. The flow pattern shows louver-directed flow,
ith strong interfin mass transfer through the louver openings.
he most intensive heat flux on the fin surfaces occurs at the

eading edges of the fin. Row 1 contributes 68–53% of the total
eat transfer rate when air velocity changes from
.02 m/s to 2.54 m/s. Local heat transfer enhancement of the
ouvers presents due to disturbance of the developing flow and
plitting of the bulk stream. The temperature difference between
he wall and air serves as a dominant factor for the heat transfer
ontribution in the heat exchanger. Convective heat transfer from
econdary heat transfer surface area A2 is more effective than that
rom primary heat transfer surface area A1.

Four fin designs with different louver angles were analyzed to
nvestigate the influence of louver interaction, with flow patterns
rom pure tunnel flow to louver-directed flow. A dimensionless
arameter F was introduced to describe the louver interaction. The
eat transfer and pressure loss performance were evaluated by
pplying criterion j� / f1/3 and j� / f . The latter is not suitable for
ow-Re flows. Fin B presents the best performance, with bulk flow
eriodically splitting at the staggered louver front and merging in
he louver wake. An optimal F was predicted at around 0.62.
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omenclature
Ao � air-side total heat transfer area, m2

Ac � minimum free flow area, m2

Af � frontal area, m2

A1 � primary heat transfer area, A1=�Dc�PF−�F�,
m2

A2 � secondary heat transfer area, A2=Ao−A1, m2

C � the capacity rate, C= ṁcp, W/K
CminCmax � the smaller or greater of the air-side and tube-

side capacity rates, W/K
C* � C*=Cmin/Cmax
cp � specific heat, J/�kg K�

Dh � hydraulic diameter, m
Di � tube inner diameter, m
Dc � collar outer diameter, m
F � parameter of louver interaction
f � friction factor

Gc � mass flux of air based on Ac, Gc=�uc,
kg/ �m2 s�

h � convective heat transfer coefficient, W/ �m2 K�
j � the Colburn factor, j=St·Pr2/3

j� � the equivalent Colburn factor
U � overall heat transfer coefficient, W/ �m2 K�
L � length of heat exchanger along flow direction,

m
ṁ � mass flow rate, kg/s
N � number of the identical passes

NTU � number of transfer unit, UAo /Cmin
Nu � Nusselt number

PF � fin pitch, m

ournal of Heat Transfer
PT,X � longitudinal tube pitch �in X direction�, m
PT,Y � transverse tube pitch �in Y direction�, m

PL � louver pitch, m
Pr � Prandtl number
q � heat flux, W/m2

Q̇ � heat transfer rate, W

Q̇max � maximum possible heat transfer rate of the

heat exchanger, Q̇max=Cmin�Ti,in−To,in�, W
R	 � scaled residual
Rei � tube-side Reynolds number, Rei=�uiDi /�
Reo � air-side Reynolds number, Reo=�ucDc /�

St � Stanton number, St=h0 /�cPuc
t � characteristic time scale, t=L /uc, s

T � temperature, K

T̄ � average air temperature, To= �To,in+To,out� /2, K
Ti � average water temperature,Ti=Ti,in+Ti,out /2, K
u � velocity, m/s

uc � mean velocity at the minimum cross section
Ac, m/s

uin � air-side face velocity at the inlet, m/s
V � enveloping volume of a heat exchanger, m3

X ,Y ,Z � coordinate axis, m
� � louver angle, deg
� � heat transfer area density, m2/m3

� � heat transfer area ratio
� � heat exchanger effectiveness, �= Q̇HX/ Q̇HX,max

�p � heat exchanger effectiveness of single-pass
crossflow circuiting

� � fin efficiency
�o � fin surface effectiveness
� � heat conductivity, W/�m K�
� � viscosity, kg/�m s�
� � thickness, m
� � mass density, kg/m3

� � the ratio of the minimum free flow area to the
frontal area, �=Ac /Af

� � ratio of convective heat transfer from A2 over
that from A1

P � air-side pressure drop, Pa

Subscripts
F � fin
f � tube side fluid

HX � heat exchanger
i � tube side

in � inlet
o � air side

out � outlet
seg � segment

T � tube
w � wall
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Enhancement of Convective Heat
and Mass Transfer From Two
Bubbles at High Reynolds
Number
Analytical solutions to the heat convection from two bubbles were obtained. These solu-
tions were applied to the two bubbles with the flow along their line of centers and
perpendicular to their line of centers. The method of images has been used to give a
solution to the velocity distribution around the two bubbles. The derived solutions apply
to fluid spheres. In general the derived solutions were compared well with the other
available analytical and numerical results. Some avenues for further research were
pointed out. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2402183�

Keywords: hydrodynamics, heat convection, two bubbles, potential flow
Introduction

Convective heat and mass transfer from bubbles rising in fluids
ccurs in many engineering industries, technologies, and scientific
pplications. Among these are: drying, adsorption, extraction,
xed and fluidized beds, cloud physics, and combustion of fuel
roplets. Although an individual spherical bubble is rarely found
n practical systems, most of the information of the scientific lit-
rature deals with studies of an individual bubble.

The problem of a two, three, and multibubble system is now
eing addressed by a number of research workers, e.g., Ruzicka
1�. Ramachandran et al. �2� solved the forced convective heat
ransfer to a linear array of three spheres by using the finite ele-

ent method. In general, an increased rate of convective heat or
ass transfer was obtained in systems of either dilute or concen-

rated particles �3�.
Bispherical coordinates were used by Yuan and Prosperetti �4�

nd Aminzadeh et al. �5� to obtain the solution of the velocity
round the two bubbles. The form of the velocity field was not
onvenient for the solution of the energy equation analytically, but
ay provide an alternative method for the solution numerically.
The heat and mass transfer to the two bubbles are governed by

wo opposite effects: first, diffusion of heat or mass from one
ubble moderates the gradient of temperature or concentration
round the other bubble and thus Nu or Sherwood numbers, re-
pectively, are decreased with the separation distance between
ubbles, respectively. This phenomenon is encountered in low Re
umber flow �e.g., Ramachandran and Kleinstreuer �6��. Second,
he velocity profile around the two bubbles might intensify mixing
nd viscous stresses and thus Nu or Sherwood is increased with
ecreased separation distance, respectively. This is encountered in
igh Re flow �e.g., Ref. �2��.

Tal et al. �7� solved the Navier–Stokes and energy equations
umerically for a pair of drops in tandem. The shape of their local
u number distribution was totally altered on the downstream
rop, as the location of the maximum Nu number was no longer at
he front stagnation point—it was shifted to the equator region.
hen and Tong �8� also solved the Navier–Stokes and the energy
quations numerically for three spherical droplets in tandem.

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR-

AL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received October 7, 2005; final manuscript re-

eived April 13, 2006. Review conducted by Louis C. Burmeister.
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Their finite difference solutions were for a Reynolds number
range of 10–200. They obtained solutions in terms of local and
overall Nu numbers.

Chiang and Kleinstreuer �9� solved a system of momentum and
energy equations in a tandem of three spherical droplets. They
showed that the leading and second droplets have the strongest
interaction effects.

A comprehensive treatment of the convection and hydrody-
namic effects on spheres, drops, and bubbles is found in Ref. �10�.
Irrotational and inviscid flow assumptions were adopted success-
fully by Paidoussis et al. �11� and Balsa �12� to predict the flow
interaction effects in cylinder arrays. They believed that the pres-
ence of adjacent cylinders seems to deflect fluid into the wake of
upstream cylinders, minimizing the regions of rotational flow and
producing potential flow configurations.

The following conclusions were deduced from the literature
review:

1. A confusion exists as to the increase or decrease of heat
transfer with bubble spacing at a particular value of Rey-
nolds number flow �e.g., Ref. �13��.

2. The majority of the theoretical research was confined to the
numerical solution of the conservation equations of mass,
momentum, and energy.

3. Two-bubble interactions were not treated experimentally, ex-
cept for the fluid dynamics works of Katz and Meneveau
�14�, Kok �15�, and Sanada �16� as far as the present author
is aware.

4. Neither experimental nor theoretical investigations were re-
ported in the literature on heat or mass transfer from two
bubbles as far as the present author is aware.

The ideal case of the present paper serves the purpose of mod-
eling analytically practical situations of convective flow of heat in
a system of two bubbles. In this paper analytical solutions are
presented for the heat or mass transfer around two bubbles mov-
ing in line and with their line of centers perpendicular to the
direction of the flow. The two-bubble analysis can be considered
as the lowest-order effect of thermal interaction of multibubbles in
a swarm. Potential flow around bubbles was assumed. The present
analyses were confined to low Prandtl number and high Reynolds
number flow. The range of Reynolds number covered by the
present work is 1�Re�1000. Bubbles remain spherical in shape

−2
in this range provided that 10 �Eo�1 �Ref. �17�, p. 27�.
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Theory
This section deals with the analysis of the pattern of fluid flow

djacent to the surface of two bubbles in their motion perpendicu-
ar to the line of centers and along their line of centers. This study
s motivated by a desire to determine the velocity distribution,
ased on potential flow, around two bubbles by using the method
f images. The derived velocity vectors were then inserted into the
nergy equation to get the convective heat transfer from the two
ubbles.

2.1 Two Horizontally Side-by-Side Bubbles in a Potential
low

2.1.1 Solution Method for the Flow Field. Consider two
ubbles A and B as shown in Fig. 1. The method of images has
een used to give solution to the velocity distribution around two
ubbles situated such that their line of centers is perpendicular to
he flow �18�. As shown in Fig. 1, a is the radius of both bubbles
nd L is the distance between their centers.

Initially, we assume that the two bubbles move with velocity U
n a fluid, otherwise at rest, and we are going to add a velocity
ector to the final velocity expression to obtain the solution for the
ow past two bubbles. Bubble �A� is situated within the �r ,��
oordinates while bubble �B� is situated within the �R ,�� coordi-
ates. The two systems of coordinates are connected by the dis-
ance L.

This velocity potential � should satisfy the following Laplace’s
quation

�

�r
�r2��

�r
� +

�

sin � ��
�sin �

��

��
� = 0 �1�

n the �r ,�� coordinates. A similar expression to this can be ob-
ained in the �R ,�� coordinates as shown in Fig. 1.

The radial and tangential velocity components of the flow are
btained from V=�� as follows

Vr = −
��

�r
, VR = −

��

�R
�2�

nd

V� = −
1

r

��

��
, V� = −

1

R

��

��
�3�

eferring to the above coordinate system, when each bubble alone
n the fluid produces the same effect as a doublet, the boundary
onditions to be satisfied are

��A

�r
= − U cos � over bubble �A�

−
��A

�R
= 0 over bubble �B�

−
��B = 0 over bubble �A�

Fig. 1 Two bubbles horizontally side by side in a flow field
�r

12 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
��B

�R
= − U cos � over bubble �B� �4�

If bubble �A� was alone in the fluid, moving with velocity U, we
should have a velocity potential

�A1 =
U

2

a3

r2 cos � �5�

which would make ���A /�r�r=a=−U cos � over bubble �A� and,
therefore, satisfying the first boundary condition in Eqs. �4�. Now,
near bubble �B�, r=L and r cos �=R cos �, Eq. �5� becomes the
following

�A1 =
U

2
� a

L
�3

R cos � �6�

giving a normal velocity over bubble �B� equals to
U /2�a /L�3 cos �. This normal velocity might be canceled by the
addition of a velocity potential

�A2 =
U

4
� a

L
�3 a3

R2 cos � �7�

and the value of this term near bubble �A� is

�A2 =
U

4
� a

L
�6

r cos � �8�

giving a normal velocity over bubble �A� equal to �−U /4�
��a /L�6 cos �. This normal velocity can be canceled by the addi-
tion of a velocity potential

�A3 =
U

8
� a

L
�6a3

r2 cos � �9�

and so on.
This process can be continued until the order of approximation

is acceptable. For the above terms

�A = �A1 + �A2 + �A3

or

�A =
U

2

a3

r2 cos � +
U

4
� a

L
�6

r cos � +
U

8
� a

L
�6a3

r2 cos � �10�

The level of approximation is, therefore, dependent on L�a. To
obtain a similar approximation for �B, the same procedure is fol-
lowed but with respect to position �B�, that is

�B =
U

2

a3

R2 cos � +
U

4
� a

L
�6

R cos � +
U

8
� a

L
�6 a3

R2 cos � �11�

To find the radial and tangential velocity component for the
flow past the two bubbles, a velocity vector �−U cos �� was added
to �Vr� and a velocity vector �U sin �� to �V�� so that the two
bubbles were brought to rest in the stream and the fluid would
pass around them. This is a common practice in hydrodynamics.
Hence

Vr = − U cos ��1 − �a

r
�3

+
1

4
� a

L
�6

−
1

4
� a

L
�6�a

r
�3	 �12�

and

V� = U sin ��1 +
1

2
�a

r
�3

+
1

4
� a

L
�6

+
1

8
� a

L
�6�a

r
�3	 �13�

2.1.2 Heat Convection to Two Side-by-Side Bubbles. Consider
two bubbles with their surface temperatures kept at Ta. The ana-
lytical treatment of heat transfer to the two bubbles starts by solv-
ing the energy equation which, in spite of its linearity, cannot be
solved in closed form. Therefore, a boundary layer approximation
has to be made as shown below.
Assuming y /a= �r−a� /a�1 over the surface of bubble �A� in
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he presence of bubble �B�. Therefore Vr and V� from Eqs. �12�
nd �13� become the following after the approximations given in
he Appendix

Vr = − 3Ub�y/a�cos � �14�

here

b = �1 +
1

4
� a

L
�6	

nd

V� = �3/2�Ub sin � �15�

he steady-state equation of heat transport in spherical coordi-
ates is given by the following

Vr
�T

�r
+

V�

r

�T

��
= �� 1

r2

�

�r
�r2�T

�r
� +

1

r2 sin �
�sin �

�T

��
�	 �16�

y neglecting the conductive transfer of heat in the direction tan-
ent to the surface of the bubble we get

Vr
�T

�r
+

V�

r

�T

��
= �� �2T

�r2 +
2

r

�T

�r
� 
 �

�2T

�r2 �17�

his equation can be further simplified by boundary layer consid-
rations into the following �Kendoush �19��

Vr
�T

�r
+

V�

a

�T

��
= �

�2T

�r2 �18�

ubstitution of Vr and V� from Eqs. �14� and �15� into the above
educed energy equation yields

− 2y cos �
�T

�y
+ sin �

�T

��
= M

�2T

�y2 �19�

here

M =
2a�

3bU

tilizing the following two independent variables in the energy
quation

S = y sin2 � �20�

nd

J =�
0

�

sin3 � d� =
1

3
cos3 � − cos � +

2

3
�21�

nd substituting their derivatives into Eq. �19� gives

�T

�J
= M

�2T

�S2 �22�

he general solution of the above equation is

T = Ta erfc� S

2�MJ
� �23�

ubstituting the values of S, J, and M into Eq. �23� gives

T = Ta erfc y sin2 �

2� 2a�

3bU
�1

3
cos3 � − cos � +

2

3
�	1/2� �24�

n order to find the heat transfer coefficient, we start by calculat-
ng the angular heat flux q� as follows

q� = − k� �T

�y
�

y=0
= − k� �T

�S
�� �S

�y
�

y=0
=

kTa sin2 �

�	MJ�1/2 �25�

ewton’s law of cooling �that is, q�=h�Ta� together with Eq. �25�

ives the following

ournal of Heat Transfer
h� =
k sin2 �

�	�M�1

3
cos3 � − cos � +

2

3
�	1/2

�26�

and consequently the local Nu number becomes

Nu��� =
3 sin2 ��b�Pe�1/2

�	�cos3 � − 3 cos � + 2�1/2
�27�

Proceed to calculate the average heat flux on the bubble surface as
follows

q =
1

4	a2�
0

	

q�2	a2 sin � d� �28�

The integration from 0 to 	 in the above equation is justified by
the fact that the separation zone of the boundary layer around the
bubble is quite narrow. Durst et al. �20� did not notice any iden-
tifiable separation flow regions behind spherical gas bubbles in
their laser Doppler experiments, but recent experiments by De
Varies et al. �21� and the computations by Mougin and Magnaudet
�22� indicated the presence of a well defined wake region behind
bubbles at high Re number. Substituting Eq. �26� into Eq. �28�
gives

q =
kTa

2�	M
�

0

	
sin3 �

�J
d� �29�

therefore the average Nu number over bubble �A� is given by

�Nu�A =
2

�	
�b�Pe�1/2 �30�

as L→
; �b→1. Equation �30� reduces to the single bubble
equation of Boussinesq �23�, that is

�Nu�s =
2

�	
�Pe�1/2 �31�

The ratio of the two-bubble Eq. �30� to the above single-bubble
equation is the following

�Nu�A

�Nu�s
= �b = �1 +

1

4
� a

L
�6	1/2

�32�

Now we shall find the heat transfer to bubble �B� by calculating
the following velocity components using Eq. �11�

VR = −
��B

�R
= − U cos ��1 − � a

R
�3

+
1

4
� a

L
�6

−
1

4
� a

L
�6� a

R
�3	

�33�

and

V� = −
1

R

��B

��
= U sin ��1 +

1

2
� a

R
�3

+
1

4
� a

L
�6

+
1

8
� a

L
�6� a

R
�3	

�34�

Assuming that �y /a�= �R−a� /a�1 over the surface of bubble �B�
and using the procedure of the Appendix, we get

VR = − 3Ub�y/a�cos � �35�

and

V� = �3/2�Ub sin � �36�

The steady-state equation of heat convection in �R ,�� spherical

coordinates is given by the following
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VR
�T

�R
+

V�

R

�T

��
= �� 1

R2

�

�R
�R2 �T

�R
� +

1

R2 sin �
�sin �

�T

��
�	

�37�
ollowing the same approximations outlined for bubble �A�, we
et

VR
�T

�R
+

V�

a

�T

��
= �

�2T

�R2 �38�

ubstituting VR and V� from Eqs. �35� and �36� into Eq. �38�
ields

− 2y cos �
�T

�y
+ sin �

�T

��
= M

�2T

�y2 �39�

he equations from Eqs. �30�–�39� are applied to the case of
ubble �B� with the replacement of every angle � by � until we
et the following

�Nu�B =
2

�	
�b�Pe�1/2 �40�

hich represents the heat convection from bubble �B�. Ruzicka
1� stated that the steady drag force acting on a pair of bubbles is
he mean drag of the pair. The similarity between momentum and
eat transfer allows us to use the same averaging process to de-
ermine the mean value of heat convection of the two bubbles
ising side by side as follows

Nu = �1/2���Nu�A + �Nu�B� �41�
ubstituting Eqs. �30� and �40� into Eq. �41� gives

Nu =
2

�	
�b�Pe�1/2 �42�

2.2 Two Bubbles Vertically Above One Another in a Po-
ential Flow

2.2.1 Solution Method for the Flow Field. The same method
f solution used previously is adopted here. The two bubbles un-
er consideration are shown in Fig. 2, but we cannot assume the
wo bubbles move with the same velocity as the wake of the
eading bubble certainly affects the rise of the trailing bubble.
lift et al. ��17�, p. 172� report that the bubble wake extends no
ore than two diameters downstream. Hence we assume that

ubble �A� moves with velocity UA and bubble �B� moves with
elocity UB in a fluid otherwise at rest. Referring to the coordinate
ystems shown in Fig. 2, the boundary conditions are the follow-

ig. 2 Two bubbles vertically one above the other in a flow
eld
ng

14 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
��A

�r
= − UA cos � over bubble �A�

−
��A

�R
= 0 over bubble �B�

−
��B

�r
= 0 over bubble �A�

��B

�R
= − UB cos � over bubble �B� �43�

If bubble �A� was alone in the fluid, moving with velocity UA we
should have a velocity potential

�A1 =
UA

2

a3

r2 cos � �44�

which would make ��A /�r=−UA cos � over bubble A, thus satis-
fying the first boundary condition of Eq. �43�. Milne-Thomson
�18� derived the following approximation, from considerations of
spherical harmonics, to move from R ,� coordinates to r ,� coor-
dinates

r cos �

r3 = −
1

L2�1 +
2R

L
cos � + ¯ � �45�

Therefore, near bubble �B� and using Eqs. �44� and �45�, it follows
that

�A1 = −
UA

2

a3

L2�1 +
2R cos �

L
� �46�

This produces a normal velocity over bubble �B�=
−�a /L�3UA cos �. This normal velocity might be canceled by the
addition of a velocity potential

�A2 =
UA

2
� a

L
�3 a3

R2 cos � �47�

The value of this term near bubble �A� is

�A2 =
UA

2

a3

L2�1 +
2r cos �

L
� �48�

This gives a normal velocity over bubble �A�=−�a /L�3UA cos �.
Again this normal velocity might be canceled by the addition of a
velocity potential

�A3 =
UA

2
� a

L
�3a3

r2 cos � �49�

and so on.
To this order of approximation we have to calculate the velocity

potential around bubble �A� as follows

�A = �A1 + �A2 + �A3 + ¯ �50�

or the following

�A =
UA

2

a3

r2 cos � +
UA

2

a3

L2�1 +
2r cos �

L
� +

UA

2
� a

L
�3a3

r2 cos �

�51�

This function satisfies the first boundary condition in Eq. �43�. To
obtain a similar approximation for �B, the same procedure is fol-
lowed but with respect to position B, that is

�B =
UB

2

a3

R2 cos � +
UB

2

a6

L5�1 +
2R cos �

L
� +

UB

2
� a

L
�6 a3

R2 cos �

�52�

From the velocity potential of Eq. �51� we find the velocity

components �Vr� and �V�� then we add the velocity vector
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−UA cos �� and �UA sin �� to them, respectively, in order to fix
he two bubbles in the stream. Thus

Vr = UA cos ��− 1 + �a/r�3 − �a/L�3 + �a/L�3�a/r�3� �53�

nd

V� = UA sin ��1 + 0.5�a/r�3 + �a/L�3 + 0.5�a/L�3�a/r�3� �54�

2.2.2 Heat Convection to the Two Bubbles Rising in Tandem.
he same method of solution used previously is adopted here but
ith Vr and V� from Eqs. �53� and �54� approximated as follows

Vr 
 − 3UAH
y

a
cos � �55�

nd

V� 

3

2
UAH sin � �56�

here

H = �1 + �a/L�3�

ntroducing the above equations into the simplified energy equa-
ion and solving it we finally get the local Nu number as follows

Nu��� =
3�H sin2 ���Pe�A�1/2

�	�cos3 � − 3 cos � + 2�1/2
�57�

nd the average Nu number is given by

�Nu�A =
2

�	
�H��Pe�A�1/2 �58�

s L→
; �H→1. Equation �58� reduces to the single sphere
quation of Boussinesq �that is, Eq. �31��.

The ratio of the two-bubble equation �58� to the single sphere
q. �31� is

�Nu�A

�Nu�s
= �H �59�

ow we shall find the heat transfer to bubble �B� by calculating
he following velocity components and by using Eqs. �2�, �3�, and
52�

VR = UB cos ��− 1 + �a/L�3 − �a/L�6 + �a/L�6�a/L�3� �60�

nd

V� = UB sin ��1 + 0.5�a/R�3 + �a/L�6 + 0.5�a/L�6�a/R�3� �61�

n a method similar to above, we get

�Nu�B =
2

�	
�G��Pe�B�1/2 �62�

here

G = �1 + � a

L
�6	

s L→
; �b→1. Equation �62� reduces to the single bubble
quation of Boussinesq �that is, Eq. �31��. The mean value of heat
onvection of the two bubbles rising in line is given by Eq. �41� as
ollows

Nu =
1

2� 2
�	

�H��Pe�A�1/2 +
2

�	
�G��Pe�B�1/2	 �63�

ote that the heat convection from the trailing bubble �B� is
maller than that of the leading bubble �A� when the Pe number is
ept at the same value. This comparison is clearly seen as follows

y taking the ratio of Eq. �58� to Eq. �62�

ournal of Heat Transfer
�Nu�A

�Nu�B
=�H

G
�64�

The reduction of heat transfer to bubble �B� as compared to
bubble �A� is attributed to the fact that bubble �A� encounters
fresh liquid as it rises, then this liquid would acquire a lower
temperature gradient. When this liquid flows over bubble �B�, less
heat will transfer from it.

3 Discussion and Validation of Results
The adoption of potential flow for the fluid outside the bubble

excludes the momentum boundary layer effects. It should be noted
that the bubble shape might depart from the sphere that is as-
sumed in the present analysis.

The variation of the ratio �Nu�A / �Nu�B given by Eq. �64� with
the separation of the two tandem bubbles is shown in Fig. 3. The
increase of the ratio of heat transfer from the leading bubble to
that of the trailing bubble is in qualitative agreement with the
following authors:

1. Chen and Tong �8� as shown in their Fig. 7. Quantitatively,
the ratio of Nu from the first droplet to that from the second
droplet ranged from 1.1 to 1.7 at droplet separation of a /L
=0.333. These values were too high in comparison to the
results of Fig. 3.

2. Kleinstreuer and Chiang �24�. Both authors dealt with tan-
dem of droplets. Their ratio ranged from 1.2 to 1.6 at a range
of droplet separation of 0.08–0.333.

The high values reported by the above two references were mainly
due to their numerical solution of tandem of droplets of fuel in a
heated gas stream. Unlike the present solution, there exists a well
defined boundary layer separation in the wake of the droplet.

The ratio of the heat convection from the leading bubble in
in-line arrangement to the single bubble given by Eq. �59� and the
same ratio for bubble �A� given by Eq. �32� are shown plotted in
Fig. 4. The hydrodynamic interaction and subsequently the con-
vection of heat is higher in the case of the two bubbles in tandem
than that of the two bubbles with the flow perpendicular to their

Fig. 3 The ratio of heat convection from the leading bubble „A…

to that of the trailing bubble „B… versus „a /L… according to Eq.
„64…
line of centers. This can also be envisaged intuitively as the wake
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ength between the tandem bubbles influences the flow field more
han that in the case of the two side-by-side bubbles. In both cases
he thermal interaction between the two bubbles vanishes at a /L

0.1 where the two-bubble transport conditions approach those
f the single bubble. Figure 4 also shows how heat convection
rom the two bubbles increases when the bubbles separation dis-
ance gets smaller. This comes in conformity with earlier theoret-
cal results by the author �25� who found that the Nu number
ncreases with the increase of the volume fraction of vapor
ubbles � in a mixture of liquid and bubbles �that is, Nu
2�Pe/	�1−���1/2�.
Harper �26� derived the following equation for the tangential

elocity of the two bubbles flowing along their line of centers

V�

UA
=

3

2
sin ��1 − � a

L
�3

+ 5� a

L
�4

cos � +
1

2
� a

L
�5

�7 + 35 cos2 ��	
�65�

his velocity was taken at the leading bubble surface. At r=a and
=60 deg the present Eq. �54� is modified to suit Harper’s equa-

ion as follows

V�

UA
=

3

2
sin 60�1 + � a

L
�3	 �66�

Figure 5 shows a comparison between Eq. �65� of Harper after
e made �=60 deg in it and the present solution �Eq. �66��. This

omparison was done for the purpose of validating the derived
elocity field by the present author.

Figure 6 shows satisfactory agreement between Eq. �58� of the
verage Nu number of the leading bubble in the tandem arrange-
ent and the first droplet in an array of three droplets of the

Fig. 4 The ratio of heat convection fr
orientation to that of bubble „A… in the
cording to Eqs. „32… and „59…
umerical solution of Tong and Chen �27�.

16 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
Ramachandran et al. �2� dealt numerically with three droplets
aligned at different spacing and found the local Nu number distri-
butions for Re number ranging from 20 to 200, Pr number ranging
from 0.7 to 200, and different separation distances between two
droplets of L /2a=2 and 4. Figure 7 shows comparisons between
the present Eq. �57� and the numerical solution of Ramachandran
et al. �2�. Figure 8 also shows a comparison between Eq. �58� and
numerical solution of Ramachandran et al. for the average Nu
numbers at Pr=0.7 and different droplet separation distances.

the leading bubble „A… in the tandem
e-by-side orientation versus „a /L… ac-

Fig. 5 Comparison between the present solution „Eq. „66……
om
sid
„—… and the solution of Harper †26‡ „Eq. „65…… „-------…
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hese results are important in the analysis of spray combustion of
uel droplets. It seems that the present results of two bubbles are
bout the same as those of the three droplets of Ramachandran et
l. �2�.

The enhancement of the heat transfer coefficient at high Re
umber flow is based on hydrodynamic considerations because
he velocity components around any two bubbles, that is

Vr = − 3Ub
y

a
cos �

nd

V� =
3

2
Ub sin �

re higher than those around a single bubble by the value of b or
of Eqs. �55� and �56� which are greater than unity.
For low Re number flow or at the limiting case of zero fluid

elocity, a reduction in the Nu number occurs as a result of the
emperature gradient becoming less steep adjacent to the two
ubbles. The comparison between the high and low Re number
ases is illustrated in Fig. 9. The molecular conduction of heat
rom the two spheres is derived by the author and given as fol-
ows:

ig. 6 Comparison between the present solution „Eq. „58……
—… and the numerical solution of Tong and Chen †27‡ „-------…
or a /L=1/3 and Pr=1

ig. 7 Comparison between the present solution „Eq. „57……
—… and the numerical solution of Ramachandran et al. †2‡

– – –…
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Nu

�Nu�s
= �

n=0


 �− 1�n sinh cosh−1� L

2a
�

sinh�n + 1�cosh−1� L

2a
� �67�

Fig. 8 Comparison between the present solution „Eq. „58……
„—… and the numerical solution of Ramachandran et al. †2‡
„– – –…

Fig. 9 Comparison between the convective and the conduc-
tive heat transfer to the two bubbles according to Eqs. „42…,

„63…, and „67…
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The corresponding mass transfer problem is analogous to the
reviously discussed heat transfer, particularly when viscous heat-
ng is ignored in the latter. One needs only to replace temperature
y concentration and the Nu number by Sherwood number and Pe
umber by Re number times the Schmidt number in Eqs. �27�,
30�–�32�, �40�, �42�, �57�, �58�, �62�–�64�, and �67�.

When the lift coefficient is negative, any two bubbles moving
ide by side would attract each other and vice versa. The attraction
orce is stronger the closer the two bubbles are until coalescence
ccurs �28�. For any two bubbles rising in line, it was found
xperimentally by Katz and Meneveau �14� and Sanada �16� that
he trailing bubble moves faster than the leading bubble. This
elative motion continues during the rise of the two bubbles and
he distance between them diminishes until they coalesce with
ach other.

The above discussion reveals that the motion of the two bubbles
in both their configurations� is transient in nature. This motivated
he present author to look for a suitable solution to the virtual

ass coefficient of two rising bubbles ��29��.
The present solution ignores gas or vapor circulation inside the

ubble. Heat convection from the liquid phase to the bubble either
auses gas to heat up or it may cause evaporation from the internal
urface of the bubble and vapor formation. In all these circum-
tances, the heat flux on the liquid side of the bubble will transfer
hrough the boundary layer. This heat flux is equal to kf�dT /dr� f.
he heat flux on the gas side inside the bubble, assuming gas
irculation and a boundary layer there, would be equal to
g�dT /dr�g. Simple calculations show that the heat flux from the
ubble exterior is many orders of magnitude higher than that of
he bubble interior in addition to the heating caused by the internal
iscous effects in the liquid of the bubble exterior. These two
odes of heat transfer justify the neglect of gas circulation inside

he bubble.

Conclusions
New solutions were derived in this investigation for heat con-

ection to two bubbles in their motion along their line of centers
nd perpendicular to their line of centers.

The present paper revealed and proved analytically the follow-
ng phenomena:

1. The heat convection is higher for the two bubbles moving
along their line of centers than those moving perpendicular
to their line of centers as shown in Fig. 3.

2. Heat convection from two bubbles increases as the bubbles
approach one another as shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 9.

3. There are two distinct behaviors of heat transfer to the two
bubbles at low and high Re number as shown in Fig. 9.
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omenclature
a � radius of the bubble, m

Eo � Eotvos number ���2a�2g /�
g � acceleration due to gravity �ms−2�
h � average convective heat transfer coefficient,

�W m−2 K−1�
h� � local convective heat transfer coefficient,

�W m−2 K−1�
k � thermal conductivity of the fluid �W m−1 K−1�
L � the distance between centers of two bubbles

�m�
Nu��� � local Nusselt number �2ah� /k�

Nu
 � average Nusselt number �2ah /k�

18 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
Pe � Peclet number �Re Pr�
Pr � Prandtl number �� /��
q � average heat flux on the bubble surface W m−2

q� � angular heat flux �W m−2�
r ,R � radial coordinates �m�
Re � Reynolds number �2a�U /��

T � temperature �K�
Ta � temperature of the bubble surface �K�
U � main velocity of the fluid, �m s−1�

Vr,� � velocity component of the fluid in r and � di-
rections, respectively �ms−1�

y � radial distance from the bubble surface, �m�

Greek Symbols
� � thermal diffusivity, m2 s−1

� ,� � spherical coordinates
� � volume fraction of bubbles
� � velocity potential, m2 s−1

� � dynamic viscosity, Ns m−2

� � kinematic viscosity, m2 s−1

� � density of the fluid, kg m−3

 � surface tension, N m−1

Subscript
A ,B � bubble �A� and bubble �B�, respectively

f � liquid
g � gas
s � single bubble
� � local

Appendix: The Boundary Layer Approximation of the
Flow Field

The assumption of a thin layer around the bubble of thickness y
is given as follows

y

a
=

r

a
− 1 � 1 �A1�

Applying the approximation to Eq. �12� and substituting for every
r /a by Eq. �A1� as follows

Vr = − U cos ��1 − �1 +
y

a
�−3

+
1

4
� a

L
�6

−
1

4
� a

L
�6�1 +

y

a
�−3	

�A2�
By taking the first two terms of the expansion series, yields

�1 +
y

a
�−3

= 1 − 3
y

a
+ ¯ �A3�

Substituting this equation into Eq. �A2�, would recover the form
of Eq. �14�.
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teady-state conjugate heat transfer study of a slab and a fluid is
arried out for a two-dimensional laminar incompressible wall jet
ver a backward-facing step. Unsteady stream function-vorticity
ormulation is used to solve the governing equation in the fluid
egion. An explicit expression has been derived for the conjugate
nterface boundary. The energy equation in the fluid, interface
oundary and the conduction equation in the solid are solved
imultaneously. The conjugate heat transfer characteristics, Nus-
elt number are studied with flow property (Re), fluid property
Pr), and solid to fluid conductivity ratio �k�. Average Nusselt
umber is compared with that of the nonconjugate case. As k is
ncreased, average Nusselt number is increased, asymptotically
pproaching the non-conjugate value. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2424235�

eywords: plane wall jet, step flow, conjugate heat transfer, in-
erface temperature, Nusselt number

Introduction
A plane jet was defined by Glauert �1� as a stream of fluid

lown tangential along a plane wall. Similarity solution for a
lane wall jet as well as a radial wall jet for both the laminar and
he turbulent cases were presented with the introduction of a
lauert constant F. Schwarz and Caswell �2� have investigated

he heat transfer characteristics of a 2D laminar incompressible
all jet. They have found an exact solutions for both the constant
all temperature and the constant heat flux cases. In addition, they
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ational Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taipei, Taiwan.
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have solved for a variable starting length of the heated section at
a constant wall temperature. The solution was derived with the
plate and the jet regimes as nonconjugated. The experimental
study on the laminar plane wall jet is presented in Bajura and
Szewczyk �3�. Based on jet exit Reynolds number, they have re-
ported the laminar wall jet results up to Re=770.

Angirasa �4� has studied the laminar buoyant wall jet and re-
ported the effect of velocity and the width of the jet during con-
vective heat transfer from the vertical surface. Seidel �5� has done
a numerical work to find the effect of high amplitude forcing on
the laminar and the turbulent wall jet over a heated flat plate.
Seidel has used DNS for the laminar case and RANS for the
turbulent wall jet. Recently, Bhattacharjee and Loth �6� have
simulated the laminar and transitional cold wall jets. They have
investigated the significance of three different inlet profiles viz.
parabolic, uniform, and ramp. They have presented the detailed
results of a time-averaged wall jet thickness and temperature dis-
tribution with RANS approach for higher Reynolds number and
DNS approach for a three-dimensional wall jet. They have re-
ported that the early transition begins at about Re=700 for the
plane wall jet.

Recently Kanna and Das �7� have studied the conjugate heat
transfer of plane wall jet flow and reported a closed-form solu-
tions for the conjugate interface temperature, the local Nusselt
number distribution and the average Nusselt number. In another
study, Kanna and Das �8� have investigated the conjugate heat
transfer from a plane laminar offset jet. The bottom of the slab is
maintained at a constant higher temperature. Effect of the varia-
tions of offset geometry, Re, Pr, and slab geometry have been
presented in details.

The flow emanating from a two-dimensional plane wall jet over
backward-facing step is shown in Fig. 1�a� where the main fea-
tures and regions of interest are depicted. Fluid is discharged from
a slot along the horizontal wall into the ambient near a horizontal
solid boundary parallel to the inlet jet direction. The jet flow fea-
tures are different in various regions. In the near-field up to step
from the point of discharge, the jet behaves like a plane wall jet.
Further downstream, the jet expands over the step. From the step
to the reattachment point, it is called a recirculation region. After
this point, the jet has an effect of impingement and it is called an
impingement region. The fluid flow structure rearranges and a
wall jet behavior is observed after some distance. This is called a
wall jet region. Wall jet over step flow occurs in many engineering
applications such as environmental discharges, heat exchangers,
fluid injection systems, cooling of combustion chamber wall in a
gas turbine, automobile demister, and others. In electronics cool-
ing, the prediction of Nusselt number distribution along the step
as conjugate situation is very important from the thermal design
point of view.

Although many studies on the nonconjugate and conjugate heat
transfer have been conducted on wall jet, the available literature
suggests that theoretical simulation of the wall jet over backward-
facing step as conjugate case has not been carried out by any
researcher. In the present configuration, the step length and the

step height considered are 2 and 1, respectively. The bottom wall

2007 by ASME Transactions of the ASME
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s maintained at a constant higher temperature whereas the wall jet
s at ambient temperature. The temperature at the interface �sepa-
ating fluid from the slab� is obtained by satisfying the conjugate
oundary condition criteria. The interface temperature, Nusselt
umber and average Nusselt number variations are studied for a
ange of Re, Pr, and conductivity ratio �k�. The present study is
estricted to fall within the laminar Reynolds number range.

Mathematical Formulation
An incompressible 2D laminar plane wall jet is considered. For

he sake of simplicity, the jet inlet temperature is assumed to be
sothermal and to have the same density and temperature as the
mbient fluid. Also, the velocity profile at the jet inlet is taken as
arabolic. The solid slab bottom is kept at constant temperature,

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram and boundary
step problem: „a… schematic of the problem
nd the sidewalls of the slab are insulated.

ournal of Heat Transfer
The governing equations for incompressible laminar flow are
solved by the stream function-vorticity formulation. The transient
nondimensional governing equations in the conservative form are

Stream function equation

�2� = − � �1�

Vorticity equation

��

�t
+

��u��
�x

+
��v��

�y
=

1

Re
�2� �2�

Energy equation in the fluid region

�� f

�t
+

��u� f�
�x

+
��v� f�

�y
=

1

Re Pr
�2� f �3�

ditions in a wall jet over backward-facing
nd „b… computational domain
con
Energy equation in the solid region
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here u=�� /�y, v=−�� /�x, �=�v /�x−�u /�y, and k=ks /kf.
The variables are scaled as u=u /U; v=v /U; x=x /h; y=y /h;
=� / �U /h�; t= �t /h� /U, �= �T−T�� / �Tw−T�� with the overbar

ndicating a dimensional variable and U ,h denoting the average
et velocity at nozzle exit and the jet width, respectively.

The slab energy equation is written in the transient nondimen-
ionalised form. The point to note here is that the term on the right
and side of Eq. �4� contains k, Re, and Pr. A similar form of the
quation has been considered by Chiu et al. �9�. The boundary
onditions needed for the numerical simulation have been pre-
cribed. For an offset jet with entrainment, the following dimen-
ionless conditions have been enforced as shown in Fig. 1�b�. The
nlet slot height is assumed as 0.05.

At the jet inlet, along AG �Fig. 1�b��,

u�y� = 120y − 2400y2; ��y� = 4800y − 120;

��y� = 60y2 − 800y3 �5�
Along AB, BC, CD, and FG due to no-slip condition

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram and bou
Fig. 3 Laminar wall jet results. Re=500, Pr

22 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
u = v = 0 �6�
Along entrainment boundary FE

�v
�y

= 0 �7�

Along HJ

� = 1 �8�
Along AH, DJ, and FG �adiabatic condition�

��

�x
= 0 �9�

Along FE and AG, ambient condition is assumed for �. At
downstream boundary, the condition of zero first derivative has
been applied for velocity components. This condition implies that
the flow has reached a fully developed condition. Thus, at DE

�u

�x
=

�v
�x

=
��

�x
= 0 �10�

ry conditions in a wall jet problem
=1.4 „a… u-velocity and „b… temperature.
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Interface Boundary Condition. The conjugate boundary con-
ition along AB

ks� ��s

�y
�

solid

= kf� �� f

�y
�

fluid

and

� f = �s at interface y = 1, 0 � x � 2 �11�
The conjugate boundary condition along CD

ks� ��s

�y
�

solid

= kf� �� f

�y
�

fluid

and � f = �s at interface y = 0, 2 � x � 25 �12�
The conjugate boundary condition along BC

ks� ��s

�x
�

solid

= kf� �� f

�x
�

fluid

Fig. 4 Backward-facing step flow with upstream channel pro
different Reynolds number.
Fig. 5 Grid independence study. Variation of L

ournal of Heat Transfer
and � f = �s at interface x = 2, 0 � y � 1 �13�
The Nusselt number expressions are given by, along AB

Nu�x� = − � ��

�y
�

y=1

�14�

along CD

Nu�x� = − � ��

�y
�

y=0

�15�

along BC

Nu�y� = − � ��

�x
�

x=2

�16�

The average Nusselt number is given by

m. „a… Schematic diagram. and „b… Reattachment length for
ble
ocal Nu for k=5 and 50. „a… k=5. „b… k=50.
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Nu =
1

AB + BC + CD�	
A

B

Nu�x�dx +	
C

B

Nu�y�dy

+	
C

D

Nu�x�dx
 �17�

Numerical Procedure
The computational domain considered here is a clustered carte-

ian grid. For unit length, the grid space at the ith node is �Kuyper
t al. �10��

xi = � i

imax
−

�

�
sin� i�

imax
�� �18�

here � is the angle and � is the clustering parameter. �=2	
tretches both end of the domain whereas �=	 clusters more grid
oints near one end of the domain. � varies between 0 and 1.
hen it approaches 1, more points fall near the end.
The unsteady vorticity transport equation �Eq. �2�� and the en-

rgy equation �Eq. �3�� in time are solved by an alternate direction
mplicit scheme. The central differencing scheme is followed for
oth the convective as well as the diffusive terms �Roache �11��.
he Poisson Eq. �1� is solved explicitly by the five point Gauss–
eidel methods. Thom’s vorticity condition has been used to ob-

ain the wall vorticity as given below

�w = −
2��w+1 − �w�


n2 �19�

here 
n is the grid space normal to the wall. It has been shown
y Napolitano et al. �12� and Huang and Wetton �13� that conver-
ence in the boundary vorticity is actually second order for steady
roblems and for time-dependent problems when t�0. Roache
11� has reported that for a Blausius boundary-layer profile, nu-
erical test verify that this first-order form is more accurate than

econd-order form.
Solution approaches steady-state asymptotically while the time

eaches infinity �a very large value�. The energy equations in fluid
egime and solid regime are solved simultaneously. For the com-
utation, time step of 0.01 is used for Pr=1.0,100.0, whereas for
r=0.01, time step of 0.0001 is used. Steady state is obtained
Fig. 6 Clustered grids used for the compu

24 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
when the sum of temperature error from consecutive time march-
ing steps �Eq. �20�� is reduced to either the convergence criteria �
or a large total time is elapsed.


i,j=1

imax,jmax

���si,j
t+�t − �si,j

t � + �� fi,j
t+�t − � fi,j

t �� � � �20�

For Pr=0.01, the convergence criteria � is set as 10−4 and for
higher Pr, it is set as 10−6.

4 Validation of the Code
To validate the developed code, the 2D lid-driven square-cavity

flow problem �Ghia et al. �14�� and the backward-facing flow
problem �Armaly et al. �15�, Gartling �16�, and Dyne and Heinrich
�17�� have been solved. Excellent agreement has been obtained
with the benchmark solutions and reported elsewhere �7�. The
laminar plane wall jet problem �Fig. 2� has been solved and the
computed velocity profiles are compared with the similarity solu-
tions of Glauert �1� and the experimental results of Quintana et al.
�18� in a similar way as represented by Seidel �5� �Fig. 3�. To
validate the present numerical procedure, backward-facing step
flow with upstream channel is solved and the primary vortex re-
attachment length is compared with Barton �19� �Fig. 4�. The fluid
flow solution of the present problem has been reported by Kanna
and Das �20�. The heat transfer study of the present problem has
been reported also by Kanna and Das �21�.

5 Grid Independence Study
The domain has been chosen as 25h in the streamwise direc-

tion from the step and 20h in the normal direction. A systematic
grid refinement study is carried out with the grids in the fluid

Table 1 Grid independence study: Value of Nu „Re=400, Pr
=1, l=2h, s=1h, w=1h…

Grids Nu�k=5� Nu�k=50�

6151 3.5293 5.4823
7161 4.8012 6.740125
9785 7.64481 8.269212
127125 7.55307 8.153443
tation. „a… Fluid region. „b… Solid region.
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egion as 6151, 7161, 9785, and 127125. The variations
f the local Nu for k=5 and 50 are shown in Fig. 5. Rao et al. �22�
ave used maximum interface temperature and the average skin
riction coefficient as the criteria for grid independent study for
onjugate mixed convection problem. When presented in a similar
ay, it has been observed that the variation in Nu is less than
.5% between the last two grid system �Table 1�. So a grid of
785 is used for the entire computation. Within the solid slab,
6 grid points are arranged in the normal direction. The grids are
lustered in the streamwise direction whereas in the normal direc-
ion up to 3h height, grids are arranged uniformly and above
his region, they are clustered. Typical grids are shown in Fig. 6.

Results and Discussion
The conjugate heat transfer study has been carried out with

hree parameters considered here. They are Re, Pr, and conductiv-

Fig. 7 Conjugate interface temperature: Effect of Re „Pr=1,
BC.
ty ratio �k�. Results are presented for values of Re=300, 400,

ournal of Heat Transfer
500, and 600, Pr= �0.01,1,100�, and k= �1,5 ,10,20,50�. The de-
tailed conjugate heat transfer results are presented in terms of the
conjugate interface temperature, Nusselt number �Nu� and average
Nusselt number �Nu� for the above cases.

Conjugate Interface Temperature. The conjugate interface
temperature for sections AB, BC, and CD are presented in Figs.
7–9. The influence of Re on the interface temperature is presented
in Figs. 7�a�–7�c�. Along AB, the interface temperature decreases
nonlinearly. It is observed that this is less sensitive to Re. Along
BC �in the positive y direction�, interface temperature is reduced
nonlinearly. This is attributed to the large recirculation near the
step. The influence of Re on the interface temperature is very
significant along CD. It decreases to a minimum value and further
increases leading to a fully developed profile �Fig. 7�b��. The dec-
rement in the temperature is attributed by the recirculation eddy.
The minimum value is located downstream of the reattachment

, l=2h, s=1h, w=1h…. „a… Along AB. „b… Along CD. „c… Along
k=5
point. It shifts further when Re is increased. When Re increases,
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he temperature value is decreased in the entire downstream direc-
ion. The effect of Pr on interface temperature is presented in Fig.
. The interface temperature decreases along AB. When Pr in-
reases from 0.01 to 100, the temperature values are decreased.
long CD the interface temperature reduces to a minimum value

nd further it increases leading to a fully developed profile. At low
r, these variations are very less and are significant when Pr in-
reases �Fig. 8�b��. It is observed that the location of minimum
emperature value occurs in CD and is shifted in the downstream
irection when Pr is increased. Along BC, the interface tempera-
ure value is decreased in the normal direction. BC is laid between
he recirculation eddy and the solid slab. This situation causes the
onduction to be dominant mode of heat transfer which leads to
igher interface value for low Pr �Fig. 8�c��. The influence of
onductivity ratio on the interface temperature is presented in Fig.
. It is observed that k is sensitive to the entire interface. Along

Fig. 8 Conjugate interface temperature: Effect of Pr „Re=400
BC.
B, the interface temperature is increased nonlinearly to k. How-

26 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
ever, it is noticed that the increment rate is reduced at higher k
values. Along CD, the interface temperature value is decreased to
a minimum value and further increases. At high k, it becomes
almost constant value �Fig. 9�b��. Along BC, the interface tem-
perature value is decreased in the positive y direction. It is
noticed that with increasing k, the interface temperature value is
increasing.

Nusselt Number. The local Nusselt number distribution is pre-
sented in details in Figs. 10–12. The influence of Re is shown in
Fig. 10. Along AB, due to entrainment, the Nu value is large near
the inlet and further it decreases in the downstream direction.
When Re increases, Nu is increased due to the increment in the
thermal gradient �Fig. 10�a��. Along CD, Nu is increased to a
maximum value and further decreases to a steady value. It is
observed that the peak Nu is falling downstream of the reattach-

5, l=2h, s=1h, w=1h…. „a… Along AB. „b… Along CD. „c… Along
, k=
ment location and it shifts down when Re is increased �Fig.
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0�b��. Along BC, the Nusselt number increases to a maximum
alue and further it decreases to a small value followed by an
ncrease �Fig. 10�c��. This trend in Nusselt number is attributed to
he conjugate effect between recirculation eddy and solid wall
ear the corner. The effect of Pr is presented in Fig. 11. Along AB,
onvection is dominant in the region due to the jet entry as well as
mbient entrainment. This results in high Nu for high Pr �Fig.
1�a��. Along CD, Nu increases to a maximum and decreases to a
ully developed profile in the downstream direction �Fig. 11�b��.
he peak Nusselt number occurs due to recirculation. Along BC,
u increases to a maximum value and decreases followed by an

ncrease. Due to recirculation, the Nusselt number is increased for
igh Pr �Fig. 11�c��. The effect of k on local Nusselt number is
hown in Fig. 12. The thermal resistance in the solid wall can be
vercome with high k. A nonconjugate isothermal interface heat
ransfer study is compared to validate this point. Along AB, when

Fig. 9 Conjugate interface temperature: Effect of k „Re=400,
BC.
is increasing, Nu is increased �Fig. 12�a��. It approaches the

ournal of Heat Transfer
nonconjugate value at downstream. Near the corner, a kink is
observed. Along CD, the Nu distribution is shown in Fig. 12�b�. It
increases to a peak value and decreases further downstream. It is
observed that at high k value, the Nusselt number distribution
along CD is higher than that of the nonconjugate case. In down-
stream direction �for the nonconjugate case� the jet expands and
bottom wall is isothermal whereas in conjugate case the wall tem-
perature is variant �Fig. 9�b��. Along BC, Nu is increasing to
maximum value and further reduces and increases in the normal
direction.

Average Nusselt Number. The variations of average Nusselt
number �Nu� with Re, Pr, and k are shown in Tables 2–4. The
influence of Re is shown in Table 2. For Re=300, Nu=5.81 and
for Re=600, Nu=10.34. Conjugate values are always less than the
nonconjugate average Nusselt number. For Re=300, the differ-

1, l=2h, s=1h, w=1h…. „a… Along AB. „b… Along CD. „c… Along
Pr=
ence is 9.81% and for Re=600, it is 12.12%. Effect of Pr is shown
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n Table 3. For Pr=0.01, Nu=2.16 and for Pr=100, Nu=30.72.
hen compared with the nonconjugate values, it is observed that

t low Pr, the nonconjugate Nu is less than the conjugate case. For
r=0.01, the nonconjugate case is less by −26.33% whereas for
r=100, it is higher by 26.6%. In conjugate case, heat transfer in
olid is coupled with the fluid heat transfer. For low Pr, the ther-
al boundary layer is large. There is a higher Nu than the non-

onjugate Nu. Where as for high Pr, the thermal boundary layer is
hin and the Nu is high for the nonconjugate case compared to the

onjugate case. It is observed that when k increases, Nu value is
ncreased �Table 4�. At higher k value, it approaches the noncon-
ugate value. When k=50, the difference between the two cases is
% only. It is important to note that though the local Nusselt
umber distribution for conjugate case at higher k along BC is
igher than the nonconjugate �Fig. 12�, the average Nusselt num-
er of the nonconjugate is higher than the conjugate case. This is
ainly due to the entrainment near the inlet and the recirculation

Fig. 10 Local Nusselt number: Effect of Re „Pr=1, k=5, l=
ddy.

28 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
7 Concluding Remarks
Conjugate heat transfer study of two-dimensional incompress-

ible nonbuoyant wall jet under backward-facing step problem is
carried out by solving the stream function vorticity equations and
energy equations in fluid and solid regions. Heat transfer charac-
teristics are systematically studied for flow property �Re�, fluid
property �Pr�, and the conductivity ratio �k� and the following
conclusions are made.

The conjugate interface temperature value decreases along the
step length and height. After expansion from the step, its value is
reduced to a minimum followed by an increase. The minimum Nu
falls after the reattachment location. The interface temperature
value decreases when Re is increased. Also, it decreases for higher
Pr. However, the interface temperature increases for higher k. The
local Nusselt number has a peak value near the inlet due to the
entrainment and a second peak occurs after the reattachment of
the jet. Increment in Re, Pr, and k increases Nu. At low Pr non-

, s=1h, w=1h…. „a… Along AB. „b… Along CD. „c… Along BC.
2h
conjugate Nu is smaller than the conjugate Nu.
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Nu for the nonconjugate case is 12.12% higher compared to the
onjugate case for Re=600. For low Pr �=0.01�, Nu for the non-
onjugate case is lower by −26.33%. whereas for high Pr
=100�, the trend reverses and it is higher by 26.6%. As k is
ncreased, Nu for conjugate case behavior is close to that of the
onconjugate case and the difference is 3%.
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omenclature
h � inlet slot height
k � thermal conductivity ratio, ks /kf
n � normal direction

Fig. 11 Local Nusselt number: Effect of Pr „Re=400, k=5, l
Nu � local Nusselt number �Eq. �2��

ournal of Heat Transfer
Nu � average Nusselt number �Eq. �17��
Pr � Prandtl number, � /�
Re � Reynolds number for the fluid, Uh /�

s � height of the step, m
T � dimensional temperature, °C
t̄ � dimensional time, s
t � nondimensional time

ū , v̄ � dimensional velocity components along �x ,y�
axes, m/s

u ,v � dimensionless velocity components along �x ,y�
axes

U � inlet mean velocity, m/s
w � solid wall thickness

x̄ , ȳ � dimensional Cartesian coordinates along and
normal to the plate, m

x ,y � dimensionless Cartesian coordinates along and
normal to the plate

h, s=1h, w=1h…. „a… Along AB. „b… Along CD. „c… Along BC.
=2
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reek Symbols
� � convergence criterion
� � dimensionless temperature

�b � dimensionless average boundary temperature
� � clustering parameter

Fig. 12 Local Nusselt number: Effect of k „Re=400, Pr=1, l=2
„c… Along BC.

able 2 Average Nusselt number: Effect of Re „Pr=1, k=5, l
2h, s=1h, w=1h…

e Nu Nonconjugate
% difference

from nonconjugate

00 5.808317 6.441137 9.82
00 7.644812 8.524984 10.32
00 9.079950 10.212431 11.09
00 10.341680 11.767634 12.12
30 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
� � kinematic viscosity
� � dimensionless stream function
� � dimensionless vorticity

Subscripts
f � fluid

=1h, w=1h…. Nonconjugate case. „a… Along AB. „b… Along CD.

Table 3 Average Nusselt number: Effect of Pr „Re=400, k=5,
l=2h, s=1h, w=1h…

Pr Nu Nonconjugate
% difference

from nonconjugate

0.01 2.165427 1.714043 −26.33
1 7.644812 8.524984 10.32
100 30.719183 41.852650 26.60
h, s
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max � maximum
s � solid

w � wall
� � ambient condition
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erogel is among the best solid thermal insulators. Aerogel is a
ilica gel formed by supercritical extraction which results in a
orous open cell solid insulation with a thermal conductivity as
ow as 0.013 W/m K. Aerogels have a wide range of uses such as
nsulation for windows, vehicles, refrigerators/freezers, etc. Usage
or aerogel can be extended for use where flexibility is needed,
uch as apparel, by embedding it into a polyester batting blanket.
hese aerogel blankets, although flexible, have little resistance to
ompression and experience a residual strain effect upon exposure
o elevated pressures. It was suggested, by Aspen Aerogels Inc.,
hat a prototype aerogel blanket would have increased resistance
o compression and minimized residual strain upon exposure to
levated pressures. Samples of prototype and normal product-line
erogel insulating blankets were acquired. These materials were
eparately tested for thermal conductivity and compressive strain
t incremental pressure stops up to 1.2 MPa. The compressive
train of the prototype aerogel blanket reached a level of
.25 mm/mm whereas the product-line aerogel blanket com-
ressed to 0.48 mm/mm at 1.2 MPa. Before compression, the
hermal conductivity of the prototype aerogel blanket was slightly
igher than the product-line aerogel blanket. During compression
he thermal conductivity increased 46% for the product-line aero-
el blanket whereas it increased only 13% for the prototype aero-
el blanket at 1.2 MPa. The total thermal resistance decreased
4% for the product-line aerogel blanket at 1.2 MPa and re-
ained at that value upon decompression to atmospheric pres-

ure. The total thermal resistance of the prototype aerogel blanket
ecreased 33% at 1.2 MPa and returned to within 1% of its initial

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR-

AL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received November 1, 2005; final manuscript

eceived April 21, 2006. Review conducted by Ranga Pitchumani.
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value upon decompression to atmospheric pressure. It was found
that the prototype aerogel blanket has approximately twice as
much resistance to hydrostatic compression to a pressure of
1.2 MPa and also recovers to its original state upon decompres-
sion. The thermal resistance of the prototype aerogel blanket re-
mained 37% higher than the product-line aerogel blanket at
1.2 MPa. This resistance to compression and the ability to recover
to its original state upon decompression from elevated pressures
makes the prototype aerogel blanket suitable for applications
where high insulation, resistance to compression, and recovery
after a compression cycle is needed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2424237�

Keywords: aerogel, thermal conductivity, compressive strain, hy-
drostatic pressure

1 Background
Silica aerogels are among the best solid thermal insulating ma-

terials �1�. Aerogels are formed by sol-gel processes and dried by
supercritical extraction �2,3�. This process leaves a porous me-
dium which has pore sizes of approximately 10 nm which is about
eight times smaller than the mean free path of air �4�. The porosity
can be as high as 90% �5,6�. The overall effective thermal con-
ductivity can be as low as 0.013 W/m K for aerogels with a den-
sity of 120 kg/m3 �1�.

Aerogels have a wide range of use, such as insulation for cryo-
genic applications, space launch applications, solar collectors, as
well as windows, refrigerators/freezers, water boilers, and vehicle
heat accumulators �1,7–11�. Aerogels can also be modified for use
in applications where flexibility is needed such as for thermal
protective clothing, acoustic insulation, and also in part for proto-
type wetsuit insulation �12–14�. This is done by mixing aerogel in
granular or dust form into a flexible matrix resulting in an insu-
lating aerogel blanket. These aerogel blankets can vary in compo-
sition yielding different thermal properties. Table 1 gives the ther-
mal conductivity and composition of several commercially
available aerogel blankets.

Recently, Aspen Aerogels has developed a prototype aerogel
blanket �proprietary microstructure, patent pending� as an im-
provement to the trade name product “spaceloft” that can be used
for high compression applications. This prototype aerogel blanket
has an increased resistance to compressive loading and returns to
its original thickness after a high pressure application. Normal
product-line aerogel blankets experience a residual strain when
compressed, which results in the material not recovering to its
original thickness.

The purpose of this study is to compare the thermal conductiv-
ity and compressive strain under hydrostatic pressure of this
newly developed prototype aerogel blanket to that of a product-
line aerogel blanket �“spaceloft”�. An investigation of the micro-
structure of the aerogel blanket is beyond the scope of this study.
It was hypothesized that the prototype aerogel blanket would
compress less and maintain a lower thermal conductivity at el-
evated hydrostatic pressure compared to the product-line aerogel
blanket; and that the prototype aerogel blanket would recover to
its original state upon decompression.

2 Methods

2.1 Experimental Setup. The experimental setup used in this
study consisted of a thermal conductivity meter �Anter Corp
model Quickline 16� custom modified to operate at elevated hy-
drostatic pressures. This meter was placed in a hyperbaric cham-
ber as shown in Fig. 1. All connections were made by means of
penetrations through the hyperbaric chamber. The thermal con-
ductivity meter �further referenced as “thermal meter”� works on
the principle of the heat flow metering method �in accordance
with ASTM C518 and ISO DIS 8301�.
A test specimen �30.5 cm�30.5 cm� is placed between two flat
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lates controlled to be at different temperatures. The upper plate is
et at 30°C and the lower plate is set at 10°C. Due to the tem-
erature difference, heat flows from the upper plate to the lower
late. The amount of heat flow depends on the thickness and ther-
al conductivity of the test specimen. When thermal equilibrium

s reached, i.e., when all temperatures are steady, the thermal con-
uctivity of the test specimen can be estimated by using Fourier’s
aw

� = �*d/�Thot − Tcold� �1�

here � is thermal conductivity �W/m K�; � is the heat flux
W/m2�, d is the thickness of the test sample �m�; Thot is the
emperature of the upper plate �30°C�, and Tcold is the tempera-
ure of the lower plate �10°C�.

The amount of heat flowing through the sample is measured
ith a heat flow meter placed between the sample and the upper
late. Equation �1� relies on the assumption that the heat flow
hrough the test specimen is linear �one dimensional�. Heat ex-
hange between the edge of the test specimen and the surrounding
nvironment was minimized using 5 cm of fibrous board insula-
ion �k=0.0328 W/m K at 20°C� placed around the perimeter of
he test specimen. It is further noted that the actual heat flow

easurement is limited to a 10 cm�10 cm area in the center of
he 30.5 cm�30.5 cm test specimen.

The temperatures of the upper and lower plates are measured by
sing type K thermocouples located in the plate surfaces. It is

able 1 Thermal conductivity of various commercially avail-
ble aerogel blankets

rade
ame

Thermal
conductivity

�W/m K� Matrix composition

Spacelofta 0.0141–0.0135 Silica gel, Copolyolefin
Poly �ethylene terephthalate�

Spacelofta 0.013 Silica gel, carbon black
Poly �ethylene terephthalate�

Pyrogela 0.0147 Silicon dioxide, Zircon
Silica gel �trimethylsilyated�
Amophous silica fiber felt

Pyrogela 0.0157 Silica gel
Oxidized polyacrylonitrile

Nanogelb 0.020 Treated precipitated silica/silica
gel �trimethylsilylated� blend

with copolyolefin
bicomponent fiber with nylon

cover.

Aspen Aerogels, Inc. �www.aerogel.com.�.
Cabot Corporation �w1.cabot-corp.com.�.
Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental setup

ournal of Heat Transfer
assumed that the temperature across the interface between the
plates and the test specimen is constant. This assumption is only
valid for test specimens that have and overall thermal resistance
greater than 0.08 m2K/W �User’s Manual Quickline 16, Heat
Flow Meter Thermal Conductivity Instrument, Version 1.0�. If the
thermal resistance of the sample falls below this minimum, the
temperature difference across the interface between the plates and
the test specimen cannot be ignored. All samples tested in this
study have thermal resistances above 0.08 m2K/W.

The thickness �d� of a test specimen is determined during test-
ing by using a linear potentiometer located on the upper plate that
measures the distance between the upper plate and the lower plate.

The thermal meter was calibrated under atmospheric pressure,
in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendation, using a
fibrous glass board �NIST SRM 1450b� having a thermal conduc-
tivity of 0.0328 W/m K at a temperature of 20°C. Before using
the calibration sample it was conditioned, according to recom-
mended protocol, in an oven at 90°C for 1 h to drive out any
residual moisture. The linear potentiometer was calibrated by us-
ing a brass ring of known thickness �25.5 mm� and a thin sheet of
brass of known thickness �0.2 mm�. The linear potentiometer was
calibrated to the thickness of the plastic ring and the brass sheet-
ing. After proper calibration and when equilibrium conditions
were reached, the manufacturer’s estimate for the measuring ac-
curacy of the thermal conductivity is 5% with a reproducibility of
1% �Anter Corp., 83/04-97�.

2.2 Testing Protocol. A 5-mm-thick 30.5 cm�30.5 cm sheet
of a prototype aerogel blanket and a product-line aerogel blanket
�Aspen Aerogel product AR3103� were each separately encapsu-
lated in a mylar bag �PAKVF4D, Impak Corp.� at atmospheric
pressure. Since aerogel is an open-cell insulation, the mylar bag
serves as a nonloading membrane allowing the aerogel to experi-
ence the force of increased hydrostatic pressure. The mylar bag
was heat sealed at atmospheric pressure while being held between
two flat plates to minimize the amount of trapped air. Leaks in the
mylar bag were checked by immersing the sample in water. The
encapsulated sample was then placed in the Anter thermal meter
within the hyperbaric chamber. Thermal conductivity and thick-
ness readings were taken at incremental pressure stops at
0.10 MPa, 0.18 MPa, 0.25 MPa, 0.41 MPa, 0.56 MPa, 0.71 MPa,
0.95 MPa, and 1.20 MPa during compression and 0.72 MPa,
0.41 MPa, 0.25 MPa, and 0.10 MPa during decompression. One
compression/decompression cycle was performed on each sample.
A compression rate of 0.03 MPa/min was chosen to simulate iso-
thermal compression. During compression to an incremental stop,
cool air was circulated in the hyperbaric chamber by air blowers
to minimize air temperature change. The temperature change of
the air inside the hyperbaric chamber was monitored by using a
thermocouple suspended above the thermal meter. When a given
pressure level was reached, and the chamber air temperature
reached within two degrees of room temperature, the air blowers
were turned off. Once the blowers were turned off, thermal con-
ductivity readings were taken from a display located outside the
chamber. Readings were taken about every 2 min until the dis-
played value changed less than 1%, typically within 10 min. This
was assumed to be steady state in accordance with the manufac-
turer’s operating instructions. Thermal conductivity and thickness
measurements were then recorded for that pressure.

3 Results and Discussion
The variation of the compressive strain of both aerogel blankets

with increasing hydrostatic pressure is shown in Fig 2. It can be
seen that the strain of the product-line aerogel blanket increased to
a value of about 0.48 mm/mm at 1.2 MPa and remained essen-
tially constant upon decompression. The prototype aerogel blanket
increased to a total strain of about 0.25 mm/mm at 1.2 MPa and
then returned to its initial thickness upon decompression. During

the decompression phase, the compressive strain experienced by
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he prototype aerogel blanket remained 50%–100% greater than
he strain experienced by the same sample during the compression
hase. When atmospheric pressure was reached the compressive
train of the prototype aerogel blanket returned to 0 mm/mm.

Figure 3 shows the corresponding variation of the thermal con-
uctivity of both aerogel blankets with hydrostatic pressure. It can
e seen that the thermal conductivity of the prototype aerogel
lanket was 0.016 W/m K at atmospheric pressure, whereas the
roduct-line aerogel blanket was about 0.018 W/m K. During
ompression, the thermal conductivity of both aerogel blankets
ncreased. Upon reaching a pressure of 1.2 MPa the thermal con-
uctivity of the product-line aerogel blanket reached about
.023 W/m K; slightly surpassing the prototype aerogel blanket
alue of about 0.020 W/m K. Upon decompression, the thermal
onductivity of the product-line aerogel blanket decreased
lightly, but again rose to and remained at about 0.020 W/m K at
tmospheric pressure. This corresponds to an increase in thermal
onductivity of approximately 46% for the product-line aerogel
lanket at atmospheric pressure after one compression cycle. The
rototype aerogel blanket returned to within 1% of its initial ther-
al conductivity.
The variation of the overall thermal resistance of each aerogel

lanket with hydrostatic pressure is shown in Fig. 4. The thermal
esistance of the product-line aerogel blanket started at approxi-
ately 0.33 m2 K/W and decreased by about 64% at a pressure of

.2 MPa and remained essentially at that value upon decompres-
ion to atmospheric pressure. The thermal resistance of the proto-
ype aerogel blanket was approximately 0.30 m2 K/W at atmo-
pheric pressure and decreased by about 37% but returned to its
nitial value when atmospheric pressure was reached. In addition
he thermal resistance of the prototype aerogel blanket remained

ig. 2 Variation of the compressive stain of aerogel blanket
amples with hydrostatic pressure. Arrows indicate direction of
ressure change during the experiment.

ig. 3 Variation of the thermal conductivity of aerogel blanket
amples with hydrostatic pressure. Arrows indicate direction of

ressure change during the experiment.
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about 58% higher than the product-line aerogel blanket at a pres-
sure of 1.2 MPa. It appears that the prototype aerogel blanket has
increased elasticity in the direction of compression which permits
the aerogel blanket to return to very close to its initial state upon
decompression. The resistance to compression and recovery prop-
erty of the prototype aerogel blanket makes it desirable for appli-
cations where resistance to pressure and recovery to its original
thickness after compression is desirable.

4 Conclusions
It was found that the prototype aerogel blanket has approxi-

mately twice as much resistance to hydrostatic compression at a
pressure of 1.2 MPa �170.5 psia� and recovers to its original
thickness upon decompression. The thermal conductivity of the
prototype aerogel was slightly higher than the product-line aerogel
blanket before the compression cycle was performed. The overall
thermal resistance of the prototype aerogel blanket remained
about 37% higher than the product-line aerogel blanket at
1.2 MPa. Upon decompression to atmospheric pressure, both the
thermal conductivity and compressive strain of the product-line
aerogel blanket were permanently increased to the values mea-
sured at 1.2 MPa, whereas the prototype aerogel blanket returned
to its initial state as measured before the compression cycle was
performed.

This resistance to compression and the ability to recover to its
original state upon decompression from elevated pressures makes
the prototype aerogel blanket desirable for applications where
high insulation, resistance to compression, and recovery is
needed.
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Thot � hot plate temperature

Tcold � cold plate temperature
d � sample thickness
� � thermal conductivity of the test sample
� � heat flux through sample
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n analytical technique is presented for treating heat conduction
roblems involving a body experiencing oscillating heat flux on its
oundary. The boundary heat flux is treated as a combination of
any point heat sources, each of which emits heat intermittently
ased on the motion of the flux. The working function of the in-
ermittent heat source with respect to time is evaluated by using
he Fourier series and temperature profile of each point heat
ource is derived by using the Duhamel’s theorem. Finally, by
uperposition of the temperature fields over all the point heat
ources, the temperature profile due to the original moving heat
ux is determined. Prediction results and verification using finite
lement method are presented for an oscillatory heat flux in a
ectangular domain. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2424236�

eywords: oscillating heat flux, point heat source, Fourier series,
uhamel’s theorem

Introduction
Many heat conduction problems are concerned with a moving

eat source traversing along over one of the boundaries, for ex-
mple, as a result of a solid sliding back and forth on another
ody. The heat generated within the contact region is due to fric-
ion, whose magnitude is dependent on the friction coefficient,
liding velocity, and pressure in the contact area. Depending on
he thermomechanical properties of the bodies, part of the inter-
acial heat transfers to the sliding body and the rest conducts into
he stationary solid. Thus relative to the respective coordinate sys-
ems attached to each body, the sliding body is subject to a fixed
eat source, and the stationary body is subject to a moving heat
ource. The temperature rise at the interface has a significant ef-
ect on the tribological behavior of the contact materials, causing
he materials to distort, which in turn affects the contact geometry,
ressure distribution, and the temperature. In some applications,
epending on the operating conditions, a positive feedback loop
evelops where the contact pressures and temperature become ex-
eedingly high leading to gross surface damage and ultimately
ailure of the system. Thus, an efficient methodology for predic-
ion of the temperature field as a function of time is needed at the
esign stage.
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Pioneering work on the moving heat source problems was re-
ported by Blok �1� with particular interest in the meshing of gear
teeth giving rise to the concept of flash temperature. The work
was later extended by Jaeger �2� who expressed the surface tem-
perature of each solid in terms of heat flux. Tian and Kennedy �3�
analyzed the surface temperature rise for a semi-infinite body due
to different moving heat sources for the entire range of Peclet
number using a Green’s function method. Ju and Farris �4� and
Gao and Lee �5� developed a transient temperature model based
on the fast Fourier transform method, respectively. Qiu and Cheng
�6� did a numerical simulation of the temperature rise for a three-
dimensional rough surface sliding against a smooth surface in
mixed lubricated contact by the moving grid method. Hirano and
Yoshida �7� analyzed the surface temperature of semi-infinite
body subjected to a rectangular heat source with reciprocating
motion. Greenwood and Greiner �8� presented an analysis of sur-
face temperature in fretting contact by assuming the source re-
mains stationary. Additional references about the models for flash
temperature can be found in Ref. �9�, where the difference of the
predicted temperature among the models is investigated. With the
exception of Ref. �8,9�, most of the papers focused their attention
on a unidirectional, moving heat source.

In this paper Duhamel’s theorem is used to analytically deter-
mine the temperature in a rectangular domain subjected to oscil-
lating heat source on its boundary, extending the semi-analytical
treatment of the problem as developed by Krishnamurthy �10�.

The approach to this paper is as follows. The moving heat flux
is considered to consist of many intermittent point heat sources
and their working function f�� , t� with respect to time is evaluated
by using the Fourier series. The temperature field T��x ,y , t� of
each point heat is derived by using Duhamel’s theorem. Then, the
superposition of T��x ,y , t� over all the heat sources yields the
desired solution for T�x ,y , t� of the original problem. The math-
ematical formulation is illustrated in Sec. 2.

2 Mathematical Formulation
Referring to Fig. 1, consider a rectangular domain of width L

and height h on which an oscillating heat flux of magnitude q� is
acting over a contact width l�l�L /2�. The oscillation velocity is
�. The other three sides are at constant temperature T0, and the
initial temperature of the domain is Ti. Along the top surface, the
local coordinate � denotes the location of a point heat source. The
heat flux extending over the width l is treated as a combination of
many point heat sources. Without the loss of generality, it is as-
sumed that the oscillation starts from the left side.

2.1 Working Function f„� , t… of a Time-Dependent Point
Heat Source. Each point heat source on the top surface emits heat
intermittently. Referring to Fig. 2, the working function f�� , t� for
a point heat source at x=��y=h� within one cycle is a periodic
square wave function with magnitude of 1 �on� or 0 �off�.

The oscillation period and the angular frequency are T=2�L
− l� /� and �=2� /T=�� / �L− l�, respectively. The function f�� , t�
can be treated as an even function. Its Fourier series is given by

f��,t� = a0 + �
n=1

�

an cos�n�t� �1a�

where

a0 =
2

T�0

T/2

f��,t�dt �1b�
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an =
4

T�0

T/2

f��,t�cos�n�t�dt �1c�

hen for the interval 0���L, the Fourier series of f�� , t� is

f��,t� = � f1��,t� if 0 � � � l

f2��,t� if l � � � L − l

f3��,t� if L − l � � � L
� �2a�

here

f1��,t� =
�

L − l
+

2

��
n=1

�
1

n
sin	 n��

L − l

cos	n��t

L − l

 �2b�

f2��,t� =
l

L − l
+

2

��
n=1

�
1

n
�sin	 n��

L − l



− sin	n��� − l�
L − l


�cos	n��t

L − l

 �2c�

f3��,t� =
L − �

L − l
−

2

��
n=1

�
1

n
sin�n��� − l�

L − l
�cos	n��t

L − l

 �2d�

2.2 Temperature Profile T�„x ,y , t… of a Time-Dependent
oint Heat Source. The governing equation for time-dependent
eat conduction is

�2T��x,y,t�
�x2 +

�2T��x,y,t�
�y2 =

1

	

�T��x,y,t�
�t

in 0 � x � L ,

0 � y � h, t 
 0 �3a�

here T��x ,y , t� is the transient temperature field of a time-
ependent point heat source at location �� ,h�, k is the thermal

ig. 1 A rectangular domain subject to oscillatory heat flux on
ts top boundary

ig. 2 Periodic square wave of working function of the point

eat source
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conductivity of the material, and 	 represents the thermal
diffusivity.

The boundary conditions are

T� = T0 at x = 0, x = L, t 
 0 �3b�

T� = T0 at y = 0, t 
 0 �3c�

k
�T�

�y
= q���x − ��f��,t� at y = h, t 
 0 �3d�

where ��x−�� represents the Dirac delta function defined as

��x − �� = � if x = �

0 if x � �
� �3e�

with

�
�−�

�+�

��x − ��dx = 1 �3f�

for �
0, and the following property for any function g�x�

� ��x − ��g�x�dx = g��� �3g�

The initial condition is

T� = Ti at t = 0, in 0 � x � L, 0 � y � h �3h�

Let

T��x,y,t� = 1�x,y,t� + ��x,y,t� �4�

the solution of problem �3� becomes the superposition of the fol-
lowing two problems

�21

�x2 +
�21

�y2 =
1

	

�1

�t
in 0 � x � L, 0 � y � h, t 
 0

1 = T0 at x = 0, x = L, t 
 0

1 = T0 at y = 0, t 
 0

�1

�y
= 0 at y = h, t 
 0

1 = Ti at t = 0 �5�

and

�2�

�x2 +
�2�

�y2 =
1

	

��

�t
in 0 � x � L, 0 � y � h, t 
 0

� = 0 at x = 0, x = L, t 
 0

� = 0 at y = 0, t 
 0

k
��

�y
= q���x − ��f��,t� at y = h, t 
 0

� = 0 at t = 0 �6�
It can be shown that the Green’s function for the problem is

G�x,y,t�x�,y�,�� =
4

Lh�
m=1

�

�
p=1

�

e−	��m
2 +�p

2��t−��

�sin��mx�sin��py�sin��mx��sin��py�� �7�

Then the solution for problem �5� can be obtained by use of the

Green’s function as
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1 = T0 +
4�Ti − T0�

Lh �
m=1

�

�
p=1

�
1 − �− 1�m

�m�p
e−	��m

2 +�p
2�t sin��mx�sin��py�

�8a�
here

�m =
m�

L
�m = 1,2, ¯ ,�� �8b�

�p =
�2p − 1��

2h
�p = 1,2, ¯ ,�� �8c�

To solve problem �6� using Duhamel’s theorem, the auxiliary
roblem is defined as follows:

�2��

�x2 +
�2��

�y2 =
1

	

���

�t
in 0 � x � L, 0 � y � h, t 
 0

�� = 0 at x = 0, x = L, t 
 0

�� = 0 at y = 0, t 
 0

k
���

�y
= ��x − �� at y = h, t 
 0

�� = 0 at t = 0 �9�
hen by Duhamel’s theorem the solution to problem �6� is written
s

��x,y,t� =�
�=0

t

q�f��,��
����x,y,t − ��

�t
d� �10�

Application of the same Green’s function as that in Eq. �7�
ields the solution for the auxiliary problem �9�

���x,y,t� =
4

Lhk�m=1

�

�
p=1

�
�− 1�p+1 sin��m��

�m
2 + �p

2

��1 − e−	��m
2 +�p

2�t�sin��mx�sin��py� �11�

here �m, �p are the same as those in Eqs. �8b� and �8c�,
espectively.

Introducing Eq. �11� to Eq. �10�, the solution to problem �6� is
btained as

��x,y,t� = q�
4	

Lhk�m=1

�

�
p=1

�

�− 1�p+1

�sin��mx�sin��py�sin��m���
�=0

t

f��,��e−	��m
2 +�p

2��t−��d�

�12�
Substituting Eqs. �8a� and �12� into Eq. �4�, temperature profile

f a time-dependent point heat source at location �� ,h� with work-
ng function f�� , t� is obtained as
38 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
T��x,y,t� = T0 +
4�Ti − T0�

Lh �
m=1

�

�
p=1

�
1 − �− 1�m

�m�p

�e−	��m
2 +�p

2�t sin��mx�sin��py�

+ q�
4	

Lhk�m=1

�

�
p=1

�

�

− 1�p+1 sin��mx�sin��py�sin��m���
�=0

t

f��,��e−	��m
2 +�p

2��t−

�13�

2.3 Transient Temperature Profile T„x ,y , t… for the Entire
Domain. In Eq. �13� the last term, i.e.,��x ,y , t�, is the only term
that accounts for the contribution of a point heat source at location
�� ,h� to the entire domain temperature. The temperature profile
T�x ,y , t� due to all the point heat sources is determined by inte-
grating the last term in Eq. �13� over the top surface of the domain
as

T�x,y,t� = 1�x,y,t� +�
�=0

L

��x,y,t�d� �14�

Substituting Eqs. �8a� and �12� into Eq. �14� and performing the
indicated operations yields the following solution for the transient
field temperature of the entire domain

T�x,y,t� = T0 +
4�Ti − T0�

Lh

��
m=1

�

�
p=1

�
1 − �− 1�m

�m�p
e−�mpt sin��mx�sin��py�

+ q�
4	

Lhk�m=1

�

�
p=1

�

�− 1�p+1 sin��mx�

�sin��py� · � 1 − �− 1�m

�mp�m
2 �L − l�

sin��ml��1 − e−�mpt�

+ �
n=1

�

Sn

�n sin��nt� + �mp cos��nt� − �mpe−�mpt

�n
2 + �mp

2 �
�15a�

where

�n =
n��

L − l
�15b�

�mp = 	��m
2 + �p

2� �15c�
Sn = �
1 − �− 1�n+m

n�
sin��ml�	 1

�m − �n/�
−

1

�m + �n/�

 if �m − �n/� � 0

1 − �− 1�n+m

n�
sin��ml�	−

1

�m + �n/�

 +

L − l

n�
�1 − cos	 n�l

L − l

� if �m − �n/� = 0 � �15d�
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m, �p are determined from Eqs. �8b� and �8c�, respectively.

Results and Discussion
In this section, simulations are done using Eq. �15�. Table 1

hows the input parameters. In the simulations, the truncation er-
or is set to be 10−5, and thus the maximum numbers of the terms
or the infinite series in Eq. �15� are m=50, p=48, and n=7. A
nite element model, shown in Fig. 3, was also developed to
erify the results. The top surface is divided into 30 elements. The
ux traverses from the left to the right side after 20 steps and then
scillates back to the left. The step time �t=L /30/�=0.00833 s.
he user-defined subroutine DFLUX is used to apply the thermal

oad of the oscillatory flux. The simulations are done using the
BAQUS on a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 computer. It takes about 11 h

o perform 2000 s of simulations for the oscillatory heat flux. In
ontrast, the computations of the analytical solution take only a
ew minutes on the same computer. The temperature contour at
he steady state is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the predicted analytical
esults and ABAQUS simulations for the temperature rise at loca-
ions �L /2 ,h�, �L /6 ,h�, �5L /6 ,h�, and �L /2 ,h /2� specified in Fig.
. The analytical and numerical results are in excellent agreement.
n the analytical solution, the temperature rise at �L /6 ,h� is

Table 1 Parameters used in the simulations

idth of the domain L �m� 0.3
eight of the domain h �m� 0.1
ength of heat flux l �m� 0.1
eat flux q� �W/m2� 50,000
elocity of oscillation � �m/s� 1.2
hermal conductivity k �W/m K� 52
hermal diffusivity 	 �m2/s� 10−5

oundary temperature T0 �C°� 25
nitial temperature Ti �C°� 25

Fig. 3 Model of finite element method
Fig. 4 Temperature con

ournal of Heat Transfer
slightly higher than that at �5L /6 ,h�. The reason is that although
the geometry of the domain is symmetric along the center line in
the y direction, the motion of the flux is not exactly symmetric
because of our assumption that the flux begins to oscillate from
the left. If we assume the beginning location is at the center of the
top surface, the difference will disappear. The analytical solution
provides a direct and efficient methodology for problems involv-
ing oscillatory heat flux.

4 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, an analytical method for treating heat conduction

problems involving a body subjected to oscillating heat flux on
one of its boundaries is developed. The method can be easily
applied to the problem where the working function and fundamen-
tal solution are easily determined. Otherwise, the semi-analytical
treatment of the problem reported in Ref. �10� can be used. Pre-
diction results by the analytical solution and verification using the
finite element method are also presented. The analysis demon-
strates that the result can efficiently predict the field temperature
of such moving boundary problems or be used to verify the solu-
tion from other methods. The method can be readily extended to
three-dimensional problems as well as problems involving other
types of periodic heat flux on a boundary.

Fig. 5 Comparison of temperature rise obtained analytically
and by the finite element method at locations „L /2 ,h…, „L /6 ,h…,
„5L /6 ,h…, and „L /2 ,h /2…
tour at steady state
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uring the vertical Bridgman process, a single semiconductor
rystal is grown by the solidification of an initially molten semi-
onductor contained in an ampoule. The motion of the electrically
onducting molten semiconductor can be controlled with an ex-
ernally applied magnetic field. This paper treats the flow of a
olten semiconductor and the dopant transport during the verti-

al Bridgman process with a periodic transverse or rotating mag-
etic field. The frequency of the externally applied magnetic field
s sufficiently low that this field penetrates throughout the molten
emiconductor. Dopant distributions in the crystal are presented.
DOI: 10.1115/1.2352790�

Introduction
Since molten semiconductors are excellent electrical conduc-

ors, an externally applied magnetic field can be used to control
he flow of the molten semiconductor �melt� in order to control the
opant distribution in the crystal, which depends on the convec-
ive and diffusive transport of the dopant in the melt. Devices are
abricated on wafers sliced from single crystals and the perfor-
ance of a device is directly proportional to the compositional

niformity of the wafer on which it is produced.
Recently, rotating magnetic fields �RMFs� have been applied to

emiconductor crystal growth and have revealed a promising flow
henomenon in many situations. Dold and Benz �1� reviewed the
iterature on the use of RMFs during semiconductor crystal
rowth. Salk et al. �2� and Fiederle et al. �3� conducted experi-
ental investigations with RMFs and produced much better crys-

als with less segregation. A RMF is a periodic transverse mag-
etic field which rotates in the azimuthal direction about the
enterline of the melt. A RMF is produced by a number of magnet
oles which are placed at equally spaced azimuthal positions
round the crystal-growth furnace and which are connected to
uccessive phases of a multiphase electric power source. A RMF
as a constant magnetic field pattern which rotates in the azi-
uthal direction with an angular velocity �. Previous studies

4–6� have modeled melt motion in cylindrical or Bridgman-like
eometries without solidification. In the present study, we treat a
MF with two poles so that the field is uniform and rotates one

ime per power cycle and we investigate the dopant segregation
or the crystal growth.

1Corresponding author.
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of ASME for publication in the JOUR-

AL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received October 25, 2005; final manuscript re-

eived May 14, 2006. Review conducted by Ranga Pitchumani.

ournal of Heat Transfer Copyright © 20
2 Formulation of the Problem
This paper treats the unsteady, axisymmetric species transport

of germanium in a silicon melt during the vertical Bridgman pro-
cess with an externally applied, periodic, transverse magnetic field

where r̂, �̂, and ẑ are the unit vectors for the cylindrical coordinate
system, as shown in Fig. 1. Our dimensionless problem is
sketched in Fig. 1. All lengths and coordinates are normalized by
R. The crystal-melt interface moves at a constant growth rate Ug
=�Uc where the � is the dimensionless growth rate and Uc
=� /�R is the characteristic velocity, while � and � are the melt’s
dynamic viscosity and density, respectively. The planar crystal-
melt interface lies along z=−b, where the instantaneous dimen-
sionless melt depth b�t�=a−�t decreases during growth. Here, a
is the dimensionless melt depth at the beginning of growth and
time t is normalized by R /Uc. The dimensionless time to grow the
entire crystal is a /�.

This spatially uniform, transverse RMF actually produces a pe-
riodic, nonaxisymmetric body force in addition to the steady, axi-
symmetric, azimuthal body force but the frequency of the nonaxi-
symmetric body force is two times that of the axisymmetric body
force. Witkowski et al. �4� proved that the inertia of the melt
precludes any response to such a high-frequency oscillatory body
force, so we neglect the nonaxisymmetric body force.

With the Boussinesq approximation, the equations governing
the melt motion are

�v

�t
+ �v · ��v = − �p + Tmf��̂ +

Ra

Pr
Tẑ + �2v �1a�

� · v = 0 �1b�

Pr� �T

�t
+ v · �T� = �2T �1c�

where the melt velocity v is normalized by Uc, p is the deviation
of the pressure from the hydrostatic pressure normalized by
�2 /�R2, and T is the deviation of the temperature from the fur-
nace’s hot-zone temperature, normalized by the characteristic tem-
perature difference. In Eq. �1a�, f� is the body force due to the
RMF normalized by ��RB2, and is given by a separation-of-
variables solution derived by Walker et al. �6�. For Eq. �1c�, in
certain situations, the Thomson, Peltier, and Seebeck effects are
important �7–10�. However, the electric current densities that
cross the interface, i.e., the crystal-melt interface are small enough
that the heat source or sink associated with the Thomson and
Peltier effects are negligible compared to the heat transfer im-
posed on the system by the external power source �10�. In addi-
tion, the thermoelectric current generated by the temperature
gradient along the interfaces is negligible compared to the
electric currents in the melt �10�. The dimensionless param-
eters in Eqs. �1a� and �1c� are the magnetic Taylor number Tm
=���B2R4 /��2, the Rayleigh number Ra=g�2cp���T�R3 /
�k, and the Prandtl number Pr=�cp /k. Here, k, cp, � are the
thermal conductivity, the specific heat, and the thermal volumetric
expansion coefficient, respectively. The magnetic flux density of
the RMF is B while gravitational acceleration is g=9.81 m2/s.
The no-slip and no-penetration conditions are applied at the am-
poule walls and the crystal-melt interface. We use the same ther-
mal conditions applied by Wang and Ma �11� for the vertical
Bridgman process.

At the beginning of crystal growth, the melt concentration is at
uniform initial concentration C�r ,z , t=0�=1. This is a standard
initial condition that is utilized until experimental conditions are
better understood �12�. The dopant transport is governed by the
species conservation equation. The characteristic ratio of the con-
vective to diffusive species transport in the melt is the mass Péclet
number Pem=UcR /D, where D is the diffusion coefficient for the

dopant in the molten semiconductor. For germanium in a silicon

FEBRUARY 2007, Vol. 129 / 24107 by ASME
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elt, the segregation coefficient ks is equal to 0.406. The crystal
bsorbs silicon upon solidification and rejects germanium. The
urfaces of the ampoule are impermeable. These equations are
resented in a previous investigation �11�. Assuming that there is
o diffusion of dopant in the solid crystal, the dopant distribution
n the crystal Cs�r ,z� normalized by the initial uniform dopant
oncentration in the melt is Cs�r ,z�=ksC�r ,z=−b , t=z /��.

We use a highly accurate Chebyshev spectral collocation
ethod with Gauss-Lobatto collocation points in r and 	. For the

ime derivatives in the governing equations, we use a second-
rder implicit time integration scheme to integrate from t=0 to a
that is slightly less than a /�. We use a sufficient number of

ollocation points and a large enough number of time steps so that
he results do not change by increasing these numbers. This in-
estigation represents an effort toward the fundamental under-
tanding of dopant segregation in a system with a RMF. Future
esearch will compare numerical predictions with measurements
f dopant concentration in the crystal.

Results
We present results for silicon doped with germanium in a typi-

al crystal growth process, for which �=376.99 rad/s, Ug
23 �m/s, Uc=45.33 �m/s, �=0.5074, Pr=0.01284, Pem=10,
a=643.28, and Tm=4.8942
109B2 with B in Tesla. For a=1,

he dimensionless time to grow the crystal is a /�=1.971.
We investigated a RMF ranging from 0 mT to 4 mT. The iso-

herms for all cases are very similar to those in Wang and Ma �11�
ecause the heat transfer is dominated by conduction for this
mall value of Pr. The thermal gradients are concentrated in a
egion of the melt near the crystal-melt interface because this
egion of the ampoule is adjacent to the furnace’s thermal-gradient
one. These gradients alone drive a thermal buoyant convection
hat is counterclockwise in the melt, which decreases as the melt
epth decreases.

We study the influence of a RMF on the flow. An RMF induces
urrents in the melt, and the currents interact with RMF to gener-
te an azimuthal electromagnetic �EM� body force in the melt.

ig. 1 Vertical Bridgman ampoule with a spatially uniform,
ransverse, rotating magnetic field and with coordinates nor-

alized by the crucible’s inner radius
his EM body force can stir the melt to control the fluid flow and

42 / Vol. 129, FEBRUARY 2007
dopant transport. Figure 2 shows the electromagnetic body force
produced by RMF. In Fig. 2, 	=1+2z /b is a rescaled axial coor-
dinate so that 1�	� +1 for all time. It is evident that the maxi-
mum density of the body force is in the middle of the melt’s
height. The end effect of the bounding walls decreases the body
force to zero near the bottom and top walls of the ampoule, where
the current and the magnetic field are in the same direction. The
EM body force decreases as the melt depth decreases.

We present results for B=0.3 mT, for which Tm=440.475. This
azimuthal flow drives an additional meridional flow, or electro-
magnetic �EM� stirring, which opposes the buoyant convection.
The meridional melt motion still produces an entirely counter-
clockwise circulation in the melt, so that the flow is radially out-
ward along the crystal-melt interface. This convective transport
produces a crystal which has relatively little radial segregation.
The dopant concentration increases with z due to the rejection of
dopant along the crystal-melt interface. The constant-
concentration curves in the crystal are presented in Fig. 3.

When we increase the field to B=3.0 mT, for which Tm
=44047.5, the EM body force is much stronger than that for B
=0.3 mT. The meridional melt motion due to the EM stirring has
become strong enough to cause some of the melt to reverse its
flow direction. An upper circulation still remains counterclock-
wise. However, a significant clockwise circulation emerges in the
lower half of the melt. This causes the flow to be radially inward

Fig. 3 Contours of concentration in the crystal Cs„r ,z… for B

Fig. 2 Dimensionless, azimuthal electromagnetic body force
f� at initial state for b=1
=0.3 mT, Ug=23 �m/s, and a=1
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ear the centerline and radially outward near the periphery along
he crystal-melt interface. This explains the large radial segrega-
ion in the bottom of the crystal, as reflected in Fig. 4. For the last
art of the crystal which solidified near z=0, the crystal has a
elatively radially uniform composition because both the EM stir-
ing and the buoyant convection has become weak. The buoyant
onvection is much stronger than the EM stirring, so that the flow
s radially outward along the entire crystal-melt interface which
ecreases segregation. The dopant concentration in the crystal in-
reases with z due to the rejection of dopant along the crystal-melt
nterface.

Conclusions
We have developed a numerical model that can treat the un-

teady transport in the melt and predict the dopant transport in the
rystal for Bridgman process with a RMF. With a very weak RMF
ess than 2 mT, there is only radially outward flow along the
rystal-melt interface and the crystal solidifies with relatively little
adial segregation. When field strength increases from 2 mT, the
ow structure is very different. Along the crystal-melt interface,

here exists both radially inward flow near the centerline and ra-
ially outward flow near periphery of the ampoule, which leads to
evere segregation in both the melt and in the crystal.
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omenclature
a � dimensionless length of the ampoule
b � dimensionless depth of the melt
B � magnetic flux density
cp � specific heat of the melt
C � dimensionless concentration of the dopant in

the melt
Cs � dimensionless concentration in the crystal
D � diffusion coefficient for the solute in the mol-

ten semiconductor

ig. 4 Contours of concentration in the crystal Cs„r ,z… for B
3.0 mT, Ug=23 �m/s, and a=1
ournal of Heat Transfer
f� � electromagnetic body force
k � thermal conductivity of the melt

ks � segregation coefficient for aluminum anti-
monide in gallium antimonide

p � dimensionless pressure
Pem � mass transport Péclet number

Pr � Prandtl number
r � dimensionless radial coordinate in the melt
r̂ � unit vector in the radial direction for the cylin-

drical coordinate system
R � crystal radius or inner radius of ampoule

Ra � Rayleigh number
t � dimensionless time

T � dimensionless temperature in the melt
Tm � magnetic Taylor number
Uc � characteristic velocity of the melt
Ug � growth rate or velocity of the crystal-melt

interface
v � dimensionless velocity in the melt
z � dimensionless axial coordinate in the melt
ẑ � unit vector in the axial direction for the cylin-

drical coordinate system

Greek Symbols
��T� � characteristic temperature difference

� � dimensionless growth rate or dimensionless
velocity of the crystal-melt interface

� � thermal coefficient of volumetric expansion
� � dynamic viscosity of the melt

�̂ � unit vector in the azimuthal direction for the
cylindrical coordinate system

� � density of the melt
� � electrical conductivity of the melt
� � angular velocity of the rotating magnetic field
	 � dimensionless rescaled axial coordinate
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